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ABSTRACT
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following principal questions are addressed: (1) what new approaches
are being attempted in schools serving c/0"iren of poverty; (2) which
of these approaches hold promise; and (3, hat combination of factors
supports the introduction of promising ins:ructional approaches. This
interim report provides preliminary answers by describing current
practices in first-, third-, and fifth-grade classrooms in 15
elementary schools in 3 urban, 1 suburban, and 2 rural districts that
serve large numbers of children from low-income families. Descriptive
results are given for the first 2 years of data collection; final
analysis of outcomes will be issued in fall 1991. The following major
findings are presented: (1) many teachers are engaged in modest
departures from conventional assumptions about instruction in
reading, mathematics, and writing; (2) a small number of teachers has
made, or is attempting, more fundamental shifts in practice; and (3)
state and district requirements and support systems at the schcol and
district levels appear to play critical roles in enabling or
inhibiting teachers' adoption of instructional olternatives. The
preliminary findings indicate goals that can be a7tileved by teachers
in schools perceived to be doing an average to good job of educating
low-income children. Statistical data are presented in 23 tables. A
list of 16 references, methodological notes, and 2 data-gathering
instruments are appended. (SLD)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Recent research and a growing body of evidence from demonstration
programs suggests that a more Pr-ademically challenging learning experience
can be offered the students at greatest risk of academic failure--those from
low-income backgrounds, who disproportionately represent ethnic and
linguistic minorities. In the typical elementary school, however, these
students encounter instruction that is often repetitive, uninspiring, and
limited to the "basics."

Current practice reflects, in part, a widely accepted "conventional
wisdom" about the best ways to teach in such settings.* These approaches
emphasize curricula that proceed from the "basics" to advanced skills,
instruction that is tightly controlled by the teacher, and ability grouping
that often becomes permanent tracks at an early age. While these approaches
may improve children's grasp of basic skills, they appear to shortchange
learning of more advanced skills in reasoning, comprehension, ane
composition.

A major federal study of mathematics and literacy instruction in schools
that serve the children of poverty is currently under way in search of more
effective practice. The study is addressing three questions:

(1) What departures from conventional wisdom are being tried in schools
serving the children of poverty?

(2) Which of these approaches show promise, either in their owu right
or in combination with more traditional approaches, for boosting
students' mastery of advanced and basic skills?

(3) What combination of factors in the school, district, and state
supports the intr, duction of promising instructional approaches?

The Interim Report

This report, the second to emerge from the study, provides preliminary
answers to these questions, by describing current practices in first, third,
and fifth grade classrooms in fifteen elementary schools that serve large
numbers of children from low-income families. The interim report presents
descriptive results from the first of two years of data collection; it does
not include an analysis of outcomes. The third and final report (to be
completed in the fall of 1991) will provide a more complete analysis of all
study data sources, including outcomes of instruction.

Conventional and alternative epproaches are described in the first of the
Academic Instruction Study reports, Setter Schooling for the Children of
Poverty: Alternatives to Conventionpl Wisdom.



Themes from the First Year Findings

Major themes from the first year of investigation are as follows:

Many teachers in the sample schools are engaged in modest,
incremental departures from conventional assumptions about
mathematics, reading, and writing instruction.

A small number have made, or are attempting, more fundamental
ehifts in practice.

State snd district requirements and support systems at the school
and district level appear to play critical roles in enabling or
inhibiting teachers' adoption of instructional alternatives.

These themes emerge from analyses of instructional practices in the
regular classroom, the role of supplemental instruction, and influences on
the classroom practice.

Instructional Practices in the Regular Classroom

The first year of the study focused on identifying the range of
approaches to mathematics, reading, and writing instruction in the regular
classroom, with special attention to those features of instruction most
likely to influence the acquisition of skills in mathematical reasoning,
reading comprehension, and written composition. In addition, the study
focused on aspects of instructional strategy and management that apply more
generically to all subject areas.

Classroom Management and the Academic Learning Environgept

Cutting across all subject areas are basic patte,:ns of classroom manage-
ment deriving from a variety of sources, such as the characteristics of the
children themselves, the teachers' preferred style of interaction with them,
and the teachers' ability to establish and maintain their conception of
classroom order. The prevailing management pattern does not, by itself,
determine academic outcomes, but it has much to do with the academic learning
environment in the classroom. Four distinct environments are found in the
study sample:

Dysfunctional environments. Although gener3lly excluded in the
sampling process, some classrooms are preoccupied with unresolved
problems of order; little academic work takes place in such settings.

Adeouate environments. In these classrooms, the problem o; order is
partially resolved and academic work is taking place, but the
struggle between teaclwr and students over control continues.

Orderly restrictive environments. Here, the great majority of
students' time and energy is devoted to academic work, with little or
no overt challenge to estaidished classroom o-der. However, order is
achieved through tight control that limits the range of instructional
approaches and academic work in which students are able to engage.

vi



Orderly enabling environments. S'Aidents spend nearly all their time
doing academic work with minimal disruption; teachers establish this
kind of environment without restrictive controls and in a fashion
that enables a wide range of activities and instructional approaches
to be undertaken.

The full implications of these environments for student learning have yet to
be demonstrated (it is possible, for example, that some students perform
better in orderly, restrictive environments than in orderly, enabling
environments).

A Pysfunctional Learning Environment

The students of various racial backgrounds in this fifth-grade
classroom appear to like the teacher, but there is a constant
tug-of-war between the teacher and students over discipline. The
teacher is quite stern with the students, yet she often allows them
to socialize: They take advantage of every opportunity to interact
with each other--whispering, calling out, passing notes, moving
around. In cyclical fashion, the noise level slowly rises beyond
what the teacher will tolerate. She then angrily warns the class
to quiet dawn and eventually hands out individual punishments or
makes everyone "write lines"--that is, fill several sheets of
paper with a disciplinary sentence or the school's mission
statement. Things quiet down for a while, and the cycle begins
again. Although they often seem eager to engage in learning
activities, the students generally succeed in avoiding academic
tasks entirely, especially when it involves seatwork.

61-1 Prderly plabling Learnins Envtronment

In a word, this teacher's first-grade class in a rural arse "hums."
It is a comfortable place where the children, half Hispanic and
half Anglo, enjoy being there and doing schoolwork; the business of
learning is central to everything that is done in the room.
Children treat each other and the teacher with respect, as a result
of her careful lessons in how to listen to each other, to offer ideas
verbally to the class, and to respect what others say. The teacher's
management style is calm and quiet. She is remarkably effective
at maintaining order despite the fact that the classroom is one
of tour clustered together in a semi-open pod arrangement. She
uses a combination of quiet reminders and individual praise for
So-and-So, who is sitting nicely now. The result is the students
do what she asks the first time she asks, with rare exceptions
(which are quickly brought into line), and attention is not drawn
to management issues very often. The children devote nearly all
of their energy to academic tasks and other aspects of the school's
curriculum.

I I )



Although in one sense independent of what is taught in the three subject
areas, the management pattern associated with each type of environment repre-
sents decisions (conscious or otherwise) about the kind of mathematics,
reading, or writing In which students will be engaged.

Ma thesat Iss Instruction

On the whole, mathematics instruction in the sample classrooms conforms
to trends that are prevalent across the country. Arithmetic computation is
the overriding goal of instruction in many classrooms from first through
fifth grades; instruction typically euphasizes teacher presentation followed
by written seatwork. The curriculum is often defined by the textbook.

Nonetheless, classrooms do vary on dimensions that reflect two
strategies for maximizing mathematical understanding and reasontng. The
first strategy emphasizes conceptual understanding and skill building; the
second strategy broadens the array of mathematical topics beyond arithmetic.
Based on the presence or absence of these strategies, classroom instruction
tends to exhibit one of the following four goal orientations:

FOCUS on arithmetic with skill building an the primary goal.

Focus on arithmetic with the goal of builang conceptual
understanding along with skills.

Focus on multiple topics, with a "skills only* orientation.

Focus on multiple topics with equal (sometimes greater) attention to
conceptual understanding (see example below).

Mathematics in a raird-Grads Clsssroom

The teacher appears to be doing an excellent job of implementing the
relatively new state framework for mathematics education in a
diverse inner-city third-grade classroom. While she emphasizes
arithmetic computation skills throughout the year, she also
integrates instructional material relating to geometry, measurement,
problem solving, logical reasoning, statistics and probability, and
patterns and sequence. The teacher uses manipulattves to help
teach concepts. Cooperative learning groups are often used in her
class, and in fact about one-third of the class time is in some
sense "student-directed," which is exceptionally rare. The
teacher consistently makes connections between one mathematics
concept and another, thereby helping to present mathematics as
a unified discipline, not just a set of different skills.
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Each successi...e goal orientation represents an increasing departure from
conventional assumptions about mathematics teaching; classrooms in the fourth
group come close to the goals of reformers in mathematics, e.g., as expressed
in the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' Curriculum and _Evaluation
,tandards for School Mathematics.

Various features of mathematics instruction differ systematically
depending on the goal orientation teachers adopt. Those teaching multiple
mathematical topics, for example, tend to spend more time per day on mathe-
matics than those who concentrate on arithmetic alone. In classrooms in
which conceptual understanding is emphasized, students use manipulatives more
nften. Teachers who concentrate on arithmetic skills tend to rely more
heavily on the textbook than teachers who pursue a more wide-ranging
curriculum.

Readinp, Instructin

The variation in approaches to reading instruction across the sample
classrooms is not as neatly categorized as in mathematics, and the differ-
ences across grades are more pronounced. Nonetheless, there are common
patterns, both across and within grades. Basal readers form the core of
reading material in most classrooms, especially in the lower grades; in the
great majority of these cases the basals take the form of "literary" readers,
which principally contain excerpts from children's literature. Nearly all
teachers spend a substantial portion of their tine on teaching discrete
reading skills. Homogeneous grouping by ability is prevalent (though not
universal), especially in first grade. Thus, few classrooms exhibit
approaches to reading, or literacy as a whole, that reflect radical alterna-
tives to established practice, such as those advocated by proponents of
"whole language" teaching (although elements of whole language approaches
influence many teachers' work).

Nonetheless, important differences in approach can be discerned.
Parallel to their use of strategies aimed at mathematical reasoning, teachers
make varying use of the following strategies aimed at maximizing reading for
understanding:

Maximizing the opportunities to read whole text, both orally and
silently.

Integrating reading and writing instruction.

11 Focusing on comprehension and interpretation of what is read, espe-
cially through explicit teaching of strategies for comprehending
text.

Deemphasizing the teaching of discrete skills in isolation from text.

P Providing opportunities to discuss what is read and extend knowledge
gained from reading.

ix



These strategies are combined (or ignored) in a variety of ways that do
not yield a simple typology, as in the case of mathematics. In promising
cases, classrooma display several strategies at once (see inset exsmple

below),

Reading in_a_Filth-Qrade Classroom

In a multiracial fifth-grade classroom, the teacher has shifted from
basal readers to a literature-based curriculum designed by her and a
colleague. During reading instruction, she pushes her students not
only to expand their vocabularies and knowledge of the world but
also their ability to interpret what they read. For example, while
reading two stories that center on the experiences of slack Americans
during the Revolutionary War, the class is assigned to write about
fairness in the story. Lemer, the students share the results of
their efforts with each other. As the teacher guides the students
in the presentation of their thoughts to peers, she teaches them how
to compliment and support each other in a group setting. As the
children read what they have written, the teacher finds something
encouraging to say toeach before offering constructive criticism
and suggestions for expansion or rewriting. This teacher finds that
having students write about iat they have read facilitates compre-

hension. In addition, she reads aloud to her class extensively and
regularly and types and distributes song lyrics as a music-related
activity.

Writing Instructtn

As is the case nationwide, sample classrooms exhibit a wide range of
approaches to writing instruction, from those in which virtually no wTiting
takes place to those with extensive and varied opportunities for witing
composed text. Instruction in at least some elements of the writing process
is widespread. When they do compose actual text, students are most likely to
engage in "personal" writing (typically in journals, which are found in most
of the sample classrooms). A fair amount of imaginative and informative
writing is also 'done; persuasive or analytic writing, however, is the excep-
tion rather than the rule. Language-mechanics skills, such as spelling,
handwriting, punctuation, and grammar, are widely taught, although teachers
differ in the manner in which they teach these skills.



The amount of composed text writing provides a clue to other features of
writing instruction, in particular a series of strategies that teachers adopt
to maximize meaningful written communication, many of which parallel those
described above for reading. Classrooms with large amounts of composed
writing elfin tend to exhibit most of the following strategies (see inset
example below):

Integrating writing with other areas of the curriculum.

Emphasizing meaningful communication as the goal of writing and
simultaneously deemphasizing language-mechanics skills and
correctness.

Teaching the process of writing.

Constructing a social context for writing that motivates students and
encourages communication with others (e.g., by permitting peer inter-
action while writing and allowing students more room to determine the
content and form of their written expression).

Wtiting in a First-Crade Classroom

A visit to this inner-city first-grade classroom at any time during
the year reveals the importance given to written text. The walls of
the classroom are filled with word lists, poems, the class daily
newspaper, and stories dictated to the teacher early in the year
and later written by the students themselves. Each morning, the
the snidents dictate to the teacher five or six sentences that
comprise that day's newspaper, which is posted throughout the day
and taken home by a different student each day. In the early weeks
of the school year, the students draw story pictures and label these
pictures, using words from the lists displayed around the room.
Later in the school year, the students write three- or four-sentence
stories. Approximately 90 minutes of each morning is devoted to
students dictating different kinds of text to the teacher and to
reading these lists and stories. There is additional time for
journal writing on a daily basis.
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Supplemental Instructional Pro ;la

Federal, state, and local pr,)grams or mandates support supplemental

instructional services of various kinds in the schools under study--for

example, the federal compensatory eaucation program (Chapter 1), special

education services of various kinds, and bilingual or English-as-a-Second-

Language (ESL) programs for students with limited English proficiency. These

programs play a potentislly important role in the mathematics and literacy

instruction available ts students in the sample clasuromms, especially for

those who are less proficient in academic work. During the first year of tae

investigation, the study concentrated on identifying what supplemental staff

bring to academic instruction and the instructional models employed by these

services. The final report will address questions about bhat is actually

taught to whom through such services.

Supplemertal program staff bring both advantages and problems to their

schools. On the one hand, they offer an "extra pair of hands" to teachers

who face many demands, and in many cases they possess specialized skills in

other subject areas. In addition, supplemental staff often increase the

ethnic and cultural diversity of the instructional staff, which is especially

appropriate to the often multicultural student population in the schools

under study. At the same time supplemental staff bring complexity and a

certain measure of unpredictability to the classroom teacher's already

complicated life.

In the sample classrooms, supplelental program staff assist with

instruction in three primary ways:

Provide help with seatwork in the regular classroom.

Enable the teacher to create special grouping arrangements.

Offer specialized remedial instruction, in or out of the regular

classroom.

Less frequently, supplemental instructional services take several other

forms: As a source of advanced work for academically talented students; as a

way of extending the school day or year (e.g., through after-school tutorin5

or extra instruction during vacation times); and as a vehicle for computer .

based instructien (e.g., in those schools with computer labs).

Influerxes on Academic leitroction in the Clessroom

Although there are innumerable subt.A.e forces that affect the instruction

teachers offer their students in the schools under study, several broad cate-

gories of influence appear to offer a partial explanation for the patterns of

academic instruction across all subject areas.

First, the nature of the students in the classroom makes it more likely

for certain management patterns or forms of instruction to appear. However,

xii
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the expected pattern appears lesq often than is typically assumed--that is,

classrooms with higher pupil-teacher ratios, greater diversity, mure low-
income children, and greater student mobility are not necessarily the ones
with unresolved management problems )r less challenging instructior. In
other words, teachers respond to the difficult challenges such classrooms
pose in different ways, and not necessarily with a restricted range of
curricula and learning opportunities.

Second, teachers' preparation, beliefs, and level of commitment are a
major force in shaping whet they do in the classroom. Teachers with more
extensive subj3ct-area preparation and professional development are more
likely to experiment with alternatkves to conventional skill-oriented instruc-
tion. Teachers' conceptions of the subject area and beliefs about how to
teach it exert a similar influence on the kind of learning experience they
offer students. In addition, teachers' personal commitment to their teaching
leaves an unmistakable stamp on the degree to which they depart from tradi-
tional approaches to instruction.

Third, what teachers do in the classroom reflects factors in the school
and district environment, among them:

District and school curricular policies and how they are set, in
particular, the extent to which the district prescribes what should
be taught and how.

Textbook choices, most clearly seen in the adoption of new language
arts textbooks that embody different assumptions about literacy
instruction.

Testing and accountability pressures,

District and school support--for example, through professional
development opportunities, instructional guidance by the principal or
other specialists, and the availability of appropriate resources.

State (and sometimes district) frameworks or mandates that urge or
require teachers to adopt (or refrain from) certain approaches to
mathematics and literacy instruction.

These forces can act either as stimuli or constraints on what teachers do.
Sorting out in greater detail the nazure and extent of their influence on
classroom practice is one of the tasks for the second year of the study.

What Has Been Leerned end What Lies Ahead

Findings from the study's first year show a range of possibilities not
widely assumed to be workable in classrooms serving the children of poverty.
In particular, the patterns identified indicate numerous ways that instruc-
tian in such settings can focus more centrally on mathematical reasoning,
reading comprehension, and written composition, even under the most trying
circumstances. In addition, study findings point to key conditions and

1 t;



actions that encourage (or discourage) attempts to redirect instruction along
these lines.

It is important to remember that the findings are no t. a statement of
what is typical in schools serving the children of poverty, nor do they
represent the results of a planned demonstration or test of cutting-edge
practices. Rather, they indicate what can be achieved by teachers in schools
perceived to be doing an average to good job of educating low-income
children.

There is much that remai-J for the second year of the investigation and
for further analysis of all the data sets that have been gathered, which will
be presented in the second year report (to be completed in the fall of 1991).

For one thing, the relationship between patterns of instruction and
academic learning outcomes has yet to be examined: Which approaches
(or combinations thereof) produce the best results, in terms of both
conventional and alternative measures of achievement?

The investigation will also explore the implications of instruction
for different segments of the student population: How well does
instruction work for high versus low achievers, for participants in
supplemental programs versus others, for majority versus minority
students? What kinds of instructional practices work best with
different kinds of children in these settings?

In this regard, there is much more to be learned about supplemental
instruction, in particular, what it teaches and its connections to
what is taught in regular classrooms.

Finally, the Itudy will investigate further the nature of teachers'
response to new visions of mathematics and literacy instruction and
the maniter in which they can best be supported in moving towards
these instructional goals.

xiv 1 7
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INTRODUCTION: THE STUDY TASK AND INTERIM REFORT

Schools that serve large numbers of children from poor families face one

of the most difficult tasks in education. Over the years, the teachers and

administrators who staff these schools have learned to cope with high

mobility among children, limited resources, inadequate facilities, and

concentrations of children with diverse and hard-to-meet learning needs.

Perhaps most difficult of all, these educators see children walk in the door

each day who are not particularly well versed in the art of "doing school."

Most teachers try hard to make the best of the challenge before them; many

wonder why it seems difficult to make headway--that is, engage and maintain

children's attention to learning tasks, communicate what Aten appears to be

common sense, and show demcolstrable achievement gains on conventional

measures of learning. In doing so, these teachers often settle on a

curriculum that aims at the most "basic" elements of the content to be

learned, on the assumption that no more can be managed, and that even mastery

of the basics is an important accomplishment.

The children who attend such schools face an equally difficult task.

From their point of view, it is not always obvious why they should be in

school or what they have to gain from being there or from going along with

what schools ask of them. For one thing, the culture and language of school

is unfamiliar, even if the children have grown up speaking English, and for a

growing percentage of poor children it is literally a foreign language. To

complicate matters, what teachers ex7ect of them is not always clear nor

compelling; indeed, it often appears to them that relatively little is

expected of them.

There arc many facets of the problem, some of which have little to do

with the classroom. But we concentrate here on issues that are most clearly

located within the classroom--those that have to do with tie content of what

is taught, the approach to teaching it, and the response oi children to
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instruction. Our assumption is that given the right conditions for learning,

children in such classrooms can make enormous strides in gaining academic

skills, far beyond the performance they typically exhibit at present.

Furthermore, we assume that, with the right kinds of resources and support,

teachers and administrators can establish these conditions for learning.

They can do so by the way they construe their client population, design

curriculum, and carry it out both within and across classrooms.

This report is about what is taught, and how it is taught, in elementary

schools that serve large numbers of children from poor families. In the

rrlort, we present what has been learned from the first year of a 2-year

investigation that examines curriculum and instruction offered in reading,

writing, and mathematics in these kinds of school settings. The report, and

the study as a whole, are part of a search for content and instructional

approaches that best impart to this segment of the student population both

"the basics" in literacy and numeracy, ane what are generally referred to as

"advanced skills."

The points of departure for this investigation are twofold. First,

there is general agreement that schools serving poor children do not do as

good a job as they might in providing rich and challenging academic instruc-

tion for their students. Second, there are grounds for thinking that

powerful alternatives are possible. Recent analysis and scholarship, along-

side the efforts of many practitioners, point to other ways of construing

curriculum and enacting it in classrooms that can engagc students ard convey

to them a fuller base of knowledge and skills than is typically the case at

present.

To give context for our review of findings, we present in this intro-

dvction the motivating issues, our approach to the study, and our way of

framing the research problem.



1§sues That Motivate the Study

The following capsule of a fifth-grade mathematics lesson midway through

the year in one of our sample classrooms introduces the central concerns of

the study:

James' Mathematics Lesson. It is time for mathematics. James asks
the children to switch from the dictionary skills worksheet that they
have been working on to the mathematics homework. The students, a
mixed group of Anglo and Hispanic children from a nearby housing
project, fumble for their homework sheets. Sone never find them; a
few--primarily a handful of boys (mostly Hispanic) located at seats
around the edge of the room--pay little attention to what is going
on, but James appears not to notice (for the moment, the nonpartici-
pants are quiet). The next 15 minutes are devoted to a review of the
homework, which involved long division. Janes proceeds in rapid-fire
fashion, asking for the correct answer and provIding it if some
member of the class fails to give it. The students correct their own
sheets and then sing out how many they got right. The class shifts
to a 15-minute presentation by James at the blackboard on the finer
points of long division with a two-digit divisor (which was the
subject of the homework). Many students fidget during the explana-
tion; the nonparticipating children are beginning to be louder and
more noticeable. "This class just doesn't seem to get it," he
explains at the end of the class; his game plan appears to be to
repeat the explanation "till they understand it." The class ends
with a period of seatwork--more practice with long division
problems. The class works at this task, but the contingent of
nonparticipating boys does little. Once again James pays little
attention to them (he explains later that he AS tried hard to
involve them and they "just don't respond; they don't care about
learning, so I don't spend much time with them"). A few minutes
later they and their classmates are tumbling out the door to recess.

The scene is typical of many days in this classroom and of many other

classrooms across the nation as well. To be sure, things are happening that

distinguish it from the dysfunctional classrooms that are often found in

schools serving poor children: in James' room, instruction is taking place;

the class is under control, for the most part; children are being given

homework, most are doing it, and to some extent they are being held to

account for it. But some important elements are missing from their educa-

cion. The students are being taught procedures without meaning and without a

compelling reason to learn these procedures. What they are being taught

lacks connection to their lives. Not surprisingly, their response to
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instruction lacks enthusiasm. As a class, they are not "getting it," even

though by year's end they may manage a reasonable score on the district's

standardized tests. What is more, a part of the class has, in effect, been

written off.

There are already widely accepted answers about how to educate the kinds

of students in James' classroom, and his approach to mathematics exemplifies

many of them. These answers form an unstated but pervasive "conventional

wisdom" about curriculum and instruction that we have described in detail

elsewhere (see Knapp & Turnbull, 1990; Knapp c, Shields, 1990). In brief, the

key tenets of ehe conventional wisdom are these:

View of "disadvantaged" learners: An emphasis on learners'
deficits--that is, their presumed lack of information, intellectual
facility, and readiness for schoolwork.

Curriculum organization: A model of the curriculum in mathematics
and literacy that emphasizes sequential mastery of discrete skills
ordered from "the basics" to higher-order skills.

Instructiqnal approach: A high degree of teaeher-directed
instruction, in which the teacher presents material and supervises
students closely, designed to maximize engaged learning time and the
frequency of feedback to students.

Classroom management: An approach to classroom management built on
generic principles for maintaining classroom order, to be applied
uniformly across content areas.

Arrangement of instEuctional groups: InstructiOnal arrangements that
are grouped or tracked by st-zdents' ability, not only within class,

but also through supplemental programs for children with the greatest
educational need.

But there are alteroattves to the conventional wisdom that may offer

students more, and there are grounds for believing that the alternatives can

work well in the variety of settings in which poor children are educated.

These alternatives vary somewhat by content area, but four kinds of changes

in thinking and practice are implied:

Changing the Ilay the tmdent ig Viewed. It is possible to shift
emphasis from what the student lacks (e.g., print awareness, grasp of
Standard English syntax, a supportive home environment, or whatever)
to what the student brings to school (e.g., intuitive learning of
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various kinds, a set of experiences to which learning can relate, and
S3 on). Teaching approaches that take this view of students need not
ignore what learners do not know, but try to place it in context with
what the child does know and can do,

Changing What is Taueht. Alternatives to conventional wisdom assert
that a mare challenging curriculum is both possible and more likely
to engage children in academic learning. Such curricula typically
emphasize meaning and understanding, engage learners in camplex as
well as simple tasks from early on (with appropriate supports or
"scaffolding" from the teacher) and emphasize holistic activities
such as reading or wTiting text more than discrete skills. Although
approaches vary on this point, the alternatives do not typically
eliminate discrete skill teaching, but rather seek to integrate it
with the activities to which the skills relate.

Ognangl4gjaj22nft. A variety of alternatives to teacher-
directed, ability grouped instruction are attracting attention these
days and among them several themes stand out. First, alternatives
urge teachers to make more room for student-directed learning or, put
another way, to balance teacher-directed instruction with activity
that over time gives students greater responsibility for fheir own
learning. Second, there are alternatives to conventional approaches
to classroom management that seek to make management more flexible
and more closely related to the actual academic tasks being done.
Third, the differences in children's proficiencies can be handled in
other ways than to group students homogeneously by ability, the most
prevalent approach at present in both regular classrooms and supple-
mental instructional programs (other than ignoring student differ-
ences altogether).

Changing the School and District Environment for Academic
Instruction. Changes of the sort just described are likely to occur
on a wide scale only if the right conditions are in place at the
school and district (and even state) levels. Such conditions include
curricular frameworks and guidelines that direct teachers to change
their content; appropriate choices of textbooks and other resources
that are implied by alternative views of what is to be taught;
testing policies that support changes in instruction (e.g., by
measuring the new things being taught); support systems such as staff
development and teaming arrangements that provide teachers help and
encouragement as they attempt to teach in different ways; an ethos in
beth district and school that places high value on academic learning;
and a relationship between schools and community that encourages
mutual understanding.

Making changes of this sort is widely recognized as a difficult task.

There is still much to be learned about how to introduce the alternatives

just alluded to in the wide variety of settings in which the children of

poverty are taught. The process by which teachers make the transition from
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conventional practices to alternatives is also poorly understood. Our study

set out to illuminate these issues, by intensively studying classrooms

located in high-poverty elementary schools.

5tu4y Approach

The study approach focuses on:

Curriculum and Instruction. Within and Across Subject Areas.
Selecting reading, writing, and mathematics as target areas of the
curriculum, we have designed a study that maximizes what lee can learn
about content (what children are taught) and instructional APproach
(how children are taught).

The Classroom Level. Using a broad definition of classroom that
subsumes supplemental instruction arrangements, we are examining
primarily classroom-level phenomena--how curriculum is set up for
groups of children, what teachers do in the classroom, influences on
student performance aggregated to the classroom level. Both data
collection and analysis treat the classroom as the primary unit of
study.

Naturallv_Occurring Effective Practice. By contrast with studies
that "plant" a promising practice or program in a set of classrooms
and study its effects, we are investigating the range of practices in
place in a set of schools that appear to be performing well, at
least, as far as this can be judged by standardized testing measures.
Our assumption is that across a large number of classrooms in such
schools, important insights can be derived about "effective" practice
by documenting what is being done, and contrasting what happens in
one type of classroom versus another.

The study design combines quantitative and qualitative data sources,

including test scores and other outcome measures, daily teacher logs, coded

observational data, student and school background data, and detailed

qualitative reports of curriculum and instruction in a selected subset of

classrooms. The design enables us to examine all six grades in elementary

school, through two waves of data collection, the first concentrating on

grades 1, 3, and 5, and the second during the following school year, on

grades 2, 4, and 6. Second-year classrooms are chosen to maximize the number

of first-year children in them, thus enabling some forms of longitudinal

anal sis to be done.
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The design combines traditions of research that are not normally put

together, especially in a study conducted on such a large scale. The

quantitative design draws on the "process-product" tradition, but is

integrated with a heavily qualitative intensive design aimed at producing

rich qualitative descriptions of instruction in action. Furthermore, the

study examines three different content areas, and at the same time cross-

subject phenomena. Part of our task is to explore the feasibility of such a

design, in addition to its role as a source of new knowledge about the topics

under investigation.

Classrooms have been chosen for study through a several-stage process

that led to a sample of 15 schools in 6 districts located in 3 states

(California, Ohio, and Maryland). The school and district settings differ

considerably in' the kinds of student populations served and the school and

district environment for academic instruction. Three districts serve

primarily inner-city populations, one primarily black children, another

primarily black and Hispanic, and a third with a mixture of ethnic and racial

groups. A fourth district lies in a suburban setting adjacent to a large

city and shares many of the characteristics of an inner-city setting. The

remaining two districts are located in rural or semirural settings, one

serving a population of white children and the other a mixed white and

Hispanic group.

Framing the Investigation

We built our investigation around certain key concepts that define

settings and target population, the principal, units of analysis and time

frame for study, and the focus of data collection. They serve to introduce

the summary of findings in this report by delineating what in the complex

world of classrooms and schools we have been paying attention to.

"Disadvantaged" StudentsThe study is, first of all, about the educa-

tion of children who come from low-income families and who, in a statistical

sense, are more likely to experience school failure than their more affluent
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counterparts. But in a broader sense, the study is about the education

offered all children who attend schools serving large numbers of poor

children, for it is in these schools that the conditions of learning tend not

to encourage academic instruction of the sort alluded to earlier in this

introduction. Children from low-income families and, indead, all children

attending such schools are often referred to as "disadvantaged": in a

demonstrable way they face a substantial disadvsintage in access to learning

aud ultimately to productive careers or fulfilling lives.

The boundary of our investigation encompasses many more than those

children officially designated as "educationally disadvantaged" (or

"educationally deprived") and therefore eligible for participation in

remedial or compcmsatory programs such as the federal Chapter 1 program or

its state or local counterparts. Large numbers of such children attend the

schools we are studying--on average, 42% of the children in the sample

classrooms are eligible for the Chapter 1 program--and we are especially

interested in what schools have to offer them. But we are equally interested

in the academic program as a whole available to the full student population

in each school.

The Classrom as the Unit of Study--Within these schools we are

concentrating on the classroom, which is the principal unit of data collec-

tion and analysis, especially for this interim report of study findings. In

our conception, this unit encompasses both what takes place within the

regular classroom walls and in supplemental programs serving students from

the classroom group. Conceptually, we view all supplemental programs,

whether they operate within the classroom or elsewhere, as extensions of the

academic program offered to the students in the classroom. This is not to

say that these programs are coordinated or integrated with what goes on in

tbe regular classroom, but in principle they can be. Inescapably, they offer

an additional (or substitute) academic experience to some or all of the

btudents from the regular classroom group.

In schools that emphasize t,am teaching, subject area specialization,

and cross-graded teaching arrangements, the "classroom" is not always a
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unitary group of students who remain together throughout the school day.

Thus, for example, the homeroom group that gathers at the beginning of the

day may well break into smaller groups that recombine in other teachers'

rooms later in the da for instruction in one or more subjects. Or, if the

homeroom group combines different grades, the classroom may in effect repre-

sent two smaller classes occupying the same space and be taught accordingly.

The Focus of Data CollectionWithin the classroom, the study is

concentrating on (1) the curriculum as enacted by the teacher, (2) the manner

in which the teacher carries out this task, (3) the response of students to

instruction, and (4) the academic learning that results. In data collection,

we have paid special attention to the teacher and the nature of academic

tasks set for students, because these are what school people have most

control over.

The School Xesr_as Ttme Frame--The time frame for data collection and

analysir is the school year--that is, what is taught across the year and how

it is taught. Thus, the story ye have to tell has more to do with the "big

picture " than the fine detail of relationships between a teacher and

students at moments of time, although we use periodic "slices of time" to

help us a build a picture of instruction over time. We build our picture of

what is taught across the year from three sources: teachers' daily logs kept

across the year, periodic interviews with the teachers, and three 2-week

periods (fall, winter, and spring) during which observations and other forms

of intensive data were collected.

The Scope of the Interim Repo-it

This report presents what has been learned about classroom management,

the content of curriculum, and approaches to instruction after 1 year of

study. The chapters that follow answex the questions:

(1) How do the school and district settings differ as environments for
academic instruction? (Chapter 1)

9
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(2) How do teachers solve the problem of establishing classroom order?
What implications do the teachers' management approaches have for
the academic learning environment within the classroom?
(Chapter 2)

(3) What is taught across grades and across the school year in
mathematics, reading, and writing? (Chapters 3, 4, and 5,
respectively, for each subject area)

(4) How do classrooms differ in their approach to teaching these three
subject areas? (Chapters 3, 4, and 5)

(5) To what extent do content and teaching approaches move beyond
current conventional wisdom emphasizing linear basic skills
curricula? (Chapters 3, 4, 5)

(6) What do supplemental instruction arrangements bring to these
classroom3 and schools and what are the implications for
mathematics and language arts instruction? (Chapter 6)

(7) What explains the differences among classrooms in what is taught
and how? (Chapter 7)

We answer these questions with qualitative and quantitative data

regarding classrooms in grades 1, 3, and 5. Our goals for dhis report are

modest: to present a descriptive picture of academic instruction within and

across grades that bracket the elementary school years. From that

description, various issues have emerged that are being pursued in greater

depth during the second year of field work and will be summarized in the

final report.

The story we have to tell in this interim report is incomplete in five

respects. First, although considerable outcome data were collected during

the first year, analyses of outcomes do not appear here, but rather will be

part of the final report of the study. At that point, it will be possible to

consider not only the immediate learning gains from fall to spring, but also

12-month and 2-year outcome patterns (for all students who remain in sample

schools during the second year). Thus, the interim report has relatively

little to say to the question: How effective are the different instructional

approaches in producing academic learning over the short and long term?

Answering this question will be a major focus of the final report.
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Second, the analyses presented here do not delve deeply into the way

different groups within the classroom are taught and what they take away from

instruction as a result. The set of issues surrounding how children from

linguistically and culturally different backgrounds are served by scheols is

especially important--and difficult--to address in any investigation

regarding the education of low-income students. As will be explained in

Chapter 1, we have chosen schools that collectively include a dtverse student

body including various racial, ethnic, and linguistic minority groups, as

well as children from mainstream backgrounds. We are studying various

aspects of the instructional challenge presented by these groups--among them,

the differentiation of instruction, the connections between children's

backgrounds and what is taught, and the "personalization" of instructien.

Analysis of these data will appear in the final report, drawing on both years

of data collection.

Third, although we describe the variety of supplemental instruction

arrangements related to sample classrooms, we do not examine in detail what

is taught by these services nor how they alter the overall pattern of

academic instruction for students in each room. That issue has been xeserved

primarily for second-year data collection and the final report.

Fourth, we pay less attention to the environment for academic

instruction--in particular, the school environment, but also the district,

community, and state--than will be the case during the study's second year.

Although the study is primarily concerned with classroom-level phenomena, the

environments surrounding the classroom have a great deal to do with what is

taught and how. For the interim report, we only suggest the roles that these

forees play in Chapter 7, which discusses explanations for the patterns of

acz,,demic instruction we observed. A fuller treatment of these issues will

appear in the final report.

Finally, the interim report concentrates on only three of the six

elementary grades. By bracketing the range of grades in the first year of

data collection, we are likely to have captured the major differences across

grades in the sample schools. Nonetheless, other important differences may
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surface and questions of continuity across grades will be more easily

addressed when data from all six grades have been collected. In addition,

patterns that are not grade specific can be examined with a larger sample of

classrooms, combining data from both years.

Throughout the interim report, we have noted issues that will be pursued

in greater depth in ,:-.1he final report. In this sense, what we report here is

not a set of conclusions, but rather a set of initial understandings that

guide and provoke further investigation.

12
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PART ONE:

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

The environment in which teachers instruct the children of poverty has

distinguishing features that must be appreciated before we can focus on the

teaching and learning of mathematics, reading, and writing. The environment

for academic instruction arises in part from conditions outside the classroom

over which teachers typically have little control.-in particular, from the

kind of school, district, and community in which they work. But in part,

teachers create the environment in which they work and in which their

students learn.

In this part of the report, we set the stage for examining academic

instruction by describing the settings within which the teachers in our

sample teach and the variety of academic learning environments within the

classroom that result, in part, from their approaches to classroom

management.

In introducing the districts and schools included in the study (in

Chapter I), we accomplish several purposes. First, we explain the process

and criteria employed in constructing the sample, and the range of variation

among classrooms that were selected for study in the first year of our

investigation. Second, we characterize the district and school settings,

with capaule illustrations that convey the overall ethos of the settings.

Our purpose is not to trace the links between classroom instruction and the

larger environments in which classrooms reside: that matter will be taken up

in subsequent chapters of the report, especially Chapter VII.

Inside the classroom door, we concentrate (in Chapter II) on the overall

management pattern--how the teacher resolves basic problems of order 1,:ith1n

the room--and the environment for academic learning that results. At this
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point in the report, our analysis makes relatively little reference to the

teaching of particular subject areas. Although classroom management is

intimately entwined with the approach to teaching particular subjects, there

is nonetheless an "ethos" that transcends the teaching of each subject and

that remains more or less constant across the school day. This ethos is the

joint result of many factors (not the least of which is the students them-

selves), but in large measure it reflects the management assumptions, style,

and skill of the teacher in question.

Our purpose in Chapter II is to identify one of the foundation stones on

which effective academic instruction rests, but not to pursue the topic of

classroom management for its own sake. That has been done extensively by

other researchers, and there is general agreement on what constitutes

effective management and how to achieve it. Ultimately, we wish to trace in

greater detail the implications of management styles for effective academic

instruction of the student population on which we are concentrating, but that

is a matter that will be taken up in the final report of the study.
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I SCHOOLS AND DISTRICTS SERVING THE CHILDREN OF POVERTY

Schools and districts offer the first and most immediate environment for

what'goes on in classrooms. So, to understand what we have found out about

academic instruction in classrooms, the reader must first appreciate the

kinds of schools and districts to which the data refer. We describe in this

chapter the range of schools and districts chosen for the investigation, and

the manner in which they were chosen.

;;ample ansl How It Was Chosen

Schools and classrooms serving the children of poverty are a diverse

lot. In studying the academic instruction offered these children, we

selected schools and classrooms that represented a wide range of conditions.

At the sane time, our intention to look intensively at instruction across the

year limited the number of schools we could include in the sample.

The resulting sample of 15 schools in six districts captures many of the

characteristics of schools serving high concentrations of low-income

children. However, while the 15 faced conditions and challenges that are

common across the land, the schools are not by and large typicRl.

As a study of naturally occurring effective practice, it was not our

intention to represent in a statistical sense what is typical of all schools

serving large numbers of poor children; therefore, sites were not chosen

randomly. Instead, we selected schools that, for the most part, were

performing well on conventional standardized tests compared to other schools

servirg a similar student population. Several of the sample schools were

"average" in Chis contrast; others performed quite high. We systematically

excluded cases in which school test scores were relatively low (although no

formal cut-off score was set, we did not consider schools in which the
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average performance fell below the 25th percentile on standardized tests of

mathematics and reading ability). As shown in Table 1, there was a range in

student test performance, both across and within schools.

Classrooms were chosen on the basis of the following criteria:

Teacher's experience. Beginning teachers were excluded on the
assumption that most would be working out the many issues that nmw
teachers encounter and that would obscure what we could learn about
curriculum and instruction.

fienezal.slanismumnemplat.Abilitx. Wherever we could, we avoided
classrooms that, by reputation, were experiencing serious management
problems or were, in soma other obvious way, dysfunctional.

Teacher's (and principars1 willingness to includs_the classroom in
the Oudy. Because we were asking a lot of participating teachers,
it was essential to include those who wanted to be part of the
project. Most teachers we approached were happy to be part of the
study. A few declined for varying reasons, and in two instances
principals virtually dictated which teachers cowld be included.

Mutation ir, instructional Approach. To the extent possible, we
selected classrooms to maximize the range of approaches to curriculum
and instruction, based on what me could learn from principals and
other reputable sources at the beginning of the year.

Using these criteria, we ended up with a set of classrooms taught by

teachers of varying philosophies end apparent success with children. Given

the numerous constraints in the sampling process at the school level, not all

selection criteria were satisfied equally well: for example, a few teachers

were less-than-enthusiastic participants, several others managed their class-

rooms so poorly that chaos reigned much of the time, and several teachers

were on the verge of quitting teaching altogether because of deep dissatisfac-

tion with teaching as a career or their particular assignments. For obvious

reasons, there was relatively little to learn about effective curriculum and

instruction in such instances, except the absence of critical conditions for

good practice. But these were exceptions. On the whole, the sample class-

rooms were taught by experienced, committed indtviduals who were able to

establish a basic level of order in the classroom and to focus children's

energies on academic goals most of the time.
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Table 1-1

PERFORMANCE LEVEL OF SAMPLE SCHOOLS
(Based on selected classrooms in grades 1, 3, and 5)

Pistrict I (Urban)

CTBS Reading Comprehension
Score, Fall Pretest,a

Range in Scoresb
Wtthin the Scbc021
Highest Lowest

Classroom Clakamm

School 1 31 36 21

School 2 34 42 22

District 2 (Urban)

School 1 44 61 27

School 2 38 39 38

School 3 37 47 24

District_ 3 (Urbanl

School 1 41 47 29

School 2 36 40 34

School 3 50 53 46

District 4 (SuburbAn1

School 1 37 44 19

School 2 43 57 29

Sehool 3 43 71 30

District 5 (Rural)

School 1 49 59 45

School 2 47 63 30

District 6 (Rural)

School 1 51 59 37

School 2 51 56 48

a
Average of the mean scores on the pretest for the five or six sample
classrooms in each school.

b
Lowest and highest among the sample classrooms within the school.
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Taken together, the first-, third-, and fifth-grade classrooms in the

sample reflect a level of academic performance at the beginning of the year

that places them slightly below national averages, although higher than most

schools with similar demographic characteristics. As shown in Table 2, fall

reading and mathematics scores place these students in the 40-50 Normal Curve

Equivalent (NCE) range. The table also suggests the overall demographic

profile of the students in the sample, which indicates that collectively the

children in sample classrooms are mostly from low-income families (approxi-

mately two-thirds) and minority backgrounds (approximately three-quarters).

Not surprisingly, large numbers of these children are served by supplemental

programs (nearly half) that address one or another aspect of educational

disadvantagement.

The Six_Plstricts

Schools and classrooms were selected for study within six districts

located within three states. Each district provided a unique environment for

academic instruction through the nature of the community served, curricular

policies, configuration of resources, and other forms of support for schools,

and characteristic relationship between central office and the schools. A

capsule description of each district highlights the key differences and

similarities among them, starting with the three urban districts:

Pisict 1 serves approximately 75,000 students in an industrial city

with large concentrations of low-income black, Hispanic, and Asian

immigrant children. Students attending many of the district's
schools come from communities beset by problems of urban poverty,

among them drug-related activities, violence, and gang activity. The

district is undergoing a turbulent period in which top-level

management has been in transition, finances have been in disarray,

and there has been little clear direction for academic work. By

default, schools have gained a certain measure of autonomy and,
depending on the schools' leadership, can shape their own academic

programs more than in districts that exert a tighter control over

affairs.
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Table 1-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF SAMPLE CLASSROOMS

Classroom Average of Classroom Measures
Characteristics (n - 85)

Fall pretest scorea (classroom mean NCE)

CTBS Reading Comprehension 43 NCEs

CTBS Mathematics Computation 49

CTBS Mathemttics Concepts and Applications 42

Level of Icsnorsic disadvantagement: Average
percent of students in the classroom on
Free-and-Reduced Lunch Program

Participation in sppplemental programs:
Average percent of students served by--

65%

The Chapter 1 program 42%

Other programs

Average class siKe

Racial/ethnic comp9sition of the class:
Percent in each group

Black

Hispanic

White

Asian

Other

12%

23 studentsa

39%

14

28

8

1

a
This figure reflects the fact that some "classes" on which we concentrated
were in fact a subset of a larger homeroom group, due to teaming, depart-
mental, or cross-graded arrangements.
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District 2 serves a student population resembling thet of District 1

in size and composition, although with higher proportions of Hispanic

and Asian students, The poverty-related conditions that characterize
this city's neighborhoods are less severe than those in District 1:
crime statistics, for example, are lower here than in the first

case. The district is also more centralized and, at the present
time, more effectively managed, in the sense that there is continuity

in leadership and reasonable stability in financial support. The

district has moved aggressively to implemAnt key features of state-
wide frameworks promoting alternative approaches to mathematics and
language arts instruction.

District 3 serves a diverse city with a substantial affluent popula-
tion and an inner-city core that is predominantly composed of low-

income black families, but with neighborhoods in which poor white
families recently arrived from rural areas reside. Desegregation has
been a major issue in this community and has been addressed (under
court order) in part by a series of magnet programs scattered among

the district's predominantly neighborhood-based schools. In addi-

tion, under the leadership of a dynamic superintendent, the district
embarked several years ago on an ambitious revamping of curriculum
that stresses new approaches to mathematics and language arts, as
well as new approaches to instructional grouping. The improvement
plan allows little room for school autonomy.

The fourth district, located in a large suburban county, resembles the

urban districts in many ways:

Pistrict 4 is very large, comprising more than 100,000 students
spread across a county adjacent to a major urban center. The low-

income areas of the district, located the closest to the neighboring
urban center, are home to black families primarily. The community in

which they live is tense: drug-related crime and other related
problems are currently at epidemic levels and the children attending
schools are accordingly fearful. The district has strong centralized
leadership that emphasizes mastery of basic skills and school-by-
school accountability (for example, principals' salary increments are
partially tied to the test score performance of their schools).
Prescriptive curricular guidelines and regular district-wide testing
cycles leave little room for schools or teachers to devise their own
academic programs.

The two rural districts stand in sharp contrast to the preceding four,

not only in size but also in their student composition and approach to

curriculum improvement:

District 5 sits several hours' drive from a major metropolitan area.
T1::: district serves a student population of close to 12,000 students,
the great majority of whom are white. The countywide distr.:et



encompasses one small city and a number of small, mountain towns.
Poverty levels are lower by far than the average for Districts 1.4.
In its own way, the central office exerts "top-downw control of the
academic program at the school level, but without a driving vision of
curriculum and its adaptation for disadvantaged students.

District_6, nestled in an agricultural valley an hour away from a
metropolitan area, serves a mixed population of Anglo and Hispanic
students, approximately a third of whom come from low-income
families. The community is relatively stable and suffers little from
the afflictions that typify the urban centers included in the study.
The district is actively encouraging the improvement of curricuaum
programs, along the lines of state frameworks that advocate concep-
tually oriented mathematics and whole-language-based literacy. How-
ever, the district has adopted a more facilitative, less controlling
posture than in other districts in the study. Principals are given
wide latitude to shape the program in their schools, within broad
guidelines established by the dirtrict.

The Schgols

As a group, the schools we are studying share various characteristics.

In all, 40% or more of the student population is from low-income backgrounds;

in six of the fifteen schools virtually 100% are from poor families. All the

schools are organized to serve kindergarten through fifth or sixth grade and

draw the majority of pupils from a neighborhood attendance area. With few

exceptions, the schools are generally well regarded within their respective

districts.

The schools vary in size, from less than 300 children to more than SOO,

level of resources, and the quality of facilities--several occupy new and

well-equipped buildings, while others are housed in decrepit quarters. One

school is temporarily located in a previously vacant school building out of

the rd.ighborhood attendance area while its own plant is refurbished.

The set of schools in the sample include several variants on the

conventional organization of elementary schooling, which may offer a

different kind of academic experience to the students served.
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Xpar-round schoqls. Two of the fifteen operate on a year-round
schedule, meaning that students attend school for 3 months, then take
a month off, then repeat the cycle in staggered "tracks" across the
12 months of the calendar year.

/4agnet programs. Two other schools contain formally designated
"magnet" programs, one aimed at mathematics and science, the other
offering bilingual education to children with limited Englich
proficiency. While each draws some children from outside the
neighborhood attendance area, they nonetheless serve a primarily
neighborhood-based population.

Desegregationrelated programs. Not including the magnet programs
described above, several schools receive extra resources and staff as
part of a district effort to counteract the effects of racial
imbalance.

Beyond these structural differences, the schools we are studying vary in

many respects. We made no effort to choose schocls that resemble any par-

ticular profile of effectiveness. The quality of leadership, for example,

varies considerably from cases in which principals have a strong instruc-

tional vision to those with none; similarly, principals' general management

skills range frJm excellent to mediocre. Est surprisingly, the level of

staff commitment and cohesiveness differs across schools considerably.

Several brief portraits of schools in the sample illustrate how

community factors, structural features, leadership, and staff combine to form

an "ethos" with important implications for the school as a whole. The first

two schools are generally considered exemplary:

Jackson Park School,.* A small inner-city school in District 3,
Jackson Park was thought of as "bottom of the barrel" until 5 years
ago, when a new and forceful principal took charge with a mandate
(and extra resources) to bring about change. The challenge con-
fronting her was considerable: 100% of the children were from
low-income, minority families, the school climate was chaotic, and
test score performance was abysmal. Through a concerted effort to
enforce strict discipline, maintain a highly structured and demanding
curriculum (albeit focused on "the basics"), and increase expecta-
tions for the students, the school has improved considerably: test

scores are up and the school has received awards as an exemplary
elementary school.

*
Names have been changed to preserve the anonymity of the school sites.
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Naple Grove School. This school in District 5 stands in sharp
contrast to Jackson Park, although it, too, has acquired a well-
deserved reputation for the quality of its academic program. The
school is large: the over 800 students are half Anglo, half
Hispanic, many of whom have come to participate in the school's
bilingual program (in half of the school, classrooms with English-
dominant and Spanish-dominant children are paired and share instruc-
tion in various ways that lead to a gradual transition into English-
only instruction). Staff morale is high, in no small measure
reflecting the activities of the principal, who is an instructional
leader in che full sense of the term. Although strong in many
aspects of its academic program, the school has developed an identity
as a "language arts" school, which takes special care and pride in
its teaching of writing, reading, and other aspects of language
instruction.

Not all schools in the sample are as "together" as these two. Two other

schools demonstrate the range among sample schools, one from the suburban

district, the other from an urban setting:

Piveiview School. This large school in District 4 conveys a sense of
disorganization to the observer. The school population, predom-
inantly black, is bused in to achieve some degree of racial balance
in a school located within a white residential neighborhood. Vio-
lence is a prominent feature of the community life most students
know, which adds an additional challenge to the school's instruc-
tional task. Extra staff of several kinds are assigned to the
school, but due to a somewhat "scattered" management style, these
resources are orchestrated in a complex way that makes integration of
instructional services difficult. The staff are somewhat demoral-
ized, not only because of the lack of leadership, but also due to the
restrictive guidelines from the central office, which controls a
great deal of what they can do in the classroom.

Tidewater School. This elementary school in District 2 serves a
mixed population of students of black, AEian, and Hispanic back-
grounds from a community undergoing rapid transition in 4.Ls ethnic
and linguistic makeup. The school has been struggling to devise
appropriate approaches to this student population, and has received
some special funding for the purpose; however, the school is
struggling to implement a new district language arts curriculum. The
principAl does not exercise an active instructional leadership role,
although he is a reasonably effective manager of school operations.
Overall, the tone of the school is businesslike and orderly.
Although not innovative or imaginative, the school program is solid
and offers most students a reasonable chance to master "the bas1c5."

We explore the implications of school settings for academic instruction

at greater length in Chapter 7, as part of our discusbion of the explanations

for patterns of academic instruction.
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II CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT AND THE ACADEMIC LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

In order for the instructional strategies described in the coming

chapters to be effective, students must be engaged in appropriate academic

tasks; they must be actively involved in reading, writing, or mathematics.

For this to occur, the classroom must be well managed. While orchestrating

the activities and whereabouts of 20 to 35 elementary sehool children all day

long is no small feat in any environment, it is often particularly difficult

in classrooms with large numbers of children from poor families.

Many of the problems that the teachers face in the classrooms we visited

are common to all schools: a range of ability levels, students who bring

with them problems from outside of the classroom, insufficient personnel.

These factors tend to be exaggerated in high-poverty schools, and added to

these are obstacles that teachers in middle-class schools rarely have to

confront. Given the demographics ani the less-than-ideal working conditions,

it is not surprising that several of the sample classrooms are "dysfunc-

tional." But despite the adverse conditions, the majority of the teachers in

the sample classrooms do amazingly well at creating a constructive academic

environment with the odds strongly against them. This chapter will examine

the failures and the successes, with a view toward isolating those strategies

likely to be effective with this population of children.

The chapter will begin with a discussion of the roots of the problem in

all classrooms serving the children of poverty. These are potential problems

that face all of our teachers to a greater or lesser degree. Second, based

on qualitative case reports done for half of the sample, we dtvide classrooms

into four categories according to the amount and quality of student engage-

ment overall in arodemic tasks. These four groups range from highly effec-

tive learning environments to classrooms where management is a serious

unsolved problem. Examples will be given for each group, and irsues that are

central to management style will be described. Third, we address particular
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dimensions of classroom organization and describe how they typically appear

in the classrooms of the most and least successful managers. A concluding

section summarizes the implications of the management patterns for academic

instruction.

During vhe course of this discussion, we will touch on instructional

strategies that are clearly interwoven with questions of order and classroom

discipline. Issues such as grouping, accountability and assessment, and

integration of content areas, while generally thought of as instructional

decisions, are key aspects of management as well; the connections between

management and academic instruction will be more fully examined later in the

study.

The Roots of the Problem in Classrooms Serving the Children of Poverty

While the rest of this chapter will examine teachers' attempts to

maintain order in the classroom, it is important to note at the outset that

many of the primary obstacles to an orderly and productive environment lie

outside of the teacher's control. There are a series of attributes of the

population of students we are studying and the communities from which they

come that complicate management in any classroom. In poorly managed class-

rooms, the effects of these factors are manifested in especially obvious

ways.

Mobility. A poor population tends to be a transient one, in both

urban and rural environments. Many of our teachers had over a third
of the class leave and be replaced during the course of the year.
Often new students are incorrectly assigned, and then shuffled around
to many different classes. The consequences for continuity in the
instructional agenda are obvious.

Nutrition and health. Several teachers mentioned this as a severe
problem, particularly in the primary grades. One principal told us
that the children's diet is her most p.cessing concern--several of the
children go for days without a meal prepared by an adult. The many
children with unstable home situations are visibly exhausted, and
many sleep during school time. At least two students in fifth-grade
classrooms became pregnant during the course of the year.
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Drugs and violence. Many children attending urban schools included
in the sample live in neighborhoods where drug traffic is constant.
Some of the older children are apparently involved already, and many
of the students are affected hy it in various ways: by shootings in
their buildings, relatives going to jail, etc.

FamAly strugture. The majority of the children in our classrooms
come from single-parent homes; in other cases, the single guardian is
not a parent at all. Teachers find this a particularly difficult
proble:. to overcome. Children usually go home to an empty house and
spend most of their out-of-school time unsupervised. Single working
parents have a hard time maintaining contact with school personnel.

Economic constraints. Students often lack the money to buy basic
materials like pencils or notebooks (which are usually in short
supply in these schools). Inadequate public transportation makes it
difficult for children to stay for after-school activities and for
parents to attend school events.

JAnguage proficiency. Several of the sample classrooms in one state
have children who are monolingual in one of three or four different
langoages. Even with aides and creative scheduling, such classrooms
are challenging.

But the characteristics of the students walking in the school door are

only part of the story. Policies, facilities, and the availability of

resources also make the job of teacher as classroom manager more difficult.

The joint effects of the following factors conspire against good management

in many of the classrooms we have been studying:

Insufficient resources. Our classrooms almost universally lacked
adequate instructional materials. In some cases there weren't enough
textbooks to go around; in one district the same set of "consumable"
workbooks have been used by new sets of students for 5 years. A
great deal of time and energy goes into compensating for inadequate
funds, such as the ubiquitous candy bar sales to raise money for
essential materials like copier paper.

fifth pupil/staff ratios. In the cases where one adult is responsible
for more than 30 students, there are usually management problems.
Several of our schools received extra personnel through desegregation
agreements, so this was not a problem in all of our schools. Many
schools had aides to alleviate the problem at least part of the day.
Absenteeism among the staff, and the difficulty of obtaining
substitutes, created problems even where class sizes were small.

Physical_plant problems. Many of ehe school buildings wo visited
were old and in need of repair. More commonly, noise from
construction or adjoining rooms often interfered with teaching.
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Internal mandates. As will be described in the examples below,

teachers had to deal with a number of directives from their states or
districts that made life in the classroom more complicated in a

number of ways. In some cases, teachers had not received adequate
training to implement new curricula; in others, requirements for

testing or pacing interfered with the flow of instruction or provoked

student resistance.

Lack of administrative enpoort. Many of our teachers felt that they

did not rereive enough help in disciplinary matters from the

principal. This was the case in all of ehe "dysfunctional"
classrooms we studied.

A fragmented school cley. Many of the students in these classrooms
qualify for a number of compensatory education programs or other

supplementary services. As is discussed in greater detail in
Chapter VI, they often miss time in the regular classroom and spend

extra time in waiting and transitions. In some cases, there is a

constant stream of students in and out of the room.

Four Times of Academic Learning Environments

Success in classroom management, unlike instructional strategies in

reading or mathematics, is usually readily apparent to an observer: a class

is busily engaged in academic tasks, there are few disruptions, and transi-

tions between instructional segments occur smoothly. Teachers are often the

first to admit when this is not the case; they are usually painfully aware

when their agenda is not being followed.

Based on the qualitative data from the classrooms we studied inten-

sively, we categorized the resulting academic learning enrironments into four

groups. The criterion of interest was the amount and quality of student

engagement in academic tasks.

allima=2,41fmnstignal_kurningAniummata. In certain classrooms,
there is a constant struggle to maintain order, and the need to gain
control determines much of the interaction in ehe room.

Group 2--Adev.,ate Learning EnvIronments. In other classrooms, the
struggles continue, but the teacher is able to attain a basic level

of control. As a result, some academic learning is taking place; at
times, more than half the students are engaged in appropriate tasks.
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Group 3--Orderly. Restrietive Learning Environments. In this group
of classrooms, an effective management system is in place and most
students are seriously engaged in academic work. While a lot of
learning occurs, the classes either suffer from a numbing sameness of
routines or some students are consistently left out of the academic
tasks.

grese2_-_Qrglemly_,_Enejaingi,teerningat_s. These classrooms
are model learning environments. Not only are all students seriously
engaged most or all of the time, but energy and enthusiasm are
evident while children are involved with academic tasks. Routines
are much more varied in these classrooms.

Classrooms within each one of these groups are not identical to each

other. Within the third group, for example, are several classrooms with a

distinctly different "feel" to them, with varying degrees of visible

management techniques.

We describe each type, with examples, in terns of general classroom

atmosphere, evidence of preventive management, and the way teachers viewed

and explained the management pattern in the room. As the discussion makes

clear, each type has a characteristic "ethos" that enhances or inhibits

academic learning.

Group 1: Dysfunctional Learning Environmentq

The study sample includes only a small number of truly "dysfunctional"

classrooms. Simply put, they were not pleasant places to be. Because of the

need to "keep the lid on," disciplinary matters tended to overwhelm instruc-

tional plans. The following example from an inner-city school is typical of

wIch a room:

Carol's Elfth Grade. There are 33 students of various racial
backgrounds in Carol's combined fifth-jsixth-grade classroom. All of
the students qualify for free lunch, While there are occasional
bursts of enthusiasm evident, the class is often filled with an air
of tension and frustration. The students seem to like and respect
the teacher, but she does not let them get close to her. There seems
to be a constant tug-of-war between her and the students on
discipline issues.

While Carol generally is quite stern with the students, she often
allows them to socialize. They are an unusually gregarious group:
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they take advantage of every opportunity to interact with each

other--whispering, calling out, passing notes, moving around--

especially during seatwork time. In cyclical fashion, the noise

level slowly rises beyond what Carol will tolerate. She then angrily

warns the class to quiet down, and after a couple of further warnings
she signs individuals up for the "2:45 Club" or for the "Clean Up

Club." If the whole class continues to be disruptive, then Carol

will make everyone "write linos," i.e., fill several sheets of paper

with a disciplinary statement or the school's mission statement.

Things quiet down for a while, and the cycle begins again.

Carol's students often seem eager to channel their energy into

learning activities, and they happily volunteer for group activities

that involve reading aload or writing on the board. Howevyr,

whenever they have to do anything at their desks they generally

succeed in avoiding the tasks entirely. Unfortunately, long periods

of seatwork time usually correspord to the recess sessions that occur

right outside the room's wiadows, as Carol tries not to schedule any

activities that involve oral comnunication during this noisy time.

In mathematics, Carol teaches the whole class together. Students are

allowed to work on problems in pairs; in theory, a stronger student

and a weaker student work together. In pracece, the pairs rarely

talk about the assignment. During the seatwork time, Carol corrects

paperwork at her desk and monitors individual behavior. She knows

that they need more one-on-one instruction, but she feels that the

pp.cing specified by the district does not allow time for this. About

half of the 80-minute daily math period is devoted to seatwork.

Carol holds the students accountable by weekly tests, end checking

off if homework is handed in.

Reading is also taught in a single group, for fifth and sixth graders

together. While the students are enthusiastic during the times they

are allowed to read aloud, they rebel during seatwork time or ignore

the teacher during questions about the story.

These management issues become more pronounced by the end of the

year. Especially in math, with little feedback on individual

problems, many students have tuned out entirely and no longer make

any effort to complete assignments or even to work on the weekly

tests.

A number of the issues raise: n this example are common ones in poorly

managed classrooms. While seatwork always presents more of a challenge in

maintaining student engagement, it is clearly more of an issue when previous

direct instruction has gone way over the heads of some students. In this

case, a relatively inexperienced teacher was confronted with a curriculum

mandate that required that all students be taught from the same level

material and not be grouped by ability. Having no specific training in this
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approach, Carol was overwhelmed by the more complex management issues it

created. This and other dysfunctional classrooms also had the following

characteristics:

As in Carol's class, the most poorly managed rooms were not constant

battle zones. Although there were some nasty incidents, including a few

serious fights, there were also occasional moments of lewchter and warmth.

In fact, study team field staff were surprised to notice that the students

often seemed immune to what seemed to be a tense, highly unpleasant situa-

tion. The students had developed coping mechanisms, and in many cases

managed to enjoy themselves. This energy was not, however, channeled into

academic tasks.

While we were not able to observe in the first two weeks of school, it

was immediately apparent in many classrooms that important groundwork had

been done in establishirg order for the year. In the Croup 1 classrooms,

however, there was Uttle evidence of this, other than the ubiquitous rules

posted at the front of the room. The dysfunctional classrooms had an

apparently capricious system of cues for punishment; as in Carol's class, it

would just be a certain noise level--not always the same one--or some

behavior that had gone unnoticed the day before. Under such circumstances,

students typically reacted and adapted to perceived personality or mood

changes in the teacher more than to established routines.

All of ehe teachers of the dysfunctional classrooms were keenly aware of

the problem. While some complained about lack of training or familiarity

either with the type of student or the mandated curriculum, all mxpressed

discontent with the administrative support for disciplinary matters. In all

cases, the principal was perceived as "too soft" oL behavior problems. In

fact, in schools where this was the case, even the effective managers echoed

this sentiment. Poor managers were also less likely to have a close

collegial relationship with other staff members, and cited the lack of

support &eh; parents in developing students' social skills.
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Grow) 2: Adeauate Learning. Environments

Group 2 classroom often began the year with serious problems, and

managed to improve the situation to the point that many or most students were

focused on academics ar4 completing assignments a large proportion of the

time. Often, however, order itself became the agenda and enthusiasm was

clearly lacking; consequently, disruptions continued to occur. For example:

tlindy's Approach tgAsnating_Eimuandt. This first-grade classroom
has 30 students, of mixed race and language background. A very
definite routire is in place early in the year and is followed
throughout the year without exception. Each day starts out with
phonics instruction, followed by worksheets done independently on the
"sound of the week." Further direct instruction in reading is
followed by additional seatwork. For the most part, students are
comfortable in the room, because the assignments are always quite
manageable for thL students. They are eager to do well for the
teacher, and are virtually guaranteed success.

Mindy has few severe disruptions to deal with. The overall
atmosphere of the classroom is positive, but not challenging.
Students are given simple tasks and are not pushed to be creative or
to grasp difficult concepts. When she does need to discipline
students, Mindy is often inconsistent in her approach. She is
generally more patient with the students in the morning, when she
gently calls students' names to refocus them on task. Usually by the
afteinoon her patience has worn thin, and she sometimes yells at the
students for no greater infractions than had occurred tn the
morning. In addition, she often talks very loudly into the faces of
individual ttudents who do not attend or who are off task. She also
occasionally singles students out in front of the classroom when they
do not know an answer, which embarrasses them.

In mathematics, Mindy struggles with the new concept-oriented
curriculum, and has trouble explaining difficult issues to the
students. After a brief and sometimes confusing explanation, the
students work in their workbooks at their own pace. The slower
students get further and further behind, until by April they are 100
pages behind the faster students (and the lesson of the day doesn't
ever apply to the work they are doing). Although Mindy circulates to
help students with their work, there is no formal system for
feedback. As the year progresses, more and more students begin to
tune out, but few actual disruptions occur.

The situation is similar in reading. In theory, all students are
reading the same story--there is no grouping.-but in practice
students are only allowed to move on in their workbooks when they
have completed all tasks for each story. Again, the slower readers
are way behind, and never doing work related to the story of the day.
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Group 2 classrooms achieved order, but often at the expense of

meaningful academic content. The "feel" of Group 2 rooms was certainly less

hostile and threatening than the truly dysfunctional environments. They

might be orderly to the extent of being slightly oppressive, with little

spontaneity evident, or they might be--depending on the population--quiet and

passive. Also in this category were the rarer examples of teachers Vho had

inherited a particularly well-behaved or passive group; discipline was not an

issue, but the instruction bored or alienated the students.

Generally, prior groundwork for successful management was much more

apparent in Group 2 classrooms than in the dysfunctional roomsif not from

the teacher him/herself, fhen from socialization in previous years. (The

observer, and probably the teacher as well, were less likely to fear that

something would explode at any moment.) Because management issues were less

of a problem, fewer teachers viewed them as barriers. More typically, they

described their students as unmotivated and uninterested in learning. Rather

than administrative support, they often lamented the lack of support from

parents in academic matters.

Group 3: Orderly Restrictive Learning Environments

In Group 3 classrooms, it was immediately apparent to all observers that

students were engaged in the assigned task, almost all the time. It was also

evident (from a few brief incidents) that achieving this state of affairs was

in fact a major accomplishment and took a lot of long, hard work from the

teacher. On further examination, however, it was apparent that the "spark"

was missing for all or most of the students. Even when assignments were

completed and test scores showed that learning had occurred, there was some

mild passive resistance evident, as the following example shows.

management iTIL Jane's Fifth Grade. Jane is new in her school, and she
has between 17 and 20 students in her fifth-grade class. Her class,
like the school, is all black, and although she has no direct
experience with this population, she has worked in a variety of
settings with poor children. The principal places a great deal of
emphasis on discipline and improving standardized test scores. From
the beginning, Jane takes firm control of the class, and the level of
engagement is very high.
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Jane is an expert practitioner of the Assertive Discipline System,
which is used district-wide. Basically, nothing is done without a

cus, a system, or a specified procedure. Most of this constant
reinforcement is woven into regular instruction, and disruptions are
very rare. Reinforcements come through marbles in the jar (which add
up to goodies like videos or popcorn), marks on student desks, or
simply the ever-present, "Thank you Curtis, I like ehe way you're
sitting quietly." Jane smoothly inserts ehe management into every
aspect of instruction--but the system is always running (and the
students are clearly aware of it). For example, while weaving among
the desks during a math lesson, she almost indetectably places a mark
on the permanent tally on the student's desk if she notices
appropriate behavior on the way by.

In general, this results in a very orderly and mostly quiet class-
room, which doesn't feel as oppressive as it may sound. While there
is little spontaneity ("Think first, and don't raise your hand to
answer until I say 'hands are OK'"), there is also no time wasted
during transitions, instructions are clear, and enforcement is very
consistent and fair. When disruptions occur (such as when an
unmonitored group is doing seatwork), Am handles them calmly, never
letting herself get drawn into power struggles.

Academic instruction follows the district-prescribed curriculum
closely. Instruction relies exclusively on basals in reading, and
texts and worksheets in language arts and math. Academic tasks tend

to be fragmented and of short duration, with few visible connections
made between one assignment and the other. For example, the 45-
minute reading group is often broken up into three or four activities
that come from the reading mechanics workbook and the basal reader.
A similar organization occurs in math, where during a 50-minute
period the students may have three sets of review exercises inter-
rupted by a newer skill and a computation game. Students spend
approximately half their day completing worksheets or problems
printed in the textbook, but this work is monitored much more closely
than is often fhe case. Grades for each piece of work are recorded
every day by Jane.

During the teacher-directed portions of instruction, students are
eager to contribute. Jane slows down the pace for students who
aren't getting it, and other students don't complain: they are

clearly used to this. This is a well-managed, busy classroom, but
there is rarely any visible enthusiasm, or evidence that students are
curious enough to pursue any academic task beyond the minimal require-
ments. By the end of the year, class and teacher both seem drained
from the effort involved in holding it all together.

Not all Group 3 classrooms were thin meticulously orchestrated. What

they have in common is the fact that the instructional agenda was clearly

followed; students were involved, academic outcomes were in line with goals
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and expectations. Although it is not as apparent as in the earlier cases, it

was clear that management concerns were still driving some instructional

concerns.

Many Group 3 classrooms had a somewhat "looser" feel than the one

described above. In many there was a cooperative spirit and more energy. In

these cases, discipline still required hard work at times, or some students

might have counted themselves out entirely. In short, in Group 3 classrooms,

management either worked fairly well for all, as above, or well enough for

moments of real creativity and bursts of enthusiasm--but not for everyone,

and dealing with interruptions was still an important part of the agenda. By

comparison with the previous groups, it was clear in Group 3 classrooms that

a great deal of time and energy had been invested from the beginning of the

year to put a tight management system in place. For most children, the

system was running and nonnegotiable. In some cases, it left students out or

inhibited spontaneity.

Having solved the major management problems, these teachers were more

likely to notice that the.: instruction lacked a clear instructional

direction. They were often aware that many students were going through the

motions only, and they welcomed the chance to find out about alternative

approacIrls. However, teachers in this group still thought of parents as a

primary cause of compliant but unmotivated students.

Group 4; Orderly. Enabling Learning knviropments

Teachers' styles in this group of classrooms were varied. Some fit

traditional images of strict, no-nonsense teachers; others were more effusive

and affectionate. Through a combination of the "right" moves, they all

succeeded in making their classrooms highly productive learning environments,

where students not only completed assigned tasks but clearly enjoyed coming

to sohool r0 learn.

pow_ffaria manages her first%grade_class. Maria's first-grade class
in a rural area has 28 children, half Anglo and half Hispanic. In a
word, the class "hums." It is a comfortable place where children
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enjoy being and doing schoolwork; the business of learning is central
to everything that is done in the room. Children treat each other
and the teacher with respect, as a result of her careful lessons in
how to listen to each other, to offnr ideas verbally to the class,
and to respect what the others say.

Maria's management style is calm and quiet. She is remarkably
effective at maintaining order despite the fact that the classroom is
one of four clustered together in a semi-open pod arrangement. She
uses a combination of quiet reminders, pointing to each seating group
(clusters of four desks together), with individual praise for
So-and-So who is sitting nicely now. The result is that students do
what she asks the first time she asks, with rare exceptions (which
are quickly brought into line) and attention is not drawn to
management issues very often.

The principal remarked that "Maria is one of the most organized
teachers in the school." Everything has a place and can be found.
She has extensive training through a variety of professional
development experiences in both language arts and mathematics
teaching. The depth of her training is very evident--she has picked
up ideas from all of these experiences and has developed a diverse
repertoire of activities, many of which she uses on a regular basis.
She is an active adapter of curricula for her own purposes. For
example, her math program is an eclectic combination of units from
DM?, Math Their Way, and the Addison-Wesley Textbook which was
adopted by the district last year.

In reading, Maria is giving the new mandated basal a "good try,"
while enhancing it with trade books from the recommended list along
with some of her old favorites. She has a very clear sense of what
she wants to accomplish and adapts materials flexibly to that end.
Students respond to both math and reading with uniform enthusiasm and
attention. By May, all of the children in the room are reading, many
with relative ease, and only a few in halting word-by-word fashion.

With virtually no management issues demanding center stage, the academic

focus was obvious in these classrooms. Teacher energies were freed up

(largely through their own efforts) to experiment with different instruc-

tional methods. Children felt successful, were respectful of each other, and

willingly approached the tasks of the day at school. A clear "system" was in

place for rhis group of classrooms from the beginning of the year.

Management concerns were seamlessly woven into the fabric of instruction.

None of the teachers in this group of classrooms were resting on their

laurels. Indeed, they tended to take more of the responsibility for their

students' learning than many of the less effective managers: they were
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somewhat less likely to blame--as opposed to consider the significance

of--other influences (e.g., parents). Many of the expert managers in our

sample ascribed their success to the "niCeness" of their group this year.

Most importantly, they were often the most eager to learn from others and

expand their already impressive repertoire of instructional strategies.

Dimension* 9fassroom Management

The four types of academic learning environments described above differ

in both general atmosphere and in the amount of learning that is accom-

plished. By looking more closely at all four types, it is possible to

contrast them further on at least the following dimensions of classroom

organization and management strategy: (1) ways of dealing with disruptions;

(2) the quality and quantity of student-teacher and student-student talk;

(3) the pacing of academic instruction; (4) consistency of routines;

(5) systems of feedback and accountability; and (6) teacher development

of appropriate academic tasks.

Dea1ing with Disruptions

An important component of classroom management is the ability to handle

d:sciplinary problems appropriately when they occur. Although they tend to

happen less often in well-managed classrooms, they are usually also resolved

differently.

In the least effectively managed classrooms, punishnents for inappro-

priate behavior were typically arbitrary and unpredictable. Often the

teachers themselves created the major disruptions. It was not uncommon to

see a reading group interrupted by a loud admonition from the teacher to

someone on the other side of the room. When a lesson is peppered with

several of these incidents, it is not surprising that task engagement is

intermittent at best.

Another common reaction to behavior problems in classrooms with

dysfunctional learning environments was to ignore them entirely until they
37
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escalated to an unacceptable level. When this point was reached, all work

generally ceased until order was restored. In the worst cases, the day's

agenda was punctuated regularly by intervals of lights-out, heads-down-on-

desks, and so forth. The following example is typical of this type of

classroom:

Deborah's appuach to classroom disruptioln ignoring.the evalua_tion

of citaos. During the course of a language arts lesson in Deborah's
fifth-grade classroom, several students left the room without
permission; the class rabbit got loose and jumped around the room,
causing the students to twitter and chatter; a pencil flew across the
room; one student was stabbed with a pencil and had lead in his hand;
several boys were playing with a stencil kit rather than doing the
reading lesson; several students were yelling across the room; three

boys were popping paper with their pencils; several students were
kicking each other; and two boys were giving a dance demonstration in
the back. Once or twice, Deborah walks.d past a girl and didn't
appear to notice that she was playing with a radio brought from

home. Another time, a student turned her chair to face the back of
the room whenever Deborah stood beside her. Once again, Deborah did

not acknowledge her behavior. Another student started putting glue
all over a basket of crayons and smearing on the desk. In this

instance, Deborah did acknowledge what the student was (icing and told

her to clean up; however, she did not check to see if the student
actually did.

Behavior of this type occurred throughout the day, until certain
offenders were put into "time out." Several of the repeat offenders,
however, did not seem to care about the consequences for inappro-
priate behavior, and they were rarely singled out for punishment.

A third way of dealing with disruptions was through the isolation of the

offenders. In extreme cases, this became a permanent situation, and certain

students (almost always boys) were relegated to the periphery of the class-

room for all activities. In one room, a bookcase separated a potential

troublemaker from the rest of the class, and while the teacher claimed that

he was given individualized instruction, the site visitor never observed

this. More commonly, single students were scattered around the edges of the

room with no physical baxriers. but they had no deskmates, were left out of

groups, and often could not hear the teacher well or see the board.

When disruptions occurred in the more effectively managed classrooms

they almost never were dealt with in an arbitrary fashionenforcement and

punishment were generally more consistent. Some of the expert managers did
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not treat all children equally, but the variation comes from flexibility

based on individual circumstances rather than changes in the teacher's mood.

For example, some of the better managers reacted to infractions differently

based on their personal knowledge of a student's current home situation.

Unlike poor managers, they were much less likely to lose their temper or be

sharper with the students at certain times of the day. Achievement of a

consistently high level of student engagement almost always meant that the

teacher was not an inveterate screamer; disruptions were more often dealt

with quietly and privately. Among the expert managers, there were few

teachers who raised their voices (although the tone of voice was often quite

stern).

In Ted's first-grade class, thoughtful preventive management largely

eliminated the need for radical corrective measures:

rreventive approach to disruptions in_Ted's first7Axrade classroom.
The dicipline strategies Ted used early in the year did not change.
When the class as a whole became noisy, he often reinforced positive
behavior of students by complimenting students or tables of students
for their attention, behavior, or posture. He had students talk to
other students to get their attention, and he also "counted eyes."
He had a saying that if the students' eyes were with him, their minds
were with hiw. "We're forgetting about eyes...I need to see eyes."
"We're all iistening together, thinking together, learning together."

For the first half of the year, Ted also kept a list on the side
board of students who had been warned twice. He called it a "think
list." He often reminded the students that when their name was
added, they needed to think harder. For every check they got by
their name they had to spend 5 minutes at a recess "meeting" with
Ted. Later in the year, he just called students' names and did not
use a list. The students learned that the consequences were the
same.

The students responded immediately to Ted's discipline strategies.
During one observation, the class was sitting on the rug discussing
the solar system and astronauts when Ted told a student that he had
to leave. With no discussion or comment, the student stood up and
walked to the tables and sat down. He was later asked to rejoin the
grcup. The class was never disrupted to discipline one or several
students. These occasions were woven into the fabric of the lesson
so smoothly that they could easily slip by unnoticed.

The second two strategies described above--ignoring behavior and

isolation of troublemakers--were also used occasionally by the most effective
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managers, but in different ways. Good managers are excellent judges of when

to intervene and when to overlook small infractions, mindful of the fact that

an intervention is itself an interruption Which might have further negative

consequences for instruction. In some cases, this means overlooking small

incidents in the interest of keeping the flow going.

In even the most smoothly run classrooms, it may be necessary

occasionally to pull a student or two away from the rest of the group in

order to keep everyone from becoming distracted. In the hands of expert

managers, however, this device was used sparingly and for relatively short

periods. Putting a student into "time out" in order to keep him or her from

dominating the class interaction was never allowed to become a de facto

tracking mechanism.

Stpdent- and Teacher-Talk

The amount and quality of student-teacher and student-student disc_arse

is obviously determined by many factors besides management concerns--most

importantly, the requirements of specific academic tasks. The relationship

between classroom discourse and management is a complex one, since the

quality of talk can be both a facilitator and an outcome of effective class-

room organization. While these isaues will be examined more explicitly in

the second year of data collection, it was apparent in our first year

findings that there are some distinct patterns of classroom talk that differ

in classrooms that are better managed.

In classrooms that were less well managed, discussion of behaviorgl

matters tended to dominate student-teacher interaction--the teacher scolds an

offender, the student responds to the allegation. In the more extreme cases,

evaluative comments by the teacher occurred throughout lessons, and varia-

tions of, "Of course you don't know the answer--you were talking to your

neighbor," punctuate all most of the interaction. Because of the predom-

inance of management concerns, little extended discourse about academic

matters occurs. In one extreme example, a third-grade teacher stated that

her foremost goal in reading was for the students to "learn to sit quietly
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and listen"; since they had not internalized this, for the last few months of

the year she did not allow them to read or do anything during the schoolwide

Sustained Silent Reading Time.

As teachers become more competent managers, less talk time is devoted to

procedural and behavioral matters. However, in classrooms with "adequate"

learning environments (Group 2), teachers were typically still uncomfortable

with extended discourse on any topic, and direct instruction tended to occur

in short segments with rapid-fire, closed-ended questioning sequences. Some

Group 2 teachers were trying partner and cooperative learning arrangements

with varying degrees of success; without careful monitoring, these tasks

seemed to be effective in engaging students for short periods of time only.

In Group 3 classrooms (orderly, restrictive learning environments),

where management is effective but uninspiring, student-teacher interaction is

still highly structured and formulaic, although teachers in these classrooms

tended to be better mAnagers of cooperative learning activities when they

attempted them. Since an orderly classroom allows for more spontaneous

activity on the part of both teacher and student, the Group 4 teachers had

even more freedom to experiment with extended discussions and different forms

of student-student interaction. While interaction may still be of the

traditional question-and-answer type, these teachers were often more

comfortable with--and more expert at managing--cooperative or peer learning

activities. The following example is typical of one teacher's (Group 4) first

grade:

Spontaneous peer interaction in Beulah's tirstAude. Student-
student and student-teacher interaction occurred frequently and
fairly constantly throughout math instruction. During the lesson on
counting systems, the student-student interaction increased spon-
taneously when Beulah instructed the class, "I want you to take out
25 cents worth of nickels. How many? Five. How many nickels in 25
cents? Five." Beulah did not tell them to work together, but the
students started punching them out of the cards and counting them
together. Those who finished quickly helped the others.

During another lesson on different ways of getting the sum of five,
the students worked in pairs with baskets of manipulatives to make
different patterns. They came to Beulah in their pairs and showed
her how many different ways they could make five. Later in the year,
this pattern continued even when the students were working on
computation worksheets.
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This type of peer interaction also occurred during language arts
activities. In both language arts and math, the students were
extremely enthusiastic about their work. This high level of engage-
ment did not mean that this was a quiet classroom. There was often a
great deal of activity and noise in the room. As students finished
their work and had it checked, they began free-time activities which
were student-directed and interactive.

Ening

The pace of the instructional agenda may affect management concerns in

two ways. Many teachers proceed through lessons at a brisk pace, as a

management technique, and this may be a successful motivational device. On

the other hand, in the dysfunctional classrooms, teachers were more likely to

march through material to meet the requirements of the district's scope-and-

sequence directives, unaware that 7..he majority of students were being left

behind. Many students became effectively "lost" for the year, although some

were adept at mimicking appropriate behaviors.

In one classroom, for example, the following lesson took place on the

day when the teacher felt she needed to cover congruence in mathematics. The

teacher decided to have the students make congruent shapes with manipula-

tives. She handed out the blocks and said:

"What we have here are pattern blocks. I want you to make some
congruent shapes on this paper and trace them. Now these are someone
else's and I don't want to see anyone stealing them. I'll come to your
house and look for them. Now make some figures and trace them."

The teacher and aide then spent the next twenty minutes walking around

telling students to sit down, to be quiet, and to draw their figures. Only

three of the twenty-one students drew congruent figures; most just drew

pictures or made bridges or other objects with the manipulatives. Students

weren't bothered as long as they were on task, although many students clearly

had no idea what the task was. In this way, the classroom "got through" the

concept of congruence.

In the more competently managed classrooms, much of the inappropriate

behavior that does occur is a result of inappropriate pacing and the
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resulting inability to hold students' interest. In the best-managed class-

rooms, pace of lessons varies more according to student response, and is

rarely fixed as it often is in Groups 1 and 2. In classrooms with orderly

but restrictive learning environments (Group 3), teachers were still very

conscious of curriculum guidelines and often focused on "getting through" a

specified amount of material in a given time period.

In the most effectively managed classrooms, the pace of instruction

tended to vary by task and degree of student understanding. When the pace

was uniformly brisk, speci41 arrangements were made for students who didn't

catch on immediately, whether or not there was ability grouping--for example,

all students might read the same material, while the slower readers had extra

practice on the same readings with an aide.

There was great variation in the amount of pressure teachers experienced

to stay on track or, in some cases, to be on a particular chapter on a

particular day. Furthermore, there were enormous differences in how teachers

responded to this pressure. Some teachers, particularly inexperienced ones

or ones new to a mandated curriculum, adhered exclusively to the scope-and-

sequence guidelines provIded by the teachers' manuals. Partially to give

themselves a sense of structure, and partially as a management technique,

they were unwilling to provide their own embellishments to the recommended

activities. With a relatively homogeneous group, a brisk steady pace

by-the-book can be a successful management tool. Too often, however, many

students are left behind, eventually tuning out and frequently causing

disruptions along the way.

More creative teachers (and those who were more confident in their

management skills) were often more flexible in pacing. Some could keep up a

steady beat but vary the rhythm for some students; others used creative

grouping arrangements to address student differences--sometimes even when

these were proscribed by the district or school management.

The interrelationship between rate of instructional delivery and

classroom management underscores the complexity of searching for explanations
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of teacher effectiveness. While pacing can be fruitfully used as a manage-

ment tool, it is itself affected by management concerns. This becomes still

more complex when choices about how fast to move, how much to review, and

when to move on are often constrained by decisions made outside of the

classroom.

Consistency of Routines

Many teachers talk about the need for structue in classrooms with

disadvantaged mtudents. This typically translates into the establishment of

consistent routines throughout the day tnd year, so little time is lost while

making transitions and performance expectations are clear. In dysfunctional

classrooms, routines do exist, but they are generally dull and repetitive (30

minutes of seatwork drill immediately following every math lesson) or they

are not created with clear expectations about behavior during each segment.

Routines alone, without predictable consequences or challenge, become numbing

for students and they soon learn that going through the motions is suffi-

cient. Also, even in the adequately managed classrooms where structures were

clearer, the rout nization of academic tasks without allowances for student

differences (except with the occasional help of an aide) almost guarantee

that engagement will be low for part of the class.

In the more successfully managed classrooms, there is very little "dead

time" when any group of students is waiting for directions about what to do

next, and this alone clearly increases the amount of time focused on

academics. In the expertly managed classrooms, while structures and

schedules were clearly in place, these classrooms don't suffer from the

"overmanaged" feel of some of the Croup 3 classrooms. The freedom that comes

from having shaped a responsive and respectful group creates flexibility to

change routines when new approaches seem called for.

Fggdback and Accountability

This is closely related to the issue of predictable consequences, and

applies equally to both management and instructional concerns. This is
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perhaps the area where the learning environments of dysfunctional classrooms

differ most sharply from effectively managed classrooms. Indeed, in exam-

ining the characteristics of the classrooms within each of the four groups, a

rather clear continuum of monitoring activity emerged. This ranges from

almost no--or extremely capricious--attention to what students are doing, to

occasional feedback for behavior and achievement, through careful record-

keeping with grades or points, to regular use of formal and informal assess-

ment to inform further teaching practice. Simply put, the best managers are

outstanding monitors and the poorest managers are inattentive to, or unaware

of, student progress.

In dysfunctional classrooms, monitoring and feedback are sporadic at

best, and consequences are often random. It is important to note that while

a clear consistent management system will maintain order, constructive engage-

ment tn academic tasks generally results only when feedback is prompt and

useful for those taslcs. In poorly managed classrooms, both disruptions and

incomplete assignments nay often go unnoticed. In the third-grade classroom

described below, the students' attention was minimal:

Sporadic monitoring inAonica's third-grade classroom. Monica's

classroom is best described as mildly chaotic and tense. Monitoring
strategies are sporadic at best: sometimes she uses a point system
for good behavior, along with checks and names on the board for bad,

but there seems to be no pattern as to when this system is in
operation.

The noise and level of inattention rises at various times throughout
the day, until the entire class is reprimanded (loudly) or one child
is singled out for her wrath. During instructional activities, her

monitoring is extremely inconsistent. For example, when she asks,
"Is book a noun or a pronoun?" and half the class yells out each
answer, she will say "Right" and move on to the next prompt. Mhen
five kids are at the board doing math problems, she only pays
attention to one--sometimes not even noticing if the others have
copied the problem incorrectly.

In reading, accountability for workbook tasks was so haphazard that
completing assignments was generally understood to be voluntary.

In the Group 2 classrooms, more academic work was done (i.e., more tasks

were completed). In general, this was a result of a more structured feedback

system than existed in the dysfunctional environments. There were more

likely to be predictable consequences if assignments were not completed
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(e.g., 10 minutes less of recess if math homework is not done). Often a

systimatic approach to accounting for assignments (done/not done) was suffi-

cient to inspire completion, and this was evident in most Group 2 class-
,

rooms. However, this was not enough to inspire dedication to, or interest

in, the task, as it gave the student no feedback about quality of effort.

In the classrooms with orderly learning environments, students were

generally more closely monitored, both for disciplinary infractions and for

academic work. These above-average managers were more likely to tell an

observer exactly how any student was doing on a given task, and the students

themselves received ongoing praise or correction. In some cases, the

teachers actually used information from constant interaction with the

students to adjust pace or tasks, or to expand the review portion of the

lesson. In the less effective classrooms, this use of feedback to inform

instructional planning was extremely rare.

Monitoring in the most effectively managed classrooms was nearly

constant, and the incentive system worked well because students knew they

would be judged on the quality of their effort. These teachers were the

legendary ones with "eyes in the back of their heads," and students were

keenly aware of this. Moreover, even among those teachers who closely

followed a mandated curriculum, pace and approach were modified according to

an ongoing assessment of student need.

Constant monitoring in Veronica's third-grade classroom. In

Veronica's third-grade classroom, student involvement in academic
tasks was extremely high, despite the fact that the students
represented a wide range of achievement levels. Much of Veronica's
success in dealing with student eifferences came from her constant
monitoring of student progress. Following the district mandate, most
of language arts instruction c.:curred in a whole class arrangement
and Veronica eliminated reading groups. A lot of reading instruction
involved the whole class reading text together, and Veronica was very
concerned about the needs of the low-ability readers. A lot of her
instructional strategies were developed to help the slower readers
understand the meaning of the text.

Veronica occasionally worked with small groups of students selected
at random. The purpose of these groups was to assess student
progress. During approximately 10-minute sessions, she had students
take turns reading a few sentences. She usually did not interrupt
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them as they read, but would sometimes explain the meaning of words
in the text she thought they might not know, and occasionally ask
some questions to see if the students were understanding what the;
were reading.

During the limited amount of weekly seatwork time (consisting of a
teacher-prepared packet of materials related to that week's theme),
Veronica worked with the students who appeared to be having trouble.

12-taigaing

Teachers clearly differ in their ability to draw on a wide repertoire of

management techniques. Sometimes a structured system works well, but even

then teachers must be flexible enough to deal with unexpected disruptions and

unfamiliar problems. While fairness and consistency are general advantages

in maintaining classroom order, some teachers do make allowances for

indi.widual students' circumstances: what works for some children will not

necessarily be right for everyone.

Perhaps the most difficult skill of all involves the ongoilg selection

of approvriate academic tasks. Teachers in a.:nle classrooms varied

enormously on this dimension. This essential component of effective

instruction is related to pacing, monitoring, and grouping arrangements.

Many of the less effective managers were more likely to rely exclusively on

published materials for assignments and sequence. Expert managers were more

able to adapt materials flexibly to their changing student needs. We

observed oy a few teachers who were consistently able to achieve a balance

between challenge and opportunities for success. Like apprivriate pacing,

this is both a component of an orderly classroom and of effective instruc-

tion. The majority of the disruptions and off-task behaviors we observed in

the classroom can be traced to either frustration or boredom, which in turn

emerge from tasks that are too difficult or from routinized tasks that are

completed mechanically and without interest.
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The patterns of management we have detected have profound implications

for academic instruction and learning. Although the analysis reported in

this chapter does not trace these links in any detail for particular subject

areas, it provides the basis for the following observations.

Effect =

instruction and learning. The problem of establishing classroom order

confronts teachers in the kinds of schools we are studying from the very

first day of the year. At that time, laying a secure foundation for human

Jnteractions in the room over the year is all-important; without a reasonable

resolution of the ensuing struggle, not much academic learning of any kind

will take place. The most effective managers describe the process of laying

this foundation in almost the same terms as any aspect of their curriculum:

it is a curriculum to be taught, and must be explicitly and systematically

introduced to students, with associated rewards, sanctions, and reinforce-

ment. Success with this curriculum early in the year may not be accompanied

by immediate academic learning--little may have been conveyed about the

content of reading, mathematics, or whatever, but children feel safe,

respected, and attended to, at the same time that they feel pushed and

expected to perform. The importance of reaching this point cannot be

underestimated in classrooms serving large numbers of children from low-

income families.

The classroom management Pattern is simultaneously a consequence of the

kinds of academic work childrelkdo. In a paradoxical way, the resolution of

management issues reflects children's response to the kind of -..ork and work

routines they experience. Students in the kinds of classrooms we are

studying are typically not patient with work that is frustrating (because it

appears too difficult, incomprehensible, or embarrassing) or, on the other

hand, mindless (because it demands too little of them, or is simply repeti-

tive). Thus, in classrooms in which there is a great deal of seatwork that

is unconnected (in the students' minds) to anything important, interesting,
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or even familiar, teachers face a more difficult time establishing order

effectively in the classroom. This is ironic because some of these teachers

emphasize seatwork precisely because they want to control the class. Class-

rooms with an interesting and varied diet of academic work are more likely to

fall into an acceptable or exemplary management pattern.

t 1.1 itil'q't
stylescut, across aukiect areas. Although there are important connections

between how the classroom is managed and the way particular subjects are

taught, teachers in the study classrooms all exhibit a basic management style

that pervades all parts of the school day. Those who manage reading instruc-

tion well are for the most part equally effective managers during mathematics

lessons. Conversely, classrooms with dysfunctional learning environments

exhibit poor management in all subject areas. The management challenge to

teachers in schools serving the children of poverty thus encompasses all

areas of the curriculum.

I. _ =_ I _ t__t i 1!

txpgaitnci_iyAllglatAg_sjailiim. At the same time that management issues

tend to be resolved at a level that transcends the teaching and learning of

particular subject areas, choices of management approach predispose thoFe

subjects to be taught in certain ways or rule out certain kinds of teaching

or both. The "tight"--and, from one perspective, "effectivemanagement of

Croup 3 classrooms, for example, appears to inhibit spontaneous responses of

students to tasks, ideas, or discoveries they may be making as the school day

unfolds. In such circumstances, extended discussion of the meaning of what

has been read (a key dimension of reading instruction in Chapter IV) or

student-student interaction while writing (an important dimension of writing

instruction, as described in Chapter V) are unlikely to happen. Thus, the

nature of the management system can interfere with, or enhance, the prospects

for certain kinds of instructional activity.

The mote classrooms exhibit orderly. epablinglearning, environments

4

To guide or centrol what is taught and bow it is taught. On the whole, we
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were struck by how often the academic learning environment was set by

management choices made with little thought to academics, rather than vice

versa. In the extreme case of the dysfunctional classroom, this fact is

obvious, but in Group 2 and 3 classrooms, where academic learning is

happening, it was driven as much or more by management considerations as by

academic-learning goals. On the other hand, the more classrooms approached

Group 4, the more freedom teachers felt--or created for themselves--to

experiment with, and enrich, the academic curriculum they were teaching.

These themes bear more careful scrutiny in the second year of the study,

as we delve deeper into the dynamics of curriculum and instruction within,

and across, particular subject areas. There is still much to learn about

various management issues, among them how culturally diverse classrooms are

most effectively managed, how and how much teachers help students develop

responsibility for their own learning, and what teachers do to make

instruction personally meaningful to students.
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PART TWO:

PATTERNS OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN THREE SUBJECT AREAS

In this part of the report, we examine curriculum and instruction in

mathematic! (Chapter III), reading (Chapter IV), and writing (Chapter V).

Our focus is thus subject-specific and therefore deals with only one piece of

the instructional day at a time. But taken together, these subject areas

account for a half to two-thirds of the instructional day in the schools we

are studying.

The advantages of examining one subject at a time are obvious: only by

isolatiag particular subject areas can we answer the question: Wh4t is being

taught? In addition, it enables us to consider how, and whether, teaching

approaches fit with the content that is being taught.

However, another part of the picture is ignered by the analyses that

follow. What goes on in other subject areas (and across the day as a whole)

is context for what takes place in any particular subject. Cross-cutting

aspects of the instructional day are not a focus of this interim report,

although some cross-subject issues will be taken up in Part Three. A more

extensive treatment of these issues will appear in the final study report,

following the second year of the investigation.

8 Note About Data Sources

Much of the analysis reported in the ensuing three chapters draws

heavily on both qualitative and quantitative data sources.

As in the discussion of classroom management patterns in Part One, we

have made extensive use of the qualitative reports developed for intensively
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studied classrooms (one half of the sample). Cross-case analysis of these

reports provided the initial source of the typologies and other descriptive

material appearing in the three chapters. Appendix A (Methodological Notes)

explains in greater detaii the kinds of qualitative data that were collected

and how they were reported and analyzed.

The quantitatiNa data appearing in tables and text in the three chapters

come from two primary sources: teacher logs and data entered on coding forms

by observers following their visits to sample classrooms. (Several numbers

derive from background data sources about classrooms or schools.) A few

comments about each type of data will help the reader understand the

different types of measures that were used. For further detail on particular

measures, the reader is referred to Appendix A and Appendix B (Data

Collection Instruments).

Teacher Log Data--All teachers filled out a daily log regarding what

they taught each day in reading, writing, other aspects of language arts, and

mathematics. Teachers commenced filling out logs soon after pretesting in

the fall and ended in late spring at about the time of the posttest, for a

total of approximately 120 instructional days. Analytically, we have relied

on summary measures that indicate of all instructional days, the percentage

on which the teacher checked any given item on the log form (topic of math

instruction, level of comprehension on which reading instruction focused,

type of writing Assignment, etc.) Occasionally, we created indices or other

aggregate variables based on the log data, as noted in text.

Coiled Observational DateObservational data refers either to events

observed during lessons (e.g., rates of engagement in academic instruction,

or to the 2-week period during which observations fell (based on observa-

tions, interviews with teachers, and examination of the materials they were

using). There were Ciiree such periods du:.tng the year. For purposes of

analysis, we extracted three kinds of measures from the observational codes:

(1) The likelihood that something did or did not take place (e.g.,
whether or not there was supplemental instruction in mathematics,
reading homework was assigned, or students weve held accountable



for language arts assignments), averaged across the three visits

(variables ranged between 0 and 1).

(2) The observer's rating of some aspect of instruction (e.g., the
degree of emphasis on language mechanics skills, degree of reliance
on the mathematics textbook) on a scale of 1 to 3 or 1 to 4
(occasionally 1 to 5), averaged across the three visits.

(3) An actual count of events taking place within the observed day or
2-week period (e.g., the number of minutes students actually read
text, the number of assignments across the 2-week period requiring
students to compose extended text), averaged across the three
visits.

Notes in text explain the particular meaning and direction of scales,

but the reader is referred once again to the Appendices for more detail on

the source, construction, or properties of particular measures.
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III MATHEMATICS

Many prominent groups--e.g., the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics (NCTM), the American Association for the Advancement of Science,

and the National Academy of Science's National Research Council (NRC)--

suggest that major changes are needed in the way that elementary mathematics

is conceived and taught. A wide variety of studies and analyses have

demonstrated that the current primary goal of elementary mathematics

education--as reflected in the intended, the enacted, and the implemented

curriculum--is that children should achieve proficiency in rapidly and

accurately performing arithmetic computations. Reformers aim to reduce the

time and energy spent on reaching this goal, while placing a greater emphasis

on higher-order thinking skills (such as solving novel or more complex

mathematics problems than those traditionally taught). In addition, emphasis

is being placed on including in the elementary mathematics curriculum a far

wider range of mathematics content than in the past, su as statistics and

data analysis.

Table III-1 summarizes the NRC's view of seven transitions that are

needed in mathematics education; many groups believe there transitions are,

in fact, in the early stages of being implemented on a wide scale. Still, it

is understood even by advocates of change that making a full transition to a

new view of mathematics education is at best a lengthy and difficult under-

taking. Mathematics education provided in most elementary Oassrooms today

more closely resembles that provided 50 years ago than what the reformers

hope to see in classrooms a few decades in the future.

The changes being advocated by the mathematics education community apply

to all classrooms nationwide, regardless of the student population. However,

in schools serving large numbers cf poor children, curriculum and instruction

in mathematics is even more likely than in other schools to focus on computa-

tional "basics," to give short shrirt to such goals as developing inquiry and
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Table III-1

SEVEN TRANSITIONS NEEDED IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

1. The focus of school mathematics is shifting from a dualistic mission--
minimal mathematics for the majority, advanced mathematics for a few--to
a singular focus on a significant common core of mathematics for all
students.

2 The teaching of mathematics is shifting from an authoritarian model based
on "transmission of knowledge" to a student-centered practice featuring
"stimulation of learning."

3 Public attitudes about mathematics are shifting from indifference and
hostility to recognition of the important role that mathematics plays in
today's society.

4. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from preoccupation with
inculcating routine skills to developing broad-based mathematical power.

5. The teaching of mathematics is shifting from emphasis on preparation for
future courses to greater emphasis on topics that are relevant to
students' present and future needs.

6 The teaching of mathematics is shifting from primary emphasis on paper-
and-pencil calculations to full use of calculators and computers.

7 The public perception of mathematics is shifttng from that of a fixed
body of arbitrary rules to a vigorous, active science of patterns.

Adapted from EverybodY Counts, National Research Council, 1989.

problem-solving skills, and to ignore the need for students' active involve-

ment in mathematicz and science learning. There are many reasons why this

occurs, including the fact that students in these schools less often have

contact with teachers highly qualified to teach mathematics (Oalres, 1990).

Another problem is that, as with reading and writing, many teachers, cur-

riculum planners, and even many parents too easily slip into the belief that

the students cannot, or should not, be expected to handle anything more.*

International studies showing that American mothers were the most satisfied
with their 7hildren's performance in mathematics, and with the school's
performance, st.ggest that the problem of low parental expectations is a
serious one in the United States for many children (Stevenson, Lee, 6,
Stigler, 1986), not merely those in low-income families.
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The vignette in the introduction to this volume (page 3) of James' mathe-

matics classroom illustrates what can result from such low expectations:

students do not even get the basics, let alone anything more sophisticated.

All of this suggests that a random sample of classrooms serving high

proportions of children from low-income families would show a rather

depressing picture of mathematics curriculum and instruction. However, as

was explained in Chapter I, the sample of classrooms included in this study

was not selected at random. The goal was to include more classrooms than

average in which alternative approaches to curriculum and instruction are in

use, and more classrooms in which the achievement of disadvantaged students

is high, relative to the vneral population of classrooms serving these

children. As a result, the :mudy has been able to focus in some depth, over

a period of nearly one full academic year, on a number of classrooms in which

interesting departures are being made from "typical," "traditional," or

"modal" practices in elementary mathematics education.

In these mathematics classrooms, we looked carefully at various aspects

of both curriculum and instruction to determine what different patterns of

curriculum and instruction might exist and then to identify the factors that

seem to best explain why a certain pattern prevails in some classrooms but

not in others. Before identifying different types of classrooms (based on

observed patterns), we begin with a description of mathematics curriculum and

instruction in the full sample of classrooms.

Overview of Mothematics Instruction in Grades 1. 3. and 5

As noted in Chapter I, the classrooms included in the study are very

diverse, ranging from those in inner-city schools to rural areas, from

racially segregated to ethnically heterogeneous, and from "special" (notably

several located in a mathematics/science magnet school) to "typical." In

this section, we address three questions related to mathematics instruction

in this diverse set of classrooms: What is taught in mathematics across the

year? Who teaches mathematics? How is mathematics taught?
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What is Taught inMathematles_Across the Year

Mathematicsor arithmetic, at least--has long been considered one of

the basic subjects in the curriculum, something which is necessary for all

students to learn. Study data confirm what one would expect to find: that

mathematics is taught nearly every day, and that arithmetic computation

dominates the curriculum. Table 111-2 illustrates major findings concerning

what is taught across the year, by grade.

Teacher log data were used to determine the major topics emphasized day

by day across the school year. Teachers were able to indicate any one or any

combination of five topics each day (arithmetic, geometry, measurement,

statistics/probability, and graphs), as well as a catch-all "other" category

(inclqding, for ex-Ample, logic puzzles). To discriminate within the topic of

arithmetic, teachers were instructed to mark which operations and quantities

were involved (such as multiplication of decimals), using a 9 x 7 matrix to

represent all the possibilities. (See Appendix B for a copy of the Teacher

Log used.)

Across the year in grades 1, 3, and 5, about 75% of all days that

mathematics was taught teachers marked "arithmetic" ms one of the main topics

of instruction. If anything, these data underestimate the emphasis on

arithmetic. For example, the "measurement" category was to be marked only

when specific units of measurement were being taught--feet and Inches, for

example. It seems likely that some teachers inappropriately marked this

category if arithmetic problems involved measurements, even though students

had long since learned the units and were instead being drilled on arithmetic

computations.

No other topic besides arithmetic was marked as often as 20% of the time

at any grade level. The apparent exception--21% for "other" in grade I--

actually represents multiple topics, such as logic puzzles, odd versus even

numbers, primes, properties such as commutativity, definition of negative

numbers, etc. Taken as a whole, the curriculum at these three grade levels

typically places five to twenty times (or more) emphasis on arithmeti.:
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Table 111-2

WHAT IS TAUGHT IN MATHEMATICS ACROSS THE YEAR, BY GRADEa

Variablgs

Grade
1 3 5

(n 25) (n 24) (-11 22)

Percentage of all instructional days
on which math is taught 91 93 91

Percentage of days (in math) that
include emphasis on--

Arithnetic 73 80 75
Geometry 7 13 8

Measurement 12 16 13
Statistics/Probability 0 3 1

Graphs 4 11 6
Other (e.g., logic puzzles) 21 13 9

Percentage of days (in math) that
include emphasis on--

Building skills er
routine applications 57 67 62

Developing conceptual
understanding 47 48 45

Applications to novel problems 18 23 23

Six most frequently taught topics
in arithmetip (percentage of all
"topic-days"' in arithmetic)--

Whole numbers only:
Numbers/numeration 22 15 5

Operations
Addition 29 18 4
Subtraction 23 16
Multiplication .... 18 12
Division ..... 7 16
Combination (+,-,x,/) 5 7 10
Other 10 ....

Number sentences 3

Numbers/numeration (decimals) -- 6

Subtotal, six highest 91 81 53

Unless otherwise noted, all items show average percents (0% to 100%).

Teachers could indicate up to three topics per day. The total "topic-
days" thus exceeds the actual number of instructional days.
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computation as on any other given topic. Measurement and geometry were the

most frequently taught topics besides arithmetic. However, more than 30% of

all the teachers indicated that they never taught measurement, while the

comparable figure for geometry was about 40%.

Computer programming (e.g., the LOGO computer language) is an example of

a topic that one might have expected to see but that was not encountered in

any site visits, nor did teachers report it frequently on the Logs.

Statistics/probability is another topic seldom addressed in these

classrooms-70% of the teachers never taught it. Both of these topics (and

particularly the latter) are examples of content areas which the mathematics

education community would like to see receive more time and attention in the

elementary grades--as suggested, for example, in the NCTM's Curriculum and

Evaluation StandardslorlSchml Mathemapics. Although these and most topics

other than arithmetic received little attention, the averages presented in

Table 111-2 mask some important differences among classrooms at each grade

level, with some classrooms covering a significantly broader ar....ay of topics

than most.

While the dominance of arithmetic computation was to be expected, it is

somewhat surprising how many years are devoted rot simply to arithmetic, but

to the arithmetic of $4tole lumbers. Thus, even as late as fifth grade,

nearly half of all the time spent teaching arithmetic is devoted to teaching

the four basic operations as applied tc whole numbers. Only one other topic

in arithmetic--instruction about numeration of decimals (i.e., place value)--

makes it into the six most frequently taught arithmetic topics at the fifth-

grade level, and with a rather low frequency, at that. This finding echoes

those of many earlier studies which have emphasized the high degree of

repetition and review found in the mathematics curriculum of the United

States,
* but shows that the situation, at least among these schools, is if

anything worse than one might have expected. Yet many people still seem to

think it quite appropriate that fifth graders spend endless hours drilling

multi-digit multiplication and division problems. Long-standing practices

are difficult to change.

*
See, for example, The Uncierachieving Curriculum (McKnight al., 1987).
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It is important to focus not only on what is taught in mathematics, but

also on what the goals of mathematics instruction are conceived to be. In

this regard, it is noteworthy that instruction at each grade level emphasized

"developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas" on fewer than

half of all days (as reported on the teacher logs). Much more often,

teachers emphasized either "building skills in using procedures or symbols"

or "routine applications of mathematical procedures" (such as typical word

problems). In fact, they probably underestimated the emphasis on these two

categories. Observers noted many classrooms (e.g., one-third in round two of

the visits) in which the entire emphasis of mathematics instruction appeared

to be on getting the right answer rather than on understanding the process by

which problems are solved. The balance between an emphasis on teaching

skills and on teaching for conceptual understanding is a matter of importance

to which we will return in later sections. Here, we simply note that many

other studies (e.g., NAEP) have found cause for concern about the lack of

understa-Jing of mathematical concepts displayed by students in the United

States.

By teachers' own reports (on the logs) only about 1 day in 5 were

students exposed to "novel" problemsand observers reported a smaller

percentage than this. The routine problems dominate. This means, for

example, that while studying addition of whole numbers, students can expect

virtually all the problems they encounter will require addition of whole

numbers and, most likely, nothing else. This pattern of instruction does not

seem optimal for development of higher-order thinking skills.

Who Teaches Mathematics

The typical teacher in the mathematics classrooms in this study has been

teaching at the same grade level for many years and has substantial experi-

ence with students similar to the ones she (or he) is now teaching, as shown

in Table 111-3, which displays data about these and various other character-

istics of the instructional staff, by grade level.
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Table 111-3

STAFF WHO TEACH MATHEMATICS IN SAMPLE CLASSROOMS, BY CRADE

Characteristics of Mathematics
Instructional Staff

Numbers and Types oi Staff

Gxade_

1 3 5

(n - 25) in - ,1) (n - Z11

Number of instructional staff
in the regular classroom for
mathematics 1.8 1.7 1,4

as Pupil-teacher ratio 14:1 16:1 19:1

Percentage of classrooms with
additional staff--

A second regular teacher

An aide (from any source)

Staff Expertise and Exveilence

Number of years teaching--

This grade

These kinds of students

Richness of teachers' background
for teaching mathematics, index
scaled from 1 (least) to 68

Teacher Satisfaction and Expectat_ions

Teachers' satisfaction with
teaching as a career and with
support in current positiop,
scaled from 1 (least) to 4'

Teacher expectations for student
success in mathematics, scaled
from 1 (most students won't be
able to succeed) to 4 (all can
succeed at grade level)

1 17 7

54 40 21

8 8 7

10 10 9

2.5 2.6 2.4

3.2 3.1 3.1

2.7 3.1 2.7

aIndex summing categories of professional development activity related to

mathematicssee Appendix A.

bObservers' ratings of teacher satisfaction and expectations for student .

succ ss--see Appendix A.
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Pow Mathematics Is Taught

This study confirms what many earlier studies (e.g., Stodolsky, 1988)

have found: that elementary mathematics instruction is heavily weighted

toward a narrow spectrum of instructional techniques, especially teacher

lecturing and seatwor'. This is also trqe for the classrooms in this study,

as shown in Table II1-4. For example, the only technique used more than half

of all days at each grade level in the classrooms in this study sample was

individual seatwork. Fully half of the mathematics period was typically used

for this purpose, according to the observers.

Teacher lecture/explanation was too often lacking in application to

real-life problems (aside from basic financial transactions), and skills were

taught in isolation from one another. As an example of the "one-dimensional"

quality of much teacher presentation, observers noted during one round of the

observations that 40% of the teachers represented a mathematical idea in just

one way during the observed lesson. Thus--to offer a concrete example--

instead of representing a fraction as a ratio, as a geometric picture (such

as a pie sliced appropriately), and as a subset of individuals in the class

compared to the whole class, teachers too often selected a single representa-

tion (a ratio, say) and never provided alternative representations to unlock

the imagination of the students.

Although the study data do show that some discussion occurred about

one-third of the days in mathematics, most of the discussion was of a

restricted form. A typical discussion of a mathematics word problem might

focus on who in the class can identify the key words that supposedly indicate

what arithmetic operation is called for (words and phrases like "how many

more than...," "have left," and "in all"), or who can define some specialized

term (e.g quotient, divisor). Few discussions in mathematics call upon

students' personal knowlt.,, , ask students to pose questions of their own, or

respond to open-ended or complex questions posed by the teacher.
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Table 111-4

HOW MATHEMATICS IS TAUGHT:
GENERIC INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES, BY GRADE

Variables

Teacher-Directed Instruction: Extent
(scale) of responsibility given
students to guide their own learning,
on a scale from 1 entirely
teacher.directed) to 5 entirely

student-directed)

Grow:dr-4g: Percentage of classrooms
using some form of grouping for
mathematics instruction

5tudentA;tivities: Of all days in
mathematics, average percentage in
which students--

_Grade
1 3 5

(n 25) (.* _24) (n .-. 22)

2.3

24%

Do individual seatwork 54%

Listen to teacher presentation
or explanation 44

Engage in class discussions 33

Work collaboratively with peers 25

Take tests or other assessments 8

Are given mathematics homework 28

lipmgwork: Of all days in mathematics,
average percentage on which homework
was assigned or pending 33%

64 S

2.1 2.0

35% 40%

60k1 56%

50 54

38 35

23 30

19 12

34 40

40% 33%



Collaborative work with peers most often is also a restricted activity,

directed largely by the teacher. By contrast to open-ended problems which

may be posed, say, in reading ("decide what is the main idea in the chapter

and be ready to provide evidence for your choice"), in mathematics student

groups most often work on the same short, one- or two-step problems they

normally do by themselves. Typically, they work with the students seated

just next to them (e.g., at a small cluster of desks). In a few cases,

teachers in the sample classrooms made efforts to group students of different

ability levels, but this was much more the exception than the rule.

According to the teacher logs, homework was assigned in grades 1 and 3

only about one-third of the time that mathematics was taught, and only

slightly more often (400 in grade 5. This finding is consistent with the

low number of minutes the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

reports students spend weekly on mathematics homework--for example, 61% of

third graders reported to NAEP they do 1/2 hour or less of mathematics

homework each week (Dossey, Mullis, Lindquist, & Chambers, 1988). A

significant number of teachers in the study appeared to be ambivalent about

homework, feeling that the students most in need of help and those with the

least supportive home environment, were least likely to complete homework--

and thus would fall further behind their peers if homework were frequently

assigned. Therefore, these teachers felt homework would simply exacerbate

differences between students.

These techniques--seatwork, teacher lecture/explanation, class discus-

sions, group work, and homework (including in-class review)--account for the

great majority of instructional time in mathematics. Not only is the set of

techniques a rather limited one (at least as implemented) but, as noted

earlier, the net result is that, on average, teachers spend more days

focusing on skills, procedures, and routine applications (such as simple word

problems) than they do on developing students' understanding of mathematical

concepts or ideas. The question of the appropriate balance between a skills

approach and a conceptual approach to mathematics is considered below.
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The total amount of time devoted to mathematics instruction was about 45

minutes per day at each grade level (setting aside those few days on which

mathematics was not taught at all). Most of the classrooms allocated more

than twice that amount for instruction in language arts (including reading).

01,1y in the school with the science and mathematics magnet program did the

time allocated for mathematics differ significantly from the overall average.

There, the typical time devoted to mathematics instruction was about 70

mirputes.

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the use of two

different sets of materials in mathematics instruction: mathematics manipula-

tives (such as unifix cubes and cuisenaire rods) and technological devices

(notably calculators and computers). Most advocates of mathematics education

reform believe that there should be a growing use in elementary schools of

tools for doing, and for understanding, mathematics. Numerous meta-analyses

shcw that manipulatives can increase student achievement in mathematics (see,

for example, Walberg, 1990), and similar findings have been reported for cal-

culators for more than a decade (e.g., Suydam, 1979). The use of calculators

and computers is being promoted not simply to "-icrease achievement, however,

but for many other reasons, as well, including allowing students to develop

facility with tools for doing mathematics which are now an every day part of

the workplace and even the home environment.

The study data show a mixed picture regarding use of these types of

materials. As shown in Table 111-5, mathematics msnipulatives are used quite

often in grade 1 (more than 40% of all days). However, their use declines in

the upper grades. While in an abstract way this seems appropriate, NAEP data

and many other sources suggest that very large proportions of students in the

upper elementary grades still would benefit from concrete representations of

such concepts as fractions, percents, speed and distance problems, and c.c.

forth.
*

For example, on the 1985-86 NAEP mathematics assessment only about 40% of

seventh-grade students could correctly identify the point on a number line

that represented a simple fraction, like 1-1/2, suggesting that at least

60% could benefit from more practice with concrete representations of

fractions (Lindquist, 1989).
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Table 111-5

HOW MATHEMATICS IS TAUGHT:
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, BY GRADE

Grade
3 5

Variables (n . 25) (n 24) (n 22)

Teaching WiJk Manirulatives and
Educational Technology

Percentage of classrooms in
which the following were used at
some time(s) during the year--

Calculators

Computers

Manipulatives (e.g., cubes):
of all instructional days,
percentage on which these
were used

Reliance on a Traditional TextbooX

Observer ratings, from 1 (exclusive
reliance on textbook) to 4 (little
or no use of textbook)

0 14 26

64 72 73

43 23 14

2.5 2.0 2.0

Calculators were used in only a few of the classrooms under study. By

cnntrast, computers were used in about two-thirds of the classrooms, to one

degree or another. In nearly every instance, computer use took place in a

computer lab and consisted of the use of drill-and-practice software, or

arithmetic-based ames providing such drill and practice. The use of

software designed to teach higher-order thinking skills was very rare.

Teachers relied heavily on the mathematics textbook in most cases. The

first-grade teachers were more comfortable than those at the higher grades

providing 4nstruction that was not based directly on the text, judging from

the frequency with which this occurred at ch grade. Those teachers who
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either depart significantly from the textbook in use or who are following

textbooks with an unusual orientation (as defined by modal practice) form an

interesting subpopulation. (An example of a nontraditional text used by

teachers in the sample is Developing Mathematical Processes, or DHP, devel-

oped by the Wisconsin Research and Development Center.) Often, nontradi-

tional textbooks put a greater emphasis on topics besides arithmetic computa-

tion. Similarly, in one state, new textbooks adopted by the state for

elementary mathematics do embody a somewhat broader conception of the content

of the subject. (This issue is further explored in Chapter VII.)

To summarize, mathematics instruction in the sample classrooms is--on

average--much like that provided throughout the United States. However,

different types or clusters of classrooms in the study represent several

distinct ways of teahing mathematics, some of which offer students more than

arithmetic-as-usual. Before discussing and illustrating the types of

classrooms observed, we must first discuss several key dimensions used to

create the typologies.

Key Strstegles forlitaximizingAiathematicsa_laWcism andUnderatandinA

Two key strategies for maximizing mathematical thinking and under-

standing form the basis for examining and analyzing what is going on in

sample classrooms. The two dimensions are: (1) the extent of the instruc-

tional orientation toward conceptual understanding of the material; and

(2) the range of the content studied in mathematics. By selecting chese

dimensions, we are hypothesizing that they will identify more powerful forms

of mathematics instruction for the segment of the student population on which

the study is concentrating. Below, we discuss each dimension in turn.

By focusing attention especially on these two dimensions we do not mean

to imply that other dimensions of instruction (e.g., maximizing time on task,

utilizing educational technology) are unimportant. Quite the opposite is the

case: there are many dimensions of instru:tion which have already been

established as having important effects on student learning, and which have
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been well documented. Instead, we focus on these two dimensions because they

focus attention on the aspects of content and approach that are so often

given short shrift in the schooling of children from low-income backgrounds

(see Zucker, 1990).

Teaching for Understanding: Beyond a Skills Approach

In earlier sections of this chapter we have raised the question of the

relative balance of attention to skills and routine applications, on the one

hand, and to developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas, on

the other. It was noted that teachers typically spend more days focusing on

the former than on the latter approach to instruction. TWo contrasting

exampies may help to illustrate the differences in approach. (Somewhat

extreme examples have been selected for the purpose of contrast.)

A skills approach: long division taught to remedial students. The
math resource specialist at the school has gathered about a half-
dozen fifth graders into his cramped office for a lesson before
lunch. The students have a hard time concentrating. Mr. K asks the
students to divide 52 by 6, in long division form. A number of the
students make sizeable errors as they attempt to do the problem. As
they finish, he comments to the group, "I had some of you do the
steps in the wrong order. Remember, 'divide, multiply, subtract,
bring down.' An easy way to remember this is as 'Daddy, mommy,
sister, brother.'" This mnemonic refers to the steps in which long
division problems should be done. Using the example on the board as
a model, the students practice with some more problems.

A conceptual approach: multiple aolutions to word problems. Ms. P's
questions are posed, she told the observer, in order to get her
students to think and, when possible, to answer their own questions.
On one occasion she asked a student to describe the process he used
in arriving at the answer to an arithmetic-based word problem.
Although the student's method (which he explained to the class) was
correct, she asked the group if there was another way to solve the
problem. A second student described a different approach, also
correct. There was then a class discussion of the merits of solving
the problem using the two techniques. During the course of the
discussion students in effect modeled for one another the process of
understanding the problem and represern.ing it in terms of arithmetic
operations. Comparing the two approaches raised E. number of inter-
esting conceptual questions about the mathematical equivalence of
what appeared superficially to be unrelated sequences of operations.
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The use of these contrasting examples is not intended to imply that an

emphasis on skills and procedures is "bad" and an emphasis on concepts is

"good." All mathematics classrooms that we observed--perhaps all mathematics

classrooms in the nation--include some emphasis on both. The questions that

are important, and complex, have to do with the proper balance between these

approaches, ways to combine and reinforce the two, and when to focus on one

or the oth,r.

The study's literature review (Knapp & Shields, 1990) and other work

(e.g., Porter, 1989) strongly supports the idea that developing students'

conceptual understanding of the mathematics they are taught (a) should be a

central goal of instruction and (b) too often, is not, in fact, a central

feature of classroom practice. This would certainly help to explain why

students do poorly on conceptual items (in MAU, for example).

Expanding the Eange of Content Across the Yeer: Beyond Arithmetic

Of all of the transitions in elementary mathematics education that are

under way, the one that seems most important is the increasing variety that

is being introduced into the curriculum. Slowly, the curriculum is moving

away from a single-minded emphasis on developing arithmetic computation

skills. Some reports (e.g., McKnight et al., 1987) have claimed that the

almost obsessive preoccupation with arithmetic is one of the central problems

explaining the poor performance of American students, especially those from

economically disadvantaged backgrounds. If these students are to think

mathematically and solve problems in domains beyond arithmetic, then they

must be exposed to these domains. Therefore, an important dimension on which

to examine classrooms in the study is the range of content taught across the

year--in particular, the extent to which this goes beyond arithmetic.

The teacher logs and the coding forms developed for the study, coupled

with such ot' sources of data as teacher interviews and examination of

materials (e.g., textbooks), allow the classrooms to be described on this

dimension in fairly rich terms. The mathematics taught in the sample class-

rooms varies from a nearly total orientation toward arithmetic computation in



some, to others in which a much wider range of material is taught (such as

graphing, statistics and data analysis, geometry, measurement, and logic

problems or puzzles). In some of the classrooms, surprisingly little time

and attention is focused on arithmetic, per se.

Examples from two third-grade classrooms may help to illustrate how the

differences in content covered across the year looks to an observer:

Arithmetic only: a focus on "Oasic skills." This district's scope
and sequence for third-grade mathematics is one p; e long. Most of
it focuses on arithmetic. The other strands (such ds problem solving
and geometry) consist of a single objective apiece (except for
measurement, which has two objectives). For example, the only
objective for graphs and statistics is "interpret a bar graph"--
nothing whatever about constructing any type of graph, chart, or
table. The observed curriculum in this particular Oassroom was ever
more narrow, focusing entirely on computation skills (including some
drill-and-practice sessions in the computer lab). Problem solving,
thinking skills, and word problems were simply not emphasized here.

The textbook (Addison-Wesley) was the major source of materials used
for instruction. During the year, the teacher focused on such skills
as "carrying," "regrouping," and the multiplication facts. Some use
was made of manipulatives; for oxample, the teacher used popsicle
sticks to illustrate multiplication. However, the tea.her feels more
confident about teaching reading and language a than mathematics,
and used a very limited repertoire of instructional techniques in
mathematics. Nonetheless, she maintained a high degree of student
engagement in mathematics, and made it clear she felt that mastery of
basic skills was important. Some of her comments to studLnts were:
"We have to keep at this," "I'm sure we can get it," and 'I want to
write 100 on every paper."

A broader array of topics: variety by duign. The curricul4m in
this school was developed by the teachers. It is closely aligned to
objectives set by the state ,including statewide assessments of
student achievement) and by the district. Textbooks from Addison-
Wesley are the source of some materials used, but many others were
developed by the teachers themrelves. The school's own scope and
sequence for third-grade mathema"..ics is lengthy (six pages) and
detailed. The portion of the document cov!ring "numbers and number
systems," which includes arithmetic computation, is only one-.1hird of
the whole scope and sequence. That strand plus two others--geometry
and measurement--are cons!dered the "core" of the third-grade mathe-
matics curriculum. In addition, five other strands are integrated
into the year's work: problem solving, logical reasoning, statis-Acs
and probability, and patterns and sequences (which .s also called
functions le some documents).
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Despite the lengthy list of topics and skills to be covered, the
class had completed the third-grade curriculum by May and began
working on some fourth-grade skills. One of the teacher's key
strategies for covering a lot of material was to present students
with problems that require more than routine skills, which are
carefully sequenced, and which involve groups of students. Student
groups reported to the whole class about their success or lack of
success in completing the problems, on their social interaction, and
on their feelings. On occasion, students were asked to make up their
own problems. Answers to many oral questions were expected to be
answered in complete sentences and while standing (a tradition in the
Philippines, where tnis teacher had taught earlier). Each student's
parent had to sign his/her homewcrwk sheet every night of the week.

Once again, it is important to clarify that teaching arithmetic is not

"bad," nor is teaching other topics intrinsically "good." Instead, the

balance is what is of interest and, in particular, the extent to which

teachers range beyond the all-too-common unitary focus on arithmetic. It

should also be emphasized that arithmetic can easily be taught in a much

broader context than in most classrooms, so that the teaching of graphs,

statistics, and data analplis, geometry and other subjects includes

continuing attention to mastery of arithmetic.

Setting up two dimensions also allows us to look at the intersection of

the two. For example, are the teachers who focus on a broad array of topics

the same ones who teach for conceptual understanding? In the next section we

develop further the idea of a matrix of classrooms.

Measuring the Key Strategies

We measured the extent to which classrooms adopted each strategy by

creating index variables based on the teacher logs and observational data, as

follows.

m pgagr_es_21_ tDs_u_s_n_ongsaimaLkidepaandingoC . Index 1 measures the
extent to which observed instruction focused on conceptual under-
standing. It is based on the coding for..1 completed by an observer
after each classroom visit. One item used to create the index asks,
"in what ways did mathematics instruction during this period get at
conceptual understanding?" Of the eight choices, only one indicates
"no real focus on conceptual understanding," and this was assigned a
value (for the index) of zero. Any other choice was rated a "1."
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Similarly, a second and third item ask about applications of mathe-
matics to nonroutine problems, and (separately) to the life situa-
tions of the children. If either of these responses was affirmative
(the teacher used this approach to instruction), they were similarly
given a value of "1." The index is then the average of the sum of
these three values across the visits. The maximum possible value is
3 (if all three approaches to instruction were used during each
observed period), while the minimum is zero.

m Rime of Topics. Index 2 measures the extent to which content over
the year includes topics besides arithmetic. The index is based on
the teacher logs. The item used to create the index identifies which
topic (or topics) was the focus of instruction for each day mathe-
matics was taught. The index, for each teacher, is then formed by
averaging the number of topics other than arithmetic which were
marked each day. The minimum value possible is zero, and the maximum
possible (if all other topics were taught each day) is five.

There is considerable variation on both indices, and the two are not

highly correlated with one another, although there is some degree of

association. This corresponds to the reports of the observers in the memos

that were prepared (for the intensivr classrooms only). (Note that the total

number of classrooms for which both indices are available is 70--not the full

85 classrooms in the study sample-- rimarily because teachers in one district

did not complete teacher logs.)

Differences in Key Strateees by Grade

There was relatively little difference across grades in the average

values for the indices measuring the use of strategies for maximIzing mathe-

matical thinking and understanding, as shown in Table 111-6. This fact is

not surprising, given the fact Oat classrooms were selected for variation in

approach (among other factors, as discussed in Chapter 1), though one might

anticipate some systematic differences that reflect the age level of the

children.

The table also presents generally low average values for Index 2 across

all the grades. This means that arithmetic dominates the curriculum, as

noted earlier in the chapter; thus, very few other topics (such as measure-

ment or geometry) are L.sught on the average day.
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Table 111-6

HOW MATHEMATICS IS TAUGHT:
KEY STRATEGIES, BY GRADE

Orientation Toward Specific Goals

Emphasis on conceptual under-
standing, novel problems, and
real-life applications (Index 1),
scaled from 0 (no emphasis) to 3

Average number of topics other than
arithmetic taught per day (out of a
possible 5) (Index 2)

Four /ypes of Mathematics_ Classrooms

Grade
1 3 5

25) .-. 22)

1.6 1.3 1.6

.5 .6 .4

Taken together as independent dimensions of mathematics instruction, the

measures of the two strategies for maximizing mathematical thinking and

understanding generate a simple typology of classrooms. The first two types

focused heavily or solely on arithmetic, one with an emphasis on coiceptual

understanding, and the other without. The second two types aim at a broader

array of mathematical topics, once again, with or without an emphasis on

conceptual understanding. Although this typology oversimplifies the

situation somewhat, by not revealing the continuous nature of each dimension,

it captures important differences among the classrooms we are studying.

Based on index values, we were able to array the classrooms in the four

cells of the 2-by-2 matrix implied by the typology, as shown in Table 111-7.

Qualitative reports of visits to half of the intensive classrooms validated

the indices and demonstrated that there is a close correspondence between

what observers saw and described in detailed qualitative reports, on the one

hand, and the classroom types as categorized in the matrix, on the other

hand. In the case of mathematics, more than three-fourths of the decisions
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Table 111-7

A TYPOLOGY OF MATHEMATICS CLASSROOMS IN THE SAMPLE

DEGREE OF
FOCUS ON
CONCEPTUAL
UNDERSTANDING

Skills
Plus
Concepts 21 17 38

Skills
Only 26 5 31

RANGE
OF
TOPICS

47 22 69

Arithmetic
Only

Arithmetic
Plus Other
Topics

about classroom types made on the basis of the qualitative reports alone

(before the index numbers were even computed) were consistent with decisions

made on the basis of the indices. Where there was any disagreement, the

former took precedence over the latter.

The types differ in various ways. Other features of the instructional

approach .4ffer systematically, by type, in ways that would be expected, as

shown in Table 111-8. For example:

Multiple-topic classrooms average more time on mathematics per day
than arithmetic-only classrooms.

Whether or not they focus only on arithmetic or a wider range of
topics, classrooms emphasizing conceptual understanding are likely to
spend more time on mathematics, use manipulatives and calculators,
and rely less on textbooks.

Classrooms in which multiple topics are taught with an emphasis on
conceptual understanding are most likely to use manipulatives or
calculators and least likely to rely on the textbook.

The four types of classrooms look and feel different from one another in

various ways that are not easily represented in these numbers. We describe

each type below, with examples from qualitative reports of classrooms that

were studiLd intensively.
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Table 111-8

PATTERNS OF MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION, BY CLASSROOM TYPE

Key Pthens tons

Emphasis on understanding,
novel problems, real-life
applications (Index 1)

Breadth of topics covered
(Index 2)

Other Variables

Time spent on mathematics
(minutes per day)

Use of manipulatives and
educational technology--

Manipulatives: percent
of days used

Calculator use--
Percent of days used
(Percent of classes using)

Computer use--
Percent of days used
(Percent of classes using)

Reliance on textbooks:
Observer judgment (where
1 - exclusive reliance on
textbook; 4 little or no
use of textbook)

Classroom Type

AxithattisAnlx_
Skills Skills +
Only Concepts

In-26) (n...21)

.2 5

38 min. 40 min.

14% 36%

I% 3%

(12) (10)

8% 7%

(65) (67)

1.7 2.1

76

Nultiple Iopics
Skills Skills +
Only Concepts

(n- 5), (11-17)

1.3 2.3

.6 .8

67 min. 48 min.

19% 45%

2% 6%

(20) (24)

12% 8%

(60) (f5)

2.0 3.2



ClasskopIns g.cused on a Broad Arrey of Topics With a High Emphasis QD

Conceptual UnderstandinA

Seventeen classrooms (25%) were categorized as focusing on a broad array

of topics, with a relatively high emphasis on concepts (teaching for under-

standing). In the overall sample, fewer classrooms were included in this

category than in either of ehe two cells in the matrix that focused almost

exclusively on arithmetic.

Not only are a wide variety of topics covered in tbe classrooms in this

group but, in addition, the organization of the class and the materials ia

use are often different from what is found in the other types of classrooms.

Two examples in inner-city settings located in different states provide a

sense of what mathematics instruction in these classrooms is like:

Hannah's thi d- rade mathematics class: implementation_k)_f_an

ambitious state framework. Hannah appears to be doing an excellent
job of implementing the relatively new state framework for mathe-
matics education. While she emphasizes arithmetic computation skills
throughout the year, she also integrates instructional strands
relating to geometry, measurement, problem solving, logical
reasoning, statistics and probability, and patterns and sequence.
Hannah frequently uses manipuiatives to help teach concepts. Also,
cooperative learning groups are used often in her class, and in fact
about one-third of che class time is in some sense "student-
directed," which is exceptionally rare. Hannah consistently makes
connections between one mathematics concept and another, thereby
presenting mathematics as a unified discipline, not just a set of
different skills. For example, when discussing one operation (such
as multiplication) and its properties ehe associative
property) Hannah often connected these with other arithmetic
operations.

Pam's third-grade mathematics room: a magnet school approach. At

this science and mathematics magnet school, mathematics is "depart-
mentalized," so that some staff teach only mathematics. Third
graders entering Pam's classroom are greeted with abundiutt displays
of science and mathematics posters and materials, including math
games, bulletin boards on mathematAcs, and a calendar (which is often
integrated into instruction). Class usually begins with a .Mind
Bender" problem placed on the overhead projector. Throughout the
school's curriculum, there is a icoz, of emphasis on higher-order
thinking skills, so that, for example, calculators are used tc, solve
a variety of "realistic" problems, and computers are used for logic
problems (as well as for skill practice). Each quarter a school-wide
project in science or mathematics is incorporated into every
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classroom. The school uses the DHP mathematics series (Developing
Mathematical Processes) which teaches mathematics through measurement
and a "problem solving approach," and which includes units on topics
not frequently taught (such ae statistics and probability). Pam

routinely likes to aim for two or three different representations of
key mathematics concepts and procedures (even more than the number
used in tho DHP text), so that if children do not understand one
representation they are likely to understand another. About one-and-
one-half hours are allotted to mathematics every day (far beyond the
average nationally or in the sample).

These two examples illustrate classrooms in which there was a very

strong emphasis on learning concepts, on learning to think (recall the

student-directed activities in Hannah's classroom), and on a wide variety of

mathematical content. Although these classrooms display many of the features

that reformers advocate, the full vision of mathematics teaching noted at the

beginning of this chapter is not in place, at least not yet. For example,

few classrooms in this group made use of calculators, used computers for

teaching advanced skills (as opposed to practicing arithmetic computation

skills), emphasized the importance of problem formulation by students, or

assigned students complex project work in mathematics similar to what is

often assigned in social studiEs.

Nonetheless, the classrooms in this group constitute a kind of

"existence proof" demonstrating what is possfble in classrooms serving 1-,rge

numbers of disadvantaged students. Suggestions that a curriculum including a

broad array of mathemaLivs topics, combined with a very strong emphasis on

learning to think independently, cannot be sustained in schools serving poor

children do not stand up in the face of evidence that such classrooms can be

found even in difficult, inner-city environments.

This is not to say that creating and sustaining these environments is

easy, or that teachers are routinely provided tne kind of support they need

to accomplish this. The second ty?e of classroom illustrates some of the

pitfalls along the road Fn reform of mathematics education.
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Clafiir29-10-1204-124-s.a..4_11x..Qad_arrayQt_l_QPIVAThan Arithmetic. _Avt wi ch

a Low Emphasis on Conceptual_ Understanding

Just five classrooms in the sample (70 focused on a broad array of

topics using a skills-only approach (that is, with little emphasis on

conceptual understanding). The existence of even a small number of such

classrooms shows that it is possibke to use a skills-only approach to tes-h a

broad array of topics--although it appears to be an unusual combination.

These classrooms might be characterized as failed efforts--or, at best,

as partial successes--in the reform of mathematics education. It is unlikely

that teachers would teach a broader array of topics than arithmetic in the

absence of the current reform "thrust," so the fact that the attempt is being

made in these classrooms can be taken as a sign of success. At the same

time, providing instruction in these topics using only a skills approach

misses half or more of what the refo.,...m effort is all about. For example, in

one state, the state framework aims to have elementary mathematics students

formulating problems, pursuing conjectures, experimenting, and appreciating

the beauty of mathematics. None of this is likely to occur unless students

are expected to master concepts and think for themselves about procedures--

even to the point of inventing their own, on occasion. Classrooms in which

only skills are taught will not meet these expectations.

In a sense, the teachers of the classrooms in this group have "learned

the words but not the tune" of reform. Not surprisingly, these classrooms

are found in settings where new approaches to mathematics instruction are

being actively advocated. Three of the five cases were in the state that is

pushing reform, while another is in 4 zciencc/math magnet school (also

pushing reform), but in a different state. An exemple of what such a

classroom is like is provided by a case from another inner-city school:

Ronnie's third-gxade mathematics classliuneasv with the state
framework. Ronnie is fairly uncomfortable with mathematics--and she
freely admits it. This creates particular problems, because the
state and the district pushing for reform. The district is using
a new textbook, lumitatignAsLtlashmitics, which takes a more
conceptual approach than many series. Also, the students at this
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school go to a central mathematics laboratory once a month, and the
school's mathematics specialist helps to shape the curriculum. But

Ronnie's reaction is that she mule teach specific content (such as
geometry) and must use particular approaches (such as manipulatives),
whether she is comfortable with them cr.. not. "I wanted to work on
subtractior, but we are supposed to do whatever they are doing in
math lab, so I'm doing geometry," she remarked in December. Ronnie

did use manipulatives, but did not do so in a meaningful way. She

allowed students to play with materials (e.g., blocks), but seemed
unable to use those materials to help students learn concepts. In

general, her teaching of concepts was as something to be memorized
("this is a right angle and you have to learn it," she told the

class). Such an approach makes the use of manipulatives far less

uteful. Over the year, little Lime was devoted to mathematics--
another reflection of Ronnie's uneasiness with the subject.

The teacher ir this example clearly felt torn between what the district,

the textbook, and the school specialist represented as the right way to

approach mathematics, as compared to her own, more narrow view of what

effective mathematics curriculum and instruction should look like. As it

happens, this teacher has lorg lived in one of the poorest housing projec-s

in the area, aud she has never taught or livel in any other k4Lnd of

community. Despite tmr state-university training and participation in

inservice worksLops, she is still uncomfortable teaching mathemaeics and

appears to view the subject in rather narrew terms. She illustrates an

obvious dilemma for those who would reform mathematics education: how to

create change in classrooms in which the teachers are not ouly uncomfortable

with mathematics but view an arithmetic-only, skills-only approach as

basically good and appropriate?

Ronnie's experiences raise questions about ale support that is provided

to teachers as they implement new approaches to mathematics instruction.

There is not yet a lot of data that has been collected for this study about

inservice instruction (more will be collected during the second year), but it

seems that insufficient attention has been given to providing both initial

training and follow-up support to teachers who may be uncomfortable or at

least unfamiliar with the nsw topics and approaches which many districts and

schools are promoting. The absenca of good training and support naturally

reduces the likelihood that substantial changes in curriculum and instruction

will both take place and persist. For example, Ronnie did not atteno any
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training sessions to familiarize her with the new and rather different mathe-

matics textbook adopted by the district. Other research on the implementa-

tion of new state frameworks for mathematics have found that teachers may

never even have seen the framework documents, let alone read and understood

them (Guthrie, 1990).

fdiMP used

Uncler standing

V !: 9 L. Concev

Zhe third group (21 classrooms, or 30% of our sample) is characterized

by a "traditional" focus on arithmetic computation, but these teachers also

place a substantial, often explicit emphasis on the importance of under-

standing the mathematical concept.- underlying the skills.

Teaehers in this group tend to be an interesting, impressive set of

individuals, For example, a number of the teachers are recognized as

exemplary or lead teachers (such as one third-grade teacher who was the

school's lead science teacher, and who has now moved into a math/science

magnet school in the same count;:. Many have what one researeher termed a

"commanding presence." Students typir. .ly pay close attention to what is

happening in these mathematics classroc,as because the teachers insist on it.

Nearly all of the teachers in this group hsve establiihed clear

mathematical thinking as a pronimnt goal for their classes. For example, a

teacher with a combined fifth/sixth grade stated that her general goals in

mathematics were "to have the students think, problem solve, comprehend and

be creative." Such goals contrast sharply with those established by most

teachers in the arithmetic-computation/skills-only group, who are more likely

to emphasize mastery of discrete skills, doing well on tests, or covering the

book.

The teachers in this group do not typically believe that there is a

"trade-off" between teaching for mastery of skills or teaching for under-

standing (nor do the cells of our matrix imply an either-or dichqtomy of this

kind). Many of them include skill drills as well aq activities (such as
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using manipulatives) and other instruction aimed at developing understanding

of concepts. Several examples may help to pravide a picture of the kinds of

activities that characterize these classrooms:

Kyrna's first-grapkt mgabemettce climes: automaticity as wel1 as
mndlutanding. This young first-grade teacher, wbo works with very
impoverished children in an inner-city setting, sets as her major
goals in mathematics that students develop an understanding of
mathematics (primarily numbers, numeration, and arithmetic) Ang are
able to perform arithmetic computations accurately. She includes
exercises based on drill and repetition that are aimed at developing
"automaticity" (e.g., practicing counting by fives and by tens is
something done almost every day, with the class happily chanting
aloud in unison). Drill-and-practice computer software is often in
use by the students. These types of activities ere oriented toward
skills and procedures. Yet Myrna also makes almost daily use of
mathematics manipulatives to help children develop an understanding
of mathematics concepts. Myrna is an expert at using manipulatives,
including Unifix cubes, cuisenaire rods (to develop concepts of place
value), and cardboard coins and clocks. She has been observed having
students "act out" addition and sUbtraction problems before the class
(to understand the meaning of the operations), and frequently asks
students who are havtng trouble to *think about it" (e.g., "someone's
taking it away from you ... will you have less or more?").

Third-grade mathematics in Maria's room: mad minutes and word
problems. In this third grade, math class often begins with a
2-minute timed test called "Mad Minutes," focusing on straight,
numerical arithmetic problems. Students could advance from one level
to the next (e.g. to more complex multiplication problems), and on a
given day about four different levels of test are in use. This much
is a skills approach to instruction. At the same time, during the
teacher-directed portions of the class, Maria's questions typically
focus on students' understanding of concepts (such as borrowing/
regrouping). On most Fridays, instruction involves the use of
calculators, and is aimed at applications of mathematics using
"real-world" (messy) numbers. Maria also places a lot of emphasis on
word problems involving arithmetic, in part because the students did
poorly on that portion of the statewide mathematics test the
preceding year. But the word problems are also consistent with
Maria's goal that students learn to apply mathematics in the world,
not just do disembodied nemerical problems on worksheets.

This group of teachers tends to place a high value on children's

thinking, and on their understanding of the material. However, the way that

the teachers approached this goal differed significantly from one classroom

to the next. For example, several of the teachers followed the textbook

quite faithfully; others used the textbook often, but supplemented it with
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other materials and approaches; and in the other classrooms, textbooks wcre

hardly used at all. One of the teachers who abandoned the textbook as che

year went on commented that, "there's not much in there for them" (her

first-grade students); she was enrolled in a mathematics methods course at a

local university and became adept at devising her own lessons.

There was a similar diversity of approaches toward the use of calcu-

lators and computers. Several classrooms in this group made almost no use of

these electronic tools, while they were regular features of instruction in

others. Still, little application of computers to teaching advanced skills

was observed in any of the classrooms in any group.

The use of manipulatives in the classrooms was highly correlated with

grade level (a pattern that, as explained earlier, is true throughout the

study sample). The first-grade teachers in this group made extensive use of

manipulatives (as in the example given above), the third-grade teachers made

less frequent use of manipulattves, and in the fiffh-/sixth-grade classes

there was almost no use of these kinds of itcms (Unifix cubes, beans or other

counters, and so forth).

Classrooqs Focused on Arithmetic, Wish_p Low Zubpsis on Concepts

Twenty-six classrooms (or 3810 focused almost entirely on arithmetic,

and concentrated on skills (with little or no emphasis on understanding

mathematical concepts). In the overall sample, this is the classroom type

with the largest number of classrooms.

These classrooms are characterized by a high priority placed on the goal

of mastering computation skills. Doing the procedures rapidly and accurately

is what is highly valued in these classrooms, rather than understanding why

the procedures work, or learning how to apply the knowledge to new situa-

tions. Worksheets consisting of groups of similar numerical problems form a

handy symbol of this approach to instruction (although, of course, they are

used in classrooms in other groups, not only this one).
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At one extreme, the teachers in this group exhibit very little actual

instruction, relying instead on worksheets to accomplish their goals. An

example of this style is as follows:

Renee's approach to first-grade metheslatice; yorksheeta. The
typical mathematics lesson in Renee's classroom consisted of ten
percent lecture/demonstration, and 90% seatwork. The worksheets
covered what was in the textbook. However, in part because there was
so little real teaching, there was almost no focus on the meaning of
the skills and procedures conveyed by the worksheets. In the small
amount of tine that instruction did take place, there appeared to be
little connection between underlying concepts and the procedures for
working problems. Throughout the year, it appeared as if the teacher
was just carrying out the curriculum without a lot of attention to
whether children were really understanding what was being tauee., or
the underlying concepts (such what addition really means, and why or
when one would want to it). Renee's main interest appeared to be
whether children could solve such problems as 6 - 3. Not only was
there a great deal of seatwork, but there was almost no student-
student interaction unless children surreptitiously helped one
another.

Although that classroom represents an extreme in the amount of seatwork

that was assigned, the lack of student-student interaction !.s all too common

(and further diminishes a student's already-low opportunity to rehearse what

he/she has learned, ask questions, or learn from someoneanother student--

whose style is different than the teacher's). However, neither the use of

more concrete materials nor the use of "game" formats (in which students have

at least some minimal interaction) necessarily changes the restricted view of

what constitutes mathematics that characterizes the classrooms in the group,

as the following example illustrates:

Jenny's approach to fifth-grade mathematics: variety_in materials
and activities, with a fragmentatton of Acidemic tasks. Assertive
discipline is e hallmark of Jenny'r classroom, and of this particular
school as a whc_e. Her mathematics instruction moves quickly from
one segment to another, and it appears this is in part a management
device. Children are constantly kept "entertained," as activities
shift rapidly before boredom sets in. During a 50-ninute mathematics
period, the students may have three sets of review exercises inter-
rupted by presentation of a new arithmetic skill, as well as a game
based on arithmetic computation drill. The enphasis during all
visits was completely on computational skills and getting the correct
answers. Instruction was almost entirely based on the textbook, with
its pretests, chapter reviews, and chapter tests. However, play
money was used occasionally, game formats (sometimes with teams) were
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a part of many lessons, and there wure visits to the computer lab tO
Use methematics software (of the drill-and-practice, game-based
variety). Because of the rapid pace, the fragmentation of segments,
and the lack of extended discourse or interaction in the classroom,
the researcher observed that "a typical mathematics class has the
feel of a sluggish video game." Students tn this classroom learn to
soe mathematics as a series of discrete, skills-oriented tasks to be
completed for the teacher, punctuated by such "rewards" as use of the
computer and occasional classroom games.

The teachers in these classrooms are a diverse group. For example, some

like mathematics, and some do not; some are well liked by their students,

while others are not. A few of the teachers in the group believe that they

are aiming at higher-order thinking skills ("teaching the children to

think"), even though the data suggest that little tine is spent by them

helping their students develop conceptual understanding. More often,

however, teachers in this group express such opinions as, "These students

need lots of drill and practice," or "The children cannot learn higher-order

thinking skills if they don't have the basics," or "They cannot move on to

division until they've mastered multiplication." These teachers adopt a

linear view of instruction that is at odds with the alternative views of

learning and instructior, highlighted earlier in this report and in the

study's first report (Knapp & Shields, 1990).

A few teachers in this group do make use of manipulatives, but a far

lower proportion than found in the groups focusing on a broader array of

topics (which were described above). Among the teachers in this group who do

use manipulatives, most do so in order to motivate students. One teacher

said as much: she uses manipulatives simply because she thinks they capture

students' tnterest and attention. By contrast, teachers tn groups which

focus on conceptual understanding are much more likely to point to cognitive

reasons for using manipulatives (e.g., the first-grade teacher who said, °the

concepts just aren't there yet; going back to the concrete is the only thing

to do").

The great majority of the teachers in this group stick close to a

traditional textbook. They do not tend to supplement the textbook with

puzzles, novel problems or other types of print-based mathematics activities
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drawn from the vast storehouse of such material that is available (e.g.,

through journals and specialized publications). In a few csses, the newer,

less traditional textbodLs are actually subverted by the teachers. ror

example, one third-grade teacher (who appears to be a poor teacher in all

disciplines) said she "prefers texts with few words," and indeed she was

observed to use a lot of very traditional worksheets to "supplement" the

textbook.

Relatively few teachers in this group make use of calculators, despite

the recommendation of the NCTM that "appropriate calculators should be

available to all students at all times." One teacher interviewed for the

study did suggest she would buy a calculator out of each of her paychecks

until she had a good supply--but she was the exception. Indeed, part of the

story of non-use of calculators does seem to be that the schools and class-

rooms do not have them in stock. More than that, however, few teachers

volunteered that they want to use calculators. Such a stance is most easily

understood in the arithmetic-computation/skills-only classrooms, because

these teachers may well believe the use of a calculator defeats the purpose

of mathematics instruction, namely learning to compute. One fifth-grade

teacher in this group, becoming frustrated with the poor performance of a

student with a long division exercise, told her class, "This is the problem

with calculators and parents who do homework and don't explain." Yet our

data suggest that few, if any, of the students in her class have ever used a

calculator in school.

On the other hand, the use of computers was quite common (occurring in

nearly two-thirds of the mathematics classrooms in the sample). Only a few

of the teachers in this group used computers extensively, but it was not

unusual to find that students went to a centralized computer lab once a week

or once every other week to practice arithmetic skills. Often, the software

was in a game format of one kind or another, e.g. rewarding students with

laps around a simulated race track based on the number of arithmetic problems

answered correctly.



IV READING

As in the case of mathematics, reading instruction in the classrooms we

are studying takes place at a time when national concern about improving

reading is high and sweeping proposals for reforming readingindeed,

language arts instruction as a whole--are being given sttrious consideration

in many quarters. While reading experts are more often divided than mathe-

matics educators on the nature of the problem and its solution, there is

nonetheless widespread support for certain broad principles guiding the

approach to reading instruction.

In particular, when considering the task of teaching the children of

poverty to read, there appears to be increasing encouragement for teachers to

depart from a conventional model of reading instruction that emphasizes the

teaching of "basic" reading mechanics skills (e.g., oecoding). Many experts

currently advocate a view of reading curriculum and instruction that empha-

sizes meaning and deemphasizes discrete skills taught in isolation, wide

exposure to appropriate text, and material that connects with students'

experiences and backgrounds (Knapp & Turnbull, 1990). Reading instruction of

this kind represents a significant departure from what has been the norm in

schools serving the children of poverty (Knapp & Needels, 1990). The

classrooms in our sample are spread across a continuum from those that have

approached reading and language arts instruction in the "tried-and-true"

manner that has long been thought to work for disadvantaged children to those

that are attempting a variety of nontraditional approaches.

In this chapter we summarize what we have learned so far about reading

instruction in the classrooms we have been studying, first, by describing

what is taught, and how, across the school year, by grade, and, second, with

reference to instructional strategies that appear to maximize children's

understanding of what they read.

1 P.1
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Overview of Reading Instruction Across Grades and Across the_lcheol Year

Previous research has indicated Chat instruction in reading is the

centerpiece of the elementary school curriculum, consuming on the average 30%

of the typical 5- tc 0-hour school day (Anderson et al., 1985). Our data

confirm this. If anything, in the schools and classrooms that we visited,

reading and reading-related instruction played an even more prominent role in

the overall curriculum.

In the first section of this chapter, we provide a broad brush look at

the nature of reading instruction in the sample classrooms. As in the

preceding chapter concerning mathematics, we answer three questions: What is

taught? Who teaches it? How is it taught?

Whet Is Teught in Readine_Across the Year

Table IV-1 presents indicators related to the content of reading

instruction--at the broadest levels--across the school year in first-,

third-, and fifth-grade classrooms. All data in this table are drawn from

logs completed by the classroom teachers. With one exception, each line of

data represents an average proportion of instructional days in the school

year when a particular aspect of reading instruction occurred.

The Nature of the Basal Readers--Looking at the first variabletypes of

materials read, the table shows that in first-grade classrooms, teachers

reported that students used their basal readers on 62% of the days that

school was in session. The average proportion of days that students read

from a reading textbook declined steadily across the grades. At all three

grade levels, teachers indicated that reading instruction included having

students read in trade books (i.e., books such as one might purchase in a

bookstore or borrow from a library) on about one-fourth of all school days.

Taken together, these two types of reading materials account for over 60% of

student in'_eractions with text at all three grade levels. Older students,
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Table IV-1

WHAT IS TAUGHT IN READING ACROSS THE SCHOOL YEAR,
BY GRADE

Types of materials read:
Average percent of days that students
read in:

Published basal reader
Trade books

Degree of reliance on basal series:
Average observer rating on a 4-point
scale (1 exclusive reliance)

Frequency with which reading mechanics
skills were taught:
(average percent of all instructional
days)

Explicit phonics
Implicit phonics
Whole-word recognition
Word analysis
Fluency practice

Focus of comprehension instruction:
(average percent of all instructional
days)

Recalling/locating information
Literal understanding/summarizing
Deeper understanding

Explicit instruction on
genre, or analysis:
(average percent of all
days)

literary forms,

instructional

Grade_
1 3 5

25) (n 241 - 20)

62% 55% 40%
26 23 24

2.0 2.1 2.5

31% 5% 6%

39 16 12

56 43 32

32 30 23

42 28 20

47% 42% 40%

40 33 34

29 26 25

In conjunction with reading or
writing 24% 20% 19%

Out of context 7 5 5
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however, appear to be spending more time with other types of materials*

than are children in the primary grades.

In all but two of the classrooms that we visited intensively, during the

formal reading instruction period, children most frequently read from a

commercially published textbouk series that included a teacher's edition with

suggeated activities and questions for each selection, and assorted related

materials such as workbooks and reproducible worksheets. Typically, teachers

proceeded through the units of these basal readers fn order and followed the

publisher-developed line of questioning to determine if students were

comprehending what they read.

Two types of basal readers were in use in these classrooms: (1)

standard basals or (2) a new format referred to as a "literary reader." In a

few classrooms, both types of basals were available and in use.

The literary readers are a very new addition to materials used for

reading instruction; most carry a publication date of 1989. In the late

1980s, reading textbook publishers were challenged to produce new series that

would meet California's revised state frameworks for reading instruction--

guidelines that relate several of the principles of a whole-language approach

to reading, including integrated reading and writing instruction and the use

of unexpurgated reading selections drawn from the best literature for

children.
**

The result is a new type of basal reader specifically designed

to offer children more interesting, higher-quality reading material, with

accompanying supplementary materials which, if used as specified, require

These materials may include, for example, supplementary materials that
accompany a basal series, textbooks in the content areas (i.e., social
studies, science, health), or materials with a newspaper format such as
those published by Scholastic Press.

California, it should be remembered, adopts or approves textbooks at the
state level. Because of its size and buying power, the major textbook
publishers find it essential to be responsive to this state's curricular
mandates. Because of its dominance of the textbook market, changes in
curriculum and instruction in California have a large impact on what
happens across the country.
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students to do a great deal more writing than the norm. In more than half of

the intensively studied classrooms, teachers were using the literary readers

for the first time during school year 1989-90.

In contrast to traditional bagels, the literary readers worry less about

controlling the readability level, adhering to an author's original words

rather than editing out and rewriting to a foimula that introduces new

vocabulary words very gradually and deliberately. Each thematically organ-

ized unit in the text is usually accompanied by a longer piece of literature,

with paperback copies for each child. Supporting materials emphasize compre-

hension skills and require considerably more stUdent-generated writing than

the old short-answer workbooks and worksheets.

As different as their look and overall philosophy of literacy are,

however, the literary readers remain basal texts and teachers tend to treat

them as such. The manual tells teachers whet to do and what to ask. There

are units to get through more or less on schedule. Although the parts of

lessons related to introducing or reinforcing decoding skills in traditional

readers are largely omitted from the literary readers, the units do include

skill lessons on vocabulary, reference skills, syllabification, and other

topics that parallel the more conventional texts.

In the districts that have recently adopted literary readrrs, teachers

felt committed to giving the new books a fair trial. However, a number of

them expressed reservations about the difficulty level of the selections and

accompanying activities, particularly in situations where the new books were

accompanied by a mandate to use whole-class instruction. According to some

teachers, the difficulty of the materials forced them to concentrate on

making sure that students understood the literal meaning of the text, at the

expense of developing students' capacity to interpret or analyze what they

were reading at a deeper level. Whether or not it was because of the

textbooks, our observations do indicate that even among very good teachers,

the pattern of teacher questioning about reading passages focused heavily on

having students recall factual information.
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Only rwo teachers in the intensively observed group had abandoned

textbooks entirely:

In an urban, multiracial, fifth-grade classroom, the teacher uses a
literature-based curriculum that she and a colleague designed them-
selves, supported by a grant. All the novels read in her class
promote ethnic and racial understanding. Her goal is to help
children comprehend big ideas such as prejudice and justice while
continuing to develop their reading skills. Through discussions and
other interactions with the students, she models the principles of
tolerance and fairness that she hopes will become part of their value
system as a result of the reading program.

In one first-grade classroom, the teacher uses a basal reader only at
the very end of the year, and only then to give her students exposure
to what she knows they will encounter in second grade. During first
grade, this teacher uses a combination of trade books and text that
she or the class generates. Every morning, for example, the whole
class dictates the daily "newspaper," which includes the day, the
date, the weather, and several personal contributions from individual
children. Students and teacher read the newspaper aloud as a whole
group and individual students are asked to find particular words
(perhaps beginning with some specific cunsonant sound) or read
individual sentences. Finally, an aide types the daily newspaper
into a computer and produces copies for each student to take home and
read to a parent.

Teachers' reliance on basal readers decreases somewhat across the

grades, as shown by the second variable in Table IV-1, a rating by observers

of the teachers' use of materials during three 2-week periods in the year.

The pattern parallels what teachers reported on their logs. Still, the

numbers bear out the basic pattern we have been describing: even in fifth-

grade classes, teachers fell at the midpoint of the 4-point scale indicating

their degree of reliance on basal readers.

Discrete Skills in Reading--Table rv-1 also gives an overview of the

types of reading skills emphasized at the three grade levels Not sur-

prisingly, all types of reading mechanics skills receive less and less

attention as students proceed through the grades. The logical interpretation

of this pattern is that children have mastered decoding and acquired a

substantial sight word vocabulary by the upper elementary years; therefore

instruction in reading mechanics is no longer needed. Indeed, the planned

sLructure of virtually all basal reading series--and particularly the
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literary readers--relies on ehis assumption. However, as the table also

makes clear, there is no concomitant increase in attention at fifth grade to

other aspects of reading instruction such as comprehension or literary genre

and analysis of text. Further, some fifth-grade students in a number of the

classrooms we visited quite obviously had not achieved mastery or fluency in

reading. Some continued to receive drill and practice in reading mechanics

through supplemental instruction or some type of grouping arrangement. Many

others did not and were struggling with grade-level materials and content.

The Content of the neterial Children Read--Overall, we did not find that

what children read during reading instruction varied much across the dis-

tricts in our sample. Given the same publisher, traditional and literary

basals seemed to carly mad), parallel selections. The major variations

between the two types of texts were in the types of pre- or post-reading

activities emphasized; the literary readers offered teachers a planned

structure for presenting reading, writing, listening, speaking, and thinking

in an integrated fashion rather than as discrete skills.

There was, however, considerable variation in the content of reading at

the classroom level both within and across districts that is mask2d by the

aggregated data represented in Table IV-l. For example, 3 few teachers had

completely or partially abandoned their former exclusive reliance on texts in

favor of oz:110- types of reading materials--teacher-made text, text generated

by children, novels, nonfictioA works. In some of these situations, children

were exposed to a much wider variety of reading experiences than the norm.

For example, in one first-grade class, the teacher frequently used stories in

a traditional basal reader as a jumping off point for reading other versions

of the same tale or other literature with a similar theme.

Unfortunately, in some other classrooms, children rarely held a basal

reader in zheir hands and had very little opportunity to read extended text

of any kind. Particularly in situations where the curriculum is heavily

test-driven, teachers feel compelled to spend the majority of reading

instruction time on the skills that they know will appear on standardized

tests. In operation, this can mean that children only read the very brief

sentences or paragraphs on workbook pages or worksheets.



Who_Teasle a _14 40 irznanguage Artp

As Table IV-2 indicates, on average, students in the sample classrooms

received reading instruction (or assistance with reading tasks) from more

than one person. Configurations of personnel varied. In a very few class-

rooms (especially those with ESL students), the teacher had a full-time or

nearly full-time aide. In others, an aide or another teacher cane into the

classroom or took groups of children out only for some portion of the

scheduled reading/language arts period. (Patterns of supplemental instruc-

tion are described in more depth in Chapter VI.) Whatever the configuration,

however, the striking result is that in this group of classrooms and on the

average, the pupil/teacher ratio during reading instruction is considerably

lewer than we might have expected--13:1 in first grades and 15:1 at the other

two levels, ratios that are somewhat lower than the corresponding figures for

math. These data reflect both the high priority placed on reading and the

fact that schools were deliberately selected because they served large

numbers of disadvantaged children and therefore qualified for certain special

categories of additional personnel.

On the average, expertise and experience do not appear to vary a great

deal across the grade levels. Our sample included some very new teachers as

well as some who were verging on retirement. Generally speaking, however,

the classrooms were in the hands of teachers who were highly experienced at a

particular grade level and with the types of students served by the school.

The index of extent of teacher background in language arts is derived

from data based on interviews with the instructors. Study team members asked

teachers about their preservice preparation and professional development

experiences related to reading, writing, and related language arts. The

maximum rating on this index is six. On the average, first- and third-grade

teachers fall at about the midrange and fifth-grade teachers a little lower.

Among the intensive classrooms, a little less than half (43%) of the teachers

responsible for reading instruction held a master's degree, although not

necessarily specifically in reading or language arts.
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Table IV-2

WHO TEACHES READING/LANGUAGE ARTS
IN THE REGULAR CLASSROOM, BY GRADE

Grade
1

(n - 25)

NuMber and type of instructional staff

3 5

In - 22) 12 - 21)

Average number of instructional staff
in the room 1.9 staff 1.7 staff 1.7 staff

im Average pupil/teacher ratio for
language arts

Percent of classrooms in which
teacher is assisted by--

Another regular teacher
An aide
Specialist or resource teacher
Parent volunteer

gxpertise and experience

13:1 15:1 15:1

5% 10% 26%
59 45 29
20 13 13
19 0

Average number of years teaching:
This grade
This type of student population

Richness of background in language
arts: Index scaled from 1 (least)
to 6a

9 yrs.
10

2.8

7 yrs.
10

2.7

7 yrs.
8

2.4

Attitudes

Satisfaction with teaching,
scale value from 1 (least) to 4b 3.2 3.1 3.0

ExpectPtions for student success:
scale value from 1 (most students
won't be able to succeed) to 4
(all can succeed at grade level) b 2.7 3.1 2.7

aIndex 'timing up to 6 categories of professional development activity
relevant to language arts--see Appendix A.

b
Observer ratings of teacher satisfaction and expectations for student
successsee Appendix A.



The last set of variables in Table 1V-2--teacher attitudes about their

chosen profession and the students that they teachis also derived from

observer data. On average, observers found that -hese teachers were

moderately satisfied with their careers. The sample included a small number

of teachers who were on the verge of leaving the profession; among these were

some excellent instructors who were just plain tired out as well as a few who

were unable to cope with classroom management issues. In general, the. types

of fctors that kept many teachers from saying that they were very satisfied

with teaching tended to be external to the teacher/pupil instructional

relationshipexcessive paperwork, too many meettngs, too little support from

parents, etc. Most continued to take pleasuxe in their actual interactions

with children.

Finally, observers talued with teachers about their expectations for the

children in their classes, particularly the lower-achieving students. On the

average, this group of teachers believed that all studen%s can succeed but

that goals must be adjusted for low achievers; few believed that all could

succeed at performing at grade level by the end of the year. They thus did

not hold equivalent expectations for all students, even though a high propor-

tion employed whole-group instruction and used the same materials with all

children in the room.

HOJAelding_II_Taugh

Table 1V-3 looks at some very basic variables that help describe how the

teachers in this sample organize and orchestrate reading instruction in their

classrooms. If there is one strategy Chat has daminated conventional wisdom

in the teaching of reading, it is the fact of ability-based reading groups.

For years, and particularly in the primary grades, teachers have made the

task of teaching reading to a large group of children more manageable by

breaking them into small groups of students reading at approximately the same

level. The general term associated with this practice is "ability grouping,"

but that is somewhat misleading since group assignaeuts under this system are

actually made on the basis of achievement or mastery of previously taught

material rather than any measure of innate ability.
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Table IV-3

HOW READING IS TAUGHT:
GENERIC INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES, BY GRADE

C e

1

( 251 (n

3

2a.)

5

(n 21)

Grouping: Percent of classes that
regularly group students for reading--

Homogeneously, by ability
Heterogeneously to mix ability
groups

Degree to which instruction is teacher-

75%

9

1.7

57%

24

1.8

44%

24

2.0

arlaeg: Average score on a scale
from 1 completely teacher-directed)
to 5 ( completely student-directed)

What students do itLclass: Average
percent of instructional days on
which students--

Read orally 42% 31% 23%
Reae silently 20 27 32

Did seatwork 32 28 28
Listened to material read aloud 27 26 13

Had group/class discussion about
what was read 35 37 33

H9mework: Of all instructional days,

33% 15% 24%

percent on which reading-related
homework was assigned

1 1 3
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In recent years, homogeneous grouping for reading instruction has come

under increasing fire for a variety of reasons, but principally because of

the perceived educational inequalities that it fosters. According to some

research evidence, students in lower "ability" groups receive different

content, have fewer opportunities to practice higher-order skills, get locked

into a lower track at an early age, and may be stigmatized by the combination

of within-class ability grouping and pullout models of supplemental

instruction.

To combat these problems, many school districts (including the majority

of those we visited) are encouraging or mandating different organizational

arrangements for teaching reading--for example, whole-class instruction using

the same materials for all students, heterogeneous cooperative grouptngs, and

in-class supplemental, small-group assistance. Some of the precepts of the

whole-language or integrated language arts movement foster this trend as

well, recomaending that teachers group children in many different ways as

they read and reread stories--whole group, nonstatic small groups, pairing

stronger and weaker readers, and so on.

Across hll of our observed classrooms, the prevalence of paired

(partner) reading an0 cooperative groupings as instructional strategies in

reading is striking. Teachers seem to use these strategies as a means for

providing variety during reading lessons. It is not clear from our observa-

tions that the deliberate pairing or grouping of better and pocrer readers

for specific reading-related activities particularly contributes to improved

performance or self-confidence for struggling readers or a sense of group

responsibility for better readers. However, it is clear that all students

seem to enjoy the activities that take place in these configurations. This

motivational factor by itself probably makes these practices worthwhile.

Despite district mandates and teacher interest in new or different

configurations for reading instruction, Table IV-3 makes clear that the

majority of teachers in the primary grades and nearly half of the fifth-grade

teachers in our sample continue to find it desirable to group students by

ability during some or all reading instruction. Sometimes this involves



regrouping children from several classrooms for the express purpose of

forming specific reading classes where all students are at the same stage of

progress through a basal reading series. In other cases, teachers continue

to form two or more reading groups within a heterogeneously assigned homeroom

structure. Sometimes, even when homerooms or reading classes are homo-

geneously organized according to reading achievement levels, teachers find it

useful to form either stable smaller groups based on students' work habits or

motivation levels or ad hoc groups to work on particular skills. Generally

speaking and based on our sample, few teachers believe that whole-class

instruction using the same materials for all of the children all of the time

can meet the reading instruction needs of individuals.

One school participating in the study uses an unusual groufing

arrangement that has different reading groups starting and ending their

school day at different times. "Morning readers' come to school an hour

before "afternoon readers"; afternoon readers stay an hour after morning

readers go home. These groupings are homogeneous and based on proficiency or

achievement. During the main body of the school day, all children receive an

additional hour or more of whole-clas: reading instruction. This schedule

has the potential virtue of 'glowing teachers to focus all their attention on

a smaller group of childreu for part of reading instruction.

On a 5-point scale ranging from "completely teacher-directed" to

"completely student-directed," reading instruction in the sample classrooms

is rated by observers as mostly teacher-directed, meaning that teachers plan,

assign, and guide nearly all the reading activities in which students

engage. Some kinds of reading activities vary by grade level. For example,

first graders read orally nearly twice as often and listen to the teacher

read over twice as often as fifth graders; fifth graders are more likely to

be assigned silent reading than younger children. Other activities such as

seatwork and group discussions appear to be employed quite evenly across all

grades. As a group and on average, no single type of instructional approach

dominates what goes on in these classrooms. However, the case studies of

individual classrooms found considerable variatior in, for instance, the

amount and nature of seatwork assigned and the dui tion and quality nf



discussions about what was read. More description of such differences can be

found in the second section of this chapter.

AA in the case of mathematics, homework is relatively infrequent. The

last variable in Table IV-3 indicates that in these classrooms, teachers

assigned reading-related homework on no more than one-third of all instruc-

tional days. In interpreting these statistics, it is important to bear in

mind one or two realities of normative behavior in elementary sehools.

First, there is 4 generally accepted rule that young children should only

have homework in one--possibly two--subjects on any given night. On nights

when no reading homework was assigned, there could be homework assigned in

other subjects. Second, in contrast to their older and more jaded school-

mates, first graders often beg to be given homework, which may help explain

sonic of the apparent differential in the frequency of reading homework

assignments among the grade levels. However, based on our interview data, we

also know that in some cases teachers have simply stopped assigning homework

because students do not or will not do it. Teachers often hold parents

responsible when they encounter homework completion problems with their

students.

=

In this section, we turn our attention to a more specific analysis of

instructional strategies that teachers employ when the goal is to increase

students' ability to read for meaning. One of thc key issues for this study

is the degree to which classrooms serving large proportions of poor children

do, in fact, establish higher-order reading comprehension skills as a

curricular priority. Often, what makes the teaching of reading problematic

in schools serving the children of poverty is the pervasive belief about the

necessity of teaching "the basics"--discrete reading mechanics skills--as a

prerequisite to reading for meaning and understanding. For reasons that were

discussed in the Introduction to this report and elsewhere (see Kmapp

Turnbull, 1990), this may have a limiting effect on the learning of many

children in the kinds of schools we are studying.
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Drawing on variables deri.ved from the teacher logs and quantitative data

from classroom observations, Table IV-4 lays out five instructional strate-

gies that can be used to distinguish groups of classrooms in terms of their

emphasis on reading for meaning. Each strategy captures a different dimen-

sion of reading instruction. Teachers may use the strategies in combination

(including all at once) as thy attempt to teach their students to read.

The first strategy--maximizing the opportunity to read--is based on a

simple premise: students learn to read well by actually reading text on a

regular basis. One indicator of this dimension is obviously the number of

minutes spent reading--in contrast to other activities such as seatwork or

direct instruction that may also take place during the reading block.

Another is observational data on the relative importance of oral and silent

reading among a constellation of reading-related instructional activities

that might take place on a given day. As Table IV-4 indicates, on the

average, the students in the classrooms in our sample spent about a half hour

per day reading text. There is relatively little variation in this figure

across the three grade levels. Fewer than half of the classrooms at each

grade level emphasized oral or silent reading on days when an observer was

present.

Instructional strategies that encourage r mdents to write about what

they read represent another strategy that reportedly enhances reading compre-

hension. Indeed, this is one of the premises behind the supplementary mate-

rials, such as workbooks, that accompany the new literary readers. Instead

of fill-in-the-blanks and other short answer exercises, these materials (if

used properly) require children to compose sentences and paragraphs about

reading selections. The act of composing itself causes the writer to men-

tally review what he knows or understands about the story. The approach also

gives teachers a window on student misunderstandings or misinterpretations

about the reading material. The classrooms in our sample appear to integrate

reading and writing activities quite frequently (on over one-third of all

instructional days)--and certainly more often than we would have predicted

prior to data collection. This finding is likely related to the fact that a

majority of districts in the sample have adopted the literary readers. We

look at this strategy more closely later in the section.
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Table IV-4

HOW READING IS TAUGHT:
STRATEGIES AIMED AT MAXIMIZING UNDERSTANDING, BY GRADE

Instructional Strategies

naxtm.izipg tilt opportunity to react

Average minutes spent reading text

Percent of classrooms with instruc-
tional approach emphasizing oral or
silent reading

Of all instructional days, percent
on which writing and reading were
integrated

Focusing on meaning and_how to coustrugt It

Instruction aimed at more than literal
meaning: Percentage of classrooms that
focused, during observation periods--

Primary on understanding
On a combination of understanding

and literal meaning

Explicit teaching of comprehension
strategies: Average percent of
observations

De-Emphasizing isolated discrete skills
instruction

Degree to which skill teaching is
embedded in teaching of reading:
Average value on scale from 1 (- skills
taught primarily out of context) to 3
(- skills taught primarily in context)

Providing opportunittes to discuss
Leading and extend knowledge

Of all instructional days, average
percent on which class or groups
discussed what they were reading to
explore its meaning
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Grade
1 3 5

(n - 25) (n 22) (n - 21)

26 min. 31 min. 31 min.

42% 44% 45%

42% 35% 40%

46%

38

65%

27% 43%

50 48

66% 70%

1.8 2.1 2.2

35% 37% 33%



A third strategy has to do with the degree to which instruction

explicitly focuses on how to make sense out of written text. Although

cognitive psychologists continue to debate :Ile efficacy and transferability

of direct instruction in higher-order thinking skills, reading specialists

suggest that classroom teachers can help children improve their comprehension

'by (1) asking questions that probs deeper than the literal meaning of text

and (2) by explicitly teaching or modeling the mental steps involved in

particular aspects of reading comprehension, such as interpretation, predic-

tion, or analysis of a situation. Observers were asked to classify the

primary approach to reading instruction in a classroom in terms of its

relative emphasis on accu-acy (literal meaning) or understanding (interpreta-

tion), or a balanced combination of the two. At all three grade levels, the

average scale value for intensively studied classrooms lies closest to a

focus on understandtng, with a scale value of 2. Observers also noted

explicit teaching of comprehension strategies in the intensive classrooms

about two-thirds of the time. However, this statistic includes workbook-

oriented lessons on, for example, finding the main idea as well as instances

of teachers actually modeling thought processes. These are qualitatively

different approaches that likely have differential effects which we cannot

yet tease out of our data.

A fourth strategy lies tn the way discrete readtng skills (e.g.,

decoding) are taught. Much of the reading research literature tends to

present an emphasis on reading comprehension versus an emphasis on reading

skills as dichotomous instructional approaches. While our sample of

classrooms does represent just about the full range on a continuum from

exclusive emphasis on reading for understanding to exclusive emphasis on the

"reading" skills that are often so hard to separate from other types of

language arts instruction (i.e., vocabulary development, reference skills,

syllabification), the majority of teachers teach both reading for meaning and

discrete skills. However, some teachers (especially those who are becoming

skilled in an integrated approach to teaching all the language arts) find

ways to teach skills, such as phonics, tn the context of reading stories.

Others continue to view skills work and "reading" as essentially divorced.

By embedding the teaching of skills in context, it is argued, students are
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more likely to integrate skill learning into their developing ability to make

sense out of text.

Although the range of average scale values is not great across the three

grade levels, first-grade teachers appear to be somewhat more apt to teach

reading skills out of context. This suggests that even in first-grade

classrooms where teachers are moving into a whole-language or integrated

language arts approach, some still find a need to work separately with

beginning readers or nonreaders on the discrete skills that are the basis of

decoding our language.

The final strategy for maximizing reading for understanding involves the

opportunities that students have tc talk about what they have read. The

indicator for this strategy is drawn from the teacher logs and represents the

frequency of group or class discussiona to explore the meaning of what has

been read. On average, students discuss reading selections with some or all

of their classmates and their teacher on about one-third of all school

days--or somewhat less often than they write about what they read. Once

again, numbers such as these need the richer qualitative data to give them

substance. The intensity of discussions, and therefor, what they add to

students' understanding of material read, can vary a great deal.

We turn now to a more in-depth look at the variation among classrooms in

terms of opportunity to read, the integration of reading and writing, the

relative focus on meaning and skills instruction, and opportunities to

discuss what is read. Qualitative observational data from the intensive

classrooms are used to describe or explain some of the variations sug6,Jsted

by statistics in the tables.

Maximizine Opportunity to Read

Although most children in this country spend approximately 6 hours per

day, 5 days per week in classrooms where they presumably are engaged for most

of the day in activities that involve reading, some children have much more

opportunity than others to become immersed in reading. The time we have
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spent in classrooms for this study has made it clear that there is great

variation in the depth and intensity with which students interact with the

printed word. Some classrooms seem to offer students an abundance of oppor-

tunity to read all day, in all areas of the curriculum, with very skilled

teachers taking every occasion to directly or subtly increase student

facility in understanding and interpreting text. Others severely restrict

student access to print, sometimes--but not always--for reasons that are

/argely beyond the control of the individual classroom teacher, such as

fragmentation of the day and the curriculum.

Table 1V-5 stratifies the classrooms in the sample on an opportunity-to-

read variable that represents a weighting of the number of minutes that some

or all students in a class actually spent reading silently or orally. Based

on our observations, students in classrooms that fall in the low group, on

the average, read text less than 10 minutes per day. The midrange classes

averaged in the 10- to 25-minute range and the high classrooms over 25

minutes a day of direct student engagement with text. Classrooms repre-

senting the three grade levels are quite evenly distributed across the

opportunity-to-read groupings; grade level thus does not appear to explain

much of the variation.

Some readers may be astonished that in some classrooms, students read

text less than 10 minutes per day. Of course the children in these classes

do read, but most of the reading they do is related to seatwork assignments--

workbook or worksheet pages emphasizing discrete skills outside the context

of reading for meaning. One extreme example was as follows:

The teacher in a combined fifth-/sixth-grade classroom rarely had her
students (who read at their grade level) use the reading book at
all. Nearly all reading instruction in this class focused on the
discrete skills (word analysis, reference and study skills, identi-
fying main ideas, etc.) that appeared on unit tests associated with
the reading series. Students did workbook and worksheet assignments
for perhaps 80-90% of reading instruction timeand passed their
tests with flying colors. They did not, however, do any sustained
reading on a regular basis.
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Table IV-5

MAXIMIZING OPPORTUNITY TO READ:
PROFILE OF DIFFERENT GROUPS OF CLASSROOMS

Characteri s of Imtructiep

Average minutes actually reading text

Average minutes allocated to reading
instruction, overall

Opportunities to Read

Low Mid High
i11 =11 (n 30) (11 - 30).

5 min. 18 min. 48 min.

28 min. 44 min. 59 min.

Instructional approach emphasizing
oral or silent reading: Average
percent of observation periods 40% 29% 58%

What students do: Of all instruc-
tional days, the average percent on
which students--

Read orally 25% 32% 37%

Read silently 16 27 25

Listen to teacher or tape read aloud 29 20 26

Percent of classes in which children
choose all or some of what they read 67% 49% 69%

Table IV.5 indicates that, in addition to differences in the time

devoted to reading extended text, classrooms in the three categories varied a

good deal on the average total time allocated to reading instruction. This

statistic includes all reading instruction time, excluding transitions and

time taken up with management issues at the beginning or end of a reading

black. Clearly, over a school year, some children are spending a great deal

more time in reading instruction than other children.

The other variables in Table IV-5 do not show a clear relationship

between the two time-on-reading measures and particular instructional

approaches. In future analyses, we must explore other variables that may

have more explanatory power. For example, the low-opportunity-to-read



classrooms have a somewhat higher proportion, on average, of students from

low-income families than the other two groups, and this may have some bearing

on the instructional strategies that teachers use. Observers also found

student engagement levels in the low-opportunity-to-read classrooms to be

intermittent, in contrast with the moderately high engagement levels noted in

boa the other groups.

At this point in the study, the descriptions that we have from case

stueies offer the best explanations of how classrooms differ on this

dimension. Many high-opportunity-co-read classrooms offer children an

environment suffused with a literary richness. Regardless of their skill

levels or personal backgrounds, students in these settings are surrounded by

the written word, spend a great deal of time with books (of all types) in

their hands, read or look at picturebooks when they should be doing something

else, and generally seem to have assimilated the notion that reading is a

desirable activity. In other classroomsmany in the mid-range group of

Table IV-5, this richness is less evident, yet students still seem to read a

great deal--either by choice or because of assignments.

The variance on this dimension is clearly not simply a matter of minutes

allocated to reading instruction. Nor is it necessarily a function of

institutionalized practices such as schoolwide Sustained Silent Reading

period, which may, in some settings, be a genuinely productive time of the

day, but, in others, is viewed as an intrusion or a waste of time. Based

solely on observational aata, there seems to be some correlation between

opportunities to read and other factors--for evample, classrooms where trade

books are used as the content of instruction 6 AD or all of the time seem to

offer students more overall opportunity to read as well. In the case

studies, one strong correlate with opportunity to read seems to be regularly

scheduled times when the teacher reads aloud and children listen. (Sometimes

teachers do this as part of regular reading instruction. Several teachers in

our intensive sample take their own turn during oral round-robin reading,

modeling the pleasure that comes from reading well-written words with meaning

and expression.) Yet the table above indicates that, across the entire

sample, students in low-opportunity-to-read classrooms are slightly more
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likely to spend time listening to a teacher read. Anomalies such as these

between quantitative and qualitative reporting of data remain to be ironed

out in the second year of data collection and analysis.

The amount of time that children spend reading text can also vary at the

student level. Individual children "catch on" to the concept of reading at

different rates. Particularly in districts where whole-group instruction is

emphasized, teachers worry about both the children who inevitably start to

fall behind the pace and those who could go faster. The most typical

responses to individual differences such as these are extra attention for the

slower learners and enrichment for those who are ahead of the class. For

example:

In one first-grade classroom that falls in the high-opportunity-to-
read group in Table IV-5, the lowest of three reading groups gets a
"triple dose" of reading daily. They read the day's assignment first
with an aide, then with the scilool's reading specialist. With this

head start, they participate in the classroom teaeher's presentation
of the day's reading to the whole class. As a result of this extra
reading instruction, the lowest reading group spends somewhat more
time engaged with text and somewhat less than other children on
writing and other language arts activities.

Coping with the different pacing needs of students does not always

result in more time reading text for the slowest children, however, as the

following case illustrates.

In another first grade--this time one that falls in the midrange on
opportunity to read, the teacher continues to rely principally on
small-group instruction (three reading groups established on the
basis oi achievement), presenting the same content to each group in
the sense that the groups use the same book. However, the instruc-
tional experiences of the groups varied a good deal. The "top" group
always worked with the teach4r first and for the longest amount of
time. The middle reading group moved at a slower rate and did more
word-by-word oral reading. According to the teacher, the lowest
group was "complete frustration." They spent most of the time
reading orally together because the meterial "was too hard for them
to do silent reading."

There is some evidence from case studies of the intensively observed

classrooms that students in split-grade classes (e.g., a room where half the

children are third graders and half are in fourth grade) tend to have fewer
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opportunities to read text. For example, one combined first-/second-grade

also had some ESL students at both grade levels. Although the teacher

atteupted to implement a whole-language/whole-group approach, she essentially

had four reading groups with very different needs and skill levels. Trying

to ensure that each group had adequate opportunity to work with her and

engage with text became v.n extremely frustrating experience for the teacher.

In another combined classroom--this time at the fifth-/sixth-grade level, the

teacher was not given enough of the literature-based textbooks and accom-

panying trade books to go around. As a rule, her 33 students were rarely

able to have a book to themselves and never were allowed to take books home.

Obviously, the children's opportunities to read were severely curtailed in

comparison with other situations.

Taking the intensively studied classrooms as a whole, in an overwhelming

majority, What is read during formal rending instruction periods is selected

by the teacher. This is true whether the reading matter is traditional

basals, literary readers, novels, or workbook pages. In short, the content

of reading instruction is largely planned and directed by the teacher.

However, in most classrooms, there are also times in the day when children

have some opportunities to choose what they read on their own. Typically,

this occurs (1) during some official Sustained Silent Reading time or (2)

when other assigned work has been completed. In some classrooms, observers

noted that students seemed most engaged in their reading during these non-

instructional moments. In others, although given opportunities to choose,

children were unable to make productive use of these occasions.

Integrating Reecling With Writing and Other Subjects

During the design phase of this study, the study team could not have

predicted the frequency with which reading and writing activities would be

related to each other in the sample classrooms. Based on conventional

wisdom, our initial hypothesis was that little writing of any kind goes on in

elementary school classrooms. In the wajority of classrooms, that did not

prove to be the case. Largely, we suspect, because of district adoption of

the new literary readers and/or new curriculum and instruction guidelines

1 )7)4.,I
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emphasizing an integrated approach to language arts, many teachers routinely

engage children in activities that require them to write about what they have

read.

Table IV-6 stratifies the sample classrooms on the basis of the

frequency with which reading and writing are integrated. For ehe group

designated low, related reading and writing activities occurred on less than

a quarter of all days in the school year. Classrooms in the high group

reported integrated reading and writing on over half of all days. The

midrange falls between 25% and 50% of instructional days. As ehe table

indicates, the frequency with which students have the opportunity to write

about what they read varies widely across fhe three groupings. If, as some

research indicates, the integration of writing with reading helps children

develop reading comprehension skills, then students in fhe high group

classrooms may be gaining a significant edge on their peers who do less

writing.

The second variable in Table IV-6 was originally created for use in the

chapter on writing. It represents a more global measure of opportunity to

write--not just writing activities that are related to reading. On this

3-point scale, 1 represents very little and 3 a great deal of writing.

Although ehe differences are not great, there does appear to be a relation-

ship between overall emphasis on writing and the degree to which reading and

writing are used to complement each other. The third variable in the table

(also borrowed from our analysis of writing activities) seems to be less

useful in helping explain what happens in the high, mid, and low groups in

terms of integrating reading and writing.

Obseryations in intensively studied classrooms gave us some insights on

ways in which teachers use writing activities to reinforce or extend

children's grasp of material that they are reading. For example:

* In one third-grade class, containing equal numbers of Anglo and
Hispanic students, the entire morning--nearly 3 hours-.is allocated
to reading, writing, and language arts instruction. Although the
teacher thinks of her use of this time in terms of a reading segment
and a writing/language arts segment, all aspects of language instruc-
tion are organized around a literary reader and closely interrelated.
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Table IV-6

INTEGRATING READING WITH WRITING AND OTHER SUBJECTS:
A PROFILE OF DIFFERENT GROUPS OF CLASSROOMS, BY GRADE

Igharacteristics of Instruction

Average percentage of instructional
days on which reading is combined with:

Frequency With Which Reading
and Wtiting Are Integrated

Lowa Mice Higha
(n 30) tn )01

Writing 10% 36% 68%
Other subjects 29 45 52

Degree of opportunity to write extended
text: Average value on a scale from
1 (- very little) to 3 (- a great deal) 1.8 1.9 2.0

aLOW less than 25% of all instructional days; High 50% or greater.

In fact, this teacher often finds ways to thematically coordinate
nearly all the curricular areas she is responsible for teaching.
During one reading unit based on the novel Charlotte's ah, students
wrote poems about the story as well as factual papers about farm
animals and spiders (related to science and social studies lessons).

In a fifth-grade classroom where the reading curriculum includes some
quite difficult novels, the teacher finds that having ehildren write
about what they have read facilitates comprehension. At one point in
the year, students read two stories centering on the experiences of
Black Anericans during the Revolutionary War period. The teacher
gave the class the following writing assignment in conjunction with
their reading: Write about what Is not fair in this story. Is one
character treated badly? Does one character have too many problems?
Is yyur sense of what Is just offended by events in this stoty? Tell
about It. At a later tiom, the students shared the results of
their written efforts with each other. As she guided Chic group of
preteens in the presentation of their own thoughts about the books to
peers, the teacher simultaneously taught the class how to compliment
and support each other in a group setting: "Think about the thing
you heard that you like. You might get an idea from what I compli-
ment. I'd like you to compliment each other." As individual
children read their own words, the teacher found someLhing encour-
aging to say to each before offering constructive criticism and
suggestions for expansion or rewriting.
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These teachers and some others whom we visited tended to create their

own reading-related writing assignments. Nast teachers who had children do

substantial writing related to reading relied more heavily on the prepared

exercises or suggested activities that accompanied their literary reading

series. As we noted earlier in the chapter, publishers of these texts have

restructured workbooks and worksheets to include many more occasions when

students are asked to respond to questions or ideas about a reading selection

in sentence or paragraph form. The source of ideas for reading-related

writing assignments is less important, however, than the fact that the trend

toward integration of reading and writing is so pronounced across the

classrooms in the sample.

nd

As we indicated earli.er, the skills-versus-meaning debate is largely a

nonissue for the vast majority of teachers. They want their students to

become "good" readers, by which they mean independent readers who can use the

printed word for their own pleasure and to obtain information. Nevertheless,

there are significant differences among classrooms--in practice if not in

philosophyin terms of the relative emphasis on activities or instructional

approaches that might be expected to promote children's ability to read for

understanding, as ufell as the degree to which skill instruction is "embedded"

within the act of reading text.

Focus on meaning as an issue is especially relevant to a study on the

academic instruction of disadvantaged children. In .ay classrooms, there is

an obvious temptation to spend a great deal of time on teaching discrete

reading skills when working with this segment of the student population,

because so many of the "basic" language skills of Standard English are not

part of their repertoire. But too much time on skills taught in isolation

can only detract trom time actually spent reading--that is, time putting all

the skills to work to make meaning.

Table IV-7 clusters the sample classrooms into three groups--those with

an "accuracy" focus (reading instruction aimed at the literal meaning of



Table IV-7

FOCUSIAG ON MEANING AND DEEMPHASIZING ISOLATED SKILLS INSTRUCT:ON:
PROFILES OF DIFFEREW1 GROUPS OF CLASSROOMS

Orientation of Reading Instruction

Twards Towards
Accuracy Understanding Combination

Characteristics of Instruction (n 11) (n - 261 (n 10

Explicit teaching of comprehen-
sion strategies: Average percent
of observed classes

Degree to which reading mechanics
skills are taught in a reading
context: Average value on a
scale from 1 (- skills taught
primarily out of context) to 3
(- skills taught primarily in
context)

Frequency with which reading
mechanics skills are taught:
Average percent of all instruc-
tional Gays

--Explicit phonics
--Implicit phonics
--Whole-word recognition

41% 70% 73%

1.5 1.9 2.3

21% 15% 11%
18 26 18
30 48 44

text), an "understanding" focus (an instructional emphasis on comprehending

and interpreting text), and a group in which both accuracy and understanding

were emphasized. Observers found that in classrooms where reading instruc-

tion focuses on accuracy--that is, where teachers asked very literal ques-

tions about the content of a page or a story, or seatwork activities were

highly factual in nature rather than inferential--there is also substantially

less explicit teaching of comprehension strategies. Further, teachers who

focus on accuracy tend to teach reading mechanics skills out of context (the

embeddedness issue). Interestingly, the classrooms that used a combined

approach emerge with the strongest meaning- oriented profile based on these

two variables.
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The last set of indicators in Table 1V-7 come from the teacher logs and

therefore are representative or what teachers in the groupings report that

they did across an entire school year. That teachers who focus on accuracy

also teach explicit phonics more often does not seem surprising. In general,

this relatively small group of classrooms represents situations where

traditional basal reading series (in contrast to the literary readers) were

still in use and teachers principally relied on strategies that they had used

for many years.

Teachers in the intensively studied classrooms varied a good deal in the

attention they paid to teaching, reteaching, or reinforcing isolated,

reading-related skills such as phonics. Phonics played very little role in

the fifth-grade classrooms and occupied relatively little time in the third

grades, although teachers at these levels continue to instruct or remind

students about word attack skills, the meaning of prefixes and suffixes, and

homonyms or homophones, for example. Some third nnd fifth graders in these

classrooms are undoubtedly continuing to receive some phonics review in

supplemental instruction classes.

According to the case studies, at the first-grade level, the importance

of teaching phonics and other beginning reading skills is not a debatable

point. Universally, the first-grade teachers said that the introduction to

reading must combine and balance skills instruction with reading of real and

meaningful material. Providing children with many opportunities to read also

gives them many opportunities to apply and practice the discrete skills that

they have been taught in other segments of instruction. For example, one

first-grade teacher has a four-pronged philosophy of teaehing literacy skills

to young children:

(1) Make reading a value that children want to take on.

(2) Expose them to a lot of reading.

(3) Teach basic decoding skills.

(4) Give children an opportunity to manipulate words, to own them,
through writing.
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Based on our observations of their classrooms, we suspect that all of the

first-grade teachers in the intensive sample would endorse these statements.

This specific teacher spends about equal amounts of time on skill building

and reading comprehension.

One of the issues that we have not probed enough in direct interviews

with teachers is the intentionality behind the instructional strategies that

caused observers to rate them as primarily accuracy or understanding

oriented. In questioning students about what they have read, many teachers

do rely on the questions formulated in teacher's editions of textbooks.

There is some variety to the level of comprehension addressed by these

questions. In addition to questions that draw attention to specific details

of a reading passage, the publishers include items that encourage teachers to

have children predict what will happen next, to put themselves in a

character's shoes, to analyze character traits, and so on. If the question

is there on the page, teachers will usually ask it. Some teachers seem to

ask "higher-order" questions because they are there in fhe teaeher's manual,

without any particular awareness either that there is a qualitative

difference among the questions posed or that the strategies students might

have to call on to answer predictive or analytic questions are any different

from the skills needed to locate a phrase in the text. Others (but not many)

very consciously and deliberately pose a range of questions and activities

and can talk articulately about why they do so.

rramicil Cg_InkrtmaiLtim_12 iliscuss _Reading_ and Extend Knowledge

We use this heading to look at a group of instructional strategies and

activities that allow teacher/student or student/student :erbal interactions

about topics related to reading. Some observers of elementary school educa-

tion speculate that talking--like writing--may be an important ingredient in

any formula to improve the reading capabilities of disadvantaged children.

Table IV-8 places the sample classrooms into three groups based on

teacher-reported data about the proportion of school days on which class

discussions about reading material were held. The low group reported such



Table IV-8

PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES TO DISCUSS READING AND EXTEND KNOWLEDGE:
PROFILES OF DIFFERENT CLASSROOM GROUPS, BY GRADE

Chauqterlstics of Instruction

Of all instructional days, avnrage
percent on Which classes/groups
discuss! what they read

Giving context for readini, through
class discussion about reading
topic: Average percent of
observed classes

Connecting reading to students'
backgrourrils or lives through
class discussion of personal
meaning of what was read:
Average percent of observed
classes

Studeut-student discussion--
Students encouraged or permitted
to discuss with each other what
they read: Average percent of
observed classes

Frequency With Which Classes/Groups
Discuss What They Read

1,LTis) &1411 (DHIA)

12 37 69

36 42 54

12 17 39

31 24 31

aLow Less than 20% of all instructional days; High 50% or more.

discussion on less than 20% of instructional days. In the high groups of

classrooms, discussion occurred over 50% of the time.

In the best of all possible worlds, we might envision many classrooms

where teachers and students together read good literature and pursue extended

discussions of meaning and interpretation of text. In fact, among our case

studies, we have a few examples of highly stimulating student/teacher

discussions about reading selections--either to set the context before



reading begins or to analyze what was read. The table, however, suggests

that discussion is a low priority in a large number of classrooms. In 25

classrooms--over a third of those for whom we had usable data on these

variables--students discussed what they were reading, on the average, only

12% of the days that they attended school--not even once per week.

According to our observations, teachers do slightly better in terms of

providing children with a context for reading. Usually this means offering

some background information related to the setting or situation that students

will meet in a story. Sometimes, but not as often, it can also mean ques-

tioning chtidren to learn previous knowledge they have about the topic.

Observers reported that, across the three categories of classrooms repre-

sented in Table IV-S, teachers engaged students in this type of preparation

for reading about one-third to one-half of the time.

Another possible correlate with the amount of teacher/student discussion

is greater "personalization" of instruction through explicitly drawing

attention to the parallels between real lives and literary lives. As the

third variable in the table indicates, this is not a frequently used strategy

in our sample of classrooms, although in classrooms with a high degree of

discussion, connections between reading and students' lives are made nearly

40% of the time, or 2 days per week, on average. In theory, increased discus-

sion time would allow teachers to build on and expand sLudents' backgrounds

and experiences. We did observe a number of occasions when teachers

explicitly drew students' attention to aspects of a story that might relate

to real events or experiences in their lives. However, we saw few instances

where a teacher capitalized on students' cultural background knowledge to

enhance learning. Student-student discussion is somewhat more common, but

does rot appear to explain any of the differences between the groupings

around which the table is organized.

As in the dimension that places meaning and skills at polar ends of a

spectrum, discourse vs. no discourse is conceptually too restrictive a

framework to be of much use in describing what happens in elementary school

classrooms. Much of what goes on during teacher/student interactions in
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reading is in a rapid-fire question-and-answer format that anyone would be

hard pressed to define as "discourse." Yet children seem to enjoy it and it

allows teachers to form some judgments about how well students are under-

standing what they read. In fact, even in classrooms where virtually no real

discussion goes on, the times when teacher and purlis interact instruc-

tionally in any way--even direct instruction on rather tedious skills--seems

to engender exceptionally high student engagement.

We were fortunate to observe in several classrooms where teachers

believed in the importance of class discussions and thus have a sense of the

possible pnwer of this tool for helping children augment their understanding

of an author's meaning. The context for such discussions was as either a

pre-reading or a post-reading activity--or both.

Use of discussion seems to bear little relationship to whether a

teacher's basic approach to reading instruction is traditional or innovative

in some way. For example:

In a classroom organized in conventional ability-based reading
groups, a traditional basal reader, lots of workeheets, and little
integration of reading and writing, the teacher nevertheless talks a
great deal with the students. Her particular technique for engaging
student interest in reading and helping children understand what they
read is through analogies. Thus, over the course of the school year,
the observer in her classroom noted reading-related discussion that
drew on, among others, movie director Spike Lee's film, "Do the Right
Thing," the film "Star Wars," and television wrestling. This teacher
also tends to take advantage of the "teachable moment" to impart a
little added fact or observation that she thinks may intrigue her
students.

In another classroom, the teacher frequently engaged his first-grade
students in extended discussion related-to stories in their literary
basal reader. As they reviewed a folktale called "Bringtng the Rain
to Kapiti Plain," in which a mythical archer ends a drought by
shooting a hole in the clouds, the teacher asked the children how
they thought clouds were formed. All answers were accepted and
written on the board, including these: "A cloud melted." "Cod's
crying." "The water jumped from the earth up to the clouds." This
discussion eventually turned into a science lesson on the water
cycle, culminating in an experiment involving boiling water, a tray
of ice, and condensed steam "raining" down on the heads of the
delighted children.
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In interpreting what we observed, we did not attempt to attach any

specific time limits to the term "extended discussion." Some meaningful

interactions between teacher and students were very brief. For instance, in

a first-grade class where all the children were bilingual, the teacher

prepared the students for a picturebook about autumn by asking what they knew

about this season of the year. When it became clear that their background

knowledge was limited (leaves fall off the trees, birds fly to Mexico), she

moved directly into sharing with them the beautifully illustrated pages in a

picturebook, talking about each page in depth. This teacher realized that

there was little point in pursuing the originally intended discussion in the

absence of information. At the end of the session, the students were able to

generate a list of 18 words related to autumn. Later, each dictated an

autumn story to a fifth-grade "buddy."

In the hands of a teacher who is not terribly comfortable with rela-

tively unstructured give-and-take between instructor and student, however, a

discussion segment of a lesson can backfire. For example:

One teacher in our sample was trying very hard to follow the approach
described in the teacher's manual of her new literature-based reading
series. One activity called for her to read some phrases and allow
the class to discuss the images evoked by these words: girl looking
out the window; cat dreaming; Christmas tree. One child said, "I saw
some homeless people sitting on a mattress and the snow was falling
down and keeping them warm." For him, the words elicited the winter
season and something from his own experience--seemingly an appro-
priate response to an open-ended type of activity. The teacher,
however, chastised the student for not listening well and admonished
him to "form a picture based on what I say; do not add anything."
This response, of course, squelched both the individual child and the
spontaneity of the overall interaction.

The Search for a Tvpitlogy of Beading Classrooms

Unlike mathematics or writing, the sample classrooms do not sort out

neatly into types based on the strategies or other instructional variables we

have examined so far. In part, this may reflect the complexity of what is

being taught, the larger proportion of the day allocated to it, and the range

of instructional approaches used to teach it. At present, the sample of
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clansrooms can be sorted into different types depending on the strategy or

dimension being considered, as the preceding analysis demonstrates.

Nonetheless, in second-year data collection and analysis for the final

report, wm will pursue the matter further, to see if some overarching

clustering of classrooms makes sense, and ultimately, to determine whether

this clustering is associated with reading outcomes.
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V WRITING

In the typfcal school serving the children of poverty, writing is

considered less important exan reading, or too difficult for children who

lack "basic" language skills, or both. *Ls a consequence, in the early grades

especially, writing tends to be given less time and attention.

In our sample of classrooms, wide variation exists in approach to

writing curriculum and instruction. This variation enables us to examine a

number of questions about the factors that distinguish classrooms one from

another, the forces that drive teachers to adopt one approach or another, and

the relative efficacy of approaches to enhancing the writing proficiency of

children.

When considering what is available to children from poor families, our

investigation takes on special imporiance in at least three ways. First,

whether one believes that writing is primarily a vehicle for self-

understanding or a tool for learning, many in this population of students

will have little opportunity outside of school to experience the various

facets of writing. Therefore, the opportunities provided in the classroom

arc crucial to the development of students' writing competence.

Second, conventional wisdom argues that because disadvant'46te. students

have typically not learned all the rules of standard English syntax and

grammar, classroom writing instruction needs to emphasize these skills. (In

fact, these children have acquired a consistent set of syntactical rules, but

often for a dialect or language that is different from standard English.) In

this study, we address this issue, looking at the role of component skills

instruction in tht writing opportunities provided students and whether an

emphasis on skills instruction is related to students' writing competence.

Even teachers who approach the teaching of writing in ways other than

emphasizing component skills may experience the conflict between encouraging

fluency and teaching for correctness. This study attempts to depict ways tn
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which teachers of writing resolve this conflict when working with at-risk

students,

Third, research on the writing process has shown that the writer's

background knowledge is crucial to the writing process. Thus, it would seem

that writing tasks promoting the meaningful use of language will draw upon

students' cultural and linguistic backgrounds. But in schools serving large

numbers of poor children, students' backgrounds and experiences are not

always used as the basis of in-school writing. We will attempt to understand

how teachers can make better use of their students' experiential resources.

t ! !

We first describe the writing instruction in the sample classrooms--what

is taught in writing, who teaches writing, and how writing is taught. The

data presented in this section are taken from the teacher logs that the

teachers completed each day and the observer coding forms that the observers

completed after each of the unit visits.

What Is Taught in Writing Across the Year

Table V-1 shows that, for classrooms in the sample, the mean percent of

all writing tasks that require extended writing increases as the children go

up in the grades. These figures indicate that the majority of writing tasks

assigned to first-grade children are restricted kinds of writing (e.g., work-

sheets or fill-in-the-blanks, or copying). However, because the first-grade

children are typically given a larger number of writing assignments, they may

do more tasks requiring extended writing than do fifth-grade children. For

fifth-grade students, the reverse is true. This difference may be a result

of the emphasis on basic skills (and the necessary worksheets) that is

present in the curriculum of many first-grades even though many first-grade

teachers are attempting to incorporate extended writing into their language

arts curriculum.
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Table V-1

WHAT IS TAUGHT IN WRITING ACROSS THE SCHOOL YEAR, BY (RADE

Grade

CharactertstIss of Writing Curriculum_

Fqcus on Wrtting Prosesses: Of all
instructional days, average percent in
which each writing stage is a focus of
instruction--

Prevriting
Drafting text
Revising
Editing

Focus on Extended TeNt Writing:

. Average nuMber of extended text
tasks during 2-week observed periods

s Of all writing tasks during
observation period, average percent
that involved extended text

Cenre: Of all instructional days,
average percentage on which writing
tasks involved each genre--

Essay (persuasive or analytic writing)
Other informative writing
Imaginative writing
Personal writing

Audience for WritinA: Of all
instructional days, average percentage
on which students wrote for--

Teacher as evaluative audience
. Teacher as nonevaluative audience

Other students
Outsiders

Tves of Language Mechanics Skills:
Of all instructional days, average
percentage that focused on--

Handwriting
Spelling
Punctuation/capitalization
Sentence ztructure
Parts of speech
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1 3 5

tu 19) (n 24) (n 20)

36% 26% NM
34 29 49
8 8 11

9 9 10

5 tasks 4 tasks 3 tasks

43% 49% 57%

3% 2% 12%
12 15 23

18 19 24

31 20 38

16% 13% 15%
20 16 16
13 11 11
7 4 3

40% 46% 23%
43 69 66
31 25 10
29 31 30
16 21 16
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The numbers shown in Table V-1 indicate that time spent on the different

stages of the writing process varies as a function of grade. This is, at the

first grade, emphasis on the prewriting stage occurred for a greater percent

of the instructional days than for the third and fifth grades. At the fifth

grade, however, drafting text occurred a greater percent of the instructional

days than for the first and third grades. Those figures indicate that first-

gradu teachers seem to believe that they need to devote more time to pre-

paring their students for the writing task, while fifth-grade teachers spend

less time in preparing their students in the writing task and more time in

the actual drafting of text. These numbers are consistent with the qualita-

tive data, which revealed that first-grade teachers, for the most part, spent

a significant amount of time in prewriting kinds of actkvities and discus-

sions. First-grade teachers frequently devote an entire language arts lesson

to a prewriting kind of activity, such as reading a book or talking about a

particular holiday or upcoming event.

Few differences are found across grade levels in terns of the revising

and editing stages. Across all grade levels, significantly less instruc-

tional days are devoted to these two stages. These two stages seem to be the

most difficult for teachers to implement in their classrooms. Although

teaehers are assigning a greater number of extended writing tasks, students

are given little opportunity to edit and revise their original text.

The emphasis on various language mechanics skills also varies as a

function of grade level. Handwriting is given the greatest emphasis at the

third-grade level--the grade when most students are expected to show compe-

tence in cursive writing. Emphasis on parts of speech was the one skill that

is fairly consistent across grade levels: most language arts curricula

present parts of speech in increasing levels of complexity, starting with

simple nouns in the first grade and progressing to adverbs, participles, and

prepositions in the intermediate grades. Thus, it appears that even though

the complexity of the subject varies, teachers, across grade levels, tend to

devote the same amount of time to the topic.
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Emphasis on punctuation decreases as the children go up in the grades.

First-grade teachers emphasized punctuation over 30% of the instructional

days, as cowered with fifth-grade teachers, who taught punctuation about 20%

of the time. A similar pattern is shown for emphasis on sentence structure.

Spelling appears to be given great emphasis across all grade levels,

especially at the third- and fifth-grade levels. The smaller mean at the

first-grade le-Pel is consistent with the quantitative data that revealed that

several first-grade teachers gave greater enphasis to fluency than to

correctness.

The data on the audience for writing reveal greater variance within

grades than across grades. The means indicate that the teacher is the most

frequently designated audience for children's writingeither teacher as

evaluator or not as evaluator.

The data on genre indicate that the greatest differences in frequency of

assigning these four types of genre are found for essay and other informative

writing. Over 35% of all fifth-grade writing assignments are of one of these

two kinds of writing. Personal writing, e.g., journal writing, shows small

across-grade differences. This finding is consistent with the qualitative

data, which reveal that many first-grade teachers have their students write

in personal journals.

Who Teaches Writing

Because we collected data on instructional staff in "language arts" and

mathematics, there is no difference between teachers of reading and writing.

The information that appears in Chapter IV regarding "Who Teaches Reading"

thus describes the nature and type of instructional staff in writing classes,

the extent of their expertise and experience, and their attitudes about

teaching and students.
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How Writing Is Taught

Tol-ie V-2 presents data on the kinds of generic (as opposed to writing-

specific) instructional strategies that were used in the teaching of writing

in the sample classrooms.

The data indicate a greater within-grade variance in terns of the use of

grouping patterns than across-grade variance. Looking only at the mean

percents, it appears that first-grade classes show a greater use of homo-

geneous grouping thmn do either third- or fifth-grade classes. This differ-

ence may be a result of the traditional homogeneous reading groups that have

been an important practice in reading instruction at the first-grade level.

Perhaps first-grade teachers transfer this practice when teaching some

aspects of writing. Fifth-grade classrooms make greater use of heterogeneous

groups--a number equal to that of the mean percent for first-grade class-

rooms. Thus, it appears that first- and third-grade classrooms use more

grouping than did fifth-grade classrooms; however, for third- and fifth-grade

classrooms there is a tendency to use heterogeneous groups more than homo-

geneous groups. In the first-grade classrooms the two types of grouping

patterns are used about equally.

When looking at the data about the kinds of activities students are

given for writing instruction, few across-grade differences appear (however,

as with much of these data, there are large within-grade differences). One

apparent pattern across grade levels is the decline in activities involving

copying notes, letters, or taking dictation. A greater percent of this kind

of activity occurs at the first-grade level and the percent of that activity

decreases as the students go up in grade level. The activity "generate ideas

for writing" also shows a similar pattern. This finding is consistent with

data presented in Table V-1 concerning emphasis on the writing process. Data

presented in that table showed a greater emphasis on prewriting kinds of

activities ("generating ideas" is typically a prewriting activity). Thus, we

have two sources that indicate that first-grade teachers tend to place

greater emphasis on helping their students prepare for the writing task than

do third- and fifth-grade teachers.
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Table V-2

HOW WRITING IS TAUGHT: GENERIC INSTRUCTIONAL
STRATEGIES, BY GRADE

Instructiowil §tratcgits

gualling: Percent of classes that
regularly group students for writing

a Homogeneously by ability
Heterogenously to mix ability levels

What Students Do ip glass: Of all
instructional days, the average percentage
in which students--

Generate ideas for writing
Work on their own writing
Do written exercises in workbook
Copy notes, letters; take dictation
Give feedback to other children
about their writing
Do oral exercises or drill (e.g.,
to practice self-expression skills)

TeacherAtp4ent-directedness: Degree to
which students are encouraged or required
to direct their own learning (average
scale value, from 1 ( completely
teacher-directed) to 5 ( completely
student-directed)

Homework: Of all instructional days,
average percent on which homework was
assigned or pending related to--

Writing (composed) text
Language mechanics

Grade
1 3 5

(n - 191 (n, - 24) (p 20)

33% 204 10%
33 60 35

30% 19% 20%
53 38 54

36 35 35

18 13 17

15 8 16

30 24 26

2.6 2.6 2.9

4% 5% 13%
10 24 24
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Across grade levels, teachers are consistent in terms of the degree to

which they encourage or permit their students to direct their own learning.

Given that this is a 5-point scale (1 indicating instruction that is entirely

teacher-directed), these data suggest that- teachers in the study sample tend

to be relatively directive in setting up c assroom writing tasks, and

children have little choice.

The table indicates several things about homework patterns: first, that

the frequency of writing-related homework is generally low, lower than for

reading and mathematics, in fact; and second, that students are much more

likely to get homework related to language mechanics than to writing text

itself. In addition, there are some differences across grades. Homework

assignments requiring extended writing or language mechanics are more likely

in fifth-grade classrooms than in first- and third-grade classrooms. This is

interesting in light of the finding that first-grade students tended to have

a higher percent of extended writing tasks than did fifth-grade students. It

may be that f.ifth-grade teachers tend to assign more out-of-class extended

writing tasks than in-class wTiting tasks.

Strateg/es Initendld to Maximize Meaningful Written Communication

As in the case of mathematics and reading, a series of strategies eYist

that collectively emphasize meaningful written communication. Each strategy

reflects a key underlying dimension of writing instruction and serves as a

useful tool for distinguishing differences among the classrooms we are

studying. Our analysis concentrates on five strategies that, based on the

research literature and our own field work, appear to have an important role

to play in the teaching of writing to the ,nildren of poverty:

(1) Maximizing opportunities for students to write extended text.

(2) Integrating writing with other areas of the curriculum.

(3) Deemphasizing mastery of component skills or mechanical co.lrectness
as the primary aim of writing instruction.

(4) Teaching the process of writing.
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(5) Changing the social context of the writing task.

While independent of one another in one sense, the five strategies are

interrelated in many ways, as subsequent analy3es will show. But, first, we

discuss each strategy and the dimension that underlies it.

Kaximizing ftportuAities for Enten4ed Text Writing

The first strategy rests on a simple premise, ehat parallels the

strategy of maximizing stueents' opportunity to read text: given more

chances to compose text requiring some complex thought, students are more

likely to become proficient writers.

To classify the complexity of the writing tasks assigned in the study

classrooms, we use three categories of text: (a) noncomposed, (b) composed-

restricted, and (c) composed-extended. The three differ from each other

chiefly in terms of the complexity of written expression demanded of the

child. Noncomposed text refers to writing requiring no thought about the

process of composing. Activities such as copying text, writing dictated

text, and single-word exercises are classified as noncomposed text.

Composed-restricted text requires the student to compose a short piece of

writine that has a well-defined length, brief in nature, such as assignments

requiring the writer to compose a phrase or sentence containing one of the

week's spelling words. Composed-extended text requires the writer to compose

text that does not have a well-defined or predetermined length (although the

teacher may require a certain number of words, sentences, or pages) and that

elicits an elaborated thought in written form. Book reports, journal

writing, a story, a letter, or a poem would all be classified as

composed-extended text.

Classes in the sample vary greatly on this dimension. In some class-

rooms, even though a significant amount of time is devoted to writing, very

little of this time is used to write extended text. In these classes,

students write answers on exercise sheets, spelling words, or sentences

dictated by the teaeher. Classrooms on the other end of the continuum
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provide many opportunities for studen . to write extended text. In one

classroom, for example, extended writing is an important part of all

instruction. Writing occurs throughout the day--during reading, social

studies, and science. Students write in their journals for 20 minutes cwery

day and write book reports of the books they read during silent reading.

When complex writing tasks are assigned on a regular basis, students do

write a large amount of extended text. Like all children, this population of

students stand to gain a great deal from such classroom writing experiences.

lring_Writingess with Other Areas of the CurriculuM

A second strategy promotes writing as a useful communicative tool by

integrating writing into the instruction of other stibject areas, such as

reading, social studies, science, and mathematics. Across the sample, there

are many classrooms where writing and reading are integrated--students write

about what they read and read what they write. In a few classrooms, writing

is an important part of the social studies and science instruction, but we

have virtually no cases in which wrItIng is used during mathematics instruc-

tion. In some classrooms, writing may be taught as a unique subject and no

extended composing occurs in the subject areas. Thus, a variety of configura-

tions exist in terms of the degree to which writing is integrated across the

curriculum.

Integration of writing is related to the previous strategy (maximizing

the amount of extended text writing) in one sense. When writing becomes a

part of more than one subject area, the frequency of writing is likely to

increase; there is also a likelihood that writing about what has been read or

what is being studied in social studies will involve extended text, although

there is no guarantee of this happening.

In some classrooms, reading and writing are completely integrated with

little distinction made between these two elements of literacy. In one of

these classrooms, students write summaries of all the trade book stories they

read. In addition, the teacher would select themes from the stories they
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read, e.g., justice, villains, certain emotions, and have the students write

on these themes. The students then read these themes to each other.

This strategy is especially important for disadvantaged students because

of its focus on the meaningful use of language. Writing that is included in

the instruction of other subject areas conveys to the student the various

uses of writing and its importance in a literate society. When writing is

integrated across the curriculum, it is not presented as an isolated skill,

but as a vehicle for learning, persuading, reporting, and presenting points

of view. For the most part, writing instruction unrelated to specific

content areas is usually for self-expression or description. Although these

are important aspects of writing, students' awareness of the full range of

uses for writing may be expanded as opportunities for using writing occur

throughout the curriculum. This issue does, of course, apply also to

children who are not considered disadvantaged. However, for this study, it

is crucial that we understand the kinds of opportunities given to at-risk

students that facilitate their appreciation of the meaningful use of language

because they are so often taught writing as a set of discrete language

skills.

peempbasizing Component Skills and Correctness

This strategy identifies the degree of emphasis placed on discrete

language skills (punctuation, sentence structure, spelling, etc.) and the

correctness of written text. Both in our conception and across the sample

classrooms, teachers can be sorted into those who (1) place minimum emphasis

on correctness and devote little time to teaching component skills;

(2) emphasize correctness and component skills, but as they are encountered

in students' written text; and (3) concentrate on teaching component skills

out of context of the students' writing.

Like its counterpart in the preceding chapter on reading, this strategy

reflects one of the major concerns of this studythe relative importance of

discrete skills taught in isolation from the holistic activity (wTiting) to
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which the skills apply. Many educators seem to assume that students from

poor backgrounds will develop greater writing competence if they are taught

the mechanical skills of writing first and if their writing opportunities are

designed to make sure that these skills are correctly applied, which runs

counter to research suggesting that students tend not to benefit from such

instruction (Hillocks, 1986). This discrepancy between empirical evidence

and conventional wisdom is probably one of the most enduring conflicts in the

field of literacy. In this study, we hope to help resolve this conflict.

In sample classrooms where a high degree of emphasis is placed on

correctness and component skills, students tend to have little opportunity to

write extended text. In one third-grade classroom, the teacher believes that

the language arts textbook is too difficult for her students. Thus, the

textbook (with extended writing assignments) is not used and no extended

writing occurs. The teacher believes that her students need training in the

component skills, sal writing assignac..413 consist of grammar exercises and

spelling for about 20 minutes each day. On ehe other hand, in another third-

grade classroom, the teacher places little emphasis on component skills and

students write ext.( Ided text for at least 30 minutes each day.

Teaching the Process of Writing

A fourth strategy aims at giving students better communicative tools by

teaching the different phases of the writing process--prewriting, drafting,

editing, and revising--and by helping students to see writing as a multiphase

process.

Prewriting is of special interest in this study. Judging from the

sample classrooms, this phase of writing seems to offer numerous ways for

teachers to draw upon students' backgrounds and experiences. Some teachers

in the sample do so, and thereby ensure that students have a source of

knowledge that is useful for certain assignments. Other teachers who devote

considerable time to prewriting use it as an opportunity to provide students

with new information or experiences which they are unlikely to encounter

outside of schools and which the students can then use in their writing
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assignments. While both types of prewriting have important and different

roles to play in preparing students for writing, the former acknowledges that

students come to school with useful and valued experientes, while the latter

presumes that students lack knowledge necessary for writing, and may uninten-

tionally communicate a lack of value or recognition for their background. We

are particularly interested in exploring the most effective balance of

approaches to prewriting, in addition to the overall value of prewriting in

enhancing the writing competence of this segment of the student population.

The degree to which teachers allow students opportunities for revisions

and how these opportunities are carried out is also of interest to us. In

one fifth-grade classroom, for example, students work with partners and give

each other suggestions for revising a particular piece of writing. By mid-

year, this activity was an established routine in the classroom, and students

know that for all extended writing assignments, their partners will help them

with their assignments before they are given to the teacher. This kind of

routine differs greatly from a classroom where students turn in their writing

assignments for evaluation by the teacher with little or no opportunity for

revisions.

Changing the social Context of the Writing Task

A final strategy involves the attempt to construct a social context for

writing that motivates and encourages communication with others. The

relationships between writers and peers, the teacher, or other audiences are

crucial elements of this social context. Accordingly, we have paid attention

to these dimensions of the social context--peer interaction during writing,

the degree of student direction in instruction, and the degree to which

students write for audiences other than the teacher-as-evaluator--in an

effort to understand how the social environment may facilitate or inhibit

students' writing.

One scholarly view (Dyson, 1989) argues that children write for each

other and that iuteractions among them during the writing task are crucial to

the development of literacy. As a consequence, we not only paid attention to
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whether children are encouraged or permitted to talk to one another during

their writing, but what they talk about. For example, do they read their

writing to each other? Do they communicate ideas and help each other

elaborate on their ideas? Do they ask each other technical kinds of

questions? In general, we hoped to understand how much, and how, children

worked together on their writing tasks.

Related to the social environment created for the children is the degree

of control maintained by the teacher over the writing task. Alternative

approaches to writing instruction encourage more choice by the student and a

greater degree of student direction in doing writing assignments. Tradi-

tional classrooms, in which instruction is highly teacher-controlled, allow

little room for students to choose or shape their writing tasks, as in cases

in which the writing task requires students to follow a pattern when writing

a sentence. For example, after reading the story "Just Like Daddy," one

first-grade teacher instructed the students to write a sentence using the

following pattern, "I just like ." This kind of task

contrasts with those that allow more room for students to determine the

content and even the form of expression, as in another first-grade classroom

in which the teacher devoted considerable time to a prewriting activity that

stimulates students' chinking about what they see in the spring, followed by

an activity in which students draw a picture of Sprint and then write about

their picture. Between these two extremes lies a range of environments that

surrounds the students' efforts with varying degrees of "scaffolding"--

support by the teacher that structures and simplifies or guides the writing.

The audience for students' written work may also have a key role in

encouraging writing as meaningful communication. We define audience as the

person(s) to whom the product of a writing task is addressed, either

explicitly (as in a letter, memo, or other form of targeted writing) or

implicitly. The concept of audience is of concern because so much of the

writing that occurs in school has the same audience--the teacher, who also

serves as evaluator. Writing text for an audience that will also serve as an

evaluator can add to children's anxiety about writing and mitigate the

development of their writing competence, especially among students who are
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not particularly secure about their ability to write. Alternative approaches

to writing instruction encourage writing for a variety of audiences, none of

whom acts in an evaluative capacity.

Several examples from sample classrooms display alterations in the

social environment that appear to encourage more meaningful communication:

In one first-grade classroom, students write daily in their journals
and are allowed to talk to each other during their writing time.
During our observations, we saw students reading their journal
entries to their peers, who, in turn, frequently asked some questions
related to the content of the entries. These interactions gave the
first-grade students opportunities to read aloud their entries and to
add to what they had written. Journal time was considered a social
time, with all students sharing their ideas.

In a fifth-grade classroom, the tezcher allowed the class to select
the writing topic from a list provided by the teacher. During this
selection process, students were allowed to call out their
preferences and reasons. These discussion periods seemed to increase
the students' interest in the topics and to get them thinking about
what they would write.

This dimension is especially important when looking at the writing

opportunities provided disadvantaged students. As in the case of component

skills teaching, conventional wisdom argues that such students need a high

degree of nstructure"--that is, clear rules about the task, a structure for

carrying out the assignment, and clearly specified criteria for evaluation.

When teachers structure their writing lessons in accordance with this view,

they tend to create a social environment for writing that precludes student-

student interaction and student choice, and deprives students of some

responsibility for communication. This kind of environment may work against

the acquisition of writing competence among this segment of the student

population.

Differences in Strategies Across Grades

The five strategies just discussed can be summarized in quantitative

terms, as shown in Table V-3 below. As the breakout by grade within the

table reveals, there are few major differences across grades within our
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Table V-3

HOW WRITING IS TAUGHT: STRATEGIES THAT MAXIMIZE MEANINGFUL
COMMUNICATION, BY GRADE

Grade
1 3 5

Instructional Strategies (n 19) (n - 24) (n - 20)

Maximizing the Amount of Extended Text Writing

Average minutes/day students actually write 20 min. 21 min. 26 min.

Average number of extended text tasks
during 2-week observation periods 5 tasks 4 tasks 3 tasks

Of all writing tasks during observation
periods, average percent that involved
extended text

Integrating Wxtsing with Reading and Other
Subjects: Of all instructional days, average
percent on which writing instruction was
integrated with--

- Reading
- Other subjects

Learning Writing Frocess Skills: Degree of
attention paid to writing process: scale
derived from teacher log--from (- little
prewriting, virtually no revision) to 3
(- extensive prewriting, frequent revision)a

Focusing on Meaninzful Communication vs.
Correct Mechanics

Emphasis on correct mechanics during
observation periods: average scale from 1
(- greater emphasis on correct mechanics)
to 3 (s. greater emphasis on meaningful
communication)

Embeddedness of language mechanics within
instruction during observation periods from
1 (- skills taught primarily out of context)
to 3 (- skills taught primarily in context)

Connecting writing to students' backgrounds

Encouraging Student-Student Interaction:
Average percent of observed lessons in which
student-student interaction was permitted or
encouraged during writing instruction

aSee Appendix A.
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sample. However, there are some exceptions. First-grade classrooms in the

sample were more likely than their counterparts in higher grades to connect

writing tasks to students' backgrounds and to encourage or permit student-

student interaction during writing lessons. Older students in the sample

wrote longer on average, although they typically had fewer tasks involving

extended writing (these assignments were generally more substantial than what

first graders were asked to do). Otherwise, the measures indicate that

varied approaches to writing curriculum and instruction are reasonably well

distributed across grades.

Tnes of Writin Pfissrooms

The first of the five strategies--maximizing opportunities for extended

text writing tasks--provides a convenient way of classifying classrooms. As

our subsequent discussion will demonstrate, other dimensions of writing

instructien cluster in such a way that each type of classroom exhi' its a

characteristic combination of the five strategies. Thus, for example, we

found that in those classrooms where students have relatively frequent

opportunities to compose extended text, teachers also tend to integrate

writing into the curriculum, place a high degree of emphasis on the writing

process, and place less emphasis on correctness relative to meaningful

written communication.

Depending on the frequency of opportunities for writing extended text,

we placed sample classrooms into one of three groups:

s "High-opportunity" Claquooms. This group of classrooms consistently
offered at least two different kinds of opportunities for students to
write extended text on almost a daily basis--typically, journal
writing and some sort of writirg related either to classroom experi-
ences, out-of-school experiences, or the content of the academic
curriculum. At any time during the year, students were working on
some sort of formal writing in addition to having almost daily
opportunities for journal writing.



"Medium-opportunity" Classrooms. In classrooms offering "medium
opportunities," students wrote some kind of extended text regu1arly
(e.g., 2 or 3 times a week or more). In nest such classrooms, the
opportunity took the form of daily journal writing. In addition, on
special occasions (e.g., holidays or community events), the students
might write extended text related to that event, but such assignments
were not consistently included in the daily schedule.

"Low-opportuniy" Classrooms. In this group of classrooms, extended
text writine was infrequent or nonexistent. The teachers in some of
these classrooms began the year with some sort of journal writing
(often used as a classroom management device); however, for the most
part, journal writing was dropped from the daily schedule as the year
progressed. Other than that, perhaps one or two opportunities were
given across the year for writing extended text. Most of the
"writing" in such classrooms consisted of worksheets or exercises
that involved limited composing at best.

We describe below the characteristics of the three types of classrooms,

first by analyzing the high-opportunity classrooms along with several

extended examples, and then by contrasting this type of classroom with the

other two types.

As suggested by Table V-4, the types differ on many, although not all,

of the strategies discussed above. Generally speakinf, the differences are

substantial, as suggested by the quantitative indicators. However, the

indicators used in the table do not capture all of the features of curriculum

and instruction considered or reported in the analysis we describe below,

which relies heavily on qualitative case reports.

The principal differences between the groups, as revealed by the data in

the table, are as follows:

The high-opportunity group of classrooms shows double the amount of
time devoted to writing extended text than does the medium group, and
over four times the amount of time than does the low-opportunity
group. The high group of classrooms also shows over five times as
many extended text assignments than does the low group.

In the high-opportunity group of classrooms, writing was integrated
with ether subjects more frequently, both fer reading and for other
subject areas such as social studies.
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Table V-4

STRATEGIES THAT MAXIMIZE MEANINGFUL COMMUNICATION IN
CLASSROOMS THAT DIFFER ON THE AMOUNT OF EXTENDED /EXT WRITING

Amount of
_ExteDded Text Writing

Instructional Strategies &dila h

MaiairginiLshs_eamainulf_12

Average minutes/day students actually write 11 min. 20 min. 46 min.

Average number of extended text tasks
during 2-week observation periods 1 task 4 tasks 8 tasks

Of all writing tasks during observation
periods, average percent that involved
extended text

Integrating Writing with Reading and Other
Subjects: Of all instructional days, average
percent on which writing instruction was
integrated with--

- Reading
- Other subjects

Learning Writing Process Skills: Degree of
attention paid to writing process: scale
derived from teacher log--from 1 (- little
prewriting, virtually no revision) to 3
(- extensive prewriting, frequent revision)a

Focusing on Meaningful_Communicatiqp vs.
Mechanics

Emphasis on correct mechanics during
observation periods: average scale from 1
(- greater :Aphasis on correct mechanics)
to 3 greater emphasis on meaningful
communication)

Embeddedness of language mechanics within
instruction during observation periods from
1 (- skills taught primarily out of context)
to 3 (- skills taught primarily in context)

Connecting writing vo students' backgrounds

Encouraging Student-Student_lnteraction:
Average percent of observed lessons in which
student-student interaction was permitted or
encouraged during writing instruction

aSee Appendix A.
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Interestingly, little difference was found on the variable indicating
attention given to the writing process. It well may be that even in
the low-opportunity group of classrooms, teachers follow some sort of
writing process paradigm, but the way in which it is followed could
differ greatly among the classroom groups, a difference that we have
not captured at this time.

Teachers in the high-opportunity group of classrooms tended to place
greater emphasis on meaningful communication rather than correct
mechanics, to embed the teaching of language mechanics in the actual
writing task, and to connect instruction with students' backgrounds
and base of experience.

In the low-opportunity classrooms, student-student interaction during
writing instruction was much less evident.

Brief portraits of "high-opportunity classrooms" at the first-, third.,

and fifth-grade level illustrate the ethos, range of practices, and student

response in classrooms that include large amounts of extended text writing in

their academic program. The first example comes from an inner-city school

serving a largely black and Hispanic poptlation, with most of these students

coming from poor families.

WrUing in Marcia's First Grade. A visit to this first-grade
classroom at any time during the year reveals the importance given to
written text. The walls of the classroom are filled with word lists,
poems, the class daily newspaper, and stories. All these charts are
hand printed by the teacher; most have been dictated by the students
to the teacher. Posters displayed around the room during the
Christmas season serve as examples of the use of children's text in
this room. Two weeks before Christmas, posters (of about 20 words
each) are seen, one listing Christmas words, another 's' words, and a
third different kinds of forest animals. The 's' words reflect the
phonetic sound the students are currently working on. The forest
animal list represents the theme of the stories the students are
currently reading. The themes of these lists change across the year
(during the World Series, a list of baseball words was displayed);
however, the number of posters displayed remains fairly constant
Ecross the year. Beside each word is a pictorial representation,
drawn by the teacher. The students have dictated the text to the
teacher, who has written the students' words and drawn pictures so
that the students can later identify the words,

In addition to these dictated word
paper. Each morning, the students
sentences that comprise that day's
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lists, there is a daily news-
dictate to the teacher five or six
newspaper. This newspaper is
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posted throughout the day and taken home by a different student each
day. Also displayed around the room are stories often dictated by
the students and poems written by various authors. Approximately 90
minutes of each morning is devoted to students dictating different
kinds of text to the teacher and to reading these lists and stories.

Journal writing time occurs for about 30 minutes eaeh morning after
recess. In the early weeks of the school year, the students draw
story pictures and label these pictures, using words from the lists
displayed around the room. Later in the school year, the students
write three- or four-sentence stories. They take turns reading their
stories to the teacher who types the stories onto a computer file and
then prints the student's story. The sentences are cut into strips
and each sentemce is pasted on a page of a construction paper book.
The students then illustrate each page of their book. At the end of
journal writing time, a special chair is brought to the front of the
room, and students take turns sitting in the chair and reading their
stories from their books.

In addition to the daily dictation of text and journal writing,
students write several stories across the school year. These stories
are related to a current theme integrated across the curriculum. The
children write their stories only after several days have been
devoted to reading and discussing the theme, and the stories are
posted around the room.

A third-grade classroom, in a different kind of inner-city setting,

approaches the task of teaching writing somewhat differently, although ther,,

are common threaCi with the preceding case.

Writing in Heidi's Third Drade. The students in this class (a) learn
how to do research and write research reports that will be used in
reading lessons, (b) write in their journals several times a week,
(c) maintain "reading response" journals in which they write about
each story assigned for reading, and (d) write creative pieces
frequently. Writing instruction in this classroom is thoroughly
integrated with the reading curriculum. For example, after reading
about planets, Heidi has the students write a creative story about
life on a specific planet of their choice and produce research
reports about the solar system on a printing press.

Writing assigneams are given only after much time has been devoted
to the topic of the assignment. For example, in writing about life
on a particular planet, students read extensively about the solar
system, visit a local science museum, and discuss imaginary trips to
each planet.

In addition to the writing assignments related to reading, students
write for 10 to 15 minutes each day in their journals on a topic that
Heidi assigns. These topics range from analysis of a character from
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their reading curriculum to writing about their favorite number,
their feelings, or more imaginative topics such as "If I had only one
eye," "What if we all looked alike," and "What if we lived our lives
backwards."

Heidi devotes about 20 minutes a day to component skills instruc-
tion. Early in the school year, she conducts grammar lessons out of
context; later in the year, however, she uses written text to teach
grammarfur example, in one lesson, a poem by Edna St. Vincent
Millay was used as an occasion for teaching adjectives, following
which, students wrote about where they would like to travel.

The third example, at the fifth-grade level, once again from an inner-

city school, depicts an approach that combines elements of the other two,

although with differences related to the later developmental stage of the

students.

Sharon's Approach to Fifth-Grade Writing. Students in this classroom
have various opportunities to write, because writing is integrated
across the curriculum. For example, before taking their field trips,
the students write about their expectations, and afterwards they
write thank-you letters to their host and reports on what ehey
learned. A variety of genres are assigned during the year, including
several creative writing topics and personal and business letter
,mercises. Students write in journals for 10 minutes a day. These
journals are not collected or graded, for students are expected to
write mainly about their feclings on any topic of their choice.

Correctness and component skills receive relatively little attention
in this classroom. Sharon does not emphasize mechanical correctness
in the beginning of the school year. Instead, she focuses on the
substance of the students' writing and the characteristics of the
elements of fhe genre in which they are writing. She tends to
correct only student writing that will be mailed to someone outside
the classroom community. Such student work is corrected mainly for
mechanical errors, not substance.

Sharon is mainly concerned with giving students a sense that they can
affect others through communication. This objective seems to give
the students a sense of purpose in writing rather than having the
feeling that they are performing an empty exercise.

As these examples suggest, classrooms with large amounts of extended

text writing resemble each other in various ways, despite differences in

setting and the nature of the students they serve. We discuss below how

high-opportunity classrooms appear as a group with respect to the four

strategies.
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In all the high-opportunity classes, writing is integrated with the

reading curriculum. Teachers find various ways of relating what students

write to what they read. For example, one fifth-grade teacher systematically

assigned her students to write chapter summaries on what they had read that

day. She also assigned essays related to the themes of their reading

stories--themes such as justice and villainy. In one third-grade classroom,

after reading a story about imagination, the teacher assigned a writing task

asking the students to write about a problem in their lives that was solved

by using their imagination.

First-grade teachers showed the greatest variance in their approach to

integrating reading and writing. Some of the first-grade teachers began the

school year by having students draw pictures of the stories that they read,

and as the year progressed the students began to write about what they had

drawn, often of their awn volition. One adventurous first-grade teacher, who

was experimenting with the concept of inventive spelling for the first time,

began the year by asking her students to write about something that they

remembered from reading the story "Corduroy the Bear." One student in the

class wrote "Corduroy had a bntn bot he ctin fiod ti." (Translated,

"Corduroy had a button but he couldn't find it.") Another first-grade

teacher, who did not use a reading textbook, read stories to her students and

had them dictate stories to her. These stories were read by the class and by

individuals. The printed stories were displayed around the room and, if they

chose, students could use these stories as a source for their own writing.

The teachers in the high-opportunity group make the connection between

reading and writing throughout the language arts lesson. While stories are

being read, themes, meaning, and language are discussed. The reading time is

rich, and ideas are presented and exchanged. Thus, writing is a natural

accompaniment to reading and class discussions. Breaking down the tradi-

tional barriers between reading and writing seems to facilitate students'

enthusiasm for the writing task.

Several, but not all, of the high-opportunity group of classes inte-

grated writing with social studies and science. This in,egration usually
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took the form of reports and letters. For current events, students wrote

letters to persons such as the principal, baseball players on a local team,

and officials at the local public broadcasting station. These kinds of

assignments were frequent and related to events in the children's lives. For

example, a letter to a famous baseball player preceded attendance at the

team's next home game. One exceptional fifth-grade teacher attempted to

facilitate the development of her students' metacognitive skills by

systematically giving her students science problems and requiring then to

write their thoughts as they went through the process of solving the problem.

With regard to their emphasis on component skills and correctness,

teachers in classrooms with a high degree of extended text writing tended to

place the least emphasis on discrete skills in writing mechanics. Nonethe-

less, all teachers in the high group devoted some time to teaching these

skills, typically within the context of the students' writing. For example,

one fifth-grade teacher reuipt her students correct usage of quotation marks

as part of a story-wTiting assignment that contained dialogue. Other

teachers in the high group used exarples from students' writing to discuss

certain grammatical concepts.

The issue of correctness is more complicated. While nearly all the

third- and fifth-grade teachers in the high-opportunity group were concerned

about the correctness of their students' writing, they dealt with this issue

i-, different ways. Some of the teachers used peer editinE, sessions, thus

removing the teacher from the role of evaluating correctness. Other teachers

noted needed corrections on the students' papers and gave them an opportunity

to revise their work before they submitted the final draft. The primary

concern of these teachers was to establish an environment conducive to

students' generation of text, and the teachers did not want to hinder

students' fluency by overemphasizing the mechanical correctness of the text.

Teaching the process of writing is a more complicated story. The

attention given to the writing process varies within the high-opportunity

group. Different patterns appeared for prewriting vetsus revising and

editing:
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Prewriting. All of the high-opportunity group classes devoted
substantial time to prewriting activities. because writing in these
classrooms was so often integrated with reading, much of the pre-
writing involved reading and discussion. On other occasions the
teachers used school-based experiences such as a field trip or a walk
around the school to develop material for the students' writing.
Prewriting sometimes took the entire lesson for a given day or even
several days. During this time, the teachers attempted to build
structures for their students that would facilitate their writing of
extended text. The teachers view prewriting as a significant part of
instruction dementWag careful and systematic planning.

Revising and editing. Less than half of the classrooms in the
high-opportunity group devoted much time to revising and editing, and
in two of these classes, peer response groups were used (although
apparently not with any kind of formal response sheets). For the
most part, these response groups did one of two things--editing the
writing for mechanics or identifying areas where the writer might
pravide further description or more information. Other teachers in
the high-opportunity group ignored the revising and editing phase,
believing that this was not important or necessary.

Overall, the high-opportunity classes devoted considerable time and

effort to prewriting and drafting text, but other phases of the writing

process were not given equal attention.

Regarding the social context of the writing task in high-opportunity

classrooms, it was rare to find students talking among themselves and working

together in high-group classes. Most exchanges of ideas were led by the

teacher and occurred before the actual composing began. In some of the

third- and fifth-grade classes, student-student interaction took place as

part of peer editing of students' writing as students helped each other in

their final editing (usually mechanics).

Journal writing VAS an exception to the pattern ju.t described, espe-

cially in first-grade classrooms. In one first-grade class, for example, the

teacher allowed her students in the beginning of the year to talk during

journal writing; at the same time she was concerned about the fact that some

of her students were copying each others' writing. As the year progressed,

however, the teacher began to view these exchanges as simply one source of

ideas. In another first-grade classroom, children were allowed to write at

their tab'es or on the floor. Each day during journal time, a group of
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students were gathered on the rug, talking about their writing. For the most

part, journal writing in these first-grade classes is a buzzing, happy time,

with children writing, talking about their writing, and sharing crayons as

they illustrate their writing.

At the same time that they typically restricted students' interaction

with one another, teachers in the high-opportunity group did much to struc-

ture the writing tasks, so that students proceeded from a highly structured

activity early in the year to a less structured one later on. For example,

two first grade classrooms approached writing as follows:

Prozrespion_of_writim ARAlgnments across the year in Marcia's
classroom. The assignments moved from drawing pictures about what
had been read to writing short words that students sounded out
phonetically as labels for pictures. By early November, the students
were filling blanks in sentences. Fromhlate in November through
January, they were completing sentences with their own ideas, writing
their own sentences, and writing letters within a prescribed format.
In February, they began writing stories and poems in a prescribed
format and moved into writing completely on their own. In early
March, they began writing poetry because the teacher believed the
students had a good handle on rhyme and were ready to use more
sophisticated language.

Tbe use of structured writing prompts in Aarje's first grade. In
this classroom, the teacher structured the writing task wf_th the use
of prompts. The complexity of the writing required in students'
responses to these prompts increased as the year progressed. In the
fall, for example, students responded to the following prompt: "If I
had a pet penguin, I would name it . It would eat . It

would live in . Having a pet penguin was neat because .

Toward the end of the year, a prompt read: "One , my best
friend and I ." Children were expected to complete the
prompt with a piece of writing containing three or four sentences.

In classrooms characterized by large amounts of extended writing,

students wrote to various audiencesthemselves, their teachers, and to

outsiders. As a group these classrooms were more likely than others to write

with themselves as a primary audience (because they did a great deal of

journal writing) and to individuals or groups outside of the classroom

(because they did a great deal of letter writing). Letters were typicall)6

about local topical events or issues, and were for the most part actually

sent to the person or voup in question.
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The remaining classrooms in our sample were classified as offering

either moderate or few opportunities for extended text writing. The pattern

of curriculum and instruction in these classrooms differs in various ways

from the high-opportunity group, as the following examples and analysis demon-

strate. Our discussion combines the "medium-opportunity" group of classrooms

and those with little or no extended text writing, because the differences

between these two are not major and are generally a matter of degree.

Descriptions of several low-opportunity group classrooms highlight the

differences.

Writing in Hannah's First Grade. Writing mechanics are the

centerpiece of Hannah's writing curriculum. Her objectives for the

year are to help her students write a simple sentence, recognize a

sentence, know punctuation and mechanics, and spell common words.

Writing instruction occurs about once a week, including work on

spelling, based on a list provided in the basal reading series.

During this time, students usually complete worksheets focusing on

some sort of writing mechanics skill. Occasionally, students write

in journals by copying sentences like the following from the chalk-

board: "Today is Monday, December 4, 1989. It is a sunny day. It

is a beautiful day." The students illustrate their writing after

they finish copying it. Later in the year, Hannah encourages the
students to add their own sentences after they have copied the

sentences written on the chalkboard.

Most of the writing done in this classroom is related to spelling

assignments. Students have to write sentences with their spelling
words, and the teacher corrects these sentences for spelling,

punctuation, capitalization, and neatness.

Hannah places great emphasis on correctness, so much so that when

students are given the freedom to express themselves through writing,

they are greatly concerned about their spelling. Because they have

not been taught to spell phonetically and very few word lists are

displayed around the room, they depend on the adults in the room for

the correct spelling. Thus, it is common to see much movement and

waiting in lines during the infrequent writing activif"..es.

Other classrooms in this group set up similar routines aimed at building

language skills, which provide few opportunities for writing text, as the

following third-grade case illustrates:
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Writing in Martina's Third Grade. In this classrouz., writing occurs
occasionally, but only when there is a disruption in the normal
schedule of lessons, such as when the art teacher is ill or an
assembly is canceled(we learned of one such assignment during our
visits). In such instances, students are asked to write a paragraph
that completes a sentence such as this: "If I were a gift, I would
be

Instead of written text, instruction focuses on spelling and
grammar. Each morning, 10 to 15 minutes is devoted to spelling and a
similar period of time to grammar. Spelling assignments follow a
weekly pattern: On Monday the words are presented and students copy
them; on Tuesday students complete a workbook exercise using the
words; on Wednesday they take a pretest; =Thursday they complete
another workbook exercise; and on Friday the students are given a
posttest.

Grammar lessons follow a similar format, but with a little more oral
participation by the class. In both spelling and grammar, students'
exercises are monitored and corrected periodically (however, we never
saw any papers being returned to students).

In part because of the emphasis on spelling words or using
grammatical forms correctly, it does not seem easy (nor is it
Martina's intention) to integrate writing with reading. Virtually
all written work in her class involves restricted writing with
relatively little room for composing or elaborating thoughts.

Classrooms with a moderate or small amount of extended text writing thus

look fairly different from the high-opportunity group described previously.

We review below the key differences on the strategies we have been using for

analysis.

Typically, classrooms in the medium- and low-opportunity groups

integrate writing with other subject areas less than the high-opportunity

group, or not at all. In part, this reflects the fact that because less

extended writing is done, there is less to integrate. But also, teachers

assign writing tasks that are not designed to connect with the learning

taking place in reading, social studies, or other areas of students' work.

Thus, in journal writing, students either select their topic or the teacher

assigns a topic unrelated to other subject areas. In addition, broad generic

Lopics such Hs "Write what do when you get bored" are common among these

classrooms.
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To be sure, some classrooms give students opportunities for writing

extended text that can relate to other subject areas. For example, students

are sometimes asked to write in the same genre as what they are reading--a

poem, a letter, a scory, or whatever. One third-grade teacher in this group

gave her students the following instruction for writing. "Think of a name

for your story. Think of something your character has done. It might be a

trip you went nn or a real story like 'The Lost Key.' Think of a story. It

might be a strange or funny story." In a rare writing assignment, another

third-grade teacher in the low group assigned the following writing task:

"Write about one of your favorite stories; it doesn't matter which one, as

long as we've read it." These instructions reveal a lack of "scaffolding"--

that is, a framework for writing activity that helps students move from

reading to writing. In all these examples, the writing is simply a "tag-on"

to the reading, not an integral part of a unified activity. As a result,

very little integration with other subject areas occurs. The lack of

scaffolding, of preparing the students for the writing task so that it

naturally flows from class discussion or other learning activities, is a

salient difference between the high and medium groups of classes.

Teachers in the medium- and low-opportunity groups focused heavily on

component skills and correctness and tended to have a view of writing develop-

ment as the acquisition of discrete skills that would later be applied to

extended text. Relative to other teachers, they were more likely to focus on

correctness because they believed that students need to acquire the rules of

writing before they can write any meaningful text.

Accordingly, language arts lessons in these classrooms are often devoted

to exercises from a textbook- mainly requiring seatwork. The teacher might

talk briefly about the concept to be covered, such as past tense and present

tense, and then students are asked to complete the exercises from the book.

In such instans, the time used foz teaching mechanics takes away from the

time that could be used for writing extended text. By contrast, teachers in

high-opportunity classrooms are too b.sy with extended text writing to devote

a great deal of time to teaching component skills out of context.
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Regarding the attention they gave to the writing process, on the whole,

teachers in the medium- and low-opportunity classrooms paid somewhat less

attention to writing as a process than teachers in the high group. The

exceptions were typically within the medium group, such as one teacher who

had her room decorated with posters describing the various phases of the

writing process and examples of each. Unlike high-opportunity group

classrooms, however, these teachers did not invest large amounts of time in

prewriting, preferring to spend equal time on all aspects of the process.

The key difference across the sample probably has less to do with

whether teachers taught about the writing process and more to do with INN

they taught it. Along with the shift in emphasis away from prewriting, these

teachers also used prewriting time differently. Rather than bringing

students' cultural background Cr out-of-school experiences into the pre-

writing activity, as many teachers in the high-opportunity group did,

teachers in the medium group tended to use the activity as a way to provide

the students with new information. This may have been because teachers

preferred all students to have a common experience for a given writing

assignment or that they were fearful of the kinds of experiences their

students might report.
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PART THREE:

INSTRUCTIONAL PATTERNS THAT CUT ACROSS SUBJECT AREAS

In this part, we shift from the examination of what is being taught, and

how, in particular subject er^as to more generic concerns that, in one way or

another, pervade the instructional day.

First, in Chapter VI, we describe how supplemental instruction is

organized and identify models of supplemental help. Although supplemental

programs are typically aimed at particular subject areas, our focus here is

to characterize in more generic terms what kind of contributions these

services are making to the overall instructional program.

Next, in Chapter VII, we pull together what we have learned so far about

the major influences on classroom management and teaching of mathematics,

reading, and writing. Here we consider not only the characteristics of the

students and teachers, but also external forces in the school, district, and

state environment surrounding the classroom.

Finally, in Chapter VIII, we reflect on what we have learned so far and

sketch areas that deserve more careful study in the second year of the

investigation.
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VI SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAMS

As one would expect for a group of schools serving high concentrations

of poor children, the schools in our sample enjoy support from a variety of

special-purpose programs. This chapter describes the programs and mandates

affecting these schools, highlights the general advantages and problems

associated with supplemental staff, and then describes and analyzes several

major instructional models found in supplemental programs.

Sources of Supplemental Instructional Support

Federal, state, and local programs and mandates provide support for

supplemental services in these schools. Each school's nix of services

reflects characteristics of its student population and of the programs

available in its state and district.

Due to their relatively high concentrations of poverty, schools in this

sample participate in Chapter 1 of Title I of the federal Elementary and

Secondary Education Act. This program offers extra dollars to high-poverty

schools, with the requirement that the dollars support extra services for

students who are performing poorly in academic subjects. In its most recent

legislative overhaul, Chapter I acquired a stronger focus on bringing

participants up to the level of performance expected for their grade level,

including performance in more advanced skills. This change was intended to

discourage schools from focusing their Chapter 1 programs on low-level drill

in basic reading and math skills. In addition, the law emphasizes the need

to coordinate Chapter 1 instruction with the regular classroom program.

Within these mandates, districts and schools are free to design and staff

their Chapter 1 programs as they choose, using reading specialists, math

specialists, and instructional aides either inside or outside the regular

classroom.
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The federal presence is also felt in these schools through supplemental

services mandated under the Education for All Handicapped Children Act.

Students with disabilities are identified through a formal diagnostic process

that includes consultation with parents. Once identified, the students

receive services congruent with their particular needs, with an emphasis on

maximizing their participation in regular classroom instruction. For

students in the classrooms we observed, special education services generally

consist of spending part of the school day in a resource room with a

special-education teacher.

Many students with limited English proficiency receive special services

as a result of :tate law or federal civil-rights mandates. Tne intensity and

design of these services depends heavily or local and building-leval

decisions, but the general idea is to ensure that students make a transition,

at an educationally appropriate pace, to participation in English-language

instruction. For students whose English is limited, the special services may

take the form of special classes in language development or in-class

assistance from someone proficient in their home language.

Two districts in this sample offer special services as a result of

desegregation proceedings. Because they have some schools that are racially

imbalanced, they have agreed to put extra resources in the high-minority

schools. Staff/student ratios are higher in these schools, and specialists

are available for help with reading, mathematics, and instruction in English

as a second language (ESL), as the composition of the student body warrants.

Finally, most of the schools have computer labs offering instruction

that supplements regular classroom work. Unlike the other services described

above, instruction in the computer lab is not targeted to particular types oi

students; it is offered to all. However, we discuss it here because it has

several similarities to the other types of supplemental instruction, notably

the fact that it addresses language arts and mathematics but is subject to

varying degrees of control by the classroom teacher.
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What Supplemental Staff_Members Bring to These Schools

The most significant resource that special programs bring to a school is

staff. While the supplemental personnel in these schools have all the

diversity that would be expected in any group of instructional staff, our

analysis shows that as a group they bring some characteristic advantages and

problems to their schools.

Extra Bodies

At the risk of stating the obvious, an important contribution of

supplemental programs and mandates is that they enlarge the school staff.

Depending on local priorities, this can mean a smaller overall class size,

different grouping arrangements, team teaching, individual help for children,

clerical assistance for teachers, or more tntense supervision of

instruction. We will elaborate below on the instructional models found in

these schools, but some examples of the services made possible by

supplemental staff are the following:

In a first grade composed of students who have repeated either
kindergarten or first grade, a Chapter 1 instructional aide is
present for most of the day. All the children work with her at some
point during the morning, on activities that she and the teacher have
planned during breaks and in the afternoon. During reading, she
takes small groups to work on letter recognition, sounds, or
vocabulary reinforcement; during mathematics, she helps the group
that is not with the teacher at that time. Thus her presence nearly
doubles the amount of individual adult attention available to each
child.

In a school where teachers are following a mandate to provide
whole-class instruction in language arts, the class divides into four
groups for part of the language arts time block. Two teachers and
two aides each work with one group, providing differentiated help
with skills that the group needs to practice.

A multicultural resource teacher works with fifth graders in another
school. Besides providing extra language-arts work for six gifted
students, this teacher sometimes team teaches with the regular
classroom teacher.
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piversiy

While the regular classroom teachers in many of these schools are

diverse, the staff of supplemental programs further increase the schools'

ethnic and cultural diversity.

A mathematics specialist, placed in a virtually all-black school due
to the district's desegregation order, is the only adult black male
in the school. He is often called upon to handle discipline issues
with black boys, and he draws on cultural topics in his teaching
(e.g., using graphs to illustrate the achievement gap between black
and white students in the district).

In some ethnically diverse schools, instructional aides in the ESL
program are the only adult members of some students' own ethnic
groups, such as Cambodians.

Specialized Skills

Some of the staff members in supplemental programs have advanced

professional training relevant to the students' needs. Among the examples

are the special education teachers, reading and mathematics specialists, and

ESL teachers. Classroom teachers do not always hold high opinions of the

special teachers' expertise or of their teaching effectiveness. Still, there

are instances in which they do respect the specialized skills that these

teachers bring to the building.

At the beginning of the year, one first-grade teacher was dissatis-
fied with the amount and kind of help she received from the Chapter 1
reading specialist. By the end of the year, the specialist had
slightly increased the amount of time she spent with children from
this teacher's class, and the teacher had decided that the
specialist's insights into children's learning styles and problems
were helpful after all.

Supervision

In many cases, supplemental teachers seem to work at the fringes of the

school's regular educational program. However, some supplemental staff

members--those funded from state and local sources, not federal ones--at

least try to oversee the regular instruction in their buildings. In one
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rural school, for example, both the reading and math specialists are influen-

tial. For example, in regular meetings with ehe grade-level teachers, the

state-funded reading specialist finds out where they are, answers questions

about a new instructional program, and tells them they should be covering

more material. The math specialist also exhorts teachers to cover more

topics in the math scope and sequence. In another school, the reading

specialist must administer a test to the children in a class before the class

can move on to the next unit in their basal reader.

Unpredictability

So far, we have emphasized the advantages that supplemental program

staff bring to their schools. But a drawback is that their presence is not

as dependable as that of most regular staff members, particularly in some

schools. Some reasons for their unpredictable availability as instructors

are the following:

While bilingual aides may be nominally assigned to classrooms, they
may also be the school's only available translators for parents who
come to the office. Some of our teachers could not ,..:ount on their
Spanish-speaking or Southeast Asian instructional aides being in the
classroom because these aides were so often called upon to serve as
translators.

One district pays very low wages to substitute teachers. In one
school in that district, where the teachers were plagued with health
problems and other personal problems, the principal continually
called on supplemental program staff to cover the classrooms that did
not have substitutes. As a result, supplemental instruction barely
got off the ground.

Because of changes in external funding or instructional decisions
made at the district level, staff configurations change from year to
year in supplemental programs. In several schools, classroom
teachers expressed disappointment that resource teachers were no
longer available to work with children. The reasons for their
unavailability varied: one district laid off all its ESL teachers,
then tried but failed to rehire them; two other districts decided to
reduce the role of pullout instruction in their Chapter 1 programs.
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No two classrooms in this study are alike In their configuration of

supplemental services. Their students are eligiblb for different programs;

the some program is staffed differently from sellool to school; individual

staff capabilities vary, as do the working relatiouships betveen special

staff and classroom teachers. Thus, ehe set of servicer a child can receive

and the way these do or do not connect to regular instry,..tion are virtually

unique from classroom to classroom. For analytic pnrpose,, however, we can

distinguish six characteristic models for supplementwl instruction. Readers

should bear in mind that each classroom experiences t;.,re than one of dhese

models, and many students do as well.

In this section, we describe each of the six moiels. The e:'Imp3es used

here are chosen because they exemplify the way a model works. We Imre also

-:aosen examples that illustrate both the positive and negat,,,e aspects ef a

model, according to our best judgment at this point in the study.

help with Seatwork

This is both the most amorphous and the most common mode of suppleneutal

instruction in this sample of schools and classrooms. Almost always Provided

by an instructional aide, this help is often available on an ad hoc basis for

any child who asks. Sometimes, though, it is restricted to certain

children. When it is funded by Chapter 1, it is restricted to eligible

children. In other cases, the help comes from a bilingual aide and is

offered only to those students who speak another language.

Help with seatwork serves two main functions in the classroom. Firs-.,

by providing extra adult supervision for seatwork, it frees the teacher to

concentrate on a small group of students while the others can be productively

occupied. This is especially common in reading instruction, where the

teachers often work with small groups. Second, it gives some reinforcement

for the skills that the students are practicing in their seatwork; this is

true in both reading and mathematics instruction.
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Classroom teachers vary in the extent to which they help plan what kind

of help students will receive with their seatwork. Scheduling has a big

influence on the extent of joint planning; for example, an aide who helps

with seatwork may be available in the classroom for only an hour or two,

which may not coincide with any of the teacher's planning time. The district

and school increase or decrease teachers' and aides opportunities to

plan, as the following examples illustrate. In ehe first, the district has

structured planning time into the teacher's week, including the aide's

Chapter 1 supervisor as well as the aide herself; in the second, the school's

other needs crowd out an aide's and teacher's opportunities for planning.

The Chapter 1 director in one district places a high priority on
joint planning. Thus, a first grade teacher has a weekly three-way
planning session with the Chapter 1 aide who works in her classroom
for language arts and the reading specialist for the building.

The aide assigned to a fifth-grade classroom, who was a teacher in
Hong Kong before emigrating to the United States, is scheduled to be
in the room from 10:00 to 12:00 to help with both language arts and
mathematics. However, she arrives unpredictably because she is in
great demand as a translator for the whole school. The teacher
therefore finds it impossible to plan with her. As a result, in
language arts the aide does mostly clerical work such as filing,
correcting papers, and making dittos. In math, the teacher sometimes
leaves her a note indicating which students need extra help with
their seatwork.

Sometimes, the seatwork helper stations herself or himself at a table in

the classroom, where students know that they can bring their questions. In

other cases (or at other times), the helper circulates around the room,

pausing to help individuals. A typical example is the mathematics help

available from a Chapter 1 aide in this first-grade classroom:

The aide comes into the room unobtrusively at the beginning of the
math period. She usually works with one child at a time on assign-
ments that the teacher has given to the whole class. Occasionally,
she pulls one or more children aside for drill on math facts or to
play a game. To the teacher's regret, the aide is allowed to work
only with the six children eligible for Chapter 1 services.

The bilingual aVes sometimes station themselves right next to a particular

child who needs help, as is the case in another first-grade class:
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If a student who can speak nu English is enrolled in the class, the

teacher usually has the student sit with the aide when the teacher

believes the child cannot follow the instruction. During this time,

the aide translates for the student and gives him or her manipula-

tives (designed by the teacher) to use. The teacher reports that

usually this kind of isolation lasts for only about a month.

Help wit-t seatwork is available for only part of the school day in those

classrooms, but it can be available for as wuch as four hours per day. The

most complicated arrangement is found in the classroom Where three or four

different aides are present for about 40 minutes each.

Although there seems to be a general feeling that help with seatwork is

a good thing for students, one first-grade teacher pointed out a drawback--

that stuuents can become too dependent on adult help. She commented that she

watches for signs of dependency and asks the aide to "pull back" if it seems

to be developing. We would guess that this is a problem in other classrooms,

although it does not seem to be a salient one for teachers.

Using an aide to provide help with seatwork may also be a model that

reflects an underlying problem of the aide's unpredictable availability or

limited instructional skills. Some teachers might want to plan a more

structured supplemental learning opportunity for their students if they could

count on a staff member a) being there and b) having the needed skills. But

when the aide "usually appears at math time," as one of our classroom

write-ups says, the teacher must necessarily fall back on an unstructured use

of the aide's time. And another teacher who uses her Chapter 1 math aide for

help with seatwork does not trust the aide not to do things that might

confuse the children. Although these teachers did not tell us that help with

seatwork is a way of making the best of a poor resource, we think this might

be the case.

Special Gni , ng Arrangements

In some cases, a major function of supplemental instruction is to

provide students with extra work or differentiated work in a small group,

inside or outside the regular classroom. Sometimes the distinction between
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this model and the one just described, help with seatwork, is blurry; an aide

who is primarily working with individuals during their seatwork time may give

three or four students a session on some phonics skill at the teacher's

request. But the following examples illustrate a more purposeful and regular

use of special grouping arrangements:

A first-grade class has the traditional reading groups, each of which
spends time with the teacher, but the lowest group receives two extra
doses of instruction. A state-funded reading resource teacher takes
the group into the hallway outside the classroom and conducts regular
lessons that emphasize phonics. An aide also works with this group
at another time during rhe day, following a lesson plan from the
teacher.

Another first grade has a 3-hour block of language arts instruction
in the morning. Whole-class instruction is interspersed with
small-group work, in which the regular teacher, regular aide,
Chapter 1 teacher, and Chapter 1 aide each take one group. The
teacher characterizes the Chapter 1 groups as providing "remediation
for students with deficits in several skill areas."

An important part of the story in both of the above examples is that

these classrooms are under a mandate to provide whole-class instruction. As

the teacher in the second example says, her less able students "have to

struggle along with the smartest in the whole [class]." Concerned that these

students will be unable to keep up, these teachers u.alcome a special small-

group intervention as a supplement to their whole-class technique.

Another first-grade classrlom, not using whole-class instruction, also

offers Chapter 1 students an extra small-group intervention:

The Chapter 1 aide pulls five to seven students into a small area at
the back of the classroom for 30 minutes each day. There, she
carries out language arts activities that follow the classroom
teacher's written plan. On one occasion the students' assignment was
to write a play, but more often the tasks were focused on discrete
skills such as identifying vowels, and the materials used were the
basal readers or flash cards.

In still another classroom, the grouping arrangement simply represents a

division of labor between the teacher and the aide for reading instruction:
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In this third-grade class, the teacher allows the aide to choose

which of the two reading groups she will work with. The aide usually

chooses the lower group because she considers that group easier to

prepare for. The teacher and the aide cover the same skills, but the

groups work in different readers. The observer for this study also

characterized the teacher as doing more creative activities, while

finding that the aide was not as good at explaining things or knowing

when to explain them.

Clearly, the lower reading group in this last classroom is placed at a

disadvantage by this arrangement. The strengths and weaknesses of the other

special grouping arrangements that we observed are less clear-cut. The

"triple dose" in the first example above seems likely to help students (if it

does not bore them to distraction). In the second example, it is not

entirely clear whether Chapter 1 provides something extra to participating

students, since every child in the class has the same amount of small-group

time. What it does is (1) to permit the teacher to include reading groups

within a whole-class model and (2) to provide differentiated instruction,

geared to a lower level of skill development. It has much in common with the

next model we discuss, which is characterized by its focus on children's

skill deficits.

peeialized Remedial Instruction

The most distinctive feature of this model of supplemental instruction

is that it grows out of a relatively formal diagnosis of children's needs,

either on an individual basis (e.g., in special education) or for a group

(e.g., ESL instruction for Hmong-dominant children). It typically involves

instruction from a certified teacher with special trainingbut in quite a

few cases the instructor is an aide, receiving varying degrees of supervision

from a specialist.

This instructional moiel is exemplified by the special education

resource rocre, where a specialist teacher works to remedy the educational

deficits identified in each child's individualized educational program,

Special education is not a prominent part of the instructional scene for any

of our classrooms, since only two or three children at most participate in

it. In general, the resource room represents a kind of Bermuda Triangle for
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the instructional program: the classroom teachers tend to know little or

nothing about the instruction that takes place there. One fifth-grade

teacher complained that she had asked the special education teacher for a

written report on what she was doing with the children but had never received

one.

Similarly, the ESL instruction offered in these schools typically

proceeds along a track that is independent from regular classroom

instruction. For example:

A group of students leaves a first-grade classroom for 40 minutes
every afternoon. While their English-dominant classmates who have
stayed behind in the regular classroom read a story, ask questions,
make predictions, and talk about the components of the story, these
students participate in language-development activities such as
singing songs and learning rhymes.

Four fifth graders leave their classroom every day during reading
time to go to the ESL lab, where they and five sixth graders work on
vocabulary development, with lots of opportunities to write. A
different program takes eight students out each day to work with the
learning resource teacher, who uses a third-grade reading series,
language-development exercises from workbooks, and other materials to
build fluency in spoken English.

A first grade has a bilingual aide in the back of the room for most
of every morning. As the year progressed, the aide's program became
more and more independent of the teacher's, with the aide's preferred
topics of vocabulary and phonics taking the place of the teacher's
original lesson plans.

Remedial services provided by Chaptcr 1 and state- or locally funded

specialists often follow this model as well, with varying degrees of

connection to the regular classroom program.

Students from a fifth-grade class receive specialized remediation
from one or both of two specialists, the Chapter 1 teacher and the
locally funded reading resource teacher. The latter program, in
particular, focuses on practicing skills in isolation. The aapter I
program in this school relies on a form, developed by the Chapter 1
teacher, that summarizes which children need help with which skills,
as shown by their performance on a criterion-referenced test.
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Fifteen first graders in another school go to the Chapter 1 reading

room for 45 minutes, where they split into graups that work with two

teachers and two aides. The activities observed on a typical day

include a drill on vowel sounds (featuring flash cards, exaggerated

sounding out, and answers in unison from the children); a word

recognition game; a workbook several levels below the regular class

work; and an aide reading from a trade book. The classroom teacher

thinks this program is a waste of time because of its heavy skill

focus and limited demands on the children; she says, the children

just cone back from the reading room "with another 'sh' ditto when

they learned 'sh' months ago...they never do any writing up there."

As the last example shows, this model is one that can stir strong

feelings among teachers. When specialized remediation has its own instruc-

tional agenda that differs from that of the teacher, the teacher ignores it

or dislikes it. In other cases, however, teachers respect the specialists'

expertise and consider the supplemental instruction a useful way to shore up

students' skills. Teachers who perceivc this kind of instruction as valuable

tend to have more communication with the specialists--but it is probably not

accurate to say that better communication improves the perceived contribution

of the program. Instead, it seems at least as likely that teachers are

inclined to communicate more with the specialists whose programs they

respect.

dyangs_d_Wark

A relatively rare model for supplemental instruction is that of advanced

work or enrichment that goes beyond the regular classroom program.

Six gifted students in a fifth-grade class receive extra instruction

in language arts from a multicultural resource teacher. They rcad

and write about different cultures and make presentations to the

school during assemblies.

Third- and fifth-graders in another school participate in a modified

version of the Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) progrora, which

takes place in the computer lab and focuses on the development of

thinking skills detached from particular academic subjects. While

HOTS classes are supposed to take place four times per week and to

continue all ycar, this school has stretched the services to cover

more students and therefore has cut the frequency to two periods per

week for half the year. This HOTS program is partially under the

auspices of Chapter 1.
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In the same district, a year-round school offers Chapter 1 services
during intersessions. Students who are selected by their classroom
teachers can volunteer to participate in the program, which includes
elaborate writing projects as part of language arts, and hands-on
problem solving (e.g., measuring a snake) and various computer-based
activities as the major foci in mathematics.

One ESL lab offered fifth graders many opportunities to write, unlike
nearly every other supplemental instructional program observed in
these schools.

Extending.. tbe School Dey or Year

Another rare model is the use of supplemental programs to increase the

amount of instructional time available to students. The only example of

using outside funding in this way is the Chapter 1 program offered during

intersession in a year-round school; this program is discussed above since it

features a relatively high-level curriculum. But a few schools do offer

opportunities for after-school instruction of various kinds:

After-schorl tutoring in test taking is offered for third-grade
students with average skills, on the theory that boosting these
studentv performance is the most efficient way to improve the
school's average scores on its standardized test.

A student teacher provides after-school help for third graders who
need help in mathematics.

Computer Labs

Instruction in the computer lab differs from many other kinds of

instruction discussed here in two respects: it is not funded from outside

sources, and it is not targeted to particular students. However, it is worth

including here because it does supplement regular classroom instruction, and

because it presents a remarkably homogeneous story acros.i. our sample. In

virtually every case where students have access to a computer lab, the story

is this: once a week, either half the class or the full class spends 30 to

45 minutes in the computer lab, where students work on software selected by

the computer specialist in consultation with the classroom teacher. A

primary aim of this work is to provide drill and practice on isolated skills

through a medium that the children enjoy more than workbooks. There is
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usually an

classroom,

success of

software.

attempt to match the skills to those being taught in ehe regular

usually in mathematics but often in language erts as well, but the

these attempts is limited by the availability of appropriate

Putttng It All_Toitether

Most classrooms, as we have said, experience more than one of these

instructional models. Two examples can illustrate how the programs add up

for a particular classroom. (The second example represents the most complex

configuration of extra help LI this study, it should be noted.)

In a fifth grade, a Chapter 1 teacher works with students indi-

vidually during math, helping the student through every step of the

problem; she says her philosolAy is to "never let a student get the

wrong answer in the first place." An aide takes four or five

students to a partitioned room for part of the regular math lesson,

providing special pracLice on that day's topic. Two students go to

the Chapter 1 reading teacher for most of the year during the time

when they have assigned seatwork (resulting in a heavier homework

load for these students); the teacher says this instruction is

coordinated with regular teaching. Finally, a locally funded reading

specialist pulls different groups occasionally for isolated skill

practice ib language arts.

A third-grade "language development class" has 22 students, of whom 8

are native English speakers. The class size is small because of the

district's desegregation consent decree. Three aides each spend 40

minutes in the room; one works with the rEading group that the

teacher does not work with; another sits at a table in the back of

the room and offers extra help to students identified by the teacher;

still another works with students of limited English proficiency who

need ESL instruction or support in language arts and math. During

May and June, a resource teacher took over from the first aide in

teaching one reading group. The assistant principal taught lower-
achieving math students, starting wifh five students at the beginning

of the year, sending three back to the classroom in January, and the

others back in the ensuing months. Computer instruction is planned

with the classroom teacher.

Cross-Cutting Themes end Speculations

With just a few exceptions, the classrooms we studied have a large and

diverse array of supplemental strvices available to students. Key dimensions
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of the variation in these services include the skills of their personnel, the

degree of day-to-day connection to instruction in the regular classroom, and

the fluidity of targeting on particular students.

Vaxying staff expertise. In general, aides are at the low end of the
skills continuum and teachers at the high end, although there are
many individual exceptions to this pattern. Some teachers keep a
close watch on their aides' help with seatwork because they do not
have a very high opinion of the aides' skills; others assign clerical
tasks to aides for the same reason. However, classroom teachers who
think specialist teachers are not very skilled are not often able to
do anything about this problem.

6 continuum from connection to isolatiqn. We saw some effective
partnerships between teachers and aides and between pairs of
teachers. We also saw teadhers who supervise their aides closely
because they think they have to, and those who have given up on
supervising aides with whom they disagree. We saw many supplemental
programs that operate in isolation from the regular classroom--with
educational effects that we are most often unable to judge, although
there are a few cases of special instruction that clearly mires
studerts in isolated, low-level skill drills.

The fluidity of targetint. The flexibility of student targeting also
varies in ways whose effects, regrettably, we are unable to judge.
Help with seatwork is usually targeted in an ad hoc way (and this can
be true in Chapter 1 as well as locally funded programs, despite the
efforts of local Chapter 1 directors to restrict it to eligible
students). Supplemental grouping arrangements have a greater degree
of permanence, as does specialized remediation. We tend to think it
is better for students to be able to move in and out of special
instruction, but our data do not support judgments one way or the
other on the effects of this practice.

The implications of this variation in supplemental arrangements for the

academic program students receive have not been fully explored as yet, but we

can make the following observations. First, the bac)cground and expertise of

supplemental program staff predisposes them toward teaching certain kinds of

content (if they teach a owa rt

Thus, at one extreme, the aides with the least training in reading or math

arc likely to teach basic skills in a highly traditional way, whether or not

the re r classroom teacher has emphasized different things. Such staff

are typically not equipped to help teach comprehension strategies or to probe

students' reading at other than a literal or recall level of understanding.

At the other extreme, specialists are often as prepared as (or more than)
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regular classroom teachers to handle more challenging teaching approaches,

although their beliefs about what constitutes appropriate content and

approach are likely to dictate what they actually do with children.

Second. unleks_carelu_lly orctestrated. supplemeptal instruction

arrangements risk fragmenting the content children receive. Al] the models

of supplemental instruction have the potential to teadh ideas, skills, or

procedures that are at odds with--or simply disconnected fromwhat children

are taught in regular instruction. Our observatirls confirm that this occurs

on many occasions. We cannot comment directly on Lhe implications for

student learning or performance, but the odds are that children will not

greatly benefit from a more fragmented instructional experience. It is

possible, of course, that the fragmentation attributable to supplemental

instruction is no different nor any more detrimental than the fragmentation

experienced in some regular classrooms.

Third. supvlemental instructton tends to differentia&e curriculum end

inatIsaariaLane_thaammisU2s_thesale_withouLLI--that is, the presence of

these programs changes what is taught to carted-a groups of children

(typically low performing). Differentiation i learly useful in many

instances, and sometimes necessary. There are children who are literally

lost in the flow of activity in the regular classroom; for them, a largely

separate, specialized curriculum is virtually the only a.4swer. In still

other cases, the differentiation seems to serve no useful purpose and may

even be harmful, and therein lies a large potential drawbacse. in the service

offered by supplemental programs.

These implications of supplemental instruction f,r the academic program

deserve fuller analysis of fi3. 4..-.-year data and more careful exploration in

the second year. In particular, we need to look closely at what is being

taught in supplemental instruction and whether it is being taught in a way

that furthers overall academic learning goals.

Finally, a topic that deserves more exploration in the study's second

year is that of the working relationships among staffand, in particular,
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the classroom teacher's degree of control over supplemental services. From

this year's work, it appears that placing supplemental services under the

teacher's control--or establishing solid partnerships between the teacher and

the supplemental staff--would be a major change for most of these class-

rooms. The impression created by our qualitative write-ups is that supple-

mental services and staff members come and go in mysterious ways. It seems

to be rare for a teacher to face a stable configuration of programs and

supplemental staff from year to year. Thus, it is not surprising that

sporadic attempts at formal and inf rmal instructional coordination seem to

have weak effects in most places. But this is rather speculative and

deserves more data-based examination next year.
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VII EXPLANATIONS FOR THE PATTERNS OF ACADEMIC INSTRUCTION

Previous chapters in this report have presented contrasting patterns of

instruction and management across the sample classrooms. We now consider the

forces and factors that drive classrooms towards one or another profile of

mathematics or language arts instruction and classroom management.

Each classroom in the sample represents a unique set of variables that

combined to produce an environment for academic learning over a school year.

There are, first of all, the students with their own individual character-

istics, personal histories, and learning styles or needs, as well as the

class--an entity that is more than the sum of its parts, with its own

distinctive character. Then there is the teacher, with his or her singular

array of background, training, and experience. The interactions between

teachers and their students are embedded in schools and districts, each with

policies, norms, and support mechanisms that can have an impact on every

classroom in some way. Finally, each classroom sits within a state context

which may have an increasingly strong influence, albeit indirect, on what

teachers do.

There is striking consistency in the kinds of explanations that pertain

across subject areas. We discuss the most important forces at work in each

category, noting differences in the way they apply to classroom management

and to the three subject areas. The discussion presented in the interim

report is based primarily on cross-case analysis, and should be thought of cs

an initial set of explanations that will be probed more deeply in the final

report, using both quantitative and qualitative data sourzes.



The Nature oi.Ole StudepX Population

Throughout the conceptualization and planning of this study, we have

been very aware of the dangers inherent in using a deficit model to explain

differences in instruction. We listened carefully for examples of teachers

who explained their choice of instructional strategies in terns of "what

these children need." Virtually no teachers in the sample classrooms blamed

children's academic problems on racial or ethnic backgrounds. Many, however,

commented frequently on, and geared their instruction to overcome, deficits

that they perceived to be associated with low socioeconomic status and lack

of experiential background.

However, the nature of the students in the classroom accounts for less

of the variation in curriculum and instructional approaches than one might

think. Classroom management is a case in point: while classroom demo-

graphics help explain some of the variation in the way teaehers manage their

classrooms, the obvious student characteristics--class size, ethnic and

linguistic heterogeneity, degree of poverty, and mobility--do not tell the

whole story.

Class size. Although smoothly run classrooms tended to be on the

small side--or have at least one aide for part of the day, thus

reducing the pupil-teacher ratio--a few of the most effective
managers also had more than 25 students.

linguistic Most of the dysfunctional
classrooms, for example, were multiracial groups of more than 27

students. However, the most chaotic classroom of all was a
single-race classroom that varied between 14 and 18 students during

the year.

Poverty level. There is a similar Lack of correlation between
poverty measures and management effectiveness. While the classrooms
with the lowest levels of poverty (that is, less than 30% of the
students on the Free-or-Reduced Lunch Program) tended to fall into

the "well-managed" groupings, and none were dysfunctional, the 14

classrooms in which 100% of the children received free-or-reduced-
price lunch were distributed fairly equally among ell categories of

management; four were in the "Expert Managers" group.

Stdent mobility. The number of students entering and leaving class-

rooms also varied across all groups--classrooms with the highest
mobility were not necessarily the most likely to experience manage-

ment problems.
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Homogeneity of classroom composition--by ethnicity or language

background--was not necessarily an advantage for successful management. Only

the all-white schools in one rural district had no classes that fell into the

"dysfunctional" category (elsewhere, several all-white classrooms had a

variety of management problems). At the same time, where classes were

tracked by ability level (or where one teacher taught the two higher reading

groups in a grade, for example) the higher groups tended to gravitate toward

the Expert Managers category.

In many ways, the lagh of influence of student factors on management

patterns is counterintuitive. It is easy to assume, as some teachers do,

that "the kids are the problem." There are still many instances where the

nature of the classroom group predisposes teachers to adopt a particular

approach to management. Moreover, there are other characteristics of the

students in the classroom not reflected in the measures discussed above. The

obstacles to academic learning experienced by poor families in a rural area

are different from those encountered in a violent, inner-city neighborhood,

and these factors, too had their effect on what was taught and how. For

example, teachers were especially reluctant to assign homework in the

inner-city schools primarily because they felt it would not get done.

The analysis of influences on classroom management parallels that

involving the teaching of particular subject areas. Once again, it is easy

to assume that the classrooms with lower levels of poverty and associated

indicators of learning need would be more likely to exhibit departures from

the conventional wisdom about instruction for disadvantaged students. Such

was not the case:

Classrooms with the largest number of opportunities for reading
extended text had substantially higher levels of poverty overall.

The most innovative mathematics curricula were found in both
inner-city classrooms with 100% of the the children receiving
free-or-reduced-price lunch and rural settings in which 40% or fewer
of the students were from low-income backgrounds.

Classrooms with a high degree of extended text writing had the same
levels of poverty, on average, as classrooms in which little or no
extended text writing was done.
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There is no way to ignore the fact that classrooms with high proportions

of low-SES students present teachers with special obstacles to be overcome--

for example, language barriers, dysfunctional families, poverty, isolation,

and substance abuse. But these obstacles do not appear to play as important

a role in shaping curriculUm and instruction than the kinds of factors

discussed below regarding teachers and the school or district policy environ-

ments within which they operated. To their credit, the teachers in the most

challenging settings did not give up because the problems seemed insur-

mountable. Understandably, some gravitated toward more routine, more struc-

ture, more skills-based instruction, and the path of least resistance--

principally, it seemed, for their own psychic health. The result for

children was a more restricted range of curriculum and learning

opportunities.

Teachers' Preveration, Commitment. and Deliefs

In many ways the chief architect of the students learning experience

(though not necesLarily of the curriculum), the teachers in sample classrooms

approached their task with varying degrees of professional preparation,

levels of commitment, and beliefs about what they were teaching. These

attributes about the teacher form a web of influences that powerfully shaped

the nature of what was taught and how it was taught.

Teacher Preparation and _Professional 4evelopment

Not surprisingly, teachers who embarked on curricula and instructional

approaches at variance with conventional wisdom were more likely to have had

advanced training and to have had access tr, and pursued, a wide range of

in-service professional development opportunities. Reading teachers who

provided their classes with extensive opportunities to read are a good

example. According to the information provided to observers, teachers in the

extensive-opportunity classrooms were more likely to hold a master's degree

and participate in far more professional development activities than their

peers in the other two groups. On the other hand, teachers in the
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restricted-opportunity group had slightly more years of experience, on

average, as shown in Table VII-1.

Table VII -1

HOW PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIENCE
ARE ASSOCIATED WITH OPPORTUNITIES TO READ

High professional

Extensive
Opportunity

to Read

Moderate .

Opportunity
to Read

Restricted
Opportunity

to Read

development 67% 67% 23%

Master's degree 42% 25% 0%

Average years
of experience 13 13 15

These statistics support two hypotheses emerging from our initial

analysis of the classroom case reports. First, the teachers in the

extensive-opportunity-to-mad group (and to a lesser degree, those in the

moderate-opportunity group) seemed to have a distinct sense of themselves as

professionals. In spite of mandates from various sources, these teachers did

not feel that they were being manipulated by an anonymous "system" over which

they had no control. When new things were required of them, their instinct

was to plunge in, learn as much as they could, and try. They did not assume

that "policy" robbed them of autonomy over what and how to teach. Rather,

they relied on their years of experience, their proven success in teaching

children to read, and their common sense to tell them when something was

working and when it wasn't.

In contrast, teachers in the Testricted-opportunity-to-read group

expressed feelings of being hampered or defeated by the "syctem. This group

of teachers apparently felt that little of their professional existence was

within their control. Coupling this sense of pJwerlessness with their

greater average numbers of years in the classroom creates the second
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hypothesis; teachers in the restricted-opportunity-to-read classrooms were

less satisfied with their jobs than their peers in the other two clusters.

There are, of course, many factors that contribute to a teacher's

feeling of powerlessness, but at least it can be argued that participation in

extensive professional development activities and graduate degree programs

provides one kind of antidote. Begging the issue of whether or not all, or

r-ven most, inservice and other types of professional development activities

are well executed, teachers do derive many ideas and new possibilities from

almost any experience that puts them in contact wieo their peers.

On the other hand, teachers who are denied or who deny themselves such

opportunities seem to seriously diminish their instructional repertoire and

their general ability to cope with the stresses and frustrations of teaching

children to read. Because their array of strategies is more limited, they

have fewer fall-back positions to select from when things are not going

well. As students' frustration or sense of failure mounts, so does the

teacher's. The usual result is reversion to a more controlled, restrictive,

skill-based, building-block approach to reading--and less opportunity to

really read.

In mathematics, a parallel pattern pertained, only here the experience

in professional development or teacher preparation programs (or lack thereof)

seems linked even more clAarly to sheer exposure to, and awareness, of

alternatives approaches to curriculum and instruction. Most teachers in our

sample (and indeed, nationwide) have not been exposed--at least, not in any

intensive way--to alternative approaches to mathematics instruction. It is

not surprising, then, that many teachers fw:us on arithmetic computation with

little emphasis on underlying concepts. By contrast, tt.achers in classrooms

that focused on conceptual un2e'.standing as well as arithmetic computation

have typically sought out spe!ial training to improve their skills in

teaching mathematics. The same cannot be said for the first group of

teachers. For example, among teachers in the conceptually oriented group:
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One first-grade teacher enrolled in a graduate credit course on
teaching mathematics. She was observed to make less and less use of
the textbook as her confidence and knowledge about mathematics
instruction grew.

A third-grade teacher had attended workshops on mathematics put on by
a state group.

Two other first-grade teachers in one school, who had developed a
mathematics curriculum combining textbook, manipulatives-be:ed
activities, and a conceptually-oriented mathematics program (DMP),
described themselves as having participated in every mathematics
workshop they could get to over the past 8 years.

Professional development opportunities are not always readily available,

and so the pattern of teacher preparation we have just described reflects not

only the individuals' drive to prepare themselves, but also the availability

of training events in which this can happen. Nonetheless, as the examples

above suggest, th.,.re is clear evidence that teachers in the kind of schools

we are studying must want the professional development--in some instances,

want it badly--before the requisite experiences begin to accumulate over

time.

Personal Commitments to Teaching

Alongside the teachers' drive to secure appropriate training for

themselves is their willingness to invest a considerable amount of personal

energy, time, and even resources in teaching. Our initial analyses suggest

that th ,..! teachers with curricular and instructional approaches at greatest

variance from the norm have done so at some personal cost to themselves.

The pattern of personal ir,,Pstment in reading instruction illustrates

the point.

One veteran first-grade teacher commented that her husband had
started to give her a hard time about the number of evenings and
weekends she committed to preparation for teaching as she experi-
mented with a whole-language approach to reading instruction. She
also acknowledged spending "a small fortune" on prnfessional books
and periodicals.
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w A third-grade teacher in another district looks on her class each
year as the children that she and her husband (a retired school
principal) never had. She "spoils" her classes with personal
expenditures to enrich the classroom environment.

Another teacher, although nearly burned out after over 30 years of
teaching, is intent on exposing her students to as many experiences
as possible. This year, in addition to many field trips to local
cultural institutions, she directed her fifth graders in a production
of Macbeth.

Teachers in these classrooms can be described as risk-takers. They are

willing to tiy new things, but maintain a healthy skepticism until a new

approach to reading instruction ias proven itself. They do not seem to

adhere slavishly to any particular school of thought on the best way to teach

reading but rather develop their own eclectic styles that tend to be dynamic

rather than static. In several of the classrooms in this group, teachers

were spending their first year with e new literature-bared basal reading

series combined with top-down mandates to present the same material to all

children; two others were voluntarily experimenting with greater use of trade

bou,ks and an integrated approach to reading and writing.

Wiefs About The Subject Area and How to Teach It

Out of their professional development experiences, background knowledge,

am: formal preparation, teachers forge an image of the subject area they are

teaching and how it shoulC be conveyed to the students they are working

with. These conceptions of the subject a and beliefs about how it should

be taught appear to very strong among the .4achers in our sample and have

much to dv with what transpires in their classrooms.

Beliefs about writing are the clearest case. We detected four basic

conceptions of writing among the teachers we have been studying. The first

two, which treat wrif.ing as a necessary tool for learning and as a means of

communicating thoughts ahd ideas, are strongly associated with the patt-rn of

instruction in classrooms offering fregotnt opportunities to write extended

text. The third, which treats writing as a system of rules be mastered,

is closely linked to Lhe pattern of instruction that prevails in classrooms
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where little or no extended writing is done, The fourth view, of writing as

an outlet for self-expression, cuts across the groupings to some extent, but

is not particularly prevalent in low-group classrooms.

The four views of writing are not mutually exclusive. Some teachers

held more than one view, but no one held all four. In most cases, one view

dominates a teacher's thinking and is subsequently expressed in the way he or

she carries out the writing program.

Writing as a Tool for Learning--A few of the teachers in our study
view writing as a necessary tool for learning. For these teachers,
writing provides a process Chat facilitates the individual's ability
to clarily and organize his or her thoughts. In this view, writing
is not an adjunct to other subject areas but a tool necessary to
understand fully thz content presented in any area of the
curriculum. Accordingly, the teachers who articulate this belief
integrate writing throughout the curriculum, especially in reading,
social studies, and science. Their students experience a wide range
of uses for writing--to solve problems, to develop and demonstrate
understanding, to analyze data, and to justify one's opinion.

Writtng,as a Means of Communiqation--Other teachers in our study view
writing as a means of communication. Writing, reading, and oral
communication are -een as the vehicles for the exchange of ideas,
opinions, and feelings. Teachers holding this belief tend to focus
on providing opportunit., to students to communicate in writing and
believe that the form of writing (the component skills) will be
learned mainly through use of the language. In classrooms where
teachers hold this view, writing is generally integrated with
reading, although not necessarily with other subject areas; reading
and writing are terught simultaneously and viewed as intertwined with
one another. In this approach, there is less emphasis on teaching
the component skills and more emphasis on students' use of langPage
for expressing feelings, attitudes, and knowledge. Some teachers in
classrooms offering moderate to extensive opportunities for writing
text expressed this belief.

Writing as a System of Rules--Many teachers in our study view writing
as a system of rules that must be mastered before meaningful writing
can occur. Almost all of these teachers taught classrooms in which
little extended writing took pl.ce. This view places greater
emphasis on the form of writing and less emphasis on the uses of
writing. Although such teachers acknowledge communication as the
ultimate purpose of writing, they interpret their goals as the
teaching of the skills that enable communication to flow.
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Writing as BD Outlet for Self-expressionSeveral teachers in the
study view writing as an outlet for self-expression. They place less
emphasis on communication with others and more on expression for
oneself. Teachers in classes offering large or moderate numbers of
opportunities for extended text writing expressed this view. One

teacher states that writing i *therapy" for her students. Teachers
who Lold this view tend to maximize opportunities for personal
writing--e.g., in journals or through letters to a friend.

These views of writing seem to be powerful predictors of the kind of

opportunities that are provided students in the schools we are studying.

Although external factors such as textbooks and district policy play an

important role, as described below, there are nonetheless many ways for

teachers to build writing into their academic program, regardless of the

external constraints. Given the freedom, they appear likely to,build and

implement curriculum that is consistent with their view of writing.

In reading and mathematics, similar sets of beliefs about the subject

area existed among the teialiers in our sample, although their beliefs were

less clearly formed and articulated. In mathematics, for example, many of

the teachers appear to hold the belief, as indeed do most adults (probably

including a majority of parents and even of principals), that arithmetic is

and should be the dominant focus of elementary mathematics instruction, and

that drill with routine exercises is a very appropriate way to teach arith-

metic. This belief is associated with the prevalence of arithmetic-as-

skills instruction.

With regard to reading, teachers in our sample held a number of views in

common and did not display the extreme positions that are part of current

debate about reading instruction. Virtually all the teachers on whom we

concentrated the most intensive observations (talf of the sample classrooms)

believed th3t it is important (1) to teach children decoding skills of some

kind that allow them to attack unfamiliar written material and (2) to engage

their interest in, and understanding of, the written word through experiences

with highly motivating text. Further, nearly all believe that a variety of

instructional strategies should be employed to achieve these twin goals.
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But the leading teachers we studied place different degrees of emphasis

on skills versus reading for understanding, and the roots of their differ-

ences seem to lie in strong preconceptions about what the skill of reading

consists of, derived from their own education or preparation for teaching

(now in the dim past for some veterans). Thus, there were sone strong

phonics advocates among the teachers we worked with, particularly at the

first-grade level. (Only one school in our sample mandated a phonics-based

approach to reading and even it also offered a daily period of integrated

language arts instruction.) Yet even the most ardent phonics proponents, for

the most part, do not believe that children learn to read by phonics alone.

They see knowledge of sound/symbol relationships as an essential tool that

helps students become independent readers.

Interestingly, the most committed and successful "whole language"

teachers in our sample incorporated some phonics into their reading instruc-

tion programs. As we noted in Chapter IV, the teachers who offered students

extensive opportunities to read seemed far less defensive about the amalgam

of strategies that they employed to bring Children along in reading. If some

phonics mere indicated, then they did phorics lessons for a period of time.

At the higher grade levels, the same was true for vocabulary development and

word attack skills. No apologies were involved. These types of activities

aimed at discrete skills were simply viewed as part of a sensible comprehen-

sive reading program.

District and School Policy Constraints

Teachers' professional development, level of commitment, and beliefs

about the subjects they were teaching were in part a reflection of powerful

forces in the school and district environnent within which they worked. From

this environment came general curriculum policies, policies and guidelines

that were particular to each subject area, textbook choices, the pressure of

tests and accountability, and varying degrees and kinds of support for what

teachers were doing. Each played an important role in shaping what was

taught and how during the first year of our study.
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Sometimes, these factors acted as constraints, limiting the vision or

the resources of principals and teachers. For example, one district does not

pay for copying machines in schools, thus requiring principals to spend large

amounts of time and energy raising money for this purpose. This same dis-

trict has nearly the lowest per-pupil expenditure in the state for instruc-

tional materials, so that students in the upper grades are not allowed to

write in their "consumable" workbooks.

In other cases, school and district policies present opportunities to

try practices believed to be more effective (even if only to satisfy a

school, district, or state requirement), encouragement for experimentation

(such as trying new or unusual curricula in magnet schools), or other kinds

of help. As an example, teachers' use of a mathematics curriculum focusing

on a broad array of topics occurred only in districts in which there was some

encouragement, or mandate, for this to happen (often, but not always,

originating at the state level). Virtually no teachers in the sample adopted

such a curriculum in the absence of some kind of push from above.

Both positive and negative effects of school and district policies were

encountered in the study. Further details are provided below.

General Features ot curriculum Policies

Every district that we are visiting sets curriculum policies on reading,

writing, and mathematics instruction. However, there are important differ-

ences in the degree to which these policies detail exactly what is to be

taught, the sequence in which it is taught, and even the timing in the school

year. A consequenne of the more prescriptive curricular policies appears to

be a higl-er degree of fragmentation in the curriculum, which makes it harder

for certain alternatives to conventional wisdom to take root. Besides the

degree of specificity in the curriculum, there is an important issue of how

the curricular policy came to be established and with what kind of participa-

tion from teachers, schools, and central office.
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Curriculaz guidelines from the district's central office can be

exceedingly dethiled. In one district, reading curriculum is set out in

two-week increm-nts or units, each of which is accompanied by a test which

must be mastered before the next unit is started. In stark contrast, another

district fits all of its objectives for reading instruction across a year

onto several xeroxed pages and leaves it to the teacher and school to

determine how and when to reach the objectives. As might be expected,

teachers in the former case feel more constrained than in the latter; it is

probably not a coincidence that few of the teachers we studied in the former

case were engaged in language arts teaching that deviated much from the

discrete skills-oriented curriculum advocated by the central office.

Both the district's curricular decisions and the organization of instruc-

tion in the school affect the degree of cohesion or fregmentation in the

curriculum as experienced by children. Especially evident in the teaching of

language arts, some of the districts and schools in the study had devised an

overall curriculum that either tries to do too much or subdivides what

children must learn into too many discrete boxes. The result is the same--

fragmentation of the school day into a series of unrelated segments. In some

classrooms, no activity ever lasts more than 10 minutes; by definition, then,

tiere is no extended reading, nor writing of extended text. In others, the

daily and weekly reading instruction schedule is quixotic because so rainy

other social and curricular goals have been inserted into a finite amount of

time--drug education, clubs, asseablies, etc. The impression children get is

that learning to read is of equal importance to talking with Officer Friendly

about bicycle safety.

There appear to be some distinct differences among the districts on the

way that curricular policies came to be, ranging from central office fiat to

participatory planning involving many classroom teachers. Research has

dcmonstrated quite definitively that teacher "ownership" of an innovation (or

policy) improves its chances of being implemented. The experiences of

districts in our sample that are in the process of implementing a change to

more integration of reading, writing, and other aspects of language arts

corroborate this finding.
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In one district, this policy change occurred by fiat. Most teachers in

this district are straining to understand what is now expected of them; many

had given up halfway into the first implementation year. In two other quite

disparate districts (one urban, one rural), planning for major curricular

change in language arts has been both a much longer process and includes much

more participation of classroom teachers. Several teachers in one of these

districts told us that they feit personal responsibility for the new language

arts curriculum. The other district has set up a 5-year plan for imple-

menting an integrated language arts curriculum. Teachers have some choice

about when they will begin to change their curriculum and instruction and how

quickly they will proceed. In both these instances, the decision to revise

the district's approach to reading instruction came from the top. However,

because the means to the end have been more participatory and more realistic,

with more attention to the research and theory behind the change, teachers in

these two districts seem to have more investment in seeing it succeed.

Yolicies and Guidelines Particular to Each ;...0ject Aree

Aside from the general features of curricular policy and how it was

arrived at, there are specific expectations about the content of mathematics,

reading, and writing instruction embedded in the curricular policies or

guidelines that affect teachers' work. As the earlier discussion of teacher

characteristics implied, not all teachers heed such policies in the same way,

but the very existence of the guidelines is in most instances we have been

studying a major feature of the teachers' landscape.

Pelicies on the Organization of Reading Instruction--The ways in which

children are assigned to classrooms and grouped (or not grouped) within

classrooms for reading instruction appears to be less of a district level

policy issue than a decision made at the school (or sometimes the classroom)

level. Several districts, of course, had mandated heterogeneous classroom

assignments and whole group reading instruction using grade-level materials

in an effort to do away with tracking. However, in many cases, the rigidity

witn which cuch mandates are carried out is a function of the teacher's sense

of professional autonomy. We heard no stories of teachers being reprimanded
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because they chose to continue their use of small groups for some of their

reading instruction time.

Some schools departmentalize their reading instructionsometimes at a

single grade level and sometimes across several grades. The purpose of this

school-level policy is to group students homogeneously for reading, although

not necessarily for other subjects. Teachers can then either teach a whole

group who read at approximately the same level or further subdivide as they

think best. In some cases, this policy contributes to sstrious fragmentation

of the school day and to significant loss of instructional time as a result

of the transitions.

Individual schools have many idiosyncratic ways of establishing

classroom groups.

Two schools, for example, have a tradition whereby one teacher at a
grade level takes the highest- and lowest-achieving students and the
other teacher takes the middle. In the succeeding year, they switch

assIgnments. The legitimacy of achievement groupings is not being
seriously questioned in this district.

Another school employs a rather unique organizational scheme. Half
the children in the school arrive at 8:30 a.m. for an hour of reading
instruction and the other half stay an hour later in the afternoon.
During the middle portion of the day, teachers engage the whole group
in sdditional reading and language arts instruction. In theory, this
arrangement offers many benefits to both teachers and students. It

incorporates the essence of the whole group philosophy while specifi-
cally legislating a time for teachers to keep closer watch over how
individual children are doing. Because the school is coping with so
many problems, however, this unusual strategy is not being used to
its full potential.

kplicies Covernine, Writine Curriculum--Unlike reading, guidelines or

policies for the teaching of writing are not likely to address issues such as

grouping within or across classes. The most significant policy is simply the

assertion that writing must be taught, and along with that, what kinds of

writing students are expected to master at what level. One of the six

districts we studied places very little emphasis on writing instruction;

here, this aspect of language arts is viewed as an extra, to be included if

reading skills are being mastered at a reasonable rate. More often than not,
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writing is ignored in the classrooms from this district we have been

visiting. At the other extreme, are several districts that not only expect

writing to be taught in every grade (including the first grade) but specify

nine genres of writing that students are expected to be familiar with by the

time they reach s4....Lh grade. It is little surprise that classrooms in these

schools show signs of considerable writin; activity--for example, walls are

typically covered with students' written work, which changes as the year goes

on. Although many other factors contribute to this pattern, the simple fact

that the district insists that writing has high priority in the language arts

curriculum (not a foregone conclusion in American elementary schools) has a

clear impact on classroom practice.

Policies Governing Mathematics Curriculum--School and district policies

affect what is taught in mathematics in a different way. In the sample

classrooms, the most powerful influences are the textbook, testing, and state

frameworks, all three of which will be discussed later in this chapter. But

independent of these factors, specific curricular decisions with important

implications for the classroom can be made at school or district level, most

dramatically illustrated by the one school which has been designated as a

mathematics and science magnet program. There, the alternative approach to

mathematics instruction that is evident in there classrooms is in large part

due to the influence of district and school policies regarding the organiza-

tion of the school program, its academic emphasis, the materials used, and

the assignment of staff to the school and subject-area teaching. The availa-

bility of more time each day for mdthematics instruction, the choice of an

unusual, alternative textbook series (DMP), and the schoolwide emphasis on

higher-order thinking skills are each examples of policies adopted at the

school or district level, rather than by the individual teachers.

Textbook Choices

Textbook choices go hand in hand with overall curricular decisions, and

are typically the province of the central district office, though there are

some cases in our sample in which textbook choices were made at the school

level. As noted above and in earlier chapters, textbooks have an important
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role to play in each of the subject areas, especially in mathematics. In

that subject, the conception of mathematics implicit in the textbook is

usually the one our teachers adopt in their own instruction; most follow the

textbook closely.

The situation isn't all that different in language arts though teachers

in the sample classrooms are somewhat more willing, on average, to depart

from basal readers than from their mathematics textbooks. In writing, the,

tend to be freer still of the dictates of the -4riting assignments contained

in language arts textbooks. However, the influence of the language arts

textbook depends in part upon school or district policy about its use. In

some of the schools, teachers are required to use a specific textbook

following a certain approach to teaching writing. In other schools, a

textbook is available, but teachers can choose to use the book or to develop

their own curriculum. Nonetheless, teachers who have strong views about the

teaching of writing tend to find ways "to work around" the curriculum

presented in the textbook, :If it does not conform to their thinking. We

found this situation across all three groups of teachers: some of the

teachers in the classes in which little extended writing is done and who are

wedded to a view of writing as a system of rules chose to ignorc or supple-

ment a textbook that advocate:: an approach to writing based on whole language

principles. Similarly, in many classrooms offering students many opportuni-

ties for extended writing, teachers do not use the textbook designated by

their school or district, believing that they can provide richer writing

opportunities for their students in ways not presented in the textbook.

The choice of textbooks by school or district does little by itself to

make up for teachers' lack of experience with the approach contained in a

textbook. For example, in many of the classrooms we are studying, teacners

are using for the first time a new textbook series based on the integration

of reading and writing. Most are trying to follow the textbook, but many

feel unsure of themselves and are approaching Oe textbook's writing lessons

selectively and in a more limited way than was intended by the textbook

authors.
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ltEting_And_Ausmatiakil ty PressUtes

Testing of various kinds is an ever-present feature of the classrooms we

are studying, and in many ways this fact influences both the content of, and

approach to, teaching. The pattern is especially clear in the case of

mathematics and writing.

The effects of testing pressure are most dramatically seen in one

district we are studying. For example, nearly all the mathematics classrooms

from this district emphasize arithmetic skills only in mathematics instruc-

tion; the few that do more in mathematics lessons still stick closely to

arithmetic, and do not add to it other mathematical topics or skill areas.

This very large, poor, high-crime district has a top-down approach to instruc-

tion, which stresses the frequent use of criterion-referenced tests (CRTs);

in mathematics, these focus particularly on students' arithmetic computation

skills. Certain instructional policies are mandated by the district, such as

the requirement that teachers "pretest" each chapter of the mathematics

textbook (which, itself, is centrally selected by the district). Taken as a

whole, the district policies seem to be "successful" in shaping teachers'

views of mathematics teaching and learning. Unfortunately, the vision of

mathematics instruction embodied in these policies is a restricted one.

In districts with a broader view of mathematics, teachers felt less

pressure from tests, and a number of them took advantage of their perceived

freedom in designing less conventional approaches to the mathematics they

were teaching. These teachers did not seem as often to perceive pressure

that their students perform well on standardized tests which emphasize

proficiency in arithmetic computation. To be sure, there was some pressure,

but it was far less common. Often, the effect of standardized testing on

classroom instruction was negative, as the following examples illustrate:

Senior faculty in ohe school (which is in a "problem area" of the
city) place great emphasis on test scores, 13:?cause they hope to
increase the status of the school by raising its test scores. As a
result, there is an emphasis on "covering" the textbook, at the
expense of mastery.
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Large amounts of time in a school in another state are spent on test

preparation. The tests include not only state-mandated standardized

tests, but also three separate administrations each year of the

district's own criterion-referenced tests (CRTs).

A well-prepared mathematics teacher in another school in that dis-

trict sticks to the curriculum in a very rigid fashion. She under-

stands that the CRTs are tied to material that she is supposed to

teach, and if she doesn't cover the material then she will be held

responsible for her students poor performance.

It is true that there are state and district tests that matter for most

of the teachers who teach a wide range of mathematical topics and emphasize

conceptual understanding of mathematics. But somehow the pressures on

teachers seem less. Precisely why this is so is not entirely clear from the

available data. One reason may be that in one state, the state proficiency

test in mathematics uses the school as the principal unit of analysis. By

contrast, in the district with the greatest degree of test pressure (which is

located in another state), the unit of analysis is the classroom. In fact,

individual teachers are very aware that the principal--and even the dis-

trict's powerful central office--perceive test scores as an indicator of

teacher performance.

With regard to writing, district testing policies exert a similar kind

of influence, except that there seems to be a more pervasive pattern of

teaching to the test. On the one hand, districts in which the testing

package aims most directly at discrete writing skills encourage that aspect

of the language arts instruction to the exclusion or diminution of instruc-

tion in composing extended text:

In the above-mentioned case of heavy testing in mathematics,
students' mastery of language mechanics skills is also tested on a

regular schedule. Not surprisingly, teachers teach these skills and,
for the most part, ignore instruction involving extended writing

tasks.

In another district, which uses the California Test of Basic Skills,
teachers devote considerable time in late winter and early spring to
preparing students for the multiple-choice language arts section of

that test, and decrease their attention to extended writing for
several months' time.
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Ira the other hand, testing programs that also assess writing

holistically--that is, through samples of extended text writing--appear to

encourage that kind of writing curriculum. Three of the districts in our

sample are in a state which has established a writing assessment program of

this sort. Using matrix sampling, several different types of writing prompts

are given to students within the same classroom; thus, teachers feel the

pressure to give their students writing tasks relevant to each of these

wriing types. The writing assessment program has been in place for a few

years at the secondary level, but will begin soon at the sixth grade level.

Teachers in some of our sample schools are beginning to gear their instruc-

tion toward this fact.

One must keep in mind that testing is not the only influence on what is

taught in mathematics, writing, or any area of the curriculum for that

matter. Rather, a complex interaction occurs between (1) what the tests

cover and how frequently they are administered, (2) the incentives or

consequences attached to the test results and to which unit (teacher, school,

district), (3) how closely tests are aligned with what the district or

schools sets as curriculum, and (4) and how effectively schools or indi-

viduals are able to resist or counteract the inevitable pressures from the

testing sizuation.

The fleling of powerlessness described earlier often manifests itself in

situations where testing pressure is high. In some instances, teaehers who

stress arithmetic computation, for example, believe that they are torn

between conflicting goals. One fifth-grade teacher perceived that the

district policies, as well as the textbook itself, put a very hi& priority

on computational skills. In addition, she believes that this is what is

tested, saying to one of the researchers as the year progressed that,

"I dread how they are going to do on the CAT in a couple of weeks." Thus,

while she warted to focus more on conceptual understanding (and even sought

help from a district supervisor who arranged for her to attend an inservice

session on the use of manipulatives), she felt an uncomfortable pressure,

underscored by testing, to focus her efforts on arithmetic computation

skills.
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District and School Support

Teachers are--a: can be--supported in their efforts to cope with the

demands of their teaching assignments in several ways Peers offer a first

level of support, and in a variety of informal ways, the teachers in our

'sample use their colleagues as a source of advice, consolation, materials,

troubleshooting, and curricular direction. Occoisionally, the relationchip is

formalized as in the case of the teacher pairings within one school, through

whia teachers in the same grade level are given coordinated schedules and

encouraged to plan and develop curriculum together (many pairs had taken good

advantage of this opportunity). Of course, peer "support" can both encourage

and discourage departures from conventional wisdom, and on more than one

occasion, we heard staff-room commentary that subtly undercut the intentions

of new curricula that were in the process of being adopted.

The school as a whole offers a second level of support, especially

through tha actions of the principal. As noted in Chapter 1. the principals

in the sample schools vary a great deal in their approach to guiding instruc-

tion and managing the operation of their schools. The strongest principals

offered both a clear sense of direction to teachers and a buffer against

external pressures (testing included) to teach something else, as in the

following instances:

s In one district that insisted on a new whole language-oriented
curriculum in reading, the principal of one school we are studying

adamantly refused to allow her teachers to abandon a strictly

phonics-based approach.

s In another school in a different district, the principal encouraged
alternative approaches to language arts teaching among some faculty

by telling them that it was unimportant whether the children scored

high on standardized tests emphasizing discrete basic skills.

In other cases, principals did not see instructional guidance or buffering as

part of their role, and as a consequence, teachers were more on their own.

Districts provide a third level of support in principle, and we found

many cases in which the kind of support offered--or the lack of it--had a key
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role in shaping academic instruction in the classroom. We have already

described in Chapter IV a situation where the district purchased too few

literature-based textbooks for each child to have a copy, thus essential".:

negating the whole premise underlying development of these readers--to give

children experience reading authentic text. We learned of other instances

where new instructional strategies--e.g., cooperative learning, whole group

instruction--were mandated with little or no training that would familiarize

teachers with either the theory or appropriate techniques for introducing

them into classrooms. Other districts had the resources and the skill to

provide teachers with a good deal of inservice support and most teachers

seemed to take advantage of these opportunities. This seemed to increase

their comfort level with new materials and approaches.
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VIII EMERGING THEMES AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS

We are now in a position to reflect on what we have learned no far and

what remaiils to be done in the second year of the study. In ais concluding

chapter, we look across what has been presented earlier in the report and

extract from 1.-4 major themes implied by our findings, as well as issues that

have not been suffiziently explored,

Major Themes from the Study's First Year

We set out to study naturally occurring alternatives to a conventional

wisdom advocatipn teacher-directed, basic-skills-oriented approaches to

curriculum and instructio7. At the risk of stating the obvious, we have

established several key p.Ants regarding alternative approaches to

mathematics and literacy.

First, there are a ngmber of alternatives being trIed out in schools

serv;ng large numbers of poor children. Alternative approaches are alive and

well in schools facing the most adverse conditions of poverty and school

setting, as well as in schools with less pressing proble=. That is not to

say that it is equally easy to install a literature-based reaeing program or

extended-text writing program in both kinds of settings. Our data suggest

otherwiseadverse conditions make teaching more difficult, no matter what

one wishes to do--but the possibility exits, regardless of the setting.

Exciting alternatives are possible in the hardest-hit 1r:4er-city settings as

well as in ltss impacted sub,:rban or rural settings. (We note that we

selected classrooms, in part, for variation in approach; however, the point

i3 that the variation existed within schools to begin with.)

At the same time, we do not mean to imply that all or most classrooms

within the schools we are studying are engaged in alternative approaches to
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academic instruction. A good deal of what we observed conforms to the

profile of conventional wisdom teaching reviewed in the Introductionsome of

it engagingly and imaginatively done, some of it tedines, limiting, and

narrowly focused. While we do not doubt that many classrooms in our sample

are doing a reasonably good, even excellent, job of teaching children the

kinds of "basic" skills that show up well on standardized tests, much of the

teaching we encountered gave students little room to develop analytic

Jollities or other forms of advanced intellectual skill. To be fair to the

teachers we observed, academic goals of any kind were not always the primary

aim of classroom instruction; we observed sone classrooms in which the most

important goal was simply coping with basic human needs. For example, one

teacher wished out loud that the school or district administration would do

more to deal with the social services her students needed so she wouldn't

have to spend so many afternoons on the phone, not to mention classronm time,

dealing with these needs herself.

Second, neturally occurring alSernative approache typically represent

modest.. incremental depaktures_ from conventional practice not fundamental

shifts i practice. We encountered relatively few classrooms that had opted

for very different or highly experimental approaches, or that followed reform

gospels to the letter. "Whole-language"-based teaching of reading and

writing is a case in point. Virtually none of the 85 classrooms we studied

exemplified whole-language teaching in its pure form, but many were engaged

in literacy teaching that showed the influenee of some or many whole-language

principles. Reading, writing, and other subject areas were often integrated

with one another; "authentic" literature (as it appears in trade books not

specifically prepared for school) often was used as a supplement to a basal

series, or occasionally replaced it entirely. But teachers had not yet taken

the leap of faith and practice required to abandon the structure of a basal

series and rely on fluid, student-motivated interactions with language and

literature as the base for acquiring literacy.

Most often, we saw hybrids in which some traditional elements and some

nonconventional ones were blended, as in the case of one third-grade

mathematics class, which regularly combined rote drill on computational
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skills with conceptually oriented teaching of arithmetic skills and open-

ended problem-solving activities done in cooperative learning groups. The

three strands received almost equal weight in the teacher's planning and

actual instruction; she believed all were an essential part of the

mathematics her children were to learn.

Among the sample classrooms, thre are a few in which fundamental shifts

in approach are evident. This is the case in mathematics more than in

language arts. For example, in some of the classrooms we are studying,

students are required to do much more thinking than is typical of mathematics

classrooms nationwide and must work with a wide range of mathematical topics.

outside of arithmetic. These classrooms approach the profile of desirable

mathematics instruction presented in such documents as the NCTM Standards for

Curriculum and Evaluation.

Third, there are recognizable types 9r patterns of praeSice that

mat

kind of schools we are stu4ying. Thus, different features of curriculum and

instruction "hang together" rather than combining in an endless series of

permutat!.ons across classrooms. For example, classrooms in which a large

amount of extended writing is done are also those that tend to integrate

writirg with other subjects and that deemphasize teaching the component

skills of writing. Classrooms that emphasize conceptual understanding of

mathematics as well as nrithmetic skills are simultaneously likely to make

heavier use of manipulatives and are less reliant on textbooks than classes

that focus on arithmetic skills only. This kind of grouping of instructional

features should not be surprising--there is a logic to the combining of

elements that reinforce each other in a larger whole.

Fourth, the school. district and state policy environment is powerful

Even though we have not focused our first-year data collection or analysis on

environmental effects, certain pattern_ have jumped out at us.
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State frameworks, requirements, and testing policies are a motivating

force for the adoption of alternatives. For example, in the state that urges

districts to expose children to a wide variety of text writing, and tests

schools accordingly, teachers tend to submit to this pressure and, in varying

degrees, make writing a high priority. Teachers in the other two study

states are under no such pressure and, on average, are much less likely to

emphasize writing, unless the district makes a point of promoting this area

of the curriculum.

District-level curricular decisions and testing policies are also

influential (and act as a mediating force between state and school). Several

of our districts project a strong presence in school and even classroom

affairs; in several cases, certain changes in practice have been attempted in

a large number of r.lassrooms as a result (e.g., whole-group teaching arrange-

ments); in one case, the strong district presence appears to stifle teachers'

attempts at alternative approaches. Textbook adoptions--generally a

district-level decision--influence practice in a similar way and are most

clearly seen in the widespread use of literary readers and new mathematics

textbooks. Not all of the six districts in our study try to play a directive

role in instructional or curricular matters, but in those that do, the

district leaves rn unmistakable stamp on classroom practice.

Independent of state and district, schools as a whole shape the

curriculum and instructional practice of teachers in severkl ways. For one

thing, some of the sample schools provide a more positive, supportive

environment for teaching than others (it is also possible that, over time,

these schools have attracted a higher-calibre teaching staff, which probably

reinforces the positive climate of the school). In such settings, it is

easier,msafer, and more rewarding to attempt to change practices along the

lines we have described in this report. The opposite is true in schools in

which the professional climate is tense and nonsupportive. In such

circumstances, it is only natural for teachers to settle for what Is most

familiar and most able to keep things under control.
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The relationships among staff members in a school affect the amount and

kind of coordination between regular and supplemental instruction, with

consequences for the coherence of students' instructional programs. In

making choices about the responsibilities of supplemental staff, principals

and program coordinators can ease or impede cooperation between these staff

members and classroom teachers. For example, they can encourage or mandate

joint planning periods to promote cooperation. On the other hand, if they

often give noninstructional assignments to aides, they can disrupt continuity

in the supplemental programs that employ the aides.

Schools can also shape the specific curriculum and 1.nstructiona1

approaches teachers adopt. In one of the study schools, the principal of

which is a member of the district's writing curriculum committee, a great

deal of writing was done in all six sample classrooms. Teachers remarked

about the amount of prewriting they all do, as evidence that they do indeed

teach writing as a process. Although not officially part of its charter, the

school is known for its language arts program--the study results bear out

this reputation. In another district, one of the study schools has been

designated by the district as a mathematics and science magnet program

(although it still ser-es primarily an inner-city, neighborhood-based

population). Accordingly, it has arranged a high-powered and far-reaching

mathematics program that appears in all of the study classrooms.

School effects occur in one further way: the school e., the

principal) translates and interprets external mandates to the classroom, and

in so doing often changes the mandates. This is most cleerly seen where

principals exert strong leadership. The implications for the adoption of

alternative teaching approaches can be substantial, as in the case of one

school in a district promoting a whole-language-based reading program. The

school's principal, who believes deeply in the value of phonics-based

approaches to reading instruction, told her teachers to pay little attention

Lu the district's guidelines; most heeded her wishes. Although this is an

extreme case, there are numerous examples in our data of similar school-level

effects.
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_Issues Thatjfave Not Been Fully EFelored

There are several important issues that we have yet to examine fully,

due primarily to limitations on first-year data and time for analysis at this

stage. There is, first of all, the question of outcomes: what learning

outcomes are associated with the different patterns of academic instruction?

What explains the differences among classrooms? In addition, there are other

issues that deserve fuller treatment:

(1) How teachers respond to new ideas that gain currency in profes-
sional or policymaking circles and how schools and districts
support the efforts of teachers to change their practice.

(2) What makes curriculum and instruction work for particular groups of
students, especially those who are culturally or linguistically
different from the mainstream of the student population.

(3) How supplemental instruction reinforces or alters the academic
instruction offered children who participate in special programs.

Besides issues such as these, which cut across subject areas, there is

moze to be learned about curriculum and instruction in mathematics, reading,

and writing and what makes it work in the kinds of schools we are studying.

Ihe Question of Outcomes

As pointed out in the introduction,..this.; interim report does not deal

with the outcomes of instruction. Various alalyses of outcomes will be

presented in subsequent reporting and are of critical importance to

understanding the academic instruction offered the children of poverty. The

descriptive portrait of curriculum and instruction offered in this report

answers the questions: What is taught? How is it taught? What accounts for

the pattern of instruction? But the questions--what is learned? how

effectively do different approaches to instruction achieve academic learning

goals?--have not been addressed yet.

The study is employing a series of outcome measures that capture the

skills on which the study is focusing--the ability to teed with
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understanding, use matheuatical concepts effectively and thoughtfully, and

write text that communicates effectively with a variety of audiences.

Measures include both conventional standardized testing (wliere appropriate)

and alternative forms of testing or assessment:

Reading Measures: The reading comprehension subtest of the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS Version 4), and for younger

children (first and third graders) an individually administered test
of reading comprehension and discrete reading skills (the Woodcock

Language Proficiency Inventory).

Wri,Ling Mewires: A writing sample scored holistically for overall
writing proficiency and for mechanical correctness (this assessment
procedure was developed by mexbers of the study tam, based on writing

assessment procedures now in use in several state assessment
programs).

Mathematics Measmrcs: The computation and concepts-and-applications
subtest of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS Version 4);

for third and fifth graders, a test of problem-solving ability based

on University of Wisconsin "superitems."

These measures do not cover the full range of outcomes that are relevant

to academic learning--for example, we are not measuring effects on students'

attitudes about mathematics, which is widely agreed to be an important goal

of mathematics instruction. Nonetheless, we are tapping outcomes that are

central to instruction in each subject szeq.

Teachers' Rgsponse to New Ideas and the Process 0 Cbange

The study is taking place at a time when big and powerful ideas are "in

the wind," not only because professional groups around the country are paying

a great deal of attention to them, but also because states and districts have

picked up these ideas and translated them into terms that affect the class-

room. Several of these ideas motivate this study, among them:

Teaching for meaning. A broad professional consensus is developing
across subject areas that curriculum and instruction should be

oriented toward understanding, reasoning, and analytic abilities--

hence, a greater emphasis on writing as meaningful communication,
reading for deeper comprehension of text, and conceptually oriented

mathematics.
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Avoiding.differentiation by ability. In the wake of reform efforts
aimed at pursuing excellence has come increasing attention to the gap
between high- and low-performing children. Approaches that de-
emphasize fixed differentiation by abilitye.g., cooperative
learning, short-term tutoring interventions, and even increased use
of whole-class instruction--are widely viewed as attractive
alternatives.

The teachers in our study know that these ideas are being talked about

and they are increasingly having to respond to them because the school,

district, or state has enshrined the ideas in new directives, curriculum

guidelines, or whatever. Also, independent of external pressuxes, the

teachers are mostly aware through contact with their peers, journals, or

conferences that these ideas are a "good thing" and might bring better

results in their classrooms. How do teachers respond?

A preliminary analysis of this year's data suggests four types of

response to a new, highly-touted change in practice:

Ignore it. Either because it feels too difficult or too contrprv to
their beliefs about good teaching, some teachers simply pay no
attention. Sometimes this takes the courage of one's convictions,
especially when external pressures for change are strong.

Implement it mechanically. Other teachers simply force the change
into existing routine, without considering how or whether it fits.
In some of our classrooms, for example, students form "cooperative
learning groups" (groups of mixed 2bilities) at a command from the
teacher, and then proceed to do what is essentially an individual
seatwork assignment, with low-ability children copying from their
more proficient groupmates.

Implement it pertially. Many other understand and cautiously endorse
what the change calls for rad are willing to give some room for it
within the curriculum, but often alongside other academic activities
that may run counter to it--as in first-grade classrooms that permit
inventive spelling for some written assignments and busily correct
every spelling error in others.

fIgng_c_in_Anclvettks_js_bappsji. Finally, some
teachers--an adventurous minorityadopt the new way of doing things
wholeheartedly, or create a version of it that fits their circum-
stances. Their efforts are not always smtcessful, but failures do
not occur for want of trying.

These different responses obviously reflect initial dif;.,rences among

teachers--in beliefs. about good teaching, a sense of security about what they
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can do, a propensity to experiment, or whatever. But the pattern is not

static; rather, it evolves over time in a slow process of change that

involves small steps forward--and backward. We have begun to learn about

that process and have been afforded an ideal chance to continue learning

beceuse nearly half of the classrooms we are studying were embarking on a new

language-arts curriculum du4ing the first year of the study, and a smaller

proportion were in the first year or two of a new mathematics program.

Others will be adopting new programs in the second year.

Across the 2 years of the study, we will have the opportunity to watch

the way teachers respond over time to these changes and also to note the ways

schools do and don't support these changes in practice. We know from this

year that staff development, for example, is crucial in the change process,

but we have yet to examine closely how teachers have participated in, and

benefited from, professional development experiences that further the change

process.

What Makes Currisullim Wprk for Particular Groups_of Students

So far, our analyses have focused on classrooms as an intact group and

at that level we have identified curriculum, instructional approaches, and

management practices that appear to facilitate learning in aggregate. What

is more, we have noted the characteristics of classrooms as a whole--what

percentage are from poor families, what mixture of ethnic or linguistic

groups compose the group, and so on. But we have not delved deeply into the

ways that particular groups of students, who often appear as subgroups within

a classroom, are taught and how their learning is affected.

Three overlapping subgroups are of particular interest:

Low-achieving children in general, who are typically the ones
participating in programs such as Chapter 1.

Members of nonmainstream racial and ethnic groups--especially black
and Hispanic children, who have historically been least well served
by the kinds of schools we are studying.

Linguistic-minority children, who come to school with an inadequate
grasp of English.
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Themes and impressions have begur to emerge from our data that serve as

starting points for further work, which will require more targeted observa-

tion and analysis in the second year.

First, it is plain that all three groups are at risk of being

marginalized or forgotten in many of the classrocas we are studying. One

clear casualty of poorly rezolved management issues, for example, is groups

of black or Hispanic boys in some of the sample classrooms. But even in

well-managed rooms, the children who are most different from the others in

terms of ability, language, or cultural background pose a major challenge to

the teacher, and not all recognize or rise to meet this challenge success-

fully. How the successful teachers accomplish this--and where the others

miss the mark--bears more careful study than we have managed during the first

year.

Second, various adaptations for children with limited English

proficiency are being tried and appear to have promise. Although the number

of classrooms in our study with such children is small, they span a wide

range of approaches to the problem, including several that are taught

bilingually to others that offer several forms of specialized help or

curricular adaptation. The most interesting and complex cases are those in

which more than one language group (other than English) is found in the

classroom (a situation that is increasingly prevalent in high-poverty

schools). All these situations are best looked at in multiple-year time

perspective, as we follow children from first-year classes into those in the

second year.

Finally, we do not know enough yet about how curriculum and instruction

connects with children's background and with their cultural or personal lives

outside of school, a theme that was prominent in our review of literature at

the beginning of the study. Some evidence from the first year hints at the

importance of these connections. In the classrooms where large amounts of

extended writing are done, prewriting acttvities often draw on or build on

children's out-of-school lives; classes in which children have many opportuni-

ties to read are given more chances to discuss and explore the meaning
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(including personal meanings) of the material they have been reading, In

theory, children for whom the school is a foreign, even alien, place would

need more help seeing how to build school knowledge into a base of personal

and cultural knowledge. But how can schools best do that? And how to

balance the effect to connect with the world outside of school and the need

to expose these children to ideas, language, and activities that are not part

of their world? The second year of study will help us pursue these questions

more deeply than we have so far.

4

So far, we have been able to describe various configurations of

supplemental instruction and to identify, in generic terms, the different

roles they play in the instructional program (seatwork help, advanced work,

specialized remedial help, etc.). The picture that emerges is one of

considerable complexity, given the wide variation in special program

arrangements across the study schools and classrooms.

But, as pointed out in Chapter VI, we have not yet pinned down the pre-

cise contribution of supplemental instruction to the overall mix of content

and teaching approaches that comprises the academic program. What are

students being taught by whom in the various supplemental arrangements that

exist in these schools? How is the instruction carried out and how do the

activities of the second (or third) instructor reinforce, contradict, or

alter what children encounter with their regular homeroom teachers? How do

teachers, schools, and district program offices orchestrate the relationship

between regular and supplemental instruction so the two are maximally helpful

to each other?

We have partial answers to these questions, as described in Chapter VI,

but our base of information from the first year, especially based in observa-

tion of supplemental instruction, is weak. It will be important to develop a

better set of answers in the second year.
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W,hat the irinal Report Wilk Inelvde

The final report will reflect on what has been learned from both years

of data collection and all relevant data sources. In many ways, it will

subsume and expand on what is presented here in the interim report, in

addition to considering areas not yet dealt with at this stage.

There are three major goals for the final report:

(1) Elaborate on the Description of Aca4pmic Instruction--In addition
to describing mathematics, reading, and writing instruction in more
detail than appears in the interim report, we win examine how
instruction in the three subject areas connects (or doesn't) across
the school day; incorporates what we learn about instruction in the
three remaining grades (second, fourth, and sixth), noting
continuities and disjunctures across all six grades; and subject
areas (e.g., homework, the use of extended discussion, approaches
to student feedback and accountability).

(2) 'A ;

Instruc,tion--As noted above, the final report will include analyses
of outcomes in relation to curriculum and instruction--within-year
outcomes for all students in sample classrooms selected for Year 2,
12-month and 2-year outcome patterns.

(3) Mdress Re/iated Issues--Th.: final report will also examine the
issues not covered, or only touched on, in the interim report: new
teachers' response to alternative approaches; the contribution of
supplemental instruction in the classroom; and the differential
treatment of particular groups in the classroom.

Related to the discussion in all of the areas covered by the final

report will be a more extended treatment of the role played by school,

district, and state in shaping what is taught, and how, in the classrooms

under study.
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Appendix A

METHODOLOGICAL NOTES

Data Coljection Strategy

The strategy for data collection allowed us to investigate curriculum

and instruction at several different levels. At one level, we have attempted

to study the whole year's curriculum, as enacted in the sample classrooms.

Our information about the whole year's curriculum, derived from interviews,

teacher logs, and examination of syllabi or materials, has necessarily been

somewhat superficial; we were simply unable to make a detailed record of

everything that is taught across a nine-month period, nor would it neces-

sarily serve the study purposes to do so. Nonetheless, by interviewing

teachers periodically across the year, supplemented by what teachers told us

on brief daily logs, we developed an overview of the enacted curriculum

across the year.

At a second level, we examined curriculum in greater detail during

selected two-week time periods. Often, these periods coincided with defined

instructional "units" (however teachers define the primary "units" of work

across the year); in other instances, teachers were simply pursuing a course

of instruction, from which we studied a two-week sample. We exanined one

two-week period in each of the major time blocks across the school year--

fall, winter, spring. The data we collected about these time periods derived

from interviews, teacher logs, examination of materials or unit plans, and

from a descriptive writing sample collected at the end of the data period.

These sources permitted a more detailed description of what is taught c.nd (to

a limited extent) the instructional strategies used.

A third level of data collection was necessary to get a concrete picture

of the actual content of instruction and the way academic instruction takes



place in classrooms. Within each of the two-week periods, we selected

several sequential days in which we observed instruction; to the extent that

we could do so, days were chosen to represent the central teaching and

learning activities of the time period (testing days or review days, for

example, would be poor choices for observation). Our observations were

directed at both the whole classroom and selected target students within the

classroom. By combining observational data with what we learned from

"debriefing" interviews with the teachers (e.g., after each lesson),

examination of the materials in use during the observed lessons, and

interviews with target students, we were able to capture in considerable

detail how teachers conducted instruction and how students responded to it.

The third level of data collection required too many research resources

to be carried out in all 84 classrooms. We therefore did more intensive

observation in one of the two classrooms per grade; thus, a total of 42

classrooms were studied intensively. The other classroom per grade in each

school was observed on several occasions, but not on sequential days and

primarily as a means of corroborating interview and teacher log data.

Sample Construction

The sample was constructed by examining prior year (1988-89) test score

and demographic data for all school districts lying within a commutable

distance (approximately 50 miles) of the three study team "home bases"

(Washington, DC; Cincinnati, OH; San Francisco, CA). All districts with high

overall levels of poverty (as indicated by Orshansky percentile) were

examined closely to determine which elementary schaols within them (a) served

students 50% or more of whom came from low-income backgrounds, and (b)

performed better than average compared to other schools serving comparable

populations (we also noted schools with average test scores exceeding

statewide averages for all schools). Six districts with large numbers of

candidate schools and which contrasted on key contextual factors (urbanicity,

ethnic/racial diversity) were contacted to secure acces4. Once that was

Accomplished, the final stage of school selection was undertaken in

consultation with district officials.
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The final set of fifteen schools were chosen based on the following

criteria:

Cgmtrast in stu4ent populations served: Student populations include
relatively homogeneous populations (e.g., all white or all black
students, 100% from low-income backgrounds) and diverse populations
(e.g., with different mixtures of white, black, Hispanic, and/or
Asian children and differing percentages from low-income
backgrounds).

ARBADLISPl_tiaragiller--1211.2.!X2BX. Schools' average test
scores ranged from above average in an absolute sense (e.g., above
the 70th percentile) to the low end of the second quartile
(approximately the 30th percentile nationwide).

0 t_t: ,e. !t .1. 0 1 ...ram [of:. s. The schools
included two year-round schools, and several with magnet programs,
among other special programmatic features.

in the stqdy.
ool to

Eighty-four classrooms within these schools were selected for the first

year of the investigation, in consultation with the principal, from among the

first, third, and fifth grades using criteria described in Chapter I of this

report. Choices were heavily constrained by the small number of teachers per

grade (we were selecting two per grade, and in some schools there were only

two) and by our desire to exclude dysfunctional teachers and first-year

teachers. In a few instances, we were unable to find more than one teacher

per grade.

Measures

Quantitative measures came from three primary sources:

Student rosters/background data--The school or the classroom teachers
themselves provided information on student ethnicity, participation
in supplemental programs, receipt of free-or-reduced lunch, etc.

Teacher logs--Regular classroom teachers in the stud.; sample kept
daily logs of instructional activities in mathematics, reading,
writing, and other language arts, using a structured form provided by
SRI (see Appendix B). Log forms were filled out from the time of
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pretesting (e.g., late October) to late May, a period of time that
includes approximately 120 instructional days.

Unit-level coding forms--Three times during the year, field staff
visited classroom to observe, interview teachers, and examine
curricular materials. Information derived from these sources was
entered into a coding form (see Appendix 8) divided into sections for
language arts and mathematics, and further subdivided into subsec-
tions corresponding to the actual observed lessons or the two-week
period within which these lessons took place.

These data sources yielded different kinds of measures for analytic

purposes. Because analyses concentrated on the whole school year and took

the classroom as primary unit, the following types of analytic measures were

used:

(1) Percentage of the classroom's students with a given attribute
(rosters).

(2) Of all instructional days, percentage on which a given activity,
event, etc., took place (teacher logs).

(3) Across all observed lessons (or two-week observation periods), the
percentage on which a certain instructional strategy, material,
etc., was used (coding form--observed lessons).

(4) Across all observed lessons for two-week observation periods, the
average ratings by observers of some aspect of instruction (coding
form).

(5) Across all observed lessons (or two-week observation periods), an
average count of something taking place in the classroom (coding
form).

We include notes below by subject area regarding derived or constructed

measures used in analyses of each subject area. All other measures were

taken straightforwardly from the teachers logs or coding forms.

$athematics Measures

Most of the variables in the Chapter III tables are self-explanatory and

correspond to the relevant item in the teachers' log or coding form. The

following are exceptions:
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Rtchnesp of teacher!s backgrpund in mathemtitics: Created by summing
the possible resprnses to H1 (coding form). Range: I to 6
(6 richest background).

leacher's satiafaction 'with teaching, as a curer and with_suRport in
current 4tachini; potation: Created by averaging Hab and Had (coding
form). Range: I to 4 (4 very unsatisfied).

Teacher's expectations fer student success In mathematics: Created
by treating the values of 116 (coding form) as a scale, although with
2 and 3 treated as the same value. Range: 1 to 4 (4 most won't be
able to succeed).

Reading Meesgres

The same three measures just described for mathematics were created for

reading analyses using data from the same coding form items, only with the

"language arts" -olumn rather than the "mathematics" column. In addition,

one set of reading analyses employed the "amount of extended text writing"

variable noted below.

Writing Measures

Several writing measures require special explanation:

?mount of extended tear writine: Created by classifying classes as
high, medium, or low on each of three variables: Dllc and C19c
(coding form); and a derived variable--percent of all writing tasks
that were extended--based on Dll. Cutpoints were set arbitrarily to
divide each distribution into approximate thirds. The three ratings
were then averaged with each other to form a composite rating (high,
medium, low), which represented the amount of extended text writing.

Derree of_attentio to writing process: Created from three writing
variables (112a, b, and c) on the daily teacher's log, by cutting the
distributions of each into thirds, as described above, and then
averaging the high-medium-low ratings for each to arrive at an
overall high-medium-low rating.

2`)C
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Both the teachers log and the coding form (which includes a set of

items identical to those in the log) contain item formats that permit

activities, instructional approaches, or events to apply to the "whole class"

(all or almost all of the students in the room) or to "part of the class"

(e.g., one or several groups). Data from both columns were combined using a

weighting scheme in which "part of class" codes wvre assumed to apply to half

the class. In overall counts--for example, of minutes spent reading--a

part-of-class value of 30 minutes was-thus treated as analytically equivalent

to 15 minutes spent with whole class. Weighting assumptions were altered

with different types of measures (percentages, scale values, etc.).

2 i
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Appendix B

INSTRUMENTS

Teacher Log (p. 217)

Coding Form (p. 241)



(ID LABEL)

Academic Instruction Study

TEACHER'S VIZ= LOG

General Instructions

Week Beginning
Biemdwy:

MINI.104.MIMMIT.WPMI/M.1111

OD 1114j
011421

1. Before the week begins, please indicate at the top of this cover page, the
week to which the weekly log refers.

2 Please fill out this log on a daily basis AFTER your teaching day is over.

3. For each day, please indicate the focus of instruction, activities in which
students engaged, homework assigned, and instructional materials used for:

Reading
Writing (composing or refining text)
Other Aspects of Language Arts (including instruction in "language
methanics," literary forms or genre, oral communication, and ESL, if
any)
Mathematics

Instruction in reading, writing, etc., may have occurred at any time during
your school daynot necessart)y during a designated °reading° or "writing°
periodbut must have had mastiry of reading, writing, etc., skills as a
main goal.

4. Fill out the log by circling the number next to any skills, activities,
etc., that were part of instruction aimed at:

or:

The whole class (which includes whole group instruction, seamark in
which all students worked on the sane or similar tasks)

rart of the class (i.e., small group or individually tailored
instruction, in which particular groups or individuals worked on
subetantially different tasks)

5. Use the comment space at the bottom of each page to indicate anything
unique or unusual about the day's lessons that would help us understand
your log entries.

6. At the end of the week, fill out the weekly aummary page and mall the log
to SRI in the postage-paid envelope.
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READING -- MONDAY

111. Was there any reading instruction today? YES NO

Integrated with writing or other language arts? YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL,

As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE

Specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Wkolp Cleat Pett_of
R2. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruction focus?

_Oast

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isoIatim from words) 01 01

Implicit phonics -- As part of reading 02 02

Out of context 03 03

Whole word recognition -- As part of reading 04 04

Out of context 05 05

Word analysis As part of reading 06 06

Out of context 07 07

Fluency practice (e.g., oral reading for fluency) 08 08

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 09 09

R3. On what did comprehension instruction focus?
Recalling information; locating information in text 1 1

Literal understanding of text; summarising text 2 2

Deeper understanding of text ("reading between the lines") 3 3

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read 4 4

R4. What did the students mainly do as part of reading instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 01 01

Oral reading (e.g., in small group) 02 02

Partner reading 03 03

Reading individually to teacher or aide (not in group) 04 04

Oral exercises or drill (e.g., to practice language
mechanics) 05 05

Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook) 06 06

Croup/class discussion (e.g., to explore meaning of text) 07 07

Silent reading 08 08

Listening to tapes or stories being read aloud 09 09

Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability 10 10

Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 11 1/

RS. Was any reading homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class
Completion of work begun in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous essignment(s) still pending 3 3

R6. What kinds of materials were used tn reading instruction today?
Published basal reader 1 1

Trade books 2 2

Language mechanics workbook 3 3

Text created by children 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

R7. C=ments?
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WRITING (COMPOSING OR REPINING TEXT) -- MONDAY

Wl. Was there any writing instruction today?
Integrated with reading inetruction?
AA part of instruction in other subjects?
Instruction specifically for LEP students?

YES NO
YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL,
YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE
YES NO

Whole.Class Part of Class
W2. On whet aspects of writing did instruction focus?

Prewrfting 1 1
Drafting text 2 2
Revising text (altering the substantive meaning) 3 3
Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

W3. What type(s) of writing did students do?
Essay (persuasive or analytic writing) 1 1
Other informative writing (report, summary, note taking) 2 2
Imaginative writing (poem, story, play) 3 3
Personal writing (journal, letter) 4 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

W4. What did the students mainly oo as part of writing instruction?
Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1
Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group) 2 2
Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil) 3 3
Give feedback to other children about their writing 4 4
Have conference with teadher or aide about writing 5 5
Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text 6 6
Create visuals or other materials to accompany text 7 7

Other writing activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8

W5. What was done with students' writing today?
Kept by students to complete at a later time 1 1
Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2 2
Given to the teacher for review without grading or

correcting 3 3
Given to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4
Read or displayed to other students in class 5
Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6
Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

W6. Was any writing homework assigned?

No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0
Completion of writing done in clams today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

W7. Representative topics/assignments used in writing instruction today:

A.

B.

C .

W8. Comments?
1211411
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OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS (LANGUAGE )IECHANICS, LITERARY FORMS OR GENIE,

ORAL COMMUNICATION, AND ESL) -- MONDAY

Li. Was.there any other language arts instruction today?
Specifically for LEP students (e.g., ESL)?

1.2. On what aspects
Handwriting
Spelling
Punctuation;
Vocabulary

of languege mechanics did instruction focus?

capitalization
As part of writing or reading
Out of context
As part of writing or reading
Out of context
As part of writing or reading

-- Out of context
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

Sentence structure

Parts of speech

.0

.0.10

1.

YES NO IF "NO° TO BOTH,
YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE

Mhalc_Glin
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
00
09
10

L3. Did instruction focus on literary forms, genre, analysis, etc.?
Yes, in conjunction with what students were reading

or writing
Yes, out of context

L4. On what did instruction in oral
Oral self-expression skills
Particular forms of Oblic expression (e.g., drama, debate)
Pronunciation (second language learners)
Vocabulary development (second language learners)
Sentence pattern learning (second language learners)
Fluency of expression (second language learners)
Other oral communication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1
2

communication and expression (including

2

3

4
5

6

7

1.5. What did Oa students mainly do as part of other language arts
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher
Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice oral skills)
Dramatization or role play
Student oral presentation/expression to class or group
Listening to tapes, story-telling by teacher, etc.
Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook)
Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation
Taking tests (oral or written) of oral or written skills
Other oral or written language arts activities

(PLEASE SPECIFY).

1.6. Vas any homework (in language mechanics, other language arcs)
No homework assigned or pending fLom previous class
Completion of work begun in class today
New assignment to be done outside of class
Previous assignment(s) still pending

Eut_d_filmm
01

02

03
04
05
Oi
07
08
09
10

1

2

ESL) focus?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

instruction?
I.

2

3

4
5

6

7

9

assigned?
0
1

2
3

1

2

3

4
5

6

8

9

0

1

2

3

L7. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction today?

Language arts textbook 1 1

Language mochanics wyrkbook 2 2

Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3 3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4

L8. Comments?
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MATHEMATICS - MONDAY

Ml. Was there any designated "mathematics" instruction today? TES NO IF "NO" TO BOTH,
Any math as part of instruction in other subject areas? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE

M2. On which topic(s) did today's math instruction focus/ Whole Claw, Part of Class
Arithmetic (or algebra) 1 1

Geometry 2 2

Measurement 3 3

Statistics/probability 4 4
Gravhs 5 5
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6

M3. What did instruction on the topic(s) primarily emphasise?
Building skills in using procedures or symbols 1 1
Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2

Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3

Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4

M4. If main topic was arithmetic (or algebra), what operations and quantities were
involved? (PLEASE ENTER UP TO THREE NUMBERS FROM THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER
"WHOLE CLASS" OR "PART OF CLASS," AS APPROPRIATE)

Operation

QUADALUSAASLILARCIALIU1-113203

Number or
Whole Algebra Fractions Mixed Wei- Ratio.

Ssassassa Liks Unlike Jac. mall_ Emma
Numbers/numeration Al A2 A3 Ai AS A6
Add Al 112 13 114 AS 16
Subtract CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Multiply DI 02 03 04 os DA
Divide El E2 E3 E4 ES E6
Combination (4..,x./) Fl F2 F3 F4 rs F6
Estimate CI G2 6) G4 GS C6
Identify equivalents HI 82 83 84 HS 86
Other 11 12 13 14 15 16

At
17

C7

07

Et
Ft

67
117

17 1

M5. What did the students primarily do as part of mathematics instruction?

II
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1
Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice mental math) 2 2

Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics 3 3

individual practice (e.g., seatwork) 4 4

Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problems 5 5
Computer-based activities 6 6

Taking tests or other assessments of mathematics achievement 7 7

Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY)

M6. Was any mathematics homework assigned?
No homewort. assigned or pending from previous class a
Completion of today's classwork 1 1
New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

M7. What instructional materials were used in mathematics instruction today?
Published textbook 1
Published workbook 2 2

Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3

Calculators 4 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

MB. Comments?
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READING -TUESDAY

RI. Was there any reading instruction today?
Integrated with writing or other language arts?
As part of instruction in other subjects?

Specifically for LEP students?

YES NO
YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL,

YES NO SKIP TO NEXT FACE

YES h0

Whole Clasg Part of Class

R2. On what aspects of language
Explicit phonics (sounds
Implicit phonics

Whole word reco4nition

Word analysis

Fluency practice (e.g.,

mechanics did instruction focus?
taught in isolation from words)

-- As part of reading
Out of context
As part of reading
Out of context

-- As part ef reading
Out of context

oral reading for fluency)

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

R3. Om what did comprehension instruction focus?
Recalling information; locating information in text
Literal understanding of text; summarizing text
Deeper understanding of text ("reading between ehe lines")

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read

R4. Whet did the students mainly do as part of reading instruction?

Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher

Oral reading (e.g., in small group)
Partner reading
Reading individually to teacher or aide (not in group)

Oral exercises or drill (e.g., to practice language

mechanics)
Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook)
Group/class discussion (e.g., to explore meaning of text)

Silent reading
Listening to tapes or stories being reed aloud
Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability

Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY)

R5. Wes any reading homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class

Completion of work begun in class today
New assignment to be dove outside of class
Previous assignment(s) still pending

R6. What kinds of materials were used in reading instruction today?

Published basal reader
Trade booka
Language mechanics workbook
Tuxt created by children
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

R7. Comments?
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01 01

02 02

03 03

04 04

05 05

06 06

07 07

08 08

09 09

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

01 01

02 02
03 03

C4 04

05 05

06 06
07 07

08 08
09 09

10 10

11 11

0

1 1

2 2

3 3

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5
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WRITING (COMPOSING OR REFINING TEXT) -- TUESDAY

Wl. Was there any writing instruction today? YES NO
Integrated with reading instruction? YES NO
As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO
Instruction specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Whole Class

IF "NO" TO ALL,
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE

Part of Claws
W2. On what aspects of writing did instruction focus?

Prewriting 1 1

Drafting text 2 2

Revising text (altering the substantive meaning) 3 3

Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

W3. What type(a) of writing did students do?
Essay (persuasive or analytic writing) 1 1

Other informative writing (report, summary, note taking) 2 2

Imaginative writing (poem, story, play) 3 3

Personal writing (journal, letter) 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

W4. What did the students mainly do as part of writing instruction?
Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1

Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group) 2 2

Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil) 3 3

Give feedback to other children about their writing 4 4

Have conference with teacher or aide about writing 5 5

Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text 6 6

Create visuals or other materials to accompany text 7 7

Other writing activities (PLEASE SPEC/FY) 8 8

W5. What was done with students' writing today?
Kept by students to complete at a later time 1 I

Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2 2

Given to the teacher for review without grading or
correcting 3 3

Given to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4

Read or displayed to other students in class 5 5

Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6

Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

W6. Was any writing homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Completion of writing done in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

W7. Representative topics/assignments used in writing instruction today:

A.

B.

C.

W8. Comments?
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OTHER LARVOACE ARTS (LANGUAGE MECHANICS, LITERARY FORMS OR GENRE,
ORAL COMMUNICATION, AND ESL) -- TUESDAY

LI. Was there any other language arts instruction today? YES NO IF "NO* TO BOTH,
Specifically for LEP students (e.g., ESL)? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE

L2. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruction focus? Whole Class rertpf Class
Handwriting 01 01
Spelling 02 02
Punctuation; capitalization 03 03
Vocabulary -- As part of writing or reading 04 04

-- Out of context 05 05
Sentence structure -- As part of writing or reading 06 06

-- Out of context 07 07
Parts of speech -- As part of writing or reading 08 08

-- Out of context 09 09
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 10 10

L3. Did instruction focus on literary forms, genre, analysis, etc.?
Yes, in conjunction with what students were reading

or writing
Yes, out of context

1

2

1

2

L4. On what did instruction in oral communication and expression (including ESL) focus?
Oral self-expression skills 1 1

Particular forma of public expression (e.g., drama, debate) 2 2
Pronunciation (second language learners) 3 3

Vocabulary development (second language learners) 4 4
Sentence pattern learning (second language learners) 5 5

Fluency of expression (second language learners) 6 6
Other oral communication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

L5. What did the students mainly do as part of other language arts instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1

Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice oral skills) 2 2

Dramatization or role play 3 3
Student oral presentation/expression to class or group 4 4
Listening to tapes, story-telling by teacher, etc. 5 5

Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook) 6 6

Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation 7 7

Taking tests (oral or written) of oral or written skills 8 8
Other oral or written language arts activities 9 9

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

16. Was any homework (in language mechmaics, other language arta) assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0
Completion of work begun in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside cf class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

1.7. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction today?
Language arts textbook 1 1
Language mechanics workbook 2 2
Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3 3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4

U. Comments?



MATHEMATICS -- TUESDAY

MI. Was there any designatwd "mathematics" instruction today? YES NO IF "NO" TO BOTH,
Any math as part of instruction in other subject areas? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE

142. On which topic(s) did today's meth instruction focus'? Whole ClasR Part of Class
Arithmetic (or algebra) 1 1

Geometry 2 2

Measurement 3 3

Statistics/probability 4 4

Graphs 5 5

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6

143. What did instruction on the topic(s) primarily emphasize?
Building skills in using procedures or symbols 1 1

Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2

Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3

Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4 4

144. If main topic was arithmetic (or algebra), what operatioms and quantities were
involved? (PLEASE ENTER UP TO THREE NUMBERS FROM THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER
"WHOLE CLASS" OR "PART OF CLASS," AS APPROPRIATE)

ihmULLigiuLtRat-Q2AgALEL22211

Number or
Ir.ale Algebra Fractions Nixed Doti- Ratio.

--CHHIENTAR11.. ihm.. Imam= Illa Hallks Aoe . male_ hasum

A7

[IIC7

I

57

07

ET
17

G?

117

17

Numbers/numeration sel Al A3 AS A6
Add 51 52 13 SS 56
Subtract CI C2 C3 CS C6
Multiply DI 02 D3 DS 06
Divide El E2 E3 ES E6
Combination (+,-,x,/) Fl F2 F3 14 rs 16
&Minato GI C2 G3 GS 06
Identify equivalents HI 142 143 144 HS 116

Other 11 12 13 IS 16

H

M5. What did the students primarily do as part of mathematics instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1

Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice mental math) 2 2

Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics 3 3

Individual practice (e.g., seatwork) 4 4

Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problems 5 5

Computer-based activities 6 6

Taking tests or other assessments of mathematics achievement 7 7

Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

146. Was any mathematics homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending fro= previous class 0 0

Completion of today's classwork 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

M7. What instructional materials were used in mathematics instruction today?
Published textbook 1 1

Published workbook 2 2

Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3

Calculators 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

148. Comments? 16/143)
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READING -- WEDNESDAY

RI. Was there any reading instruction today?
Integrated with writing or other language arts?
As part of instruction in other subjects?
Specifically for LEP students?

YES NO
YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL,
YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE
YES NO

ftle Ci
R2. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruntion focus?

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isolation from words) 01
Implicit phonics -- As part of reading 02

Fart of Class

01

02

Out of context 03 03

Whole word recognition -- As part of reading 04
Out of context 05 05

Word analysis -- As part of reading 06 06

Out of context 07 07

Fluency practice (e.g., oral reading for fluency) 08 08

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 09 09

R3. On what did comprehension instruction focus?
Recalling information; locating information in text 1 1

Literal understandtng of text; summarizing text 2 2

Deeper understanding of text ("reading between the lines") 3 3

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read 4 4

R4. What did the students mainly do as part of reading instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 01 01.

Oral reading (e.g., in small group) 02 02

Partner reading 03 03

Reading individually to teacher or aide (not in group) 04 04

Oral exercises or drill (e.g., to practice language
mechanics) 05 05

Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook) 06 06

Group/class discussion (e.g., to explore meaning of text) 07 07

Silent reading 08 08

Listening to tapes or stories being read aloud 09 09

Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability 10 10

Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 11 11

R5. Was any reading homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0

Completion of work begun in class today 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

R6. What kinds of materials were used in reading instruction today?
Published basal reader 1 1

Trade books 2 2

Language mechanics workbook 3 3

Text created by children 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

R7. Comments?
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vuTrma (COMPOSING OR REFINING TEXT) -- WEDNESDAY

;41. Was there any writing instruction today/ YES NO

Integrated with reading instruction? YES NO

As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO

Instruction specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Whole Class

IF "NO" TO ALL,
SKIP TO NEXT PACE

EsIX of Class

W2. On what aspects of writing did instruction focus?

Prewriting 1 1

Drafting text 2 2

Revising text (altering the substsntive meaning) 3 3

Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

W3. What type(s) of writing did students do?
Essay (persuasive or analytic writing) 1 1

Other informative writing (report, summary, note taking) 2 2

Imaginative writing (poem, story, play) 3 3

Personal writing (journal, letter) 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5

W4. What did the students mainly do as part of writing instruction?

Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher 1

Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group) 2 2

Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil) 3 3

Give feedback to other children about their writing 4 4

Have conference with teacher or aide about writing 5 5

Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text 6 6

Create visuals or other materials to accompany text 7 7

Other writing activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8

WS. What was done with students' writing today?
Kept by students to complete at a later time 1

Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2 2

Given to the teacher for review without grading or
correcting 3 3

Given to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4

Read or displayed to other students in class 5 5

Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6

Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

W6. Was any writing homework assignee
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Completion of writing done in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done ovtside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) ar pending 3 3

W7. Representative topics/assignments used in writing instruction today:

A.

B.

WO. Coements? pion
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OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS (LANGUAGE MECHANICS, LITERARY FORMS OR GENRE,
ORAL COMMUNICATION, AND ESL) -- WEDNESDAY

U. Was there any other language arts instruction today? YES NO IF "NO" TO BOTH,
Specifically for LEP students (e.g., ESL)? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PAGE

1.2. On what aspects of language mechanics o1d instruction focus? Whole Class rart of Class
Handwriting 01 01
Spelling 02 02
Punctuation; capitalization 03 03
Vocabulary -- As part of writ! ng or reading 04 04

-- Out of context 05 05
Sentence structure -- As part of writing or reading 06 06

-- Out of context 07 07
Parts of speech -- As part of writing or reading 08 08

-- Out of context 09 09
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 10 10

L3. Did instruction focus on literary forms, genre, analysis, etc.?
Yes, in conjunction with what students were reading

or writing 1 1
Yes, out of context 2 2

1.4. On what did instruction in oral communication and expression (including ESL) focus?
Oral self-expression skills
Particular forms of public expression (e.g., drama, debate)
Pronunciation (second language learners)
Vocabulary development (second language learners)
Senterce pattern learning (second language learners)
Fluen4 of expression (second language learners)
Other oral communication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1

2

3

4
5

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1.5. What did the students mainly do as part of other language arts instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1

Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice oral skills) 2 2
Dramatization or role play 3 3

Student oral presentation/expression to class or group 4 4
Listening to tspes, story-telling by teacher, etc. 5 5
Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook) 6 6
Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation 7 7
Taking tents (oral or written) of oral nr written skills 8 8
Other oral or written language arts activitins 9 9

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

L6. Was any homework (in language mechanics, other language av.:ts) assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0
Completion of work begun in class today 1 1

New assignnent to be done outside of cl,ss 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

1.7. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction Loday?
Language arts textbook 1 1

Language mechanics workbook 2 2
Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3 3
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4

La. Comments?
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MATHEMATICS -- WEDNESDAY

Ml. Was there any designated "mathematics" instruction today? YES NO IF
Any math as part of instruction in other subject areas? YES NO SKIP

M2. On which topic(s) did today's math instruction focus? Whole Class

"NO" TO BOTH,
TO NEXT PAGE

rsrs of Class
Arithmetic (or algebra) 1 1

Geometry 2 2

Wasurement 3 3

'Jtatistics/probability 4 4

Graphs 5 5

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6

M3. What did iustruction on the topic(s) primarily emphasize?
Building skills in using procedures or symbols 1 1

Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2

Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3

Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4 4

M4. If main topic vas arithmetic (or algebra), what operations and quantities were
involved? (PLEASE ENTER UP TO THREE NUMBERS FMK THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER
"WHOLE CLASS" OR "PART OF CLASS," AS APPROPRIATE)

ggeggltles to be aserated Door

Operation
Whole

Jbm-

MVmber or
Algebra

Smasmui
Fractions

Liks Vaal
Mead
Jism.

DecI-

az/z-

Ratio,

tusent

Numbers/numeration Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7

Add 51 82 53 RA 55 56 57

Subtract CI C2 £3 64 CS £6 C7

Multiply DI 02 03 04 DS 06 07

Divide El E2 E3 E4 ES EA E7

Coebtnation Fl r2 F3 F4 rs FA 17

Extleete G1 G2 63 04 0 GA 67

Identify equivalents
Other

HI
11

M2
12

53
13

HA
14

55

IS

MA
IA

H7
17 rr

MS. What did the students primarily do as part of mathematics instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1

Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice mental math) 2 2

Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics 3 3

Individual practice (e.g., seatwork) 4 4

Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problems 5

Computer-based activities 6 6

Taking tests or other assessments of mathematics achievement 7 7

Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

M6. Was any mathematics homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Completion of today's clasework 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

M7. What instructional materials vets used in mathematics instruction today?
Published textbook 1 1

Published workbook 2 2

Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3

Calculators 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

M8. Comments?
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READING -- THURSDAY

RI. Was there any reading instruction today? YES NO
Integrated with writing or other language arts? YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL,
As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PAGE
Specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Whole Clau raxx of Class
R2. On whet aspects of language mechanics did instruction focus?

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isolation from words) 01 01
Implicit phonics -- As part of reading 02 02

Out of context 03 03
Whole word recognition As part of reading 04 04

Out of context 05 05
Word analysis -- As part of reading 06 06

Out of context 07 07
Fluency practice (e.g., oral reading for fluency) 08 08
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 09 09

R3. On what did comprehension instruction focus?
Recalling information; locating information in text I. 1

Literal understanding of text; summarizing text 2 2

Deeper understanding of text ("reading between the lines") 3 3

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read 4 4

R4. What did the students mainly do as part of reading instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 01 01
Oral reading (e.g., in small group) 02 02
Partner reading 03 03
Reading individually to teacher or aide (not in group) 04 04
Oral exercises or drill (e., Lo practice language
mechanics) 05 05

Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook) 06 06
Group/class discussion (e.g., to explore meaning of text) 07 07
Silent reading 08 08
Listening to tapes or stories being read aloud 09 09
Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability 10 10

Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 11 11

R5. Was any reading homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0
Completion of work begun in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

R6. What kinds of materials were used in reading instruction today?
Published basal reader 1 1

Trade books 2 2
Language mechanics workbook 3 3
Text created by children 4 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

R7. Comments?
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WRITING' t"...01.1POSING OR REFINING TEXT) -- THURSDAY

WI. Was there any writing instruction today? YES NO
Integrated with reading instruction? YES NO
As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO
Instruction specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Whole Class

IF "NO" TO ALL,
SKIP TO NEXT PAGE

Fart of Class
W2. On what aspects of writing did instruction focus?

Prewriting 1 1

Drafting text 2 2

Revising text (altering the substantive meaning) 3 3

Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

W3. What type(s) of writing did students do?
Essay (persuasive or analytic writing) 1 1

Other informative writing (report, summary, note taking) 2 2

Imaginative writing (poem, story, play) 3 3

Personal writing (journal, letter) 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

W4. What did the students mainly do as part of writing instruction?
Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher 1

Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group) 2 2

Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil) 3 3

Give feedback to other children about their writing 4 4

Have conference with teacher or aide about writing 5 5

Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text 6 6

Create visuals or other materials to accompany text 7 7

Other writing activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

W5, What was done with students' writing today?
Kept by students to complete at a later time 1

Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2 2

Given to the teacher for review without grading or
correcting 3 3

Given to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4

Read or displayed to other students in class 5 5

Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6

Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

W6. Was any writing homework assigned?
Nc homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Completion of writing done in class today
New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

W7. Representative topi:s/assignments used in writing instruction today:

A.

B.

Comments?
114/1-71)
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OTHER LKNGUAGE ARTS (LANGUAGE MECHANICS, LITERARY FORMS OR GENRE,
ORAL COMMUNICATION, AND ESL) -- THURSDAY

Ll. Vas there any other language arta instruction today? YES NO IF
Specifically for LEP students (e.g., ESL)7 YES NO SKIP

L2. On what aspects of language mechanica did instruction focus? Whele plass

*NO" TO BOTH,
TO NEXT PAGE

Egrt of Class
Handwriting 01 01
Spelling 02 02
Punctuation; capitalization 03 03
Vocabulary -- As part of writing or reading 04 04

-- Out of context 05 05
Sentence structure -- As part of writing or reading 06 06

-- Out of context 07 07
Parts of speech -- Aa part of writing cr.. reading 08 08

-- Out of context 09 09
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 10 10

L3. Did instruction focus on literary forms, genre, analysis, etc.?
Yes, in conjunction with what students were reading

or writing 1 1
Yes, out of context 2 2

L4. On what did instruction in oral communication and expression (including ESL) focus?
Oral self-expression skills 1 1

Particular forms of public expression (e.g., drama, debate) 2 2
Pronunciation (second language learners) 3 3

Vocabulary development (second language learners; 4 4
Sentence pattern learning (stc4nd language lestners) 5 5

Fluency of expression (second language learners) 6 6
Other oral communication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

L5. What did ' a students mainly do as part of other language arts instruction?
Listening to explanation or prescittation by teacher 1 1

Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice oral skills) 2 2
Dramatization or role play 3 3
Student oral presentation/expression to class or group 4 4
Listening to tapes, story-telling by teacher. etc. 5 5
Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook) 6 6
Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation 7 7

Taking texts (oral or written) of oral or written skills 8 8
Other oral or written language arts activities 9 9

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

1.6. Was any homework (in language mechanics, other langusge arts) assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0
Completion of work begun in class today 1 1
New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pendtng 3 3

L7. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction today?
Language arts textbook 1 1
Language mechanics workbook 2 2
Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3 3
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4

18. Comments?
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MATHEMATICS -- THURSDAY

Mi. Was there any designated "mathematics" instruction today? YES NO IF
Any math as part or instruction in other subject areas? YES NO SKIP

M2. On which topic(s) did today's math instruction focus? Whole class

"NO" TO BOTH,
TO NEXT PAGE

Part of Class
Arithmetic (or algebra)

1 1
Geometry

2 2
Measurement 3 3
Statistics/probability 4 4
Graphs

5 5
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6

M3. What did instruction on the topic(s) primarily emphasise?
Building skills in using procedures or symbols 1 1
Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2
Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3
Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4 4

M4. If main topic was arithmetic (or algebra). what operations and quantities were
involved? (PLEASE ERTER UP TO THREE NUMBERS FROM THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER
"WHOLE CLASS" OR "PART OF CLASS,* AS APPROPRIATE)

Operation

Ouaritlttei

PUmber or
Mole Algebra Fractions Rimed Doci- Motto.
-NM+ ASUILIALSI Walla AAA- DAIL bull=

Muibersiommeratien A1 A2 A3
Add 61 52 03
SObtrect CI C2 C3
Multiply DI 02 D3
Divide El £2 £3
Cemhinatioe (.....x,t) yi 12 13
Estimate CI C2 C3
Identify equivalents HI H2 H3
Other 11 12 13

AS A6 A7
65 66 67
ES CS C7
D5
£5 te E7
15 re 17
G5 G6 CI
H5 H6 Hi
15 16 17

MS. What did the students primarily do as part of mathematics instruction?
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 1
Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice mental math) 2 2
Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics 3 3
Individual practice (e.g., seatwork) 4 4
Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problems 5 5
Computer-based activities 6
Taking tests or other assessments of mathematics achievement 7 7
Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

146. Was any mathematics homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0
Completion of today's clAsswork

1 1
New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

M7. What instructional materials were used in mathematics instruction today?
Published textbook
Published workbook

2 2
Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3
Calculators 4 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

5 5

Comments?
010.73J
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READING -- FRIDAY

Rl. WillS there any reading instruction tc.day? YES NO

Integrated with writing or other language arts? YES NO IF

As part of instruction in other subjects? YEtt NO SKIP

Specifically for LEP students? YES NO

wholg_sigak

"NO" TO ALL,
TO NEXT PACE

Part of Class

R2. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruction focus?

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isolation from words) 01 01

Implicit phonics -- As part of reading 02 02

Out of context 03 03

Whole word recognition -- As part of reading 04 04

Out of context 05 05

Word analysis -- As part of reading 06 06

Out of context 07 07

Fluency practice (e.g.. oral reading for fluenc-) 08 08

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 09 09

R3. On what did comprehension instruction focus?
Recalling information; locating information in text 1

Literal understanding of text; summarizing text 2 2

Deeper understanding of text ("reading between the lines") 3 3

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read 4 4

R4. What did the students mainly do 4S part of reading instruction?

Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 01 01

Oral reading (e.g., in small group) 02 02

Partner reading 03 03

Reading individually to teacher or aide (not in gtoup) 04 04

Oral exercises or drill (e.g., to practice language
mechanics) 05 05

Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook) 06 06

Group/class discussion (e.g., to explore meaning of text) 07 07

Silent reading OS 08

Listening to tapes or stories being read aloud 09 09

Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability 10 10

Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 11 11

R5. Was any reading homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Completion of work begun in chum today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

R6. What kinds of materials were used in reading instruction today?

Published basal reader 1 1

Trade books 2 2

Langunge mechanics workbook 3 3

Text created by children 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5

R7. Comments?

234
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varrnic (cams= ca REFINING TErr) -- FRIDAY

VI. Vas there any writing instructive today? YES NO
Integrated with reading instruction? YES NO IF "NO" TO ALL.

As part of instruction in other subjects? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PACE
Instruction specifically for LEP students? YES NO

Whole Class Part of Class
W2. On what aspects of writing did instruction focus?

Prewriting 1 1

Drafting text 2 2

Revising text (altering the substantive meaning) 3 3

Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

W3. What type(a) of writing did students do?
Essay (persuasive or analytic writing) 1 1

Other informative writing (report, summary, note taking) 2 2

Imaginative writing (poem, story, play) 3 3

Personal writing (journal, letter) 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

W4. What ad the students mainly do as l*rt of writing instructian?
Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher 1 I

Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group) 2 2

Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil) 3 3

Give feedback to other children about their writing 4 4

Nave conference with teacher or aide about writing 5 5

Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text 6 6

Create visuals or other materials to accompany text 7 7

Other writing activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

W5. Vhat was done with students' writing today?
Kept by students to coeplete at a later time 1 I

Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2 2

Given t.. the teacher for review without grading or
correcting 3 3

Given to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4

Read or displayed to other students in class 5 5

Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6

Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

VS. Vas any writing home...pork assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class
Completion of writing done in class today
New assignment to be done outside of class
Previous assignment(s) still pending

1 1

2 2

3 3

W7. Repmesentative topics/assignnents used in writing instruction today:

A.

B.

C.

W8. Comments?
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OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS (LANGUAGE MECHANICS, LITERARY FORMS OR GENRE,
ORAL CO)MUNICATION, AND ESL) -- FRIDAY

Ll. Was there any other language arts instruction todayl YES NO IF *NO" TO BOTH,
Specifically for LEP students (e.g., ESL)? YES NO SKIP TO NEXT PAGE

1-2. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruction focus? Whole Class fart of Class
Handwriting 01 01

Spelling 02 02

Punctuation; capitalization 03 03

Vocabulary As part of writing or reading 04 04

Out of context 05 05

Sentence structure As part of writing or reading 06 06

Out of context 07 07

Parts of speech As part of writing or reading 08 08

-- Out of context 09 09

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 10 10

L3. Did instruction focus on literary forms, genre, analysis, etc.?
Yes, in conjunction with what students were reading

or writing 1 1

Yes, out of context 2 2

1-4. On what did instruction in oral communication and expression (including ESI.) focus?
Oral self-expression skills 1 1

Particular forms of public expression (e.g., drama, debate) 2 2

Pronunciation (second language learners) 3 3

Vocabulary development (second language learners) 4 4

Sentence pattern learning (second language learners) 5 5

Fluency of expression (second language learners) 6 6

Other oral communication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7

1-5. What did the students mainly do as part of other language arts instruction/
Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher
Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice oral skills)
Dre.matization or role play
Student oral presentation/expression to class or group
Listening to tapes, story-telling by teacher, etc.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook) 6 6

Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation 7 7

Taking tests (oral or written) of oral or written skills B 8

Other oral or written language arts activities 9 9

(PLEASE SPECIFY)

1.6. Was any homework (in language mechanics, other language arts) assigned?
No homework assigned or pending from previous class 0 0

Conpletion of work begun in class today 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

L7. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction today?
Language arts textbook 1 1

Language mechanics workbook 2 2

Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3 3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4

LS. Comments? nen.eq
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MATHEMATICS -- FRIDAY

Ml. Was there any designated "mathematics" instruction today? YES NO IF
Any math as part of instruction in other subject areas? YES NO SKIP

H2. On Which topic(s) did today's math instruction focus? Whole Class

"NO" TO BOTH,
TO NEXT PAGE

Pert of Class
Arithmetic (or algebra) 1 1

Geometry 2 2

Measurement 3 3

Statistics/probability 4 4

Graphs 5 5

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6

M3. What did instruction on the topic(s) primarily amphasize?
Building skills in using procedures or symbols 1 1

Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2

Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3

Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4 4

M4. If main topic was arithmetic (or algebra), what operations and quantities Were
involved? (PLEASE ENTER UP TO THREE NUMBERS FROM THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER
"WHOLE CLASS" OR "PART OF CLASS," AS APPROPRIATE)

Operation

thisnLiskaa-MALAstaufatiama

Member or
Whole Alsebra Fractions Mixed Doci-

*Atte' LEMoe. 5entene44 Las Unlike _Psi. gals_ fats=

Plumbers/numeration Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 57
Ade 51 52 83 54 55 116 57
Subtract Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
Multiply 01 07 D3 D4 05 DA 07

a Divide El E2 E3 E4 E5 EA E7

Ceebination (40.-.x./) Fl F2 13 14 15 16 17
a Estimate CI C2, C3 C4 GS CA 67

Identify equivalents WI M2 113 114 P5 56 117

Mber Il 12 13 14 15 16 17

M5. What did the students primarily do as pert of mathematics instruction?

II

Listening to explanation or presentation by teachnr
Oral exercises or drill (e.g. to practice mental math)
Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics
Individual practice (e.g., seatwork)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problems 5 5

Computer-based activities 6 6

Taking tests or other assessments of mathematics achievement 7 7

Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8 8

M6. Was any mathematics homework assigned?
No homework assigned or pAnding from previous class 0 0

Completion of today's classwork 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3

M7. What instructional materials were used in mathematics instruction today?
Published textbook 1

Published workbook 2 2

Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3

Calculators 4 4

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5

M8. Comments?
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END-OF-THE NUE OOMMIXTS

El. Vera students *reaped for instruction in readies, writing, other leagues*
arts, or mathematics this week/ (PLEASE CIRCLE gfig HUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

O. Lang.

Widths Wain' _tau_ ...11Ash

No grouping this week 1 1

Same groups as last week 2 2 2 2

New groups this week 3 3 3 3

E2. If students were grouped, what was the primary basis for grouping?
(PLEASE CIRCLE QfiE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Homogeneous grouping by achievement or ability level 1 1 1 1

Heterogeneous grouping to mix achievement or ability levels 2 2 2 2

Grouping by student interests or topics of study 3 3 3 3

Grouping by students' behavior characteristics 4 4 4 4

Grouping by Englidh language ability 5 5 5 5

Other basis for grouping (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6 6 6

E3. In what ways (if at all) did you individually taitor curriculum or
these subject areas this week for some or all of your class:

instruction in

Not applicable; no individual tailoring 0 0 0 0

Students worked an the same topics, skills, and
materials, but at their own pace 1 1 1 1

Individual students were assigned to work on different
skills, topics, materials 2 2 2 2

Individual students were allowed to select their own
skills, topics, or materials to work on 3 3 3 3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4 4 4 4

E4. Please indicate, for each day of this week,-whether there were any departures from
the regular schedule of academic instruction.
COLUMN)

(PLEASE CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH

Rm. lam. Wed. XintuL ELL

Regular academic inetruction 1 1 1 1 1

Early dismissal day 2 2 2 2 2

Holiday 3 3 3 3 3

Staff development day 4 4 4 4 4

Field trip 5 5 5 5 5

Snow day or other unusual school closure 6 6 6 6 6

Other departure from regular program
(PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7 7

ES. Comments: Anything that would help ma to understand your log entries for the week
(e.g., unusual events, special activities, crises, etc.)/

I20p4-911
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DID YOU REMEMBER TO PUT THE DATE ON THE FRVNT COVER OF THE LOC BOOKLET?

THANK YOU!

PLEASE SEND TODAY (FRIDAY) IN THE ENCLOSED SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:

Ms. Dorothy Stewart
SRI International, Room B-S143

333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025
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UNIT-LEVEL CODING FORM--Final Field Version (2/12/90)

Di stri ct:

S .hool :

'ruched sl:

Language Arts

Mathematics*

Ttme of Coding:

School Year:

Site Visitor:

(CIRCLE ONE)

(CIRCLE ONE)

ID #:

1 1st unit-level visit
2 2nd unit-level visit
3 3rd unit-level visit

1989-90 1990-91

(1/1-103

WU]

[I/12-13]

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: THIS FORM IS TO BE FILLED OUT FOR EACH CLASSROOM
(INTENSIVE OR dONINTENSIVE) THREE TIMES IN THE SCHOOL YEAR (APPROXIMATE
TIMING: MID TO LATE FALL, WINTER, EARLY SPRING). THE CODED ITEMS REPRESENT
KEY FEATURES OF THE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION IN THE CLASSROOM WHICH YOU
HAVE BEEN STUDYING.

IN ASSIGNING CODES TO ITEM RESPONSES, DRAW ON ALL RELEVANT DATA SOURCES--
OBSERVATIONS (FOR INTENSIVELY STUDIED CLASSROOMS), INTERVIEWS (TEACHER AND
STUDENT), EXAMINATION OF MATERIALS, AND BACKGROUND DATA SOURCES. THE CODES
YOU ASSIGN REFLECT A SYNTHESIS OF EVIDENCE, AND THUS IN MANN INSTANCES
INVOLVE INFERENCES WHICH YOU WILL MAKE FOLLOWING GUIDELINES AND DECISION
RULES THAT WILL BE DEVELOPED JOINTLY. WHERE IT IS USEFUL TO DO SO, WE HAVE
TRIED TO INDICATE ON THE CODING FORM KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN ASSIGNING CODES.

DO THE CODING THOUGHTFULLY AND CAREFULLY. BY THE TIME YOU GET TO THIS STEP
IN DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS, THE APPROPRIATE CODE FOR EACH ITEM SHOULD BE
CLEAR TO YOU--TWO TO THREE HOURS SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT FOR THE ENTIRE FORM.

THIS FORM WILL NOT BE REVISED AGAIN THIS YEAR; HOWEVER, AMBIGUITIES WILL
UNDOUBTEDLY ARISE IN PARTICULAR CASES. MAKE NOTES IN THE MARGIN WHEREVER YOU
FEEL THE NEED.

If a different teacher handles mathematics.
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A. The Clessrgogel. Data Sourceg,And Time Perigd to Which Cpggs gem

AI. Which study subsample is this/theme classroom(s) in?

1 Intensively studied classrncem
2 Nonintensively studied classoomm

A2. On what data sources are you basing this coding? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 Observations (in this classroom)?
2 Observations (in supplemental program rooms)?
3 Unit-level teacher interview(s)
4 Interview with supplemental program teacher(s)
5 Examination of materialsregular classroom
6 Examination of materialssupplemental programs
7 Interviews with students

[1/15-213

A3. Your coding should refer to this/these classroom(s) over an approximately two-week period of time that includes
the time(m) of your observation (if any).

a. When did the period of time you are referring to atart?

.111111J

[1/22-27]

b. How many days of teaching art included in the period to which your codes refer (exclude holidays, staff
development days, etc.)?

[1/28-29]

A4. On which day(s) during the two-week period did your observation(s) fall? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)
(Note: Your observations for mathematics and language arts, in regular or supplemental classrooms. may have
fallen on different days,]

Regular Classroom

Day

Day

Day

Day

01

01

01

01

02

02

02

02

03

03

03

03

04

04

04

04

OS

05

05

05

06

06

06

06

07

07

07

07

011

OB

OB

OB

09

09

09

09

10

10

10

10

Not applicable;
no observation at all

00

00

OD

00 [1/30-117]

a. Mathematics

b. Language Arts'

SUDmlemental Program Rooms

c. Mathematics

d. Language Arts'

A5. Since the beginning of the school year, how many children have (a) left the class permanently and (b) been added
to the class?

a. Left the class

b. Been added to the class

For Math For Lang. Artq

[2/11-1E]

A6. Was language arts and mathematics taught in this classroom under a departmentalize° arrangement (different
teacher)?

1 No
2 Yessame classroom group for both subjects, different teacher(s)
3 Yessame teacher, different classroom group(s) for each subject
4 Other departmentalized arrangement (SPECIFY)

Includes reading writing, other language arts, or sm. Lombination.
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A7. For this tam-week period, list the approxtmate number of children who received supplemental instruction in
language arts or mathematics DILIAISIILIILMILLIALliaariagm from the following types of programs. (ENTER YOUR
BEST ESTIMATE FOR EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN; IF "0". LEAVE BLANK)

kenguege Arts Mathematics

Not applicable; no supplemental instruction out of the room 0 0

Chapter I-supported pull-out rooms, resource rooms, etc. children children

Special education resource rooms
Other supplemental progrem setting(s) (SPECIFY)

111111MOP

[2/23 -48]

A8. If four or more children received !wigwam arts instruction from any particular supplemental program out pf the
regular classroom, note the program and settinB. and indicate the number of children who participate.

Supplemental Program and Setting Number of
JPLEASE serum Children

Room I

Room 2
[2/49-56)

A9. If fpur or more children received mathematics instruction from any particular supplemental prcgram out of the
regular classroom, note the program and setting, and indicate the number of children who participate.

Supplemental Program and Setting
[PLkASE SPEcIFYI

Room I

Room 2

A10. Which of/the following special conditions apply to this classroom? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

I Bilingual instruction
2 Instruction in one subject only
3 Change of teacher since the beginning of the year
a Change of teacher since last coding form
5 Prolonged absence (e.g.. due to illness) of teacher since the beginning of the year
6 Cross-graded classroom
7 Other special conditions (SPECIFY)

Number of
Children

[2/57-64]

[2/55-24]

All. On what erimarv basis were children assigned to this classroom? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER ONLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Children were assigned to this class... idsnoesoe Arts Matl/ematics

Homogeneously by ability or achievement level primarily
I I

Heterogeneously by ability or achievmsea level primarily 2 2
Heterogeneously by various factors --e 4.. achievement, race, behavior 3 3
Other primary basis for class assignrent (SPECIFY) 7 7

Don't know
8

[2/75-79]

[NOTE: Code both columns, even if the same basis of assignment applies. The item allows you to indicate if
there is whole class regrouping for one or the other subject area.)

Al2. If classes were assigned homogeneously on the basis uf ability or achievement primarilyfor either subject area
or bothwhat is the classroom's level of ability/achievement relative to other classrooms at this school?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACM COLUMN)

Not applicable; classes are not assigned on ability
High achievement/ability level
Middle achievement/ability level
Low achievement/ability level

Lanepage Arts Msthematic§

[2/80-81]

0

1

2

3

0
1

2

3
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O. Womaoe Arts*: Oyeryiew and Organization

61. What kinds of instructional staff were involved in teaching language arts to the students in this class during
this two-week periad7 (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

a. 11021111L-01111:220

RpadIng
Writing

(Comoosiha Text)
Other Aspects of
Onquege Arts

Regular classroom teacher 1 1 1

A second regular teacher (e.g., under depart-
mentalized or team arrangement) 2 2 2

In -class teacher aide 3 3 3

A second in-class aide 4 4 4

Parent volunteer 5 5 5

b.

Other in-class teacher (SPECIFY) 6 6 6 [2/62-1021

Supplemental Program Room #1 (AS SPECIFIED IN AO ABOVE)

Not applicable 0 0 0

Special ist 1 1 1

Aide 2 2 2

c.

Other (SPECIFY) 3 3 3 [2/103-117]

Suoolgmenlel Program Room 02 (AS SPECIFIED IN AS ABOVE)

Not applicable 0 0 0
Specialist 1 1 1

Aide 2 2 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3 :i
3 [2/118-132]

Organization of Regular Language Arts Program

62. Approximately how many minutes per day were allocated to language arts instruction during this two-week period?

minutes per day [3/11-13]

[Consider full inatructional days, not minimum days or those interrupted by assemblies, earthquakes, or other
unusual events]

113. On average, what percentage of total language rts time was allocated to reading, writing, and other aspects of
language arts during this two-week period?

Reading

Writing

Other Language Arts X
[3/14-22]

(Note: These percents may sum to more than 100% if different aspects of language arts are integrated and thus
taking place simultaneously.)

"Language arts" subsumes reading, writing (composing text), and other aspects of language arts
(e.g., language mechanics, oral communication).
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B4. The curriculum being taught during this two-week period (e.g., as defined by tescher-developed units or language
arts text series) has been in use by this teacher for how many years?

Reeding

Writing

Other Language Arts

years

years

years
[3/23-28]

[Note: If this is the first year, code 1; if last year was the first year. code 2: etc. If the curriculum
changes every year--I.e., teachers generate it as they go olong--code 1. 1.1

85. la what ways were reading, writing, and other language arts instruction integrated with each other during this
two-week period? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 The three aspects of lenguage arts instruction were not integrated in any way

1 Two or Imre of the three aspects of language arts instruction took place in the same scheduled lesson
periods during the school day

2 Students wrote about what they were reading; reading was used as source of ideas for writing
assignments

3 Students read material that they or others had written

4 Instruction in language mechanics took place during reading (e.g.. as groups read through a text with the
teacher)

5 Language mechanics was taught as part of writing instruction

6 Homework assignnents combined reading, writing, and/or other language arts instruction in some way

7 Instruction in oral communication skills was used as a device to stimulate writing (e.g., as prewriting)
or to enhance reading skills (e.g., to help with fluency practice)

8 Other form of integration (SPECIFY)

[3/29-401

86. In what ways were reading, writing, and/or other language arts instruction integrated
during the two-week eerie& (CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY)

MID

with other subject areas

Social Science, music.
Stmdies Health Art_

No integration
0 0 0 0

In the indicated subject(s), students ...

Read books or other written material
1 I 1 1

Wrote reports or other forms of text 2 2 2 2

Practiced reading or language mechanics 3 3 3 3

Other form of integration (SPECIFY) 4 4 4 4

Insufficient data a 8 8 8

[3/41-67]
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87. NOw NOS language arts instruction in the regular classrmom organized during the two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY FOR EACH COLUMN)

Other
Reeding Writipg tanouatze Arts

Not applicable; no instruction during the two weeks in this subject 0 0 0

ithelesagg_tnargritig=engmgog: Part or all of the time. the I I I

class was taught together or worked together on the same tasks
(e.g., individual seatwork)

hglilasiintszgalsnr_211:211211$: Part or all of the ttme, the class
was taught together or worked together on the same tasks, but in
groups (e.g., students in clustered seating working on the smme tasks)

Stable small WINO Instruction: Part or all of the time. students
worked in assigned groups that dld not change across the time period,
on tasks that were in some degree tailored to the group

Chanoesble or attissjimlloroun instruction: Part or all of the

time, students worked in groups that changed in composition or were
temporary, on tasks that were In some degree tailored to the group

Partially individualized Instruction: Part or all of the tine,
certain students worked on individually tailored curricula

Fully individualized instruction: Part or all of the time period.

the whole class worked on individually tailored curricula

Other fore of organization (PLEASE SPECIFY)

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 S

6 6 6

7 7
[3/68-94]

118. If students were grouped (within class) far language arts instruction, what was the primary basis for
grouping? (PLEASE CIRCLE EL NUMBER IN EACH COLUNN)

Beading Writing
Other

Longue= Arts

Not applicable; no grouping 0 0 0

Homeeneous grouping by achievement or ability level 1 I I

Heterogeneous grouping to mix achievement or ability levels 2 2 2

Grouping by student interests or topics of study 3 3 3

Grouping by students' ethnic/racial characteristics 4 4 4

Grouping by students' behavior characteristics 5 5 5

Grouping by English language ability 6 6 6

Other basis for grouping (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7 7 [3/95-100)

89. In what ways (if at all) did the teacher individually tailor curriculum or instruction in these subject areas
fov same or all of the class? (PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applicable; no individual tailoring

Students worked on the same topics, skills, or materials, but at
their own pace

Individual students were assigned to work an different skills.
topics. materials

IndividUal students were allowed to select their own skills, topics,
or materials to work on

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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0

2

3

4

Other
Language Arts

0

2

3

4

0

2

3
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proanization of Supplemental Langan Arts PrograMs

810. Was there language arts instructioo in supplemental programsin or outside the regulsr classroomduring the
two-week period for any of the students in the class?

I Yes
2 No (SKIP TO ITEM 015)

611. Indicate what aspects of language arts instructionin or outside the regular clasoroom--were covered by each
type of supplemental program. (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Reading

Writing

Other language arts instruction

Cfrisoter 1 Special tdUcation Other

(4/12-20)

1

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

812. Approximately how many students in the classromw (a) participated in each type of supplemental programr-in oroutside the regular elassroom--and (b) missed part or all of the regular language arts instruction during this
two-week period because of participation in these programs?

Chapter 1 proram

Special education

Other supplemental language arts program (SPECIFY)

(a) (b)

Particioated timed

111M111.
(4/21-35]

613. Supplemental language arts instruction offered to students in or outside this classroom this class takes whichof the following form(s) primarily? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

ChaRter 1

Special

idgtili2a ME
Not applicable; does not serve this room 0 0 0

In-Class instruction (aides)
I 1 1

1n-class instruction (language arts specialists. e.g., paid for by
Chapter 1 or other programs)

2 2 2

Poll-oot from lanauatie Art*, (children miss some, but not all,

3 3 3
of regular class language arts

Pull-out from other time_period (children miss none of regular

4 4
class language arts)

Regleeement instruction (children miss all of regular class language arts 5 5 5

Add-on instruction (offered at times outside the regular academic

6 6 6
day or term, e.g., after school, iniersession)

Other arrangement (SPECIFY)
7 7 7

(4/36-62)



814. Students in this classroom who receive supplemental language arts instruction in or outside the regular
classroom larticipate (a) how many times per week. (b) for how many minutes per session (on average)'

(a) (b)
putstde the reoglericleesroom 1111.1222LY.2.6 MinutesisesSign

a. Room SI (AS SPECIFIED IN AR) sessions minutes

b. Room 02 (AS SPECIFIED IN Ati) sessions minutes

Inside the_reoular elwroom sessions minutes

Materials and linctuacte Environment

(4/63-77)

815. What forum of reading matter were (in principle) available to students in regular and supplemental
program classrooms? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Regular

Sltal_

No reading matter available 0

Class library of trade books. children's literature 1

Reference books 2

Children's periodicals 3

Teacher-made written material' (SPECIFY) 4

Supp.

13,20...1

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Supp.

R22M.1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 (4178-113)

Student-made written material" (SPECIFY) 5

Access to school library

Other (SPECIFY)

6

7

Insufficient data 8

816. Indicate the richness (combihing amount and variety) of visually displayed written language in the regul t,. and
supplemental rooms. (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COL(JMN)

Very rich: A majority of the wall space (or other visual display space)

Regular
Class,

Suet).

Room 1
Supp.

Rom__Z

1

2

3

4

8 tos/114-118]

1

2

3

4

8

1

2

3

4

8

is covered with written words or text (signs. posters, spelling lists
students' work, clipped articles, quotations, etc.)

tloiltntlely_LIELI: One-quarter to a half of the wall or display space is
covered with wr tten words or text

Moderatelipoor: There are a few written messages on the walls, but less
than a quarter of the walls or display space have written words or text

Very poor: There is virtually no written language to be seen (besides the
ubiquitous letter forms for handwriting vactice)

)nsufficient data

Include posters or other material on classroom walls that is written by teachers ov students.
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C. 11! - - t, .0. It . I I ..14 I 132 aMoi:

FOR NON-INTENSIVE CLASSROOMS, SKIP THIS SECTION IF YOU DID NO OBSERVATIONS DURING THIS ROUND Cf DATA COLLECTION.

Cl, On which days did you observe language arts instruction in the regular classroom?

Reading

First observation:

Second observation:
(intensive classromns only)

Writing athtL_Lenci.

/ (5/11-46]

C2. How many students were in the class (include students who may miss pert of the language arts period due to
supplemental programs)?

First observation:

Second observation:

EsataiLLELItm

lardis Other Lane. Arts

likolmilm11=1" .11MMI=1.111,1.

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL TO THE ONES TEADERS FILL OUT IN THEIR DAILY TEACHER LOGS.
IF NO READING INSTRUCTION ON EITHER DAY, SKIP TO WRITING LO6 ITEMS.

[5/47-64]

C3. On what aspects of reading mechanics did instruction (including assigned hmeswork)
APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

laLatuallim
Whole
fain

focus?

Part of
Class

(CIRCLE ALL THAT

Ind gbilirvation
Whole Part of

CAM clas

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isolation from words) 1 1 1 1

Implicit phonics -- A. part of reading 2 2 2 2
Out of context 3 3 3 3

Whole word recognition' -- As part of reading 4 4 4 4
Out of context 5 5 5 5

Word analysis -- As part of reading 6 6 6 6
Out nf context 7 7 7 7

Fluency practice (e.g., ora) reading for fluency) 8 8 8 8

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 9 9 9 9 (5/65 -103]

('NOTE: Reading lessons often start with vocabulary discussion or drill. Code here if vocabulary is taught for
sight recognition or as an exercises in word analysis. Otherwise, code under Other Language Arts Item C13.)

C4, On what did comprehension instruction (including assigned homework) focus?
COLUMN)

Recallin, information; locating information in text 1

Literal understanding of text; summarizing text 2

Deeper understanding of text ("reading between the lines") 3

Learning strategies for comprehending what is read 4

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH

1 1 I

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4 (5/104-119)

(NOTE: Include in "comprehension instruction," literature lessons/discussions, if aimed at improving
comprehension of a particular piece of reading; if these lessons teach about literary form or genre nore
generally, include in "Other Language Arts" Item C14, The same lesson may be coded in more than one place.)
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Csl:s:bseryCellta::n

Whole Part of Whole Part of

CS. What did the students mainly do as part of reading instruction? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Listening to explanation or presentation by teacher 01 01 01 01
Oral reading (e.g in small group) 02 02 02 02
Partner reeding 03 03 03 03

Reading individUally to teacher or aide (not in group) 04 04 04 04
Oral exercises or drill (e.g., to practice reading mechanics 05 05 05 05
Silent exercises or drill (e.g., in workbook) 06 06 06 06

Group/class discussion (e.g.. to explore meaning of text) 07 37 07 07
Silent reading 08 08 08 08
Listening to tapes or stories being read aloud 09 09 09 09

Taking tests or other assessments of reading ability 10 10 10 10
Other reading activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 11 11 11 11 (6/11-1013

C6. Was any reading homework assigned? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

No homework
0

Completion of work begun in class today
1 1 1 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pendi;11 3 3 3 3 [6/102-1113

(Note: "New" does not necessarily mean material that is unfamiliar to the children. Treat "new assignments" asthose that are "newly given" el homework, even if they involve reinforcement of past lessons.)

C7. What kinds of materials were used in reading instruction? (CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Published basal reader
I

Trade books
2

Reading mechanics workbook
3

Text creeted by children 4
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

5

Writing Loa_ Items

IF NO INSTRUCTION IN WRITING (I.E.. COMPOSED TEXT) ON EITHER DAY, SKIP TO OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS ITEIS.

C8. On what aspects of writing (including assigned homework) did instruction focus? (CIRCLE ALL THAT xo'PLY IN EACHCOLUMN)

Prewriting
1 1

Drafting text
2 2

Revising text (altering the substantive meaning) 3 3
Editing text (altering the mechanics of the text) 4 4

C9. What type(s) of writing did students do? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

1

2

3

4

5

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5 [7/11-33]

Essay (persuasive or analytic writing)
Other informative witing (report, summary, note taking)
Imaginative writing (poem, story, play)
Personal writing (journal, letter)
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1

2

3

4

5

2

3
4

5

1

2 2

3 3
4 4

1

2 2
3 3
4 4
5 5

CIO. What did the students mainly do as part of writing instruction? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Listen to explanation or presentation by teacher
Generate ideas for writing (e.g., in small group)
Work on student's own text (with paper and pen or pencil)

Give feedback to other children about their writing
Have conference with teacher or aide about writing
Use computer to draft, revise, or edit text

Create visuals or other materials to ccompany text
Other writing activities (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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1

2

3

4

6

7

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1 1

2 2
3 3

4 4
5 5
6 6

[7/34-49]

[7/50-72]

7 7

8 [7173-107]



Ist_Observation lmt Dbservatjon

Whole
Oass

C11. What was deme with students' writing? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Part of
Class

Whole Part of

class Class

Kept by students to complete at a later time 1

Kept (in completed form) for students' own use 2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Given to the teacher for review without grading or correcting 3 3 3 3

Givea to teacher for grading or correcting 4 4 4 4

Read or displayed to other students in class 5 5 5 5

Sent or shown to others outside of class 6 6 6 6

Other use (PLEASE SPECIFY) 7 7 7 [6/11-41)

C12. Was any writing homework assigned? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

No homework
Completion of writing done in class today

0
1

0
1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2 2 2 2

"reviews ssignment(s) still pending 3 3 3 3 [5/42-57]

Mgr LaMeae Arts Loo Items

IF NO OTHER LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUCTION ON EITHER DAY, SKIP TO ADDITIONAL ITEMS ON OBSERVED INSTRUC.ION

C13. On what aspects of language mechanics did instruction (including assigned homework) focus? (CIRCLE ALL THAT

APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Handeriting
Spelling
Punctuation; capitalization

Vocabulary -- As part of writing or reading

-- Out of context

Sentence structure -- As part of witing or reading
-- Out of context

Parts of speech -- As part of writing or reading
-- Out of context

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)

01

02

03

01

02

03

04 04

05 05

06 06

07 07

as as
09 09

10 10

01

02
03

01

02
03

04 04

05 05

06 06
07 07

as os
09 09

10 10 [9/11-93]

C14. Did instruction (including assigned homework) focus on litersry forms, gerre, analysis, etc.? (CIRC'l ALI THAT

APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

No
Yes. in conjunction with what students were reading or writing
Yes, out of context

1 1

2 2

0
1 1

2 2 [10/11-22]

[NOTE: Code "yes" here if instruction was meant to teach in genersl terms about how stories are structured, the

characteristics of nonfiction. etc. This teaching may have used a particular story, essay, etc., as a starting

point. See note for Item C4.)

C15. On what did instruction in oral communication and expression (including ESL) fccus? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN

EACH COLUMN)

Oral self -expressicm rkills 1 1

Particular forms of publ4c expression (e.g., drama. debate) 2 2

Pronunciation (second language "learners) 3 3

Vocabulary development (second language learners) 4 4

Sentence pattern learning (second language learners) 5 5

Fluency of expression (second language learners) 6 6

Other oral coemunication/expression skills (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1 1

2 2

3 3

4
5

6

4
5
5

7 7 7 7 [10/23-53]

[Note: Include Ennlish dialect speakers as -second language learners" if expl#cit ESL-like instruction is

provided from tt
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C16. What did the students meInly do as pert of other language arts instruction?

COLUMN)

Listening to explanation of presentation by teacher
Oral exercises or drill (e.g.. to practice oral skills)
Dramatization or rola play

Student oral presentation/expression to class or group
Listening to tapes, story-telling by teacher, etc.
Working on written exercises (e.g., in workbook)

Copying notes, letters, etc.; taking dictation
Taking tests (oral or written) of oral or written skills
Other oral or written language arts activities (PLEASE SPECIFY)

1st Observation gniUbservation

(10/54-92)

Wnole Part of Whole

Elan _tioxi_ Clask

(CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

6 6 6

7 7

a a

9 9 9

Part of

Class

IN EACH

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

C17. Was any lwameturk (in language mechanics, other language arts) assigned?

No homework
Completion of work begun in class today 1

New assignment to be done outside of class 2

Previous assignment(s) still pending 3

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

0 0

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3 (11/11-26)

C18. What instructional materials were used in other language arts instruction?
COLUMN)

Language arts textbook 1

Language mechanics workbook 2

Visual aids (e.g., for exercises in oral expression) 3

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 4

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4 (11/27-45)

Additional Itenm on Observed Lanauaae Arts Instruction in Reaular Classroom

C19. Excluding transitions (and other non-academic time before lessons begin), how many minutes were agtpallv sovnt
(a) in reading, writing, and other language arts instruction; (b) in language arts instruction as a whole; and
(c) by students reading or writing text?

Actual time spent ...

a. For different aspects of language arts

Reading irstruction min. min.

Writing instruction min. min.

Oth.lr Language Arts instruction min. min.

b. For all aspects of language arts min. min.

c. By students

Reading text (oral and silent) min. min .41
Writing (....mposed) text min. min.

Completing written network (e.g., mechanics
exercises, fioncomposed text) min. min.

rNOTE: 1. Where different aspects of language arts are integrated with one another, the total for subparts
[11/46-1291

of (a) may exceed the total minutes in the day. A duplicated count of minutes in "writing" and
"other language arts" is thus okay if the same activity segments were spent doing both.

2. Make your best estimates - -it will be impossible to get preci e measures when instruction stops and
starts a lot. The main idea is to get one step mere precise than simply listing scheduled period
tines.]
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istMstrvaSilr :n4LObservattpn
Whole Part of Whole Part of

Mat Sint- Claes Class

Additional Readino Items

C20. What kind(s) of text were children reading (and/or having read to them*) during observed instruction?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Not applicable; no text was read 0 0 0 0
Informative text (reports. essays, descriptions, etc.) 1 I 1 I
Narrative--basal stories developed to teach reading 2 2 2 2

Narrative--stories for general audience (mey be trade book
or in basal anthology) 3 3 3 3

Poems
4 4 4 4

Drams 5 5 5 5

Reading mechanics exercises (e.g., in workbook, on ditto) 6 6 6 6

Student-generated or student-dictated text 7 7 7 7

Other forms of text (SPECIFY) 8 8 8 8 (12111-491

C21. Oid students exercise any choice in whet they read? (CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY)

Not applicable; no text Was read 0 0 0 0
No

1 1 1 1
Yes, from options prepared by teacher 2 2 2 2
Yes, complete choice of reading meterial 3 3 3 3 [12/50-651

C22. What balance was there between comprehension-oriented instructicm and mechanics-oriented instruction?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMMI IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Not applicable; no reading instruction 0 0 0 0

Reeding instruction was...

Completely devoted to comprehension
I 1 1 I

Mostly devoted to comprehension 2 2 2 2
About evenly divided between comprehension and mechanics 3 3 3 3

Mostly devoted to reading mechanics 4 4 4 4
Completely devoted to reading mechanics 5 5 5 5 (12/66-69)

C23. In what ways were children taught how to comprehend what they were reading? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No comprehension teaching 0 0 0 0

Children were...

Asked to recall plot, details
1 1

Asked to summarize what they had read 2 2 2 2
6iven dVence organizers or context for understanding what
will be read

3 3 3 3

Taught or shown how to use context clues 4 4 4 4
Taught or shown how to make predictions bout text being read 5 5 5 5
Asked to analyze the text being read 6 6 6 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7 [12/70-104]

Include material teacher reads aloud to class.
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1st Observatton
Whole Part of

;Iesq Class

C24. In what ways were students given a context for understanding the material they were
information, orienting questions, etc.)? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

116-111,2111211.tof

rata 4111a_

reading (e.g., background

No effort to give students a context for reading 0 0 0 0

Class discussion about topic of reading 1 1 1

Teacher presentation about topic of reading 2 2 2 2

Review of previous related reading 3 3 3 3

Teacher explanation with examples or analogies drawn from the
students' home and community environment 4 4 4 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 (13/11-3?)

C2:. In %tat ways did instruction connect reading or writing to students' base of experience or backgrounds?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. BRAMBR

No clear connections were made

Teacher explanation with examples or analogies dream from
students lives 1

Topic or material explftitly related to children's lives 2

Class discqssion of personal aaning of what was read 3

Other attempts to connect with children's backgrounds (SPECIFY) 4

0

b.. Idling

No connection with students' backgrounds

Students wrote about themselves or their experiences

Discussion aimed at personal or cultural implications of
writing topics

Prewriting activities highlighted students' backgrounds

Other (SPECIFY)

255 Zfit;

1

2

3

4

0 0 0

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 L13139-603

0 0

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3

4 4 4 (13/51-83)



Addttional Writino Items

laLINIMINLtte
Whole

glfill

(CIRCLE

00

01

02

03

04

05

06
07

Part of

Class

2nd Observation

C26. What particular genre(s) of text writing were students working on?

No text writing

Compowedextende0 writing'

Whole

Class
Part of

Class

ALL THAT APPLY)

00 00

01 01
02 02
03 03
04 04

05 05
06 05
07 07

00

01
02
03
04

05
06
07

Informative/Essay
Informative/Report
Informative/Summery
Informative/Note taking
Imaginative/Stan,
Imes last lye/Poen

Imaginative/Play
Personal/Journal oa 08 pa pa
Personal/Letter, etc. 09 09 09 09Other (SPECIFY)

10 10 10 10

Compsed restricted writAnq*- -e.g., question-and-answer

11 11 11 11 [14/11-1123

text. writing in tightly prescribed formats)

(SPECIFY)

C27. For what audience(s) were students writing? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. Informetive wittily' (eyteded)*

Self
1 1 1 1Each other
2 2 2 2Teecher as evaluator 3 3 3 3

Teacher as nonevaluative reviewer 4 4 4 4Other (SPECIFY)
5 5 5 5 (15/11-33]

b. Imactinstive writing textgrdedl*

Self
1 1 1 1Each other
2 2 2 2Teacher as evaluator
3 3 3 3

Teacher as nonevaluattve reviewer
4 4 4 4Other (SPECIFY)
5 b 5 5 (16/34-56)

c. Personal/other writing (extended*

Self
l 1 I 1Each other
2 2 2 2Teacher as evaluator
3 3 3 3Teacher as nonevaluative reviewer 4 4 4 4Other (SPECIFY)
5 5 5 5 (15/57-79]

d. comoosed rgq$rictee lyritinq

Self
I I 1 1Each other
2 2 2 2Teacher as evaluator 3 3 3 3

Teacher as nonevaluative reviewer 4 4 4 4Other (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5 (15/80-102)

We are particularly interested in writing instruction that concerns "gxtencleg" text--that is, where students have
the chance to express thoughts in an elaborated way, with room for shaping the written product in various ways.This is contrasted with "restricted" text, which provides relatively little room for elaboration. Nonomogsed text(dictated by the teacher or copied) should be coded under "Other Language Arts."
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1st Oburvation Znd Observation

Whole Part of Whole Part of

Pass Class Class Class

C28. What degree of choice did students exercise over the topic and form of the text writing they did?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY FOR EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

a. Informative writing

The students...
Exercised little or no choice 0 0 0

Chose the content within assigned topic 1 1 1

Chose the topic from a list of possible topics 2 2 2 2

Invented their own topic to write about 3 3 3 3

Chose the genre or fonn of writing 4 4 4 4

Chose whether or not to write

b. Imaginative writing

5 5 5 (15/11-34)

The students...
Exercised little or no choice 0 0

Chose the content within assigned topic 1 1 1 1

Chose the topic from a list of possible topics 2 2 2 2

Invented their own topic to write about 3 3 5 3

Chose the genre or form of writing 4 4 4 4

Chose whether or not to write 5 5 5 (15/35-581

C. Personal/other writing

The students...
Exercised little or no choice 0 0 0

Chose the ccmtent within assigned topic 1 1 1 1

Chose the topic from a list of possible topics 2 2 2 2

Invented their own topic to write about 3 3 3 3

Chose the genre or form of writing
Chose whether or not to write

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

5 (15/5942]

[Note: This item is about composed extended text. By definition, composed restricted text offers students no

choice over topic or form.]

C29. In writing text, what relative emphasis was placed on accuracy (correct language mechanics) versus meaningful

communication? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR A. 13, C, AND D IN EACH COLUMN)

a. Informtive writing (extended)

Not applicable; no informative writing O 0

Primary emphasis on accuracy 1 1 1

Emphasis on both accuracy and meaningful communication
Prtsary emphasis on meaningful communication

b. Imaginative writing (extended)

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3
(15/83 415]

Not applicable; no teaginative writing 0 0 0 0

Primary emphasis on accuracy 1 1 1 1

Emphasis on both accuracy and meaningful communication 2 2 2 2

Primary emphasis on meaningful conmunication

c. Personal/other writing (extended)

3 3 3 3 (161137-90]

Not applicable; no personal/other writing 0 0 0 0

Primary emphasis on accuracy 1 1 1 1

Emphasis on both accuracy and meaningful communication 2 2 2 2

Primary emphasis on meaningful communication 3 3 3 3 (16/91-94)

d. Restricted writing (SPECIFY) [15/95-97]

Nat applicable; no restricted writing 0 0 0 0

Primary emphasis on accuracy 1 1 1

Emphasis on both accuracy and meaningful comnunication 2 2 2 2

Prhnary emphasis on meaningful communication 3 3 3 3 [15/98-101]
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Additional amp on Language Arts pure!

lst Obeervetion god Observation
Whole Part of Whale Part of
ELM XIII- au/ _Glan.

!CIRCLE Olif NONNI FOR A. B. C. AND 0 IN EACH COLUMN)
C3I. How did students respond to language arts instruction?

a. Rea4ing instruction
Not applicable; no reading instruction

0 0
Consistent high engagement

1 1 1
Moderately high engagement 2 2 2 2
Intermittent engagement 3 3 3 3
Mederately low engagement 4 4 4 4
Consistent low engagement

b. Writine instruction

5 5 5 5 116/102-105]

Mat inplicable; no writing instruction 0 0 0
Coesistent high engagement

1 1 1
Wderately high engagement 2 2 2 2
Intermittent engagement 3 3 3 3
Moderately low engagement 4 4 4 4Consistent low engagement

c. Other linguae* arts tnstruction

5 5 5 5 (16/106-109]

Nat applicable; no other language arts instruction 0Consistent high engagement
1 1Moderately high engagmeent

2 2 2
Intermittent engagement 3 3 3 3
Moderately low engagement 4 4 4 4Consistent low engagement 5 5 5 5 [16/110-113]

(NOTE: Combine the level of engagement with the proportion of the class engaged. 'Consiatently high" Nearlyall of the class engaged nearly all of the time; "Moderately" = a majority ot 'he clams evaged most of the
time; "Intermittent" or mixed pattern, with most children engaged some G: the ".114.0. but also wngaged for
comparable periods of time; or helf of the class engaged throughout. Me other hslf not engaged much; etc.]

C32. What kind* of off-task behavior occurred during language arts instruction?
APPLICABLE COLUMN)

a. Begging instruction

Not applicable; no reading instruction
No off-task behavior

1
Occasional tuning out

2
Occasional disruptive behsviors 3
Frequent tuning out

4
Frequent disruptive behavior 5
Doing academic activities unrelated to reading 6

Other (SPECIFY)
7

(CIRCU ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH

0 0
1 1

2 2 2
3 3 3
4 4
5 5
6 s

7 7 7 (17111-451
b. Writing instruction

o

1

?

3

4

s

o
1

2
3

4
5

o
1

2

3
4
s

o
1

2
3

4
s

Net applicable; no writing instruction
No off-task behavior
Occasicmal tuning out
Occasional disruptive behaviors
Frequent tuning out

Frequent disruptive behavior
Doing academic activities unrelated to writin; 6 s 6 6

Other (SPECIFY)
7 7 7 (17/46-80)

c. gther language arts instruction
Not applicable; no other language arts instruction la o 0 oNo off-task behavior

I I 1 IOccasional tuning out 2 2 2 2
Occasional disruptive behaviors

3 3 3 3Frequent tuning out
4 4 4 4

Frequent disruptive behavior
5 s s 5Doing academic activities unrelated to other language

arts instructicm
6 6 6 6

Other (SPECIFY)
7 7 7 7 (17/61-115)
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pit Obervat ion
Whole Part of

ram Mita_ Elm San.
C33. What baltince was there between teacher-directed and student-directed instruction in language arts?

(CIRCLE OM( NUMBER FOR A, 8, AND C IN EACH COLUMN)

a. Readily* insquction
Not applicable; no reading instruction 0 0 0 0

Completely teacher-directed 1 1 1 1

Mostly teacher-directed 2 2 2 2

Equal balance 3 3 3 3

Mostly student-directed 4 4 4 4

Compiwi.ely student=directed

b. Writing ieptructton

5 5 5 5 [18/11-14]

Not applicable; no writing instruction 0 0 0 0

Completely teecher-directed 1 1 1 1

Mostly teacher-directed 2 2 2 2

Equal balance 3 3 3 3

Neatly student-directed 4 4 4 4

Completely student-directed

c. Other lpnguaoe arts instruction

5 5 5 5 [18/15-18]

Not applicable; no other language arts instruction 0 0 0 0

Completely teacher-directed 1 1 1 1

Mostly teacher-directed 2 2 2 2

Equal balance 3 3 3 3

Mostly student-directed 4 4 4 4

Completely student-directed 5 5 5 5 [18/19-22]

[NOTE: Independent sestwork, group work without teacher, individual project work should be coded differently
depending on the degree of discretion students exercise. To count as mostly or completely student-directed,
tasks must allow for choice on the students' part of what to do end/or how to do it. Thus, individual seatwork
completing a highly structured worksheet would typically count as "completely teacher-directed." A work period
in which students choose between structured worksheets might count as lastly teacher-directed." A writing
assignment. on the other hand, allowing students to create their own story (not following a prescribed formula)
would count as nmostly student-directed." Your response will, of course. "average" across all relevant reading
segments, writing segments, etc.]

C34. What forms of student-student interaction were encouraged or permitted during language arts instruction?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

a. Isalim
Not applicable; no reading
No student-student interaction
Discussion among students (e.g., about something they read)
Peer help with reading (e.g., in partner reading)
Joint seatwork (e.g., two or more complete el reading

mechanics exercise)

Other (SPECIFY)

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0
I

2

3

4

5

0
I

2

3

4

5 [18/23-49]

b. Writing
Not applicable; no writing 0 0 0 0

No student-student interaction permitted I 1 1 1

Group work to prepare for writing a 2 2 2

Group writing 3 3 3 3

Peer feecteck on written work 4 4 4 4

Conversation while doing individual writing assignments 5 5 5 5
Discussion of students' written work 6 6 6 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7 7 [18/50-84]

c. Other language orts
Not applicable; no other language arts 0 0 0 0
No student-student interaction permitted I I 1 1

Group work on assignments 2 2 2 2
Individual help to other students with assignments

(e.g., seatwork) 3 3 3 3
Interactive games 4 4 4 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5 i18/85-111]
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C35. How was language arts instruction adapted to needs of LEP students?

Not applicable; no LEP students
No adaptation to LEP students' needs
Some or all teaching was done in LEP students' native language

LEP students were allowed to write in their native language
LEP students were given aesignments that demanded less
English language ability

Instil tion emphasized oral language development

Other (SPECIFY)

1st Observatton gno Observation

[19/11-41]

Whole Part of

Class Class
Whole Part of

Una Jam_
APPLY)

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

(CIRCLE ALL THAT

0 0

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4
5 5

6 6

C36. How were students held accountable for carrying out work assigned in language

Students not held accountable 0
Teacher called on children for oral recitation 1

Teacher ensured all assigned work was completed 2

Teacher checked each child's work during lesson 3
:ember collected whatever students had finished 4
Students mere tested or assessed 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6

arts?

0
1

2

3
4

5

6

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 0
1 1

2 2

3 3
4 4

5 5

6 5 [19/42-72]

C37. What feedback were students given on their performance in language arts instruction? (CIRCLE ALL

No feedback 0 0 0
Oral correction/praise by teacher in front of group or class 1 1 1

Oral correction/praise by teacher in one-on-one situation 2 2 2

Teacher correction or grading of written work (during or
after class) 3 3 3

Student feedback to their peers 4 4 4
Points or other cumulative reward for job well done 5 5 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6 6 6

THAT APPLY)

0
1

2

3
4

5

6 [19/73-104

C38. In what ways did the teacher try to manage or control classroom behavior during language arts?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Evidence of preventive management 01 01 01 01
Periodic comments on appropriate behavier 02 02 02 02
Nonverbal indications of approval (e.g., touching, pats

on back) 03 03 03 03
Individual incentives/rewards for appropriate behavior 04 04 04 04
Group incentiwes/rewards for appropriate behavior 05 05 05 05

Loud adMonition of whole class for inappropriate behavior 06 06 06 06
Vocal "singling out" of disruptive individUals 07 07 07 07
Quiet admonition of whole class 08 08 08 08

Nonobtrusive "talking to" disruptive individuals 09 09 09 09
Repositioning individuals who are behaving inappropriately 10 10 10 10
Other nonvt....:' responses to inappropriate behavior (SPECIFY) 11 11 11 11

Other management techniques (SPECIFY) 12 12 12 12 [20/11-1121

[Note: Use "Evidence of preventive management" when routines are clearly established and
teacher appears to have to do little overt "managing.1
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D. Egerleulum and Instruction in LenominaArls Across the Two-Week Period. in leaular and Supelemenial Rtmms

THESE ITEMS APPLY TO BOTH THE REGULAR CLASSROOM AND TO THE ONE OR TWO SUPPLEMENTAL LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM ROOMS
(SERVING FOUR OR MORE CHILDREN) NOTED IN ITEM AB.

hsver-stwhstur Supp. Supp.

Ilan _Elan_ BMA Room n
Nadirs

DI. Which reading mechanics skills received the most attention during this two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Explicit phonics (sounds taught in isolation from words) I 1 I

Implicit phonics -- As part of reading 2 2 2

Out of context 3 3 3

Whole word recognition -- As part of reading 4 4 4

Out of context 5 5 5

Word analysis -- As part of reading 6 6 6
Out of =test 7 7 7

Fluency practice (e.g., oral reading for fluency) 8 8 8

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 9 9 9

02. How would you classify the priory approach to teaching reading mechanics during these two weeks?
(CIRCLE ONE IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Skills taught primarily out of context of reading text 1 1 1

Skills taught both in and out of cantest 2 2 2

Skill instruction primarily as part of text reeding 3 3 3

03. How would you classify the primary approach to reading comprehension instruction?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMA)

Accuracy focus: instruction aimed at literal meaning of text I 1 1

Understapdino focua: instruction aimed at more than literal
meaning; interpreting text 2 2 2

Combination of accuracy and understanding focus 3 3 3

04. In what way(s) have reading comprehension strategies been taught (if at all) during this period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9 (21111-49)

1

2

3 [21/50-53)

1

2

3 (21/54-57)

No explicit teaching of comprehension strategies 0 0 o 0
Modeling the process of comprehending I 1 I 1

Teaching specific comprehension ekills (e.g., prediction,
summarization) 2 2 2 2

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3 3 3 121/56-76]

05. Across the two weeks, what kinda of text did children read? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Not applicable; no text was reed
Informative text (reports, essays, descriptions, etc.)
Narrative--basal stories developed to teach readinp

Narrative--stories for oeneral audience (may be trade book Or
in basal anthology)

Poems
Drama

Reading mechanics exercises (e.g.. in workbook, on ditto)
Student-generated or student-dictated text

Other forms of text (SPECIFY)
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0 0 0 0

I 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6

7 7 7 7
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Regulir ClIpsgroom
Who e art of Supp. Supp.
glasq Class, Room fl

06. During this period, what emphasis was placed on the use of a publisoed basal reading series? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER
IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Exclusive reliance on basal series 1 1 1 1

Primary emphasis on basal series, but with some other
reading materials 2 2 2 2

Primary emphasis on other reeding material, but with
some use of basal

No use of basal series at all

3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4 (22/50-53]

(Note: "easels" may include excerpted material that alma appears in trade booksj

07. How frequently during the two-week period did homework involve reeding text (of any length or kind)?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Not applicable; no homework 0 0 0 0
Never 1 1 1 1
Once or twice 2 2 2 2
Frequently 3 3 3 3
Almost daily 4 4 4 4 [22/54-57]

[NOTE: If homework assignments span more than one city, cods for mach day the children could be doing
hamework--e.g., reading a book for the whole two weeks, then code "almost daily.")

DB. In what mays (if at all) were children able to choose what they reed? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Children had no choice at all 0 0 0 0
Children had a library period where they chose reeding material 1 1 1 1

Children chose books (or passages) from choices provided by
teacher in class 2 2 2 2

Children chose any books or materials they wished to read in class 3 3 3 3 [22/58-73]

09. What phrases below characterize the teacher's strategy for maximizing students' experience of raiding across the
two-week period? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Ro phrases apply 0 0 0 0
High degree of teacher-directed activity 1 1 1 1

A large amount of time spent reading orally or silently 2 2 2 2

An emphasis on modeling correct reading (e.g., teacher reading aloud) 3 3 3 3
Whole or mall group choral reading 4 4 4 4
Individual oral reading in small groups 5 5 5 5

Activities that get students to read over the same passages
repeatedly 6 6 6 6

Other strategy (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7 [22174-108]

010. What approach was taken to poor readers? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Mo special approach DO 00 00 OD
Left to supplemental programa 01 01 01 01
Extra attention from teacher outside of class time 02 02 02 02
Extra attention from teacher in class 03 03 03 03

Attention from classroom aide 04 04 04 04
IndividUal peer help 05 05 05 05
Grouping with higher-achieving students 06 06 06 06

Grouping with other low-achieving students 07 07 07 07
"Singling out" during oral recitatioa or seatwork time as 08 08 08
Little attention during oral recitation 09 09 09 09

Different curricula (e.g., simpler) 10 10 10 10
Slower pace for iatruction 11 11 11 11
More repetition, opportunities for reinforcement

heOtr (SPECIFY)

12

13

12

13

12

13 :: [23/11-125]
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Regular Classroom
Whole Part of Supp. Supp.

Class Class Room 01 Rom
WE1L1OR

011. Across the two weeks, how many tasks in language arts involved the following:

Non-composed text (students writing text dictated by teacher,
copying text, etc.)

Composed restricted text (e.g.. question-and-answer writing,
writing within tightly prescribed formats)

Composed extemded text (open-ended writing assignments
allowing students to develop text in their own wey. including
dictating text to teacher)

110. 1111101111.11. 4111111.M1114

110011111111111110 10.111011011. .1
1111111=1=11. 111

012. Of all composed text writing during the two weeks, how many writing tasks were of each type?
(ENTER NUMBER OF TASKS IN EhCH APPLICABLE SPACE; IF "0". LEAVE BLANK)

01-111R11cAk12 No writing of composed text (CIRCLE 99) 99 99 99 99

2:922111.12112136Ltat

Informative/Essay

Inforwmtive/Report

Informative/Summary

M11111111.1.11., 011.

Informative/Note taking

1.111116 1.1.

Imaginative/Story

Imaginative/Poem

.1pm

INIOmilM10 41111101.

Imaginative/Play

Personal/Journal

.1.

Personal/Letter. etc.

111=1.11 01.11

....111=W1.=1.0111..111. 1111111111.

Other (SPECIFY)
PIPM111111,

(24/11-34]

Cmosed restricted text (SPECIFY) (25111-112]

013. In teaching composed writing (if any during this period), has this teacher placed greater emphasis on correct
mechanics or meaningful communication? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applicable; no teaching of composed writing 0 0 0 0

Greater emphasis on correct mechanics 1 1 I 1

Roughly equal emphasis on mechanics and meaningful communication 2 2 2 2

Greater emphasis on meaningful communication 3 3 3 3 (25/113-116)

014. In what ways did writing instruction ensure that students had sufficient knowledge of the topics they were
writing about? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Not applicable; no special knowledge was necessary for any writing
assignments 0 0 0

Teacher presented information on writing topic(s) 1 1 1 1

Class discussion of writing topics 2 2 2 2

Students read about topic as part of writing instruction 3 3 3 3

Students did other research on topic as part of writing instruction 4 4 4 4

Topics were chosen that related to work done in other subjects 5 5 5 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6 6 6 6 (26/11-41]
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iMahottLIPtligir Supp. Supp.

Class ,Cless 112911.11 1122M_La

015. How much did the teacher structure the composed extended writing assignments children undertook?
(CIRCLE OWE NUMBER IN EACH CDtUMM UNDER EACH CATEGORY Of WRITING)

a. Personal writing end frgewriting

0

I

Not applicable; no personal or freewriting done 0 0 0

Highly structured (teacher provides much of text; students
complete it)

I I I

Save structure (e.g., teacher provider organization for
text or a model to follow) 2 2 2 2

Little or no structure (teacher wakes a few suggestions, at
most, about possible war% to organize writing) 3 3 3

b. Informetive writing

3 (26/42-45)

Not applicable; no inforwative writing vas done 0 0 0 0

Highly structured (teacher provides much of text; students
complete it)

I 1 1 1

Some structure (e.g., teacher provides organIza:ion for
text or a model to follow) 2 2 2 2

Little or no structure (teacher nakes a few suggestions, at
most, about possible ways to organize writing) 3 3 3 3 [26/46-49]

C. Immidnillit_c_ills

Not applicable; no imaginative writing was done 0 o 0 o

Highly s,-uctured (teacher provides much of text; students
complete it)

I I 1 1

Some structure (e.g., teacher provides organization for
text or a model to follow)

2 2 2 2

Little or no structure (teacher makes a few suggestions, at
most, about possible ways to organize writing) 3 3 3 3 [26/50-53]

0I6. How frequently during the two weeks did homework involve writing composed text (extended or restricted)?
(CIRCLE ONE hUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applcable
0 :,* D 0

Never
1 1 1 1

Once or twice
2 2 2 2

Frequently
3 3 3 3

Almost daily
4 4 4 4 [26/54-57]

[Note: If homework assigneents span more than one day, code for each dey the children could be doing
homework--e,e., wvitine a paper for the whole twy weeks, then code "almost daily."]
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Regular Classroom
Whole Part of Supp. Supp.

raill 41211- BR2M-il 1122Mil

017. What phrases below characterize the teacher's strategy for teaching writing across the two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applicable; no text writing 0 0 0 0
High degree of teacher presentation and explanation 1 1 1 1

Lots of time spent writing in class 2 2 2 2
An emphasis on modeling correct writing 3 3 3 3

heavy use of non-composed writing: teacher dictation, copying. etc. 4 4 4 4
Group writing (including stories dictated by class) 5 5 5 5

Writing through individual student dictation to teacher 6 6 6 6
Other strategy (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7

(Rote: 6roup or class-dictated stories may also be text for reading instruction. too.)

018. What approach was taken to teaching the less proficient writers?

No special approach
Left to supplemental programs

Extra attention from teacher outside of class time

IndividWel attention from teacher during class
Attention from classroom aide
IndividOel peer help

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

00 oo
01 01

02 02

03 03
04 04

go os
Grouping with higher -achieving students 06 06

Grouping with other low-achieving students 07 07
"Singling out" during oral recitation, seatwork es 08
Little attent.on during oral recitation 09 09

Different .Arricula (e.g.. simpler) 10 10
Slowing O. . the pace 11 11
Extra repetition, opportunities for reinforcement 12 12

Other (SPECIFY) 13 13

Other Lanousee Arts

two-week period?019. Which language mechanics skills received the most attention during this
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applicable: no language mechanics taught this week OD 00
Handoriting 01 01

Spelling 02 02
Fanctuation: capitalization 03 03

Vocabulary -- As part of writing or reading 04 04
-- Out of context 05 05

Sentence structure -- As part of writing or reading 05 06
-- Out of context 07 07

Parts of speech -- As part of writing or reading 08 08
-- Out of context 09 09

Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 10 10

020. How would you classify this teacher's approach to teaching language mechanics?
(CIRCLE OWE IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Skills primarily taught out of context of. writing text 1 1

Roughly equal mixture of skill teaching in and out of context 2 2

Skill instruction primarily done as part of text writing 3 3
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(26/56-92)

oo
01 01

02 02

03 03
04 Ov

os 05
06 06

07 07
08 08

09 09

10 10
11 11

12 12

13 13

(27/11-125)

00 00
01 01

02 02
03 03

04 oas

05 05

06 06
07 07

08 oa
09 09

10 10 [20/11-1013

1 1

2 2

3 3

(281102-105)



Replar Classroom
Whole Part of Sop. Supp.

Class Class Ream #1 Room #Z

D2I. What phrases below characterize the teacher's strategy for teaching other language arts across the two-week
period? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Not applicable; no other language arts teaching 0 0 0 0

High degree of teacher presentation, explanation, demonstration I I 1 1

A reliance on worksheets and other individual seatwork 2 2 2 2

An emphasis on modeling correct mechanics 3 3 3 3

Extensive oral drill in whole class or small group formats 4 4 4 4

Use of games or other "fun" appraaches to skill learning 5 5 5 S

Activities that ensure considerable reinforcement and repetition
of skill practice 6 6 6 6

Other strategy (SPECIFY)

7 7 7 7 (29/11-45]

022. If permanent bgmggeneggs grouping by ability or achievement was used for any aspect of language arts teaching
(including supplemental instruction) across the two-week period, which of the following statements apply?
(CIRCLE ONE NURSER)

0 Not applicable; no homogenovs ability grouping

I No differences across groups; similar content nd teaching
strategies

2 Similar content across groups, but different teaching strategies

3 Different content (e.g., two levels of basal), but similar
strategies

4 Different content and teaching strategies across groups (29/46)

Da. If permanent grouping by ability or achievement was used for reading (including supplemental reading
instruction),13 MMhe follopeng phrases (if any) describe differences between the lamest group and other
group(s)? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 Not applicable; no homogeneous ability groups in reading

The lowest group...

1 Had less time with a teacher or aide overall

2 Did more out-of-context drill

3 Received more attention from teacher

4 Was ta64ht primarily by an side

5 Had more time with a teacher or aide overall

6 Did less reading (oral or silert)

7 Got less comprehension instruction

O Other differences (SPECIFY)
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E. Eitimaugz_itysindmiwa
El. What kinds of instructional staff were involved in teaching mathematics to the students in this class durin

this two-week period? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. Regular Classroom

1 Regular classroom teacher
2 A second regular teacher (e.g., under departmentalized or team arrangement)
3 1n-class teacher aide
4 A second in-class aide
S Parent volunteer [29/59-67]

6 Other in-class teacher (SPECIFY)

L. Sunolemental Program Room in (AS SPECIFIED IN AS)

0 Not applicable
1 Specialist
2 Aide (29168-74]

3 Other (SPECIFY)

c. Supplemental Proarem ROW #Z (AS SPECIFIED IN A9)

0 Not applicable
1 Specialist
2 Aide (29/75-01)
3 Other (SPECIFY)

amortization of !Wheal/411s Proormm

E2. Approximately how many minutes per day were allocated to mathematics instruction daring this two-week period?

minutes per day (30/11-13)

[Consider full instructional days, not minimum days or those interrupted by assemblies, earthquakes, or other
unusual events]

(3. How was instruction in mathematics organized during the two-week period? (PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 Whole class instruction--ungrouped
2 Whole class instructiongrouped
3 Stable small group instruction
4 Changeable or ad hoc small group instruction
5 Partially individualized instruction
6 Fully individualized instruction [30/14-13]

7 Other form of organization (SPECIFY)

(Nate: See Item 67 for explanation of response categories)

E4. If students were grouped, what Was the pi-hoary basis for grouping? (PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

1 Homogeneous grouping by achievement or ability level
2 Heterogeneous grouping to mix achievement or ability levels
3 Grouping by student interest or topic of study
4 Grouping bI student ethnic characteristics
5 Grouping by students' behavior characteristics
6 Grouping by English language ability

7 other basis for grouping (PLEASE SPECIFY)
[30/24-33]

E5. aat ways (if at all) did the teacher individually tailor curriculum or instruction in mathenatics for some
or all of the class: (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

0 Not applicable; no individual tailoring
1 Students worked on the same topics, skills, or materials, but at their own pace
2 IndividUal students were assigned to work on different skills, topics, or materials
3 Individual students were allowed to select their own skills, topics, or materials to work on

4 Other (PLEASE SPECIFY)
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E6. With what subjects (if any) was mathematics instruction integrated during the two-week period? (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

0 No integration
I Science, health, environmental education
2 Language arts
3 Social studies (including geography, civics)

4 Other (SPECIFY)

8 Insufficient data

130/42 -SO]

Droanitation of Supplemental Mathematics Proarems

E7. Was there any supplemental mathematics program inetruction--in or out of the regular classroom--during the
two-week period for any of the students in the class?

1 Yes
[30/51]

2 No [SKIP TO (10]

(8. Indicate how many (a) participated in each kind of supplemental prograor-in or out of the regular classroomr-and
(b) missed part or all of the regular classroom instruction because of participation in supplemental programs.

(a)

Mind
Chapter 1 math program

Special education program (that includes language arts)

Other supplemental math program (SPECIFY)

411MMIIMII

.1.0.Noilmr"

[30/52-66]

(9. Supplemental mathmnatics instruction in or outside the regular classroom
this two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Not applicable; did not serve this room

1n-class instruction (aides)

took which form(s) primarily

Special

mit. k fducation Other

during

133/11-37]

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1n-class instruction (mathematics specialist)

Pull-out from mathematics (children miss same, but not all,
of regu'ar class mathwatics)

Pull-out from other time periA (children miss none of
regular class mathematics)

Replacement instruc;ion (children miss all of regular
class mathematics)

Won ihstruCtion (offered at times outside the regular
academic day or term, e.g., a-',,r-school, intersession
or vacation)

Other arrangement (SPECIFY)

HO. Students in this classroom who receive supplemental mathematics instruction outside or inside the regular
classroom participate (a) how many times per week (b) for how many minutes/session (on average)?

(a) (!;)

Sessions/week minutes/Session

.Room#E-A9)
Room f2 (AS SPECIFIED IN A9)

Inside the reoular classroom

sessions --- minutel

sessions --_____ minutes

sessions_____-_ ---- minutes
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Ell. Indicate the richness (combining amount end variety) of visually displayed mathematics material (including
technology such as computers, if used for math) in the regular and supplemental program classroom(s) during this
two-week period. (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Not applicable

Very 0,0: A majority of the wall and display space is covered with

Regular
glassroom

0

1

2

3

4

Supp.

Room #1
Supp.

POOM #2

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4 (33/50-52]

mathematically related material (graphs, posters, math puzzles.
statistics, etc.)

Poderstelv rich: Between a quarter and a half of the wall end display
space is covered with mathematically related material

Moderately poor: There are a few mathematically relevant materials
on display, but less than a quarter of the wall and display space
is devoted to these things

Very poor: There is virtually no mathematically relevant material
to be seen

E12. During this two-week period, how many computers were there...

a. ...In this room (either permanently or on a temporary basis?

b. ...Used for math instruction in this room?

c. ...Elsewhere in the building (e.g., in computer lab) and used for
math instruction by these students?
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F. Observg4 Mathematics Instruction in the Reaular Classroom

(IF NO OBSERVATION DUE TO NONINTEWSIVE CLASSROOM. SKIP TO NEXT SECTION)

Fl. On what dates did you observe mathematics instruction? (ENTER MONTH. DAY, AND YEAR)

First observation: / /

Second observation: ----/----/

U. How many children were present in the room during these observations?

First observation: children

Second observation: children

[33/71-82]

[33/83-86]

F3.

1.22_11151

igemegl igirIggig7
rana Sam_ clan Mau_

On which topic(s) did esch day's oath instruction focus? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Arithmetic (or algebra) I 1 1 1
Geomittry 2 2 2 2
Measurement 3 3 3 3
Statistits/probability 4 4 4 4
Graphs 5 5 5 5
Other (PLEASE SPECIFY) 6 6 6 g [34/11-37]

F4. What did instruction an the topic(s) primarily eephasize? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY Iii EACH COLUMN)

Building skills in using procedures or symbols I i 1 1

Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas 2 2 2 2
Routine applications of mathematical procedures 3 3 3 3
Applying mathematical ideas or procedures to novel problems 4 4 4 4 [34138-63]

FS. If main tapic was arithmetic (or algebra), what operations and quantities were involved? (PLEASE ENTER UP TO
THREE NUMBERS FROM THE GRID BELOW IN THE SPACES UNDER "WHOLE CLASS" OR 'PART OF CLASS," AS APPROPRIATE)

Number or 111._ftUllat2a 2ed Observation
Whole Algebra Fractions Mixed Deci- Ratio. Whole Part of Whole Part ofItatrale _Ha, kale= 161ka think Jim, ash fitEicat ram Mau_ Om MAIL

Numbers/numeration al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7
Add 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 1----1 i----1 E----]
Subtract CI C2 C3 C4 CS C6 C/
NOltiply DI 02 03 04 05 D6 07 Li ri n r---1Divide El 12 13 14 ES 16 (7
Combination (+,-,xd) Fl 12 13 14 F5 F6 17
Estimate 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 Ell 1---1 El
Identify equivalents HI H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 1[34/5447]
Other. 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

ImAintailim pia Observation
Whole Part of Whole Part of

USX Mama_ Q. Clims-

16. What did the students primarily do as part of mathematics instruction? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Listenino to explanation or presentation by teacher 1

Oral uxercises or drill (e.g.. to practice mental math) 2
Group/class discussion of assignments, problems, new topics 3
Individual practice (e.g., seatwork) 4
Collaborative work on mathematical projects or problem 5
Computer-based activities 6
Taking tests .:r other assessments of mathematics achievements 7

Other activities (PLEASE SPECIFY) 8
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7
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1

2

3
4

5

6
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a

1
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3
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5
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1st Observation ZMIJNIUMPIAB
Whole Pert of Whole Part of

Om _Om_
F7. Was any mathematics homework assigned? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH OBSERVATION)

No homework 0 0 0 0
Ccmpletion of today's classwork I I I I

New assignments to be done outside of class 2 2 2 2
Previous assignment(s) still pending 3 3 3 3

Note: "New" does not necessarily man material that is unfamiliar to the childh-en. Tnsat "new assignments" as
those that are "newly given" a homework, even if they involve reinforcement of past lessons.]

[35/46-49)

FB. What instructional materials (or technology) were used in mathematics instruction today? (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

Published textbook I 1 1 I
Published workbook 2 2 2 2
Manipulatives (PLEASE SPECIFY) 3 3 3 3
Calculators 4 4 4 4
Others (PLEASE SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5 (35150-75]

almat rfagjsms,:ajimiggignessille,hgaLt

F9. Excluding transitions (and other non-academic time before lessons begin), how meny minutes were gamely spent
in teaching and learning mathematics? (PUT YOUR BEST ESTIMATE)

Time spent... lagmervation 2nd Observation

...In all aspects of math instruction min. min.----- ----- -____

...By students completing written seatwork min, [35/75-99]

F10. In what ways did the teacher represent mathematical ideas or concepts in the instructivn you observed?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No representations of ideas or concepts 0 0 0 0
Mathematical symbols I I 1 1

Three,dimensional objects (SPECIFY) 2 2 2 2
Two-dieensional diagrams 3 3 3 3
Graphs 4 4 4 4
Tables, charts, or matrices 5 5 5 5
Nmsber lines 6 6 6 6
Other (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7

FII. In how many ways were key concepts or procedures represented? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

[36/11 -AS]

One 1 1 1

Two 2 2 2 2
Three or more 3 3 3 3 [36/49-52]

[NOTE: Count two of the same kind--e.g., stacks of Unifix cubes and bundles of sada straws to represent place
value--as "two: two ways of adding.")

F12, Indicate the types of problems students encountered during these lessons. (CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY)

Numerical computaticm problems 1 1 1 1
Routine "story" problems 2 2 2 2
Nonroutine "story" problems 3 3 3 3

Logic problems. puzzles 4 4 4 4
Practical problems that involve mathematics 5 5 5 5

Other types of problems (SPECIFY) 6 6 6 6 [36/53-797

F13. were problem-solving strategies explicitly taught? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

No I I 1

Yes, as a minor part of instruction 2 2 2
Yes, as a major part of instruction 3 3 3 3 [36/80-83]

[Note: Do na include "cmnputational algorithms--that is, fixed procedures for computing--as a "problem solving
strategy.")
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AskObservatioc Zeg_Okservetion
Whole Part of Whole Part of

Class Clefs Class Class

F14. If manipulatives or technology were used, how were they used? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

As a motivational device 1 1 1 1

To keep students busy 2 2 2 2

To represent mathematicel ideas or concepts 3 3 3 3

As a reword for completing other work 4 4 4 4

As problem solving tools 5 5 5 5

As instruments for mossiving or estimating 6 6 6 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7 (37111-40

F15. Did instruction emphasize getting the correct answers, onderstanding the process by which answers were arrived
at, or both? (CIRCLE ONE mumaa IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Not applicable; instruction was not ccncenned with answers or
process 0 o o o

Getting the correct answers 1 1 1 1

Understanding the process by which answers were arrived at 2 2 2 2

Both correct answers and primess 3 3 3 3 [37/42-45]

F16. On the whole, how did students respond to mathematics instruction? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE
COLUMN)

Consistently high engagement 1 1 1 1

Moderately high engagement 2 2 2 2

Intermittent engagement (sometimes high, sometimes low) 3 3 3 3

Moderately low engagement 4 4 4 4

Consistently low engagement 5 5 s 5 [37/46-49]

[NOTE: Combine the level of engagement with the proportion of the class engaged. "Consistently high" Nearly
all of the class engaged nearly all of the time; "Moderately" a majority of the class engaged most of the
time; "Intermittent" el mixed pattern, with most children engaged some of the time, but also unengaged for
comparable period* of time; etc.]

F17. What kinds of off-task oehavior by students occurred during the class? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No off-task behavior 0 0 0 0
Ok -asional tuning-out 1 1 1 1

OcLisional disruptive behaviors 2 2 2 2
Frequent tuning-out 3 3 3 3

Frequent disruptive behavior a 4 a 4
Doing academic activities unrelated to mathematics 5 5 5 5

Other (SPECIFY) 5 6 6 6 [38/11-41]

FIB. What kinds of student-student interactions (related to the academic task) were encouraged or permitted?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No student-student interaction permitted 1 1 1 1

Discussions of assigned mathematics activities 7 2 2 2

Peer help or tutoring 3 3 3 3

Group problem-solving 4 4 4 4

Conversation while doing individual seatwork 5 5 5 5
Other student-student interactions (SPECIFY) 6 6 5 6 [38/42-58]

F19. What attempts, if any, Here made to connect what was being learned to students' experiences or lives outside of
class? (CIRCLE AIL THAT APPLY)

No attempts were made 0 0 0 0
Teacher explanation with examples or analogies from
activities familiar to students 1 I 1 I

Assigning practical problems to solve that students might
encounter elsewhere 2 2 2 2

Class discussion of how students might apply what they had
learned 3 3 3 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4 4 4 [39/11-33]
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Whole Part of

F20. Which of the following characterizes the "teacher talk" during mathematics instruction? (rIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A great deal of procedural directions 1 1 1

Wait-time following questions (e.g., 2 seconds or more) 2 2 2 2

Open-ended questioning 3 3 3 3

Closed-ended questioning 4 4 4 4

Questioning directed to all children in the room 5 5 5 5

Allowances for, and response to1 student-initiated questions 6 a 6 6

Lecture/presentation 7 7 7 7

Other (SPECIFY) 8 8 a [39/34-68]

F21. What balance was struck between teacher-directed and student-directed learning in the mathematics instruction
you answered? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN APPLICABLE COLUMNS)

Entirely teacher-directed
Primarily teacher-directed
Combination
Primarily student-directed
Entirely student-directed

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

s

1

2

3

4
5

2

3
4

5 [39/69-72]

[NOTE: Independent seatwork, group work without teacher. individual project work should be coded differeetly
depending on the degree of discretion students exercise. To count as mostly or ccmpletely student-directed,
tasks must allow for choice on the students' part of what to do and/or how to do it. Thus, individual seatwork
completing a highly structured worksheet would typically count as "ccapletely teacher-directed." A work period
in which students choose between structured worksheets might count as "mostly teacher-directed." A math
assignment, on the ether hand, allowing students to create their own problems (not following a prescribed
formula) would count as "mostly student-directed." Your response will, of course, "average" across all relevant
instructional segments.]

F22. In what ways did the teacher try to manage or control classroom behavior during mathematics?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Evidence of prevem4ve management
Periodic comments on appropriate behavior
Nonverbal indications of approval (e.g., touching, pats on back)
Individual incentoves/rewards for appropriate behavior
Group incentives/rewards for appropriate behavior

Loud admonition of whole class for inappropriate behavior
Vocal "singling out" of disruptive individuals
Quiet admonition of whole class

Nonobtrusive "talking to" disruptive individuals
Repositioning individuals who are behaving inappropriately
Other nonverbal responses to inappropriate behavior OPECIFY)

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

03

10

11

12

01

02
03
04

05

06
07

08

09
10

11

12

01
02
03
04
05

os
07
08

09
10

11

12

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12 [40/11-112]Other management techniques (SPECIFY)

[Note: Use "Evidence of preventive management" when roc.ines are clearly established and teacher appears to
have to do little overt "managing."]

F23. HOW did (or will) students get feedback on the work they did during observed Instruction?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No feedback 0 0 0 0
Oral correction/praise by teacher in front of group or class 1 1 1 1

Oral correction/praise by teacher in one-on-one situation 2 2 2 2

Teacher correction or grading of written work (during or
after class) 3 3 3 3

Student feedback to their peers 4 4 4 4

Points or other cumulative reward for Job well done 5 5 5 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6 6 6 [41/11-41]
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F24. How were students held responsible for carrying out work assigned

Students not held accountable
Teacher called on children for oral recitation
Teacher ensures all assigned work was completed

Teacher checked each child's work during lessoe
Teacher collected whatever students had fini:Ined
Students were tested or assessed

Other (SPECIFY)

Opservation 2n4LObservation

(41/42-72]

litule

Illu

in mathmmatics?

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Part of
Class

Whole

UM
(CIRCLE ALL THAT

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Part of

Ca

0

I

2

3

4

5

6

.a

APPLY)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

G. ;urr culem nd Instruction in Manemeticsbcross the Two-Week Period in the Regular Classrumn and

THESE ITEMS APPLY TO 00TH THE REM/ AR CLASSROOM AND THE ONE OR TWO SUPPLEMENTAL LANGUAGE ARTS PROGRAM ROOKS
NOTED IN ITEM A9. P. 4.

61. The principal learning tasks in which students engaged can be described by the taxonomy of main topics below.
Circle uo to six numbers in the taxonomy that were the primary topics/emphasis of mathematics instruction in thR
122111ESIBAMDM during this two-week period.

EEI-MLELEIBRI10111-21-1101111a1.01
Routine Novel

tsala_ Skills Concept* Apolicptionk Problems

Arithmetic/algebra 01 02 03 04

Geometry 11 12 13 14

Measurement 21 22 23 24

Statistics/data 31 32 33 34

Graphs 41 42 43 44

Other (SPECIFY) 51 52 53 54 (42/11-25)

62. If arithmetic or algebra was a major topic, on whet operations/quantities in the grid below did instruction In
lbs_roular classroom concentrate? Circle up to 6 nimbers.

Quantities to je potrotg Upon
teiber 2r

Whole Algebra Frutions Mixed Deci- Per-
Deetetion

-121.L. Sentences kits Unlike A1214. mall. GIBIR

Numbers/numeration AI A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

Add Bl 02 63 VA 85 86 07

Subtract CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

MUlttply DI 02 03 04 05 % 07

Divide El EZ E3 E4 E5 16 E7

Combination F1 F2 F3 F4 ec F6 F7

Estimate 61 62 63 64 65 66 67

Idantify/equivalents HI HZ 143 114 115 116 117

Other II 12 13 14 15 16 17

Not applicable; no arithmetic taught during the two-week period 4
[42/26-37]



Supp, Supp.

Ciass Room #1 Room sz

63 Rank the following four learning goals in order of importance to the teacher during this two-week period.
(ENTER RANK NUMBER WITH "1" MOST IMPORTANT; FOR ANY GOALS THAT DON'T APPLY AT ALL, CODE "9")

Building skills and using procedures or symbols

Developing understanding of mathematical concepts or ideas

Routine applications of mathematical concepts or ideas

Applying mathemetical ideas or procedures to novel probless

AINE.MmlimMa. M11111 MIMII=.11.11111Y.

..111=MINNOM

XIalmIOR 111111111.11=1.0.

.111111111mil 111.1.1 11041

4. In what ways dici mathematics instruction during this period get at conceptual understanding? (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

(#2/38-53)

No real focus on conceptual understanding 0 0 0 0
Class or group discussion of the meaning of math problem or concept 1 1 1 1

Teacher presentation or lecture 2 2 2 2

Use of multiple representations for concepts, P rocedirres, etc. 3 3 3 3
Menipulative models (that students use) 4 4 4 4
Visual representations or demonstrations 5 5 5 5
Teacher modeling the process of understanding a problem, concept, etc. 6 6 6 6

Explicit teaching of problem-solving strategies 7 7 7 7

Other (SPECIFY) 8 8 8 8 [42/54-90

65. In what ways did mathematics instruction focus on applications of concepts or procedures to (a) nonroutiHe
problems or (b) life situations of children? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No focus on applications to nonroutine problems or life situations 0 0 0 0

a. Applications to nonroutine problems

Students given new and unfamiliar problems to solve I 1 1 1

Group or class discussion of new and unfamiliar problems 2 2 2 2
Homework assignments involving mathematical applications outside

of class 3 3 3 3
Games or simulations involving =routine problems 4 , 4 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5 S 5 5 [43/11-37)

b. Apolications to_life sitisIstions of children

Students given tasks that involve life situations 1 1 1 1

Group or class discussion of how math applies to life situations 2 '2 2 2
Homework assignments involving life applications 3 3 3 3
Games or simulations involving "real-life" situations 4 4 4 4

Other (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5 [4313840)

66. How closely did mathematics instruction in this period follow the distr'ct- or school-adopted textbook (and
associated workbook)? (CIRCLE ONE UMW la EACH APFICABLE COLUMN)

Exclusive reliance on textbook/ourkbook 1 1 I I
Heavy use of textbook/workbook 2 2 2 2
Smne use of textbook/workboa 3 3 3 3
Little or no use of textbook/worilbook 4 4 4 4 [43161-64]

57. During this period, which of tne following (if any) did the textbook and other materials encourage or require
students to do? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Not applicable; no attention to problem solving 0 0 0 0
Solve novel problems 1 1 1 I

Address problems with more than one correct answer 2 2 2 2
Show the process or steps for arriving at a solution 3 3 3 3
Learn Or use explicitly stated problem-solving strategies 4 4 4 4 [43/65-84]
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Class Class Room fl Room

68 What phrases characterize the teacher's strategy for teaching natnematics during this two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

High degree of teacher explanation, presentation, or demonstration 1 1 1

Time spent in class going over and correcting homework 2 2 2 2

A lot of tine spent on individual seatwork 3 3 3 3
Active discussions with students about nath 4 4 4 4

Emphasis on games and other ways to make oath "fun" 5 5 5 5
Reliance on whole group instruction primarily 6 6 6 6

Other strategy (SPECIFY) 7 7 7 7 [43/85-115]

69. What approach(es) did the teacher take to low-achieving students? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

No special approach oo 00 00 00
Left to supplemental programs 01 01 01 01
Extra attention from teacher outside of class time 02 02 02 02
Individual attention from teacher in class 03 03 03 03

Attention from classroom aide 04 04 04 04
Individual peer help 05 05 0 05
Grouping with hignef-nchieving studeats 06 06 06 06

Grouping with other low-achieving students 07 07 07 07
"Singling out" during oral recitation os oa os 08
Little attention duriag orsl recitation os 09 09 os

Different curricula (e.g., stap)er; 10 10 10 10
Slowing down the pace of instruction 11 11 11 11
Extra repetition, opportunities for reienrcement 12 12 12 12

Other (SPECIFY) 13 13 13 13 (44/11-125)

610. Which of the following toms of mathematical materials and equipment were used across the two-week period?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Published textbook 1 1 1 1

Published workbook (and associated published materials) 2 2 2

Teacher-made materials (SPECIFY) 3 3 3 3

Class library of trade books on math or science 4 4 4 4

Children's periodicals with math in them (e.g., 3-2-1 Coltatl) 5 5 5 5

Calculators 6 6 6 6

Computer(s) with math software (SPECIFY PROGRAM)

7 7 7

Manipulatives (SPECIFY) 8 8 e 8

Other (SPECIFY) 9 9 9 9 (45/11-58)
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N. Teacher Backprgyng Variablet

[NOTE: I. THESE DATA DO MOT PERTAIN TO A PARTICULAR TWO-WEEK PERIOD. ME NLED
THE END OF THE YEAR.

2. BECAUSE THE CONFIGURATICM OF STAFF MAY CHANGE FOR DIFFERENT SUBJECT
SUBJECT AREA, EVEN IF THAT MEANS DUPLICATING INFORMATION FOR ONE DR

TO OBTAIN THIS INFORMATION BY

AREAS. PLEASE CODE FOR LAIII
MORE INDIVIDUALS.]

Instriatgpal Staff in the Regular Classroom

HI. Characterize the background of the instructional staff in the regular glassroom for each subject area.
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN CACH COLUMN)

Limputae Arts psthematici
Aide.

Teacher Other
Aide.

giber
Aide, Aide,

Dutcher. Qum =LE
Training in literature, writing, math. etc. (major

or minor in college or graduate program)
1 1 1 1 2 1

Training in meth or language arts tuaching methods as
part of educaticn degree/certification program

2 2 2 2

Relevant school district-based professional devel-
opment in the last 3 years

3 3 3 3 3 3

Relevant school district-based professional cWvel-
opment in earlier years

4 4 4 4 4 4

Other relevant professional development (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5 5 5

Ongoing intellectual engagement (e.g., throLgh
professional reading. leisure-time activities)

6 6 6 6 6 6

(46/11-55)
Insufficient data 8 8 8 a 8

[NOTE: If there is more than one cliss-oom teicher. 4Se "Aide/other" column(s); in-clast supplemental prclram
staff go here.]

142 Do instructional staff in each subject area in the regular classroom ...peak the students' native language(s)
(or dialect), if other than standard English? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH APPLICABLE COLUMN)

Language Aut_____ Malheffetiu
Aide,

Teacher iftr
Aide.

Wqr iir
Aloe, Aide.

2iMS MEL
Not applicable; no LEP students 0 0 0 0

No

Yes, for same LEP students or dialect speakers 2 2 2 2

Yes, or all LEP students or dialect speakers 3 3 3 3 3 3

(46/55-61)

143. What is the racial/ethnic background of the regular classroom in-tructional staft in each subject area?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Longuaqr Arts Mothvwtics

Teacher
Aide,

Other
Aide,

Other Teacher
Aide. Aide,
0_4" al=

Black (non-Hispanic)
1 1 1 1 1

Hispanic 2 2 2 2

Caucasian (non-Hispaniz) 3 3 3 3 3 3

Asian/Pacific Islander 4 4 4 4 4 4

Native American 5 5 5 5 5 5

Other 6 6 6 6 6 6

[46162-67)
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H4. Other than by language or racial/ethnic background, in what ways are instructional staff in the regular classroom
familiar with their students' backgrounds? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Laflamme Arts Mathematics

Teachtr

Aide,

lahr
Aide,

21_NLE,

Aide, Aide,

habit MN: MI:
Teacher has little familiarity with their students'

backgrounds 0 0 0 0 0 0
Has 5 years or more experience teaching these kinds

of students 1 I 1 1 1 1

Grew up in the ewe kind of comnunity 2 2 2 2 2 2

Has contact with parents (e.g., by phone, notes,
parent conferences) 3 3 3 3 3 3

Has visited some or all of students' homes 4 4 4 4 4 4
Lives in the neighborhood from which most children

in the classroom come 5 5 5 5 5 5

He' taught siblings of children in class 6 6 6 6 6 6
community work in the neighborhood where children live 7 7 7 7 r 7

Other basis for familiarity with children's backgrounds
(SPECIFY) 8

(47/11-67)

HS. How many years have regular classroom instructional staff taught (a) in schools serving this kind of student
population, (b) schools serving other "disadvantaged" populations, and (c) this grade level of children? (ENTER
THE NUMBER OF YEARS IN EACH APPLICABLE STACE)

Laflamme Arts Mathematics
Aide, Aide, Aide, Aide,

Teacher Other Other halm Mit Ithm
In school .. serving this student population

In schoals serving other "disadvantaged"
populations

Al this grade lsrel

111 T.M.10.110

ax.1

years years

years years

years years

(NOTE: Define "this stuoent population" by compare.- levels of poverty, ethnichacial
background, and urbanicity.)

H6. How would you classify the expectations of the regular classroom teacher(s) for the academic success (success r.
mastery of this year's curriculum) of lower-achieving students? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Lanpage Arts Mathematics
Tgeghqr Teacher

Teacher believes...

(48/11-46]

All can succeed this yearperformance at grade level
All can succeed, given differentiated curricula (e.g.. with lower achievers

succeeding at below grade-level goals)
All can succeed eventually (but some must be held back)
Some students ere unlikely to succeed ever
Most won't be able to succeed
Insufficient data

1

2

3
4

5

8

1

2

3

4

5

6 (48/47-48)

H7. Mien students fail academically, what responsibility does the regular cl:Aisrolom teacher(s) take to help or make
sure these students succeed in each subject area? (CIRCLE ONE mUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Language Arts Mathematics
Teacher Teacher

Full responsibility I I

Shared responsibility (e.g., with aide or supplemental program staff)

Little or no responsibility (e.g., ignores children or leaves children
to be taught primarily nr oolely by supplemental program)

Insufficient data

2

3

3

2

3

8 (48/49-50]
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H8. Overall, haw satisfied is the regular classroom teacher with his/her current teaching situation?
(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR A, 8. C, AND 0 IN EACH COLUMN)

Sattefactiop

JAanguage Arts ... in Mathematics

(46/51-52]

wit4...

I

2

3

4

8

1

2
3

4
e

a.

b.

Their teachine Performance

Very satisfied
Moderately satisfied
Somewhat unsatisfied
Very unsatisfied
Insufficient data

Support for teaching by school administrgtors. resoprom staff. etc..

Very satisfied
1 1

Moderately satisfied
2 2

Somewhat unsatisfied a 3
Very unsatisfied 4 4

c.

Insufficient data

$uoport for teachino by district Program staff. etc.

8 8 (48/53-54]

Very satisfied
1 1

Moderately satisfied
2 2

Somewhat unsatisfied
3 3

Very unsatisfied
4 4

d.

Insufficient data

Teachino aa a career

8 8 (46/55-56)

Very satisfied
Moderately smtisfied

2 2Somewhat umsatisfied
3 3

Very unsatisfied 4 4
Insufficient data

(48/57-58)

H9. How much discretion does the teacher have to determine what is
subject area? (CIRCLE ORE NUMBER rOR A AND B IN EACH COLUMN)

...

a. ghgs is taught

taught in this classroom, and how. in each

in Lanagege Arts ... in Methematics

Complete discretion
1 1Moderate discretion
2 2

Some discretion
3 3

Little or no discreticm
4 4

Insufficient date

b HOW it is taught

8 8 (46/59-60)

Complete discretion
1 1Moderate discretion
2 2Some discretion
3 3Little or no discretion
4 4

Insufficient data 8 8 [48181 -623

HIO. What limits the teacher's discretion in each subject area? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

in Language Arts ... in Methematiu

State framework or guidelines
1 1

District textbook adoptions
2 2District syllabi. scope-and-sequence
3 3

State or district tests
4 4

School-level curricular decisions 5 5
Other limiting factors (SPECIFY) 8 6 (43/53 -77]

[NOTE: Your response should indicate major influences on teacher's decisionmaking that the teacher recognizes
as a constraint and that you judge to have altered or affected choices about what to teach and how to teach.]
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Supplemental Instructional Staff Outtide the Reoular Classroom (If any, serving four or more etudents from the
regular classroom)

RESPOND ONLY FOR THOSE SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAM ROOMS INDICATED IN ITEMS AS AND A9.

HII. Characterize the backpround of the enolenental instructional staff who teach gutside the regular classroom for
each subject area. fZIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

Training in literature, writing, meth. etc. (major
or minor in college or graduate program)

Lanouage Art, Mathematics
Supp. 5uPP.

IBEX
Supp.

Anal
Supp.

kola

Training in math or language arts teaching methods as
part of education degree/certification program

2 2 2 2

Relevant school district-based professional ckvel
cement in the last 3 years

3 3 3 3

Relevant school district-based professional devel-
opment in earlier years

4 4 4 4

Other relevant professional development (SPECIFY) 5 5 5 5

Owing intellectual engagement (e.g., through
professional reading, leisure-time activities)

6 6 6 6

Insufficient data a a 8 (49/11-41)

11I2. Oo supplemental instructional staff in each subject area who teach musk the regular classroom speak the
students' native language(s) (or dialect), if other than standard Englieli? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH COLUMN)

Lanouaoe 4111 Mathematics
Supp. Supp.

ESIRMA1 Wag
Supp.

BOI-11
Supp.

aReM_EZ

Not applicable; no LEP students 0 0 0 0

No I I I I

Yes, for some LEP students or dialect speakers 2 2 2 2

Yes, for all LEP students or dialect speakers 3 3 3 3 (49/4k-45]

1413. What is the raOial/ethnic background of the supplemental instructional staff in each subject area who teach
outside the regular classroom? (CIRCLE ONE NUMSEk IN EACH COLUMN)

Lanouane kls Mathematics

BlaCk (non-Hispanic)

Hispanic

Caucasian (non-Hispanic)

Asian/Pacific Wander

Native American

Other

Supp. SuPP.

boll Emil
1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

Supp.

ball
1

2

3

4

5

6

Su PP.

FOOM 0?

1

2

3

4

5

6 (49/46-49]
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H14. Other then by language or ratialfethnic background, in what ways are supplemental instructional staff galigt theregular classroom familiar with their students' backgrounds? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY IN EACH M(NN)

_Language Arts Mathewatics
Supp. Supp. Sum- Sup,.

9.11cm #1 R2Pm f2 Emil Row 02

Teacher has little familiarity with their students'
backgrounds

0 0 0 0Has 5 years or more experience teaching these kinds
of students

1 1 1 1Grew up in the same kind of community
2 2 2 2

Has contact with parents (e.g., by phone. notes,
parent conferences)

3 3 3 3Has visited some or all of students homes 4 4 4 4Lives in the neighborhood from which most children
in the classroom come

5 5 5 5

Hes taught siblings of children in class 6 6 6 6Does community work in the neighborhood where children live 7 7 7 7

Other basis for familiarity with children's backgrounds

8 ti 8 8

(49/50-138)

(SPECIFY)

H15. Now many years have supplemental
instructional staff outside the regular classroom taught (a) in schools servingthis kind of student population, (b) schools serving other disadvantaged" populations, and (c) this grade levelof children? (ENTER THE NUMBER Of YEARS IN EACH APPLICABLE SPACE)

In schools serving this student population

In schools serving other "disadvantaged"
populations

At this grade level

Language Arts Mathematics
Sum. &app. Supp. Supp.

Room #1, ROOM #2Room #1 Romig

0.11111 years years

years

years

[NOTE: Define "this student population" by comparable levels of poverty, ethnic/racial
background, and urbanicity.]
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H16. Overall, how satisfied ars supplemental instructional staff outsidp the regular classroom with their current

teaching situations? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR A, 8, C, AND D IN EACH COLUMN)

... in Lama= Arts ... in Mathematics

Sum. Supp. Sapp. Sum.
&MIL bail BMX. BMX

Satisfaction with...

a. Their teeching osrfonsepg
Very satisfied 1 1 I I

Moderately satisfied 2 2 2 2

Somewhat unsatiefted 3 3 3 3

Very unsatisfied 4 4 4 4

Insufficient deta 8 a 8 g (50/15-34]

b. Simeon for poaching by :IOW adsinfstrators resource staff. sitc.

Very satisfied 1 1 I I

Moderately satisfied 2 2 2 2

Somevhst unsatisfied 3 3 3

Very unsatisfied a 4 4

Insufficient data a a 8 i [50/39-421

c. Suomi, far tggichipely district RrOW4M staff. etc.
Very satisfied I 1 1 I

Moderately satisfied 2 2 2 2

Somewhat unsatisfied 3 3 3 3

Very unsatisfied 4 4 4 4

Insufficient data 8 8 8 8 150/43-48]

d. Teaching as a career
Very satisfied 1 1 I 2

Moderately satisfied 2 7 2 2

Somewhat unsatisfied 3 3 3 3

Very unsatisfied 4 4 4 4

Insufficient date 8 8 8 g (50/47-50]

1117. How much discretion do supplemental instructional staff have to determine what is taught g4side the regular

classroom. and how, in each 'Reject area? (CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR A AND 8 IN EACH COLUMN)

... in Lagapsoe Arta ... in Msthgmatics

Supp. Seep. Supp. Supp.

Wall Mall boil Neil

illaVelletescret ion I 1 I 1

legiarete discretion 2 2 2 2

Some discretion 3 3 3 3

Little or no discretion 4 4 4 4

Insufficient data a 8 a 8 150/51-543

a.

b. Eam_11_11_Iamil
caw ete discretion I 1 1 I

Moderate discretion 2 2 2 2

Some discretion 3 3 3 3

Little or no discretion 4 4 a 4

Insufficient data a 8 a a [50155-58]

1418. Whst limits the discretion of supplemental instructional staff outside the negular classroom in each subject

area? (CIRCLE ALL THAr APPLY IN EACH COLUMN)

... in Lanokligeffrts ... in Mathematics

Supp. Supp. Supp. Supp.

ROMA/ BMX bail ROME

State framework or guidelines I 1 1 1

District textbook adoptions 2 2 2 2

District syllabi. scope-and-sequence 3 3 9 3

State or district tests 4 4 4 4

School-level curricular decisions 5 5 5 5

Curricular decisions by regular classrops teacher 5 6 6 6

Sieplemental program suidel Ines 7 7 7 7

Other limiting factors (SPECIFY) 8 a 8 8 (50/59-89]

[NOTE: Your response should indicate major influences on tescher's decisioneaking that the teacher recognizes
as a constraint and that you judge to have altered or affected choices about what to teach and how to teach.]
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